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more. Krell CAST—Current Audio Signal Transmission—
changes everything. By keeping the signal entirely in the
current domain from source to speakers, asystem of Krell
CAST components performs as one—as though there
were no interconnects. For the first time, cable interaction
is eliminated as asystem variable, clearing the way for
Krell CAST components to do what separates are
supposed to: reproduce music without compromise.
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astering engineer Denny Purcell
let out along sigh. "Does anyone
in this room believe that any of
this is going to do any good?" he asked. Of
the eight or nine people — each with
decades of experience in the music and/or
audio industries — hanging out at Georgetown Masters Studios for SDMI's Phase II
listening tests this past October (see "Update" on p21), not one said "Yes." The consensus: the watermarking issue will probably be dead and forgotten within ayear.
Even those who believe that the music
industry has legitimate justification for trying to protect its products have questioned
the enormous amounts of time, money, and
human resources the Secure Digital Music
Initiative (SDMI) has spent on watermarking. Entertainment-industry lawyers keep
fanning the flames of executive hysteria;
executives, fearful of losing sales to piracy,
then demand solutions from engineers,
who dutifully offer every remedy they can
concoct. Cure du jour: watermarking.
It's but the latest wave in the entertainment industry's long tradition of opposition
to new technologies, which it always sees as
threats, never opportunities. Remember
the Tape Tax? Macrovision? Serial Copy
Management System? Yet each supposed
threat to the industry's revenue streams has
become a revenue stream in itself: prerecorded cnçette tapes were immensely
more profitable for the music business than
vinyl records; videotape rentals made winners out of hundreds — thousands — of
loser films. These new formats were greeted with hysteria by an industry eager to
keep on doing business the same old way.
Fact of life: People make copies of
movies and music. They make photocopies
of newspaper and magazine articles; they
cut and paste copyrighted pieces into their
e-mails and send them to friends. Most do
so within so-called "fair use" provisions of
copyright law that allow quoting and copying for non-commercial purposes. People
are going to continue making copies,
whether watermarking is eventually made
workable or not. An enlightened industry
would encourage new technology rather
than uy to hinder it, and find new and more
efficient ways to let people share information and entertainment —and more efficient ways to extract profit from the process.
Idon't think the watermarking effort is
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part of some vast, malevolent conspiracy to
deprive us music-lovers of our rights. I
believe that artists and writers deserve to be
compensated for their work. Ialso believe
that the publishers and distributors of such
work deserve to be compensated. So I'm not
opposed to the entertainment industry's
attempt to control the distribution of its
products —unlike those who profess that
"the music should be free," which to some
extent has always been free. In the scramble
to gain exposure for new releases, the music
industry showers promotional discs and
many other perks on radio stations, independent disc jockeys, and reviewers for publications like this one. The music is given
away and played for free; it's acost of sales.
Accountants can calculate such costs very
accurately, but no one has ever presented a
solid scientific case attributing specific "lost
sales" to services like Napster or CD burners in computers —or, in an earlier era, to
cassette copies made from borrowed LPs.
Such losses are extremely hypothetical. The
most likely and reasonable scenario is that
most people, especially near-destitute college students, would not be willing to pay
for copied recordings. They would simply
live without them. Freely copied music is of
marginal and transitory interest —for background listening only. As far as Iknow, no
one is building areference library of MP3s.
Applied to the new generation of highresolution recordings, the watermarking
effort is misguided. Audiophiles — the
upper end of the market — won't stand for
it. Whether they can hear it or not, they
will object on principle (as John Atkinson
did in last Septembees "As We See It"),
even though, as recording engineer Chuck
Ainley mentioned to Purcell, watermarking
probably does less damage to the music than many
commonly appliedforms ofsignal processing.
Typical music fans — the vast bulk of
the market — won't care if their music is
watermarked or not, but they will object
to players that require authorization from
some central authority (via watermarking)
in order to play it. At the insistence of the
music industry, such afeature could be
included in the next generation of players,
as mentioned in remarks made by
International Federation of Phonograph
Industries president Paul Jessop at awatermarking panel discussion during last
autumn's Audio Engineering Society con-
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vention. Remember the Divx debacle?
Furthermore, how will watermarking
do for the music industry what its proponents claim it will do? How will it prevent
copies? This has never been explained. All
the digital-encryption-and-copy-prevention expertise in the world can be defeated with one digital/analog converter and
one analog tape recorder. Beyond the
marketing problems lies the obvious engineering truth: any copy-control technique
that reasonably might be applied to consumer audio will be hacked and defeated.
If awatermark can be detected, as it must
be in order to work, it can be removed —
as was apparently proven by researchers at
Princeton and Rice Universities and elsewhere in response to a "Hack spziAr
challenge the SDMI issued in September.
Disturbingly, the watermarking effort
seems intended to inhibit lawful activities
by ordinary music-lovers without really
addressing wholesale piracy — a major
industry in parts of the globe where copyrights are even less of a concern than
audio quality. Watermarking will have no
effect on the world's millions of streetcomer entrepreneurs.
As a method of containing piracy,
watermarking simply won't work. The
music industry might be better off canceling the contracts of the legal eagles who
keep pushing for it as aguarantee of job
security (think of all the copyrightinfringement litigation it could generate!)
and instead apply the funds to developing
business plans that would reduce the
incentive for piracy. In other words, make
the music more affordable.
But that may be too simple asolution. I
suspect that watermarking tests and the
"Hack spmr challenge are not really
about DVD-Audio or SACD or any highresolution audio format that involves the
movement of physical products. Ithink they
are part of alarger research-and-development program for afuture only beginning
to dawn: one in which Universal or BMG
or Sony Music Entertainment will pump a
wide-bandwidth audio datastream directly
to consumers for amonthly subscription
fee. They want to sell you the music, and
they want to make sure you don't sell it to
anyone else. "Big Brother" conspiracy or
simple, solid business? That will depend on
where you stand in the transaction.
11
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Striking adelicate balance between the purest expression of the filmmaker's vision and the unmistakable detail of the
composer's masterpiece, the Sony DVP-S9000ES DVD player -the first video product from Sony's Elevated Standard follows in the footsteps of its legendary predecessors to provide nothing less than the new "reference standard" in video
and audio performance. The DVP-S9000ES features a proprietary MPEG Image Processor that employs sophisticated
motion adaptive technologies for the most accurate reproduction possible. And Sony's Precision Cinema Detection works in
conjunction with a powerful 12-bit 54MHz converter to achieve the finest 480 progressive output available.
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the picture wouldn't be complete without superb audio, so the DVP-S9000ES is compatible with Super Audio CDs as well,
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Letters
always dogging her steps to set down a
new box that she has just purchased.
Then she pulls out acrank, winds up the
box, lays down a circular platter that
begins turning, and plunks down on it a
funny-looking arm with ahorn attached.
Miracle of miracles, suddenly you're listening to aStrauss waltz.
Almost everyone in this circle of
Idiscuss the recording of this set, one Iam proud
friends is utterly amazed. After their initial amazement, they settle into the rapto have been associated with, elsewhere in this
ture of actually being able to listen to this
issue.
wonderful piece of music without having
an orchestra in attendance.
Gems
In this fantasy, does even one of these
Editor:
imaginative, engaged people think, "That
Sam Tellig's "A Passing" in the September
doesn't sound like real music to me"? In
issue (p.37) was amost beautifully written, deeply moving piece of writing; I my vision, almost all of them understand
that areal orchestra could not fit inside
don't mind admitting it moved me to
this box, and they use their imaginations
tears. Such gems are what make Stereophile
to fill in the blanks. As amatter of fact,
the leader in the field of audio journalism,
they are so taken with this amazing
and I sincerely hope that corporate
invention that they make unconscious
maneuverings don't damage the quality
adjustments without even giving it the
of the magazine.
Mark
slightest thought.
All of them except for one cranky
brumbym@deanco.nz
cynic. He gets up off the grass and
stomps out of this idyllic Renoir scene,
Not sure what you mean by "corporate maneuverings," Mark, but rest assured that as long as I muttering, "Who could put up with that
tinny crap! I'll have nothing to do with it.
am at the helm, Stereophile will continue to
Either give me alive orchestra or nothing
adhere to the precepts established by its founder,
at all." What he doesn't know is that,
J. Gordon Holt.
—JA
later (I was single then — it's my fantasy),
Iget to take home the girl and this new
Great site
magic music box.
Editor:
What's the difference between these
Love the newly reorganized "Archives"
turn-of-the-century folks and us? Has the
page on www.stereophile.com. Thanks
species evolved to such an extent in the
for agreat site and agreat magazine.
Gary Soverall
Trinidad and Tobago
sovy@carib-link.net
Letters to the Editor should be sent
to The Editor, Stereophile, 110 Fifth
A pretty good system?
Avenue, 5th Floo4 New York, NY
Editor:
10011. Fax (212) 886-2809. E-mail:
Imagine yourself living at the turn of the
Letters@Stereophile.com. Unless
century. Could be London or Paris, or, if
marked otherwise, all letters are
you've got a more exotic imagination,
assumed to be for possible publicaAlexandria or Constantinople. Whether
tion. In the spirit of vigorous debate
you're imagining yourself young or old,
implied by the First Amendment,
let's say the juices are still flowing —
and unless we are requested not to,
you're engaged in the enjoyment of life.
we publish correspondents' e-mail
As amatter of fact, you're in aposh drawaddresses. Please note: We are unable
ing room or front room, or, better yet, sitto answer requests for information
ting in aRenoir setting on the Seine with
on specific products or systems. If
abunch of chatty, witty friends.
you have problems with your subWho should suddenly appear but one
scription, call toll-free (800) 666of your friends who is constantly acquir3746, or write to Stereophi/e, P.O. Box
ing the newest gadgets — daguerreotypes
53117, Boulder, CO 80322-3117.
and things like that. To make things interesting, let's say it's apretty young woman.
She tells one of the large men who are

Some of the best
Editor:
Just picked up Robert Silverman's Complete Beethoven Sonatas this weekend.
Bravo! Some of the best piano performances and recordings Ihave ever heard.
Roger Kanno
kannor@jothomas.com
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last hundred years that our hearing is better than theirs? Is our native intelligence
greater? Do we possess adeeper understanding of music? Was what they
defined as "enjoyment" in fact a less
intense experience than ours? Ithink not,
on each of these points, some might even
argue the opposite.
Why, then, could all of those lively,
interesting people appreciate that early
Victrola when we contemporary folks
would find its sound unacceptable? I
think the answer can have to do only with
expectations. They had no expectations at
all when this lovely lady presented them
with the strange new box, and therefore it
wildly succeeded.
Except for our cranky cynic, of course.
He was, by the way, atheater critic who
was in the middle of his latest lambasting — of anew Oscar Wilde play, or perhaps it was George Bernard Shaw. At any
rate, would we think of him as more
astute than his friends, who remained
behind and enjoyed themselves, or
would we think of him as less imaginative? Would you have preferred to be in
his company or to have stayed behind at
the lively party?
If the difference between enjoyment of
certain experiences (such as the one I
have described above) and rejection of
that experience has to do with expectations, wouldn't it make sense to ask ourselves if we have it within our power to
alter our expectations? Ihave found that,
as an audiophile, I have sometimes
piqued my expectations to such afrenzy
that nothing on God's green earth would
satisfy me. Ihave had to work damn hard
to do it, too, spending hours upon hours
to train myself to hear the most minute
differences in equipment, and then straining my faculties to retain that ability to
distinguish these differences. Not to mention the many thousands of dollars Ihave
spent to appease this self-created appetite.
Recently Idecided to leave the corporate work world to stay home to write
and edit. The cut in my income has been
substantial. In order to "pursue my fantasy," as my wife puts it, Iwas called upon
to make certain adjustments to my
lifestyle. As you may have guessed, the
first thing Ihad to agree to was "no more
stereo equipment."
As fate would have it, two pieces of
equipment failed at just about this time.
They were both audio components that I
once thought were essential to an enjoyable musical experience. One was adigi9

Letters
tal jitter-reducer that seemed necessary to
tighten amushy bottom end and sweeten
ajittery high end. The second was a
power supply for my turntable, which
turned my analog sound into awarm,
enveloping cocoon of pleasure. Could I
actually live without them?
Itried the future-birthday ruse, but my
wife reminded me that I'd used up birthdays way beyond even the most dubious
actuary's predictions. Iexplained how all
of my previous investments would be
totally compromised without these actually fairly inexpensive pieces of equipment. She retorted that they might be
inexpensive to 0.0001% of the population, but the cost of these two items were
about what the vast majority of people
spent on an entire system.
Well, life goes on, and Ihad promised
to get down to writing, and Ialways listen to music when Iwrite. So Ifired up
the computer and the stereo and began
writing and listening, and guess what? I
don't even know those pieces of equipment are gone anymore. Can't even quite
understand why Ithought Ineeded them
so badly in the first place. Did they ever
really provide sonic benefits? Maybe if I
sell ascreenplay one of these days I'll be
able to replace them and sit for hours
with my brow squinted trying to figure it
out. For now, Ithink Ihave apretty good
stereo system.
David Del Bono
Woodland Hills, CA
ddelbourp@emaiLmsn.com

Anyway, do you guys know of an audio
club here in the People's Republic of Ann
Arbor — home of the University of
Michigan and University of Michigan
Hospital — where awayward and hopeless music junkie like myself might find
succor and solace among her own kind? I
rant and rave like a woman obsessed
about various music and high-end gear to
my co-workers during lunch, or I'm poring over some issue of the 'phile while
downing my black coffee and peanutbutter-and-jelly sammich. Gee, the other
womenfolk have disowned me, and the
guys avoid me now too. Burnma. (I did
make Employee of the Month this
month, so Iguess the boss still loves me.)
Well, guess Igot my 2cents' worth in.
By the way, WEMU (Eastern Michigan
University's public radio station here in
town) is to die for! Excellent jazz and
blues!! 89.1 on your FM dial! The Bone
Conductor show, hosted by Thayrone (of
the Witch Doctors blues band fame), has
the most bitchin' blues thang goin' Sunday
nights! (Plus ... he's cute tool) Be there
or be square.
Later, Alligator. See you on the streets.
Ms. Brenda J. Pettykowski
medopsgirl@aol.com

Where's the real magazine?
Editor:
Could you please send me the real
September 2000 Stereophile? Ireceived
Stereo Review instead. It's kind of puzzling, because it did say "Stereophile" on
the cover, but inside it was definitely
The state of the state of the ...
Stereo Review. Iknow because of the ads
Editor:
from Cambridge, Denon, Infinity, JVC,
Friday night, staying home, nursing a and Kenwood — you know, the massClass 10 tummyache (cursed girl thang,
produced department- and discountdoncha' know), listening to some rather
store products that are in Class X of
tasty Everett Green ("Don't Worry
"Recommended Components." (Class
About Me") via my modest but deliX is for the mid-fi components recomcious-sounding two-channel system, and
mended for people who don't like
ruminating about the virtues — lost mine
music but have to fill empty spaces in
eons ago — of the current state of the
their TV wall units. Of course, I've
state of high-end audio.
probably offended people who own
Jonathan Scull's "As We See It" in
these products.)
November really hit the nail right on the
Is this the kind of advertising we
head: Video vs audio; known fact, video
should expect in Stereophile in the future?
puts the mind into atrance, turns aperIs Stereophile going to become just anothson into anonthinking Neanderthal. Me?
er Stereo Review?
Idon't even own atelevision (let alone
Dennis Widman
some ersatz surround-sound rig)! Imuch
Edmonds, WA
prefer to cuddle up in my warm jammies
davidman@aol.com
with a good book and listen to some
music. We all in agreement here, my
With some audio magazines dosing (Audio in
testosterone-driven brethren?
particular) and others transmognfying into "conBy the way, am Ithe only girl who
vergence" books (Stereo Review, for example),
reads this rag? One woliders how your
I am pleased to say, Mr. Widman, that
executive publisher, Ms. Jaqueline
Stereophile's stability and longevity are being
Augustine, puts up with you naughty
recognized as virtues
manufacturers of mainboys. (Especially you, Mr. Sam Tellig!
stream audio electronics. Long may this continue
You're a real Huckleberry! You must
as it guarantees me the resources Ineed as the
drive your poor wife crazy.) Actually, I magazine's editor to keep publishing a
love you all and relish every word you
Stereophile chock-full of high-end audio news,
boys set down on paper. Kinds like afamreviews, and articles. Stereophile's mission was,
ily of surrogate geek brothers.
is, and will be to promote music reproduction in
10

the honte with the highest possible fidelity and
quality on all and every medium to which
audiophiles have arf"s — even using computer
soundcards and in surround sound! By contrast,
Stereo Review's mission...well, who knew
what they were trying to achieve? No, Mr.
Widman, Stereophile will not turn into
Stereo Review.
—JA
What's wrong with the magazine?
Editor:
What is wrong with Stereophile? We have
been talking about the future of sound
reproduction for months now. The twochannel vs multichannel discussion is old.
Then Stereophile reviews the first DVDAudio player to hit the market in twochannel mode only. Never mind that most
of the tracks on the DVD-A samplers
used for the review were multichannel —
Jonathan Scull listened only to some of the
information contained on the disc. How
could he make an informed judgment
about the player?
Why publish areview on DVD-A at
all? Where was the editor while Mr. Scull
was writing his review of the Technics
DVD-A10? Shame on Stereophile
Ruben Garcia
San Francisco, CA
msf@igc.org
As Jonathan explained in his review, his evaluation was based on the player's and the software's
capability in traditional two-channel form. A
Stereophile reviewer will indeed be reporting
on the Technic? abilities in full surround mode
in acouple of months. In the meantime you can
read some more thoughts on the player and the
early DVD-Audio discs in this issue's FollowUp, again in two-channel mode.
—JA
Kudos
Editor:
Kudos, Stereophile, for having the guts and
foresight to print soundcard reviews.
Audiophile hard-liners might object to
reviews of computer hardware, but Iam
all for it.
Alexander Hawson
New York, NY
alexanderhawson@bi‘oot.com
What's going on?
Editor:
What's going on with Stereophile? DVD,
multichannel noise, and now high-end
computer audio cards? Such is the nonsense that led me to cancel my subscriptions to Stereo Review and Audio! Please get
back to, and stick with, two-channel music
reviews and the gear that has made your
publication great.
David A. Berkman
berkmans4@mindspring.com
A young man's game?
Editor:
Hi-fi must be ayoung man's game, which
would explain how come we keep fightStereophile, January 2001

N9-383
Integrated
Amplifier

Among the extensive list of
superlatives commonly showered upon high-end music systems, the word "integrity"
is seldom used. But we have noted the comments from audio enthusiasts around the
world who are comfortable paying the price for Mark Levinson because of its integrity.
The new N9-383 Integrated Amplifier highlights the spirit and
integrity of Mark Levinson, defining its essential elements. It carefully integrates both
power and preamplifier circuits into asingle, elegant chassis. Every detail expected of
aMark Levinson component is executed with precision. Dual mono power supplies,
balanced circuitry, world-class construction standards and sophisticated user interface
are all there, joined in the service of performance. The Nº383 simplifies and unifies
your system, while staying true to the music.
When the Madrigal designers set out to create the first integrated
amplifier worthy of the Mark Levinson badge, there were no shades of gray — it
would either live up to our standards, or it would not exist. Audition the N9-383 at
your Mark Levinson dealer soon and hear for yourself the integrity of our integration.
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MADRIGAL AUDIO

LABORATORIES

Mark Levinson products
are designed and manufactured by
Madrigal Audio Laboratories, Inc.
PO. Box 781
Middletown. CT 06457 U S.A.
Pax: (1300) 346-1540
www.madregal.com
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Letters
ing the same battles over and over. For
example, right now Iam hearing the
same arguments advanced against multichannel recordings that were used against
stereo. The anonymous letter-writer in
the November issue (p.12) who wants to
stick to the "traditional" (je, two-channel)
way of listening to serious music does not
realize that the format he considers traditional was once damned by many who
wanted to stick to the "traditional" (ie, single-channel) format.
When stereo was trying to break out,
many — perhaps
most — audiophiles
fought it long and hard. They damned
"Ping-Pong" recordings, pointed out that
music always comes from asingle point
source and that two-channel sound was
not "natural," and asked, "Why would
anyone want to trade one perfect channel
for two flawed channels?," much as some
of the staff and readers of Stereophile are
asking today.
It's déjà vu all over again, but it's
pathetic because the resisters do not realize that they are now supporting what
many of them would have opposed in
the past.
On another tack, there is a canard
about multichannel sound that refuses to
die: that we need two separate sound
setups, one for listening to music and one
for home theater. Ihave had multichannel sound systems for about 50 years,
starting with the ambience speakers I
used to sweeten monophonic sound, so I
consider myself experienced in this area.
It is my conclusion that there are two reasons for using the same sound system for
music and for home theater.
First, two separate systems aren't necessary. Iset up my system around the TV
and then adjust it for the best possible
music playback Ican get. That setup will
be excellent for home-theater viewing.
Second, I sincerely hope that the
audio-visual DVD will play amajor role
in music listening in the future. For
example, Iam not an opera fan, but I
have gotten great pleasure from the two
opera DVDs Ihave in my collection. As
far as Iam concerned, the DVD is the
optimal way to enjoy opera. (It's also the
most relaxed; the translation appears on
the screen and Ido not have to keep my
face buried in the libretto.) It has also
become my favorite way of listening to
music when it is produced properly,
which is to say when it shows the
orchestra rather than going off into
Fantasia fictionalizations or Karajan-style
travelogues.
Case in point: Ihave been listening to
Beethoven's Symphony 9 for about 60
years. The most thrilling listening was a
performance by Georg Sold with the St.
Louis Symphony. The second most
thrilling was listening to and watching a
live recording on VHS tape. When Ican
see the performance, Irealize that amir12

acle of human capabilities is taking place;
when Ionly hear the performance, Itend
to take it for granted.
That spot on the horizon is DVD. It is
growing larger, it will become amajor
factor, and the longer we keep denying it,
the further behind we will fall in being
able to exert constructive influences upon
its development.
Then again, Ilooked at Ed Sullivan in
his second year and proclaimed, "This
bum can't last another season."
Paul A. Alter
Pittsburgh, PA
palter@juno.com

nisms are already available to find new
performers. Plus, you don't have to play
it safe and buy only what you know. Free
is avery liberating price; being able to
download an MP3 gives you awonderful
preview and is training us to be comfortable with the e-purchasing of music.
Perhaps MP3 will reinvent music distribution as amore shareware-like process:
You like it, you buy it. Should change
radio's role, too.
•Don't need no stinkin' albums: You
will no longer buy $15 worth of secondrate cuts to get the one that rings your
bell. You just buy the cut. This will be a
serious margin bleed for the record comGo get 'em, Jon
panies and mega-hit artists, but it will
Editor:
allow room in the marketplace for lots of
Jon Iverson's laments in October (p.3) on
new groups — one cut at atime. Major
the slow start of SACD and DVD-Audio
players will resist, and that will create the
in the heat of the MP3 battle got my
next change.
attention. Jon suggested that access to
•Money will be made, lots of it: A new,
vast, worldwide libraries and the zero cost
fresh, hungry breed of music producer is
of acquisition will continue to count
already evolving (small and warm-bloodmore than MP3's poor audio quality.
ed?). They are not tied to the large-scale,
Now it doesn't take much to get us excitlimited-artists approach now dominating
ed in this neck of the New Hampshire
the music market, but are building anew
woods, but did Jon miss the point of the
musical ecology.
quality issue? On the other hand, he
I'm just an old dinosaur myself, so I
opened up a really interesting topic,
haven't aclue as to the mechanics of the
namely the other implications of these
cash flow. But Ido know that in this new
new technologies.
musical ecosystem, all those furry little
On the quality issue: Since Idiscovered
entrepreneurs will find away. And they
Napster, MP3 has kept my 3000+ records
will feed apopulation of new artists, new
on the shelf. Most of my listening is done
music, and new genres to produce those
in the thundering cabin of aLand Rover,
new profits.
primarily over gravel roads. Quality is a •Audiophile formats: No, Ihaven't forvery relative term. In our crowded
gotten about the search for our next best
kitchen at dinner, MP3's fine. Can't wait
thing. A couple things come to mind:
to put a skipless player on the tractor.
Lots of us search MP3-land to find wonBesides, the Embers singing "Sixty
derful but unavailable old stuff. (When
Minute Man" is not what you'd call an
was the last time you saw "One Mint
audiophile experience. So the real point is Julep" by the Clovers in amusic store?)
the vast access.
Be nice to have access to agood copy.
But what's all this mean? The intriguWith all the scratches on my records,
ing evolutionary battle is being lost by the
would Ipay for an archival-quality one?
huge but prehistoric music consortiums.
You betcha.
They will probably crush a few small,
We already surf for new music. Don't
warm-blooded Napsters who get caught
know about you, but when Ifind aperout in the open. However, they won't get
former or group Ilove, Ibuy everything
all of 'em. My current estimate is that
they have on the market, in every format I
there are about 4278 more around. That's
got every CD and record ever produced
the number of users signed on to Napster
by Los Lobos, Patricia Barber, Janis Ian,
this morning at 7:20am EST. Multiply
Miles Davis, etc. Duplicates even. Idon't
that by adozen other time zones and you
care about how much is available in a
get too large anumber for even Metallica
given format, just that it has my favorite
to sue. Napster, you see, uses old technolplayers. So the next best thing will allow
ogy. GPulp is aNapster-like search techme to download it to my music room
nology that uses no central server! All
onto some archival format. Pay for it?
those kazillion kids will be able to downYou betcha.
load each others' files without the vulnerSo where's the SACD and DVDable central site. Gotta find 'em before
Audio market? No clue. That's what we
you can sue 'ern.
look to Jon for to tell us ... and them. Go
What this means is afundamental shift
get 'em, Jon.
in the way we find and listen to music.
Dan Derby
For example, try these on for size:
dderly@conknet.com
•Talent Scouting: You will no longer be
dependent on asmall group of record
New media, no demand
producers to find and bring forward
Editor:
artists (a point of Jon's). New mechaThough Iam anovice to this game, I
Stereophile, January 2001

Performa Together.

REVEL

The world doesn't need another
speaker. so we design speaker
systems. Our left, right, center,
surrounds and subwoofer are
examples of excellence in their
respective roles, yet they
achieve the most amazing
results when used together as
a system.
Revel's flagship Ultima series
introduced the system concept*
and our new Performa series
makes these system-concept
benefits available to enthusiasts
at more modest prices.

Core technologies and materials,
powerful development tools and
our unyielding dedication to
performance earn the Performa
series speakers their Revel
badge. Custom Revel drivers,
hand-tuned crossovers and
beautifully crafted cabinets are
the key components that set each
loudspeaker apart. For maximum
impact, audition them together.

Revel. Northridge. California.
adivision of Madrigal.
P.O.Box 781
Middletown, CT 06457 U.S.A.
Fax: 860.346.1540
www.madrigal.com

MADRIGAL
H A Harman International Company

Performa series shown in Rosewood: M20 monitor 2-way (with optional stands
and grilles), F30 floor-standing 3-way (with optional top grilles), C30 center channel 3-way.
S30 surround 3-way and B15 powered (1000W) 15-inch subwoofer. Also available in
Black Ash, Cherry. and Sycamore.
•In their March/April 2000 issue, Stereophile Guide to Home Theater recognized the
Revel Ultima series system as the first and only AAA rated speaker system.
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The movies you view
say alot about you.
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Sound tracks will come alive with the Cary Sound.
Visit a Cary Audio Dealer soon to take in the sights.
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Letters
have
more
than 20 years
of
marketing,/sales experience. [Those promoting SACD and DVD-Audio] seem to
have forgotten the most important
axiom: "Demand cannot be created, only
identified." There is no mass-market
demand for better-sounding audio!
CD was successful because aneed was
identified and marketed: "better-quality
music forever" (paraphrase). Though you
and anyone else spending $1000for a3' section
of wire may pour scorn on this concept, to
the mass market this was, is, and will be
the truth of their need. In 20 years Icannot remember aCD warping, scratching,
or getting eaten by aplayer. Idon't have
to turn them over, nor do they jump
track in the middle of asong. Thus, the
sound is better.
Why is the DVD-Audio/SACD
debate taking so long? The players are
experts at marketing and know there is
no demand. Want better-sounding
music? Get the software producers to
produce some. Though limited, Iagree, a
typical CD is capable of astounding sound
quality if recorded properly.
Rick
rznvetzel@aol.com
Old media, no access
Editor:
Something Ihave not seen much comment on of late is the fact that retail
record stores carrying classical music
have deteriorated severely. Here in
Chicago, Rose Records was bought out
by Tower Records. Since the conversion,
the classical section has been overtaken
by DVDs and VHS video so that the
selection is very poor. Further, the
workers in the store in general know
nothing of music (except for grunge)
and have absolutely no clue about classical music. Last year Iwas ready to purchase acomplete Ring cycle and asked
the price. The employee told me to
bring up the record for her so she could
scan it; she then returned to reading her
magazine.
Today Iwas in Virgin Records on
Michigan Avenue, and while this is arelatively new store, the classical section has
decreased over the last year and has been
taken over by New Age music. The classical selection is very poor. Iwas set to
buy 10 CDs but could find none of
them. The setup and filing of CDs is
such that it is apparent that whoever is
doing the filing has no knowledge of
classical music. A Caruso CD was filed
under the section labeled "THREE
TENORS," for example.
Finally, prices have gone up! Most
CDs are now $17.99 plus tax, even for
CDs released years ago. All this while
record companies moan about lost revenue. I now buy primarily from the
BMG or Columbia House record clubs
or just do without.
Stereophile, January 2001

The day is coming when music stores
will no longer exist. We will not buy
something that we cannot find or that
has an inflated price. When there is no
longer any software to play on the hardware, where does that leave equipment
manufacturers?
ToddManus
Chicago, IL
tjanus@poLnet
Long live rock!
Editor:
Ireally enjoy top-sounding audio equipment and rock'n'roll. However, to me, it
seems that the high-end audio review
community is completely biased in favor
of classical music. Imean, Ido enjoy
some classical music from time to time,
but my heart and soul side with rock'n'roll. It seems to me that, for some reason, many audiophiles feel that if your
musical preference is rock'n'roll, you cannot be an audiophile.
Iwish this standard did not exist, but
nevertheless it does. Long live rock, and
those who also enjoy listening to it on
high-end equipment.
Rick Kendorski
hbo@netsync.net

Magazine, not Wire
Editor:
Excellent article on The BBC Sessions
recordings. However, Idid notice one
error. In reference to the Buzzcocks,
Keith Moerer referred to founding member Howard Devoto's departure to form
the art-punk band Wire. This is incorrect. The great band Wire was formed in
1976 by Colin Newman, Robert
Gotobed, Bruce Gilbert, and Graham
Lewis. Their first three records —Pink
Flag, Chairs Missing, and /54 —are among
the most underrated releases from the
early days of Punic/New Wave. The
band that Devoto left the Buzzcocks to
form was, of course, Magazine.
Mark Fiorentino
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
mflorent@magma.ca

That Dunlavy rating
Editor:
Ihesitate to send my comments because
generally such letters are interpreted as
"owner's sour grapes." But sometimes
you have to grin and bear it.
Iam confused by the situation surrounding the Dunlavy SC-IV/A loudspeaker as reported in Stereophile. As Iread
Robert Deutsch's original review in the
"Long Live Rock"
November 1998 issue, Ifound myself
agreeing pretty much across the board.
Editor:
However, in sidebars that accompanied
In Keith Moerer's thoughtful and interesting review of the various The BBC that review, problems with bottom-end
extension were mentioned. In the
Sessions recordings (November 2000,
Follow-Up in July 2000, it was problems
pp.163-173), he made asmall error while
with too much energy on top. Then the
discussing The Who's BBC Sessions. He
speaker was dropped from Class A to
wrote, "It's heartening to hear Roger
Class B in your October 2000
Daltrey completely mess up the lyrics in
"Recommended Components" listing.
the last verse of 'Long Live Rock' and
The only rationalization Ican think
laugh about it, as giddy and carefree as he
of is that the Dunlavy SC-IV/As must
must have been as lead singer of the
not have not found themselves in asynDetours." Iwould agree with this comergistic system or a room of optimal
ment, except that it's Pete Townshend,
size, because Idon't find the qualms listnot Roger Daltrey, who flubs the last
ed in the Follow-Up to exist in my room
verse and chuckles about it.
and system. On the contrary, I am
Matthew Posillico
Old Westbury, NY enjoying exemplary performance with
MP666@aol.com
CAL and Audible Illusions front-end
components plugged into a PS Audio
P300, aLevinson amplifier, and ICimber
Accuracy & the Buzzcocks
and Cardas cabling. The SC-IV/As
Editor:
reside 9' out into an 18' by 29' room that
Many thanks for Keith Moerer's informative and thorough review of The BBC allows the recommended minimum 10'
listening distance and afair amount of
Sessions recordings (November 2000). In
breathing room.
the interest of accuracy, however, it
Ivote for reinstating the Dunlavy SCshould be noted that when singer
IV/A in Class A. "Class A—Restricted
Howard Devoto left the Buzzcocks, the
Extreme LF" if you must, but Iget clean
band he founded was Magazine; not
Wire, as the article states. Also, while I 25Hz. At the $7995/pair list price for
basic finishes, it's almost hard to imagine
appreciate that space limitations prehow you could do better.
vented listing all of The BBC Sessions
Dave Duvall
releases, one significant omission was
duvall@redslet.com
XTC's Transistor Blast, a four-disc set
that, in my opinion, is far superior to
A Dunlavy misunderstanding
some of the minor releases mentioned
Editor:
in passing.
Ibelieve that Ihave amisunderstanding
Philip Brandes
of the Class A category of Stereophiles
philip.brandes@home.com
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"Recommended Components," namely,
the speakers you recommend in "Class
A" and "Class A— Restricted Extreme
LF." My case in point is the Dunlavy
SC-IV/A, which has resided in the
"restricted" Class A category since
Robert Deutsch reviewed it in Vo121
No.11. I know that there have been
many controversies about those last few
Hz—whether or not the speaker was
truly limited in the extreme lower frequencies (frequencies that few instruments can hit and even fewer of us can
hear) — but Ishall save that discussion
for another day. Iunderstand that the
low-frequency dispute was finally put to
rest when John Atkinson re-evaluated
the speaker according to John Dunlavy's
requested conditions. Needless to say,
the speaker was declared full-range in
JA's Follow-Up, and all was supposedly
said and done.
Imagine my surprise, therefore, to find
the Dunlavy in "Class B— Full Range"
in last October's "Recommended
Components." According to your own
guidelines, aspeaker ranked Class A—
Restricted Extreme LF is one that performs to the level of Class A in every way
but fails to extend down to 20Hz at full
level. You say, "... that are state of the art
in every other way." Thus, if aspeaker
was in Class A— Restricted Extreme LF
and then was found to reproduce afull
range of frequencies — nothing about the
speaker was changed except that an error
in measurement was corrected — the
speaker would then be classified as Class
A— Full Range. Yet for some reason remeasuring the speaker has somehow hindered the resolution of the upper mids;
the highs are "somewhat shelved-up,"
says JA.
It sounds as if this speaker was: originally misplaced in Class A— Restricted
Extreme LF when it belonged in Class
B— Restricted Extreme LF; avictim of
economic politics; or somehow damaged
by the measuring equipment. Can someone explain this?
Gary Kaneshige
esnow@chesintmet
Two unique businesses
I'm not sure John Atkinson remembers
me, although we have met each year at
the CES. Ihave been afriend of John
Dunlavy's since the early 1970s. (I was
also acharter subscriber to Stereophile in
the early 1960s.) Iwas at the CES in
January 2000 when JA and John Dunlavy
had a "disagreement" over the bass
response of the SC-IV/A loudspeaker.
Iread JA's "re-review" of the speaker
earlier this year. Certainly no one can
challenge him on his opinion, as this is
what this new review seemed to be based
upon rather than any objective criteria.
And I'm not accusing him of undertaking
16

the review to justify aplan he already had
in place to reduce the 'IVIA to Class Bin
the following October issue. However, I
believe that Iwould do both JA and John
D. adisservice if Idid not write this letter.
Over the years, John and Joan Dunlavy
have managed to operate and keep alive a
company that is completely and
unabashedly devoted to designing and
selling the finest, most honest speakers
that can be produced. John has repeatedly rejected the proposal from advisers
(including me) to design a "popular"sounding speaker; cg, abass reflex, or one
with manipulated frequency response
that would attract a buyer's immediate
attention in the showroom. He has
refused to say that there is an improvement when there is not. For example, he
has repeatedly stated that it is his belief,
based on objective evidence as well as
unbiased, carefully controlled auditioning, that cables make little difference as
long as certain minimal parameters are
followed — even though Dunlavy Audio
markets speaker cables.
What I'm trying to say is that Jolm cannot help but tell the truth as he sees it,
and my experience is that his sight is
damn good. In the real world, Ifind this
to be avery unusual type of person. I've
seen John walk away from millions in
financing because he did not believe that
those providing the money had the same
devotion to the audio truth that he did.
(And these investors were my clients —
somewhat embarrassing!)
One of the side effects of being this
type of person is that John Dunlavy passionately believes in his ability, and in the
products he and Joan have devoted their
ves to creating. Although the company is
doing quite well now, there were times
when they sacrificed everything they
owned to keep the company alive, when
others would have long ago given up.
John and Joan acknowledge that a
good part of the company's success is
because you at Stereophile were willing to
look at acreation from a"small-fry" manufacturer who had no big name or bank
account. You realized that Dunlavy had
something very special and you had the
journalistic honesty to publish this fact,
even though the company placed no
advertising (with Stereophile or anyone
else). Ifind this to be avery rare quality in
today's world.
In any event, in these times with
boom boxes, MP3, and the like, Ihate to
see two businesses, each of which I
believe to be unique in its field, be other
than comrades-in-arms in the effort to
keep alive the devotion to honest sound
reproduction.
Don Feferman
dferman@aol.com
Thank you for your comments, Mr. Fefennan. I,
too, have an enormous respect for John

Dunlavy's abilities as aloudspeaker engineer. To
Mr. Duvall, Mr. Kaneshige and to the many
others who wrote me on this subject, Ibelieve a)
that we were somewhat optimistic in our anginal rating of the SC-IV and IV/A, and b) that
since the first review of the 'IV in 1994, our
standards have risen. It must also be remembered
that the Class ratings in Stereophile's
"Recommended Components" are dynamic in
nature and that the distinctions between the
Classes represent ajudgment coil on my part
In my Follow-Up review last July, Ididfind
the SC-IV/A to be an impressive loudspeaker
design. Its imaging was superbly defined and stable, and its in-room bass was as extended as Mr.
Dunlavy claims his spaced-woofer topology
achieves. However, as Iwrote— both RD's
review and my Follow-Up can be accessedfree of
charge in the wwwstereophilecom `Archive —
there were three areas that concerned me in my
auditioning: the somewhat shelved-up highs, the
lack of midrange clarity, and the problems with
getting an even balance in the lower mids, due to
the widely spaced woofers. Yes, it is true that the
first and thirdfactors might be ameliorated in a
very large room with ahigh ceiling, but Iam
still le with the second factor, which Iassociated with astrong resonant mode Imeasured on
the speaker's side panels.
Given the current state of the art as represented by the current denizens of Class A—
Full Range it was this lack of midrange clarity
that ultimately led me to downgrade the SCIV/A to Class B. But please remember: Class B
is still avery strong recommendation for aproduct, and in no way invalidates anyone's preference for this well-engineered loudspeaker. —JA
Power lines, inductors, & respect
Editor:
What do you know! The Rodney
Dangerfield of electronic components is
finally getting some respect. It seems that
no sooner had you published my letter on
inductors located in the power line
(September 2000, pp.9-10) than Sam
Tellig writes areview of aproduct with
inductors located in the power supply
(October 2000, p.41). Most of the comments Imade in that letter apply equally
well to units such as the Musical Fidelity
A3CR, which is the only solid-state unit I
can think of that uses L-C (inductivecapacitive) filtering.
A power supply must provide smoothing, filtration, isolation, and (passive) regulation. The C-L-C (Pi) network is
extremely effective in accomplishing
these duties, and was therefore the circuit
of choice for most tube amps, including
all the Maranta and Dyna gear. Let's see
how these basic functions fit in with
modern issues:
In recent years, the power line itself
has come under close scrutiny. New allelectronic devices have so altered the
waveform of the power line that, in some
cases, power-company transformers have
burned out from the eect of the distortion
alone. The pi-section filter is ideally suitStereophile,
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Introducing

Energy's extraordinary new

Ventas family of speaker systems. Created
with painstaking attention to detail and
Air

countless technological breakthroughs, the
Ventas series invites you to experience the
most

incredible

musical

performance

imaginable.
Listening to speakers doesn't tell the whole
story. To accurately capture the essence of
superior sound, it must properly captivate
the senses. It must be experienced. After
all, there's only one true measure of any
speaker system: Performance.
A quarter century of Energy's passionate
engineering

and

creative

logic

has

culminated in the development of speakers
that elevate the standard of performance.
And when that performance is this great,
you're

left

with

an

unforgettable

experience.
Visit your local authorized Energy dealer
3641 McNicoll Avenue,
Toronto, ON CANADA M1X 1G5
416.321.1800
416.321.1500
www.energy-speakers.com

today, and prepare yourself for a truly
unparalleled musical experience. The new
Ventas Series. Now available.

Letters
cd to filter this distortion. It starts with a
parallel capacitor that shunts harmonic
currents to ground. A series inductor
blocks the transmission of this distortion,
and the second shunt capacitor removes
what harmonics still survive.
Much attention has recently been
focused on the flattening effect of large
amplifiers on the peaks of the power line.
This occurs because all of the amplifier's
power comes from these peaks. A simple
formula (V=IxR) tells us that if there is
any resistance, the voltage will droop
whenever the amplifier tries to draw current. So the peak current demand of an
amplifier comes from the brief time
when the power line is at its peak. No
wonder the peaks flatten!
The input capacitor is great at gulping
down enough charge to operate the
amplifier, and for most amplifiers, that is
enough. Traditionally, this voltage is considered good enough to operate the relatively insensitive output stage, but if they
knew how low the quality of this power
is, most audiophiles would have aheart
attack. It is acceptable only because, in a
push-pull amplifier, the worst of this
garbage cancels out.
Not so for the driver and input
stages. These need much cleaner power.
Most power supplies couple the input
capacitor to the driver stage through an
isolation resistor and asecond capacitor.
This prevents the second capacitor from
discharging back into the input cap and
the output stage, but it also limits the
ability of the driver stage to recover.
This is the best place for an inductor,
because it stores up an average amount
of current when the amplifier is putting
out an average amount of power. When
the amplifier is stressed, this current
flows backward into the driver stage,
preventing it from flattening out from
lack of energy.
Idon't know where the A3cR's output stage taps its power, but if it occurs
at the second capacitor, it will be largely isolated from the flattening effect of
the power line; if it occurs at the first
capacitor (which is more likely), then it
is the second stage that reaps the benefits. Either way, this amplifier will be
much less sensitive to poor power-line
conditions.
Earlier stages in the amplifier will likely be isolated by additional resistor-capacitor combinations. Because the resistor
contributes nothing to filtration, it is vitally important that the input stages' power
is drawn from as pure asource as possible.
An L-C power supply greatly eases this
requirement.
The last factor is regulation. Imerely
state that an amplifier with two different
types of energy storage will generally be
more stable than an amplifier with only
one. This holds true whether the amplifier is tube or solid-state. It is also true of
Stereophile, January 2001

amplifiers that use some sort of active
regulation; however, it is worthwhile to
note that all-passive filtration tends to
sound more natural at the expense of the
ultimate detail.
One final note: My previous letter
offered several novel suggestions for
improving power-line quality. Here is the
explanation:
A decent power-line filter will minimize third- and fifth-order distortion.
These are the major components causing
power-line flattening. If the power line is
going to droop, it's best to make it droop
with aconstant load, such as alamp. I
made a snide reference to a certain
alarm-clock-selling manufacturer whose
products generally work just fine. 'Nuff
said. There are several hypotheses as to
why this tweak works, but it does work.
Comments
welcome.
Support
Napster!
Bob McIntyre
Toledo, OH
Sideshowbobmar@thesimpsonscom
Twisted compliments
Editor:
After reading the October issue's
"Letters," Ifelt Ineeded to apologize for
my fellow readers. Iam 47 years old and
average about eight magazine subscriptions. "Analog Corner" is my favorite column of all time. Idon't believe everything Iread, but Ididn't doubt Michael
Fremer for a minute when he talked
about burning aCD off the Rockport.
Ithink these times are bringing out
the inner feelings of people more than in
the past. When aperson is not in tune
with themselves, if they strike out they
tend to strike out at what means the most
to them. Hence, family discord. If they
care about music and hi-fi, Michael
becomes atarget.
In a twisted sort of way, Michael
should look at this as acompliment. He
should just realize that there are people
with problems out there, file their letters
where they belong, and get on with the
fine job he is doing.
Panicle Sariego
Yelm, WA
pat@spso.net

it can make you feel

-Michael

Freiner

An insult to women
Editor:
Gigi ICrop's article in the November
Stereophile (p.73) made me happy that I
am married to my wife and not to her.
Her writing was an insult to women. She
needs to be wined and dined to appreciate music? She needs to drink champagne and wine to listen to music? She's
ajoke! And a very-high-maintenance
one to boot.
In her article, Ms. Krop stated that a
woman should be taken out for "several
months." That woman should then be
bought CDs of the evening's concert —
so she can compare the music, Iassume.
Throw in anew dress or two, dinner, and
center-stage seats, so that one day she can
say that she loves the music too.
Gigi Krop is the classic woman who
needs to be bought something in order to
accept something. Think of all the money
her husband would save if he did not have
to bribe her. He could afford to buy those
$5000 speakers! Does he have to go
through this every time he wants anew
piece of equipment? All this just so you
can say, "Wow, what adifference."
Several months' worth of your concerts, dinners, CDs, and wine could pay
my bills for months! There is nothing
wrong with spending money if you can
afford it, but not to "bribe" your W/SO.
My advice would be to use that money
for some family therapy.
On amore somber note, my condolences on your mother's passing. As you
stated in the funeral home, when you
were there making arrangements, that
"there were no cables" and "you only
needed one box," you obviously loved
her very much.
Good luck, Mr. Krop.
James Peak
Sacramento, CA

Mr. Peak, Ibelieve that you are confused about
the intent of my article It was written in a
toque-in-cheek style, the subtlety of which has
eluded you. The article stated that Iwas brought
up in amusical family and at an early age was
exposed to the ballet, opera, and classical music A
woman does not need to be wined or dined to
appreciate music, but attending musical events
Thanks, Pat. Idon't let the kind of letters the
certainly helps. Do you give your ivjfe presentsfor
Rockport review stimulated get to me personalher birthday or anniversary? Is that abribe or a
ly. Iknew the CD-R issue would fan the
show of affection? Ifyou attend an opera and sip
flames. Ifyou had achance to read all of the poschampagne during the intermission, is that high
itive letters and e-mails Iget almost daily, you'd
maintenance or aromantic interlude?
know why it is so easyfor me to ignore the occaWith regard to the comparison of alarge pair
sional nasty letter.
of speakers to acoffin: the comments that a)
Most of the complimentary letters are from
coffins have no cables, b) you need only one, and
readers who read my column for entertainment
until they finally broke down and bought a c) they don't make music, have nothing to do
ivith the love I
felt for my Mom and the pain I
turntable. All are glad they did. Imean all.
suffered at her passing.
-Gigi Krop
None write to tell me what an idiot Iam for suggesting they go out and buy aturntable The
PS. Krop is my maiden name; Mr. Krop is my
nasty letters come only from the ones who don't
spin vinyl anymore and haveforgotten how good father, amusic-lover who taught me to love music
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Industry
music- and audio-industry volunteers
found ourselves in October 12 and 13, at
Denny Purcell's Georgetown Masters
Studios in Nashville, site of the SDMI
Phase II watermark tests. Conducted by
SDMI consultant Laurence Shear, the
tests were intended to determine the
audibility of the three remaining contenders for an acceptable watermarking
teclinology, winnowed from an original
16. Four different technologies had been
scheduled for testing at this session, but
SDMI had eliminated one of them the
morning of October 12 due to its ease of
detectability, Shear told us.
US: NASHVILLE
The setup was basically the same as it
Barry Willis
had been the summer of 1999, when
Last night Isaw him on the stair—
we were here for the first round of
the little man who wasn't there
SDMI testing. In the interim, Purcell
Isaw him there again today;
had upgraded the monitor loudspeakers
oh, how Iwish he'd go away.
This bit of childhood doggerel about a in his main mastering room from the
Nova Applauses to the massive Nova
malevolent, ephemeral figure pretty well
Evolution Ils. Driven by Pass Labs Xsums up the audiophile position on
1000 amplifiers via biwired Cardas
watermarking: the mere thought of it is
Neutral Reference cables, the big Novas
disturbing. Of the respondents to awww.
sounded very well-balanced and very
stereophile.com "Vote!" question last
revealing — exactly what a mastering
October, 90% say they hate the concept
engineer needs. (Nova Audio, incidenor plan to boycott watermarked music.
tally, is developing aself-powered loudThat's quite abit of animosity toward
speaker for both home and professional
something that then seemed as only
use, to debut at this month's CES.)
experimental. (See my "As We See It"
The signal source was a Sonic
essay on this subject on p.3 of this issue.)
Solutions USP 24/96 workstation runWhat's really disturbing is running up
against your own inadequacies in trying ning Sonic Version 5.4 (beta) software,
to hear something when you don't outputting apair of time-aligned and
level-matched 24-bit/96kHz AES
know what you're listening for. That's
datastreams, one clean and one waterexactly the situation that adozen or so

US: NEW YORK
John Atkinson
Iam pleased to announce that "New
Worlds, Old Worlds," Stereophile equipment reviewer and jazz critic Chip
Stern's story on Cuban jazz saxophonist
Paquito D'Rivera, published in the June
1999 issue of JaziTimes, has won Chip
an ASCAP Deems Taylor Award for
jazz writing. He was honored at the
33rd annual Deems Taylor Awards on
December 6, 2000, at Lincoln Center's
Stanley Kaufman Penthouse.

Update
marked. A handheld ABX switch box
routed either datastream to aZ-Systems
16.16 Digital Detangler, whose single
AES output fed adCS 954 DIA converter. The analog output fed a Pass
Labs Aleph P preamp; interconnects
were Nordost Quatro Fil. Acoustically,
Purcell's main room is very well-isolated from outside noises, and carefully
treated inside for minimum reverberation. In short, both system and room
would pass muster with the most fanatical audio perfectionist.
Unlike the 1999 tests, in which we
were offered only one selection of
music, here we had achoice of eight: an
assortment ofjazz, classical, and rock. As
did several others, Ichose aslow-tempo
Diana Krall piece, thinking that the textures and dynamic contrasts of the more
upbeat tracks would make spotting the
watermarks more difficult.
On the first pass, designated "Technology 1," I reacted by gut instinct
rather than attempting to analyze what
Iwas hearing, and scored 6out of 8correct. On the second pass, Icouldn't
resist trying to make conscious comparisons between "A," the clean copy, and
"B," the watermarked version, and
scored only 4 out of 8 correct — the
same as random chance. On the third
pass, Itried comparing only "B" to "X,"
thinking that might simplify the process,
but still got only four correct.
Kevin Lee and Billy Curtis of Nova
Audio scored similarly; consultant Chris

Calendar
Those promoting audio-related seminars,
shows, and meetings shouldfax (do not call)
the when, where, and who to (212) 886-2809
at least eight weeks before the month of the
event. The deadline for the March 2001 issue
isJanuary 2. Mark thefax 'ttention Stephen
Mias, Dealer Bulletin Board." We will fax
back aconfirmation. Ifyou do not receive confirmation within 24 hours, pleaséfax us again.
ARIZONA

• The Arizona Audiophile Society
sponsors monthly audio and home-theStereophile, January 2001

ater meetings and events. For information, call (623) 516-4960, or e-mail
AzAudioS@aol.com.
CALIFORNIA

• The Bay Area Audiophile Society
(BAAS) welcomes new members,
schedules periodic designer, manufacturer, and dealer lecture-demonstrations, and publishes High Note, an informative newsletter. For further information, call Dennis David at (415) 3814228, or e-mail bluedeer@value.net

CONNECTICUT

• For information
about the
Connecticut Audio Society, visit
www.the-atom.com/cas, or call Carl
Richard at (860) 745-5937.
LOUISIANA

•New Orleans' first and only high-end
audio dub holds monthly meetings to
discuss topics of interest and listen to
music. Join the fun by e-mailing
stokjoc@hotmail.com.
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arantz proudly presents atriumphal achievement: the remarkable

SA-I Super Audio CD Player. Super Audio CD technology delivers anew
threshold of sonic accuracy and fidelity.

This exciting technological advancement utilizes the new Direct Stream
Digitaffm (l)SI)) format, aquantum leap in digital audio. DSD employs a
one-bit system with an amazing 2.8224MHz sampling rate. And, the SA-1
is not only fully compatible with existing CDs, it will actually make them
sound better, ux).
Our vast experience in designing high performance CD players

is

evident

throughout the SA-I. Only premium components are used, including eight
High Definition Amplifier Modules (HDAM) in adual-differential configuration.
A precision die cast mechanism is mated to acopper plated, double-layer
steel chassis. The interior features copper shielding throughout.

%IIIIR 11101.... I.

The Marantz SA-I is capable of delivering the highest quality audio reproduction
on the planet. Don't just take our word for it -audition one at select Marantz.
audio/video specialists.

Super Audio CD:
Our Latest Triumph
Marantz America, Inc., 440 Medina]] Road, Roselle, IL 60172 Telephone: 80(1-270-4533, Ext. 701
www.Marantz.com
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English scored slightly better, but still
well below the "95% confidence level"
that SDMI seeks. Engineer Chuck
Ainley scored 8of 8correct on the first,
3of 8on the second, and Iof 8on the
third; his first and third scores are the
kinds of results that will encourage
SDMI to pass or fail awatermarking
technique, because such numbers approach the target confidence level. After
each pass, Laurence Shear asked for and
noted our subjective impressions.
Like his boss, Sony VP of engineering
Malcolm Davidson, Shear is the embodiment of patience and diplomacy. He had
just come from two days of testing in
New York, and spent approximately 20
hours conducting tests in Nashville —all
of it listening to the same few pieces of
music. Although his test setup allowed
him to play the watermarks without the
masking effect of the music, we weren't
allowed to hear those. (I theorized later
that inverting the polarity of the clean
copy and mixing it equally with the
watermarked version would subtract the
music and reveal the watermark.)
Shear did show me the watermark that
had been eliminated that morning.
"Once you hear it, you'll always hear it,"
he said, echoing cautionary remarks that
have been made by Malcolm Omar
Hawlcsford, Tony Faulkner, and others.
This particular watermark was an intermittent, low-level warble tone buried in
the lower-midrange/upper-bass region.
Shear was right. The tone wasn't apparent
on first hearing, but after Iknew what to
listen foi; it was easy to spot —hence its
elimination from the competition.
Detecting the other "Technologies"
was obviously more difficult. While
Ainley was in the studio, the rest of us sat
around Purcell's waiting room and discussed what we had just done. Unlike
the London tests, in which some people

had complained about the noise level,
Purcell's room was dead quiet. Still, several of us noted that we had been distracted by intermittent switching transients caused by the ABX box. Ithought
Ihad heard apattern of "clicks" buried
in the glottal noises in Krall's vocals, but
Iprobably hadn't. Billy Curtis said that
he, too, had heard some clicks, but had

The tone wasn't
apparent on first hearing,
but after Iknew what to
listen for, it was easy to
spot—hence its elimination from the competition.
been unable to identify apattern. Chris
English thought he had heard an irregular pattern of sounds that followed the
dynamics of the music. Given that he
scored better than the rest of us, his
impression may be closer to the facts —
but none of us knew anything for certain. Later, we found out that the order
of the tests had been randomized, which
obviated any conclusions that we might
have drawn in post-test discussions.
Ihave no doubt that many audiophiles are absolutely confident that they
could have detected these watermarks
the first time every time, to which Ican
only reply: Go ahead and try. Ihave no
doubt that they would score the way
most of us have in both phases of testing: 50:50, the same as random chance.
Any skill — such as evaluating the performance of an audio system — is built
up over time and with repetition. When
you don't know what you're listening

Update

for, you might as well be guessing.
In fact, that's what most of us did.
The mind plays plenty of tricks under
stress, which in itself probably serves to
obscure rather than reveal the pattern
you hope to identify. SDMI officials
have acknowledged that there will
always be atiny minority of people who
can spot the watermarks with ahigh
degree of accuracy, and that atechnology that can fool all the people all the
time may never be developed.
When Iemerged from the test chamber, Iwent downstairs to Purcell's front
office and checked my e-mail. There
were several messages — from Jon
Iverson, John Atkinson, Jonathan Scull,
and Tony Faulkner — all alerting me to a
story that had popped up that day on
www.salon.com, the San Francisco-based
online magazine. The piece, by Janelle
Brown, alludes to the success of computer scientist Edward Felten and his associates at Princeton, Rice University, and
Xerox Palo Alto Research Center
(PARC) in breaking all of the SDMI
watermarking technologies under test
that day in Nashville. Brown's report
relied heavily on unidentified sources and
third-hand information, and had not been
verified at the time of writing.
With $60,000 in award money as
incentive, the hacker community had
been helping the Secure Digital Music
Initiative find outjust how secure six proposed watermarking technologies really
are. On October 12, the organization
announced the closure of amonth-long
challenge it had offered hackers: break
the code. According to the terms of the
challenge, each defeated technology will
mean $10,000 to asuccessful hacker.
Despite calls for aboycott of the challenge by some prominent hackers, 447
submissions were received and every
one of them will be evaluated, according

Calendar
Reference Mark Levinson dealer. In
addition, Ensemble has been appointed the exclusive dealer for Marsh
Sound Design and Perpetual
Technologies digital products. For
information or to arrange an audition,
call (248) 668-1400, or visit www.
enemblehometheater.com.
•Sound of the Soul (Utica) is pleased to
announce that it has become an authoMICHIGAN
•Ensemble (3160 Haggerty Rd., Ste. rized dealer for the James LoudB, West Bloomfield) is pleased to speaker Co. For further information
announce that it has been appointed a or to set up aprivate audition of the
MASSACHUSSETTS

• For details of upcoming monthly
meetings of the Boston Audio Society,
samples from their publication, The
Speaker, and membership information,
visit http://bostonaudio.home.attnet,
or e-mail dbsystems@attglobal.net, or
call (603) 899-5121
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complete line, call (810) 759-0281 or
(888) 83-SOUND, or visit www.sound
ofthesoul.com.
• Superior Sight fir Sound (6266
Pinecroft Dr., West Bloomfield) is
pleased to announce the addition of
Accuphase, Art Audio, SimAudio,
and Richard Gray's Power Company to its product lineup. Superior
continues to offer Jeff Rowland
Design Group, Edge Electronics,
and Wisdom Audio products, as well
as a large selection of turntables,
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"IT'S NOT EASY TO BE

tYBA, I design
every product to be as simple
as possible.
This ensures that what you
hear at home is always faithful to music.
But, to be simple requires
careful circuit and component design. Every part must
work together to eliminate
tiny distortions that mask
musical detail.
Whether it be thermal, electromagnetic or micro-vibrational, nothing must be left
to chance. And that is why

"For the money,.. you'd be hard-pressed

to find more musically satisfying
monoblocks than these."

true music lovers appreciate

-Stereophile Vol. 22 no. 1

YBA.

Y.E3Pb.

For the music ...
//
X

//Jet,

U.S.A.: Audio Plus Services P.O. Box 3047 Plattsburgh, NY 12901
Tel.: 1-800-254-2510 /1-800-663-9352 Fax: (450) 585-5862
www.audioplusservices.corn
Canada: Plurison C.F. 537 Station Youville Montreal Qc H2P 2N/1/1
Tel.: (450) 585-0098 Fax: (450) 585-5862
www.plunson.com
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to apress release posted on the SDMI
website. The submitted hacks will give
the organization "extremely valuable
information" in its continuing campaign
to develop copyright security for digital
music, according to SDMI executive
director Leonardo Chiariglione. A successful hack must defeat the watermark
but leave the music intact, and must be
replicable. "A submission that destroyed
atest track while destroying agiven proposed technology could not be considered successful," say SDMI guidelines.
SDMI has been eerily quiet about
the whole affair. Laurence Shear did tell
us in Nashville that Malcolm Davidson
couldn't be present due to "SDMI
meetings in Los Angeles." Whether
Janelle Brown's report is accurate or not
isn't clear. Neither do we know if all the
testing that has taken place in the past
two years will ultimately take watermarking to SDMI's stated goal: copyright-secure but acoustically transparent
high-resolution recordings.
Despite SDMI's reticence, several
news stories supported the contentions
of the San Francisco-based hackers.
Their most significant claim is that they
succeeded in removing the watermarks
without damaging the quality of the
music. (How music quality is determined isn't apparent from any documents made public by either SDMI or
Felten's group, although both allude to
"subjective evaluation.") The researchers
say their work is replicable and that any
clever hacker could easily devise methods to remove watermarks.
"We have attacks that quantitatively
don't damage the music files' audio
quality more than the watermarking
schemes themselves," said Scott Craver,
aPrinceton graduate student, one of the
researchers and an expert in cryptography. Craver said the ultimate criterion

for watermarking is "whether the sound
quality is good enough for the common
pirate. If you subject amusic file to a
modification whose quality degradation
would bother arecording engineer but
would not bother most of the people
who download MP3s, that would be a
problem." Craver pointed out that his
group's effort isn't intended as an attack
on the music industry. "We are not out
to get the recording industry; if our
results can help anyone develop abetter
security system, we're happy."
On October 25, David Leibowitz,
chairman of Verance Corporation, creator
of one of the challenged watermarks,
refuted Felten's assertion. "I can't explain
the discrepancy concerning Professor
Felten and what he claims. Ihave no way
of evaluating their claims other than what
we've heard," he said. Verance has signed
licensing agreements for the use of its
technology with all of the "Big Five" of
the music industry: EMI, Universal
Music, Sony Music Entertainment,
Bertelsmann Music Group, and Warner
Music Group. Verance's watermarking
technology, which survived the first
round of testing and elimination by
SDMI, will be used in upcoming DVDAudio releases from Warner, as will a
copy-prevention technique known as
Copy Protection for Prerecorded Media
(CPPM). CCPM was developed by the
4C Entity, an industry alliance of IBM,
Intel, Matsushita, and Toshiba.
In a related development, the Recording Industry Association of America
has announced plans to develop aglobal
standard for digital "identification tags"
that can be attached to individual songs
to track them. Similar to bar codes, the
ID tags will contain data such as the
names of the artists, songwriters, engineers, and producers involved in making
the recording, and the name of the

Update

record label that owns the property
rights. Such tags may not do much to
prevent piracy, but will help automate
accounting procedures for radio stations
and other commercial ventures that
must pay royalties, according to RIAA
general counsel Cary Sherman.
US: NEIGHBORHOOD MEDIA
STORES
Jon Iverson
It may still be atrickle, but at least alittle music relief has reached the parched
throats of audiophiles awaiting the
arrival of DVD-Audio discs. Following
the first batch of Warner releases (see
December's "Industry Update," p.17),
Aaron Neville's latest CD release was
scheduled to hit stores as amultichannel
DVD-A on Immergent Records on
October 24, and Willie Nelson's Night
and Day was planned for release in the
DVD-A format on October 31. Nelson's
label, Surroundedby Entertainment, said
that the Nelson release is encoded in the
5.1-channel DVD-A format and
includes extensive video content, including what the company terms the
"Scrapbook" — a collection of photographs of Nelson ranging from his
high school years to the present day.
Surroundedby's founder, Jim Mageras,
describes DVD-A as "long the audiophile's mythic El Dorado," and feels that
multichannel surround sound (as
opposed to conventional two-channel
stereo) has now become a"breathtaking
reality." Mageras adds that "the very best
stereo recordings are like the finest,
hand-numbered reproductions of amasterpiece painting. The best surround
sound is like being pulled into the painting itself. It goes beyond alistening experience to become amusical experience."
Mageras is well aware of the debates
ahead. Also a sound engineer, record

Calendar
tonearms, cartridges, and cables. For Ruark, Zoethecus, and more. For furfurther information or to schedule a ther information, call (816) 753-7799.
private audition, call (248) 626-2780.
NEVADA
MISSOURI

• Sound PIC (4451 Belleview Ave.,
Kansas City) is proud to announce the
opening of Kansas City's newest highend audio and home-theater store.
Authorized dealer for Audio Research,
Linn, ProAc, Theta Digital, Runco,
Paradigm Reference, Arcam, Stewart Filmscreen, Kimber Kable, NAD,
Stereophile, January 2001

•Premiere Home Entertainment (2300
N. Rainbow Blvd.), Las Vegas's newest
high-end audio and home-theater store,
is pleased to announce that we have
been appointed the exclusive Bryston
home-theater dealer in Las Vegas.
Come audition the new Bryston SP-1
surround-sound processor. For more
information, call (702) 877-0222.

NEW JERSEY

• The New Jersey Audio Society
welcomes anyone interested in highperformance LP and CD playback
systems to become members and participate in their monthly meetings. Annual
dues are $20, and include asubscription
to the society's newsletter, The Source.
For more information, please e-mail
your mailing address and telephone
number to armal
«..age@aol.com or to
markj mils@earthlinkaiet
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Update

producer, and, as he puts it, something of
an "audio snob," he states that "the sonic
clarity, the pure fidelity of what we're
doing in this format is without rival,
period." Regarding copyright protection
for the new medium, Mageras says that
he isn't waiting for the industry giants to
shake hands on the subject, adding that
he "refuses to compromise sonic quality
by embedding anti-piracy measures such
as `watermarking' in Surroundedby software. There are those in the audio field
who will tell you they can actually hear
the watermarking. That may sound like
areach. But once you know what to listen for, it's there. And we won't do that
to our software or to our artists."
Meanwhile, the first DVD-Audio
disc from Reprise Records, Neil
Young's Road Rock Vol.1, was slated for
release December 5. The DVD-A features eight tracks, including aduet with
the Pretenders' Chrissie Hynde on Bob
Dylan's "All Along the Watchtower."
When CDs were becoming popular,
Neil Young made no secret of his disdain
for the sound of digital. Interviews from
the period quoted him as saying that the
sound "left him cold," and he would
rather listen to an LP, thank you very
much. To this day, his new releases
appear on vinyl as well as CD, but with
the advent of DVD-Audio, sampling and
quantization rates have improved —
enough, apparently, for Young's approval.
For folks who have DVD-Video players, Road Rock Voll includes a Dolby
Digital (AC-3) surround mix, though
the company says that the additional
visual content requires aDVD-A-capable player. On machines sporting the
new DVD-Audio logo, however, the
disc can be played in what Reprise is
calling "Advanced Resolution" six-channel surround sound or stereo.
Also released on December 5 was

Red Rocks Live, a performance video
from two Neil Young concerts performed in September 2000 at the Red
Rocks Amphitheater in Morrison,
Colorado. However, in a somewhat
maddening marketing ploy (hopefully
not atrend), you'll have to buy both the
DVD-V and DVD-A discs to get all of
the music from the show. The Red Rocks
Live DVD-V includes 12 selections not
included on the Road Rode VoLl DVDA, such as Neil Young's electric performance of "Cowgirl in the Sand" during
athunderous rainstorm.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
At least for the music-lover, the big
question looming over the move from
two-channel stereo to multichannel surround sound remains: "Why bother?"
Stereo has served us very well for more
than 40 years, and the arguments
against surround sound remain remarkably similar to those that scuppered
quadraphony back in the 1970s.
Talk to recording engineers, and
while they'll happily get on with the
task of creating 5.1-channel mixes of
movie soundtracks or music-only
DVD-Video releases (and, Ihope, for
potential DVD-Audio and/or SACD
releases), there's still much uncertainty
and debate about what advantage, if any,
multichannel has for music.
The one type of music recording that
does seem to suit multichannel is the live,
in-concert variety. In what is perhaps just
one hi-fi nut's reaction against the obvious artifice of the recording studio, I've
always preferred live recordings —given,
of course, aplayback system of sufficient
resolution to do justice to the more hostile live recording environment.
While classical recordings undoubtedly benefit somewhat from some

properly structured hall ambience, it's
pop material that drives the music biz. It
would be deeply ironic if the debut of
surround-sound playback led to asituation where the live recording, which has
always been regarded as the poor relation of the studio equivalent, were to
move into position as the heart of an
artist's or group's repertoire.
I ruminate thusly because of
Everything Everything, anew live album
from Underworld, the popular British
dance band. What is particularly significant is that this mainstream pop release
has come out simultaneously on CD (in
regular PCM stereo) and on DVD-V
(with Dolby Digital soundtracks in 5.1
surround and 2-channel stereo). I
bought both versions.
For subtle musical information, the
CD is comfortably superior, as you
might expect. But in terms of sheer
involvement, and in making the whole
performance more accessible, Ihave to
hand it to the DVD. The video image
plays alarge part in focusing the attention, of course, but even with that turned
off, the full surround-sound mix has
been done so discreetly and effectively
(by Strongroom and The Pavement studios in London) that the multichannel
effects simply dragged me closer to the
original live event than the stereo mix
manages to do.
The great strength of the 5.1 mix is
that the engineers resisted the temptation to overuse the surround channels.
This is in stark contrast to the overwhelming majority of pop surroundsound recordings I've heard, in which
instruments pop up distractingly in all
sorts of unlikely places. Everything
Everything has just amodicum of reverb,
which does alot to charge the atmosphere, and just enough audience noise
to build up and calm down the musical
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NEW YORK

• For information on the monthly
meetings of the Long Island Music and
Video Society, call Lee Grosberg at
(516) 239-9004.
• For information on the monthly
meetings of the Musicalaudiophile
Society, the Audiophile Society, and the
Gotham Audio Society, call David
Nemzer at (718) 237-1094.
•For information on Audio Syndrome
(East Meadow), amonthly dub catering
to obsessive-compulsive audio neurotics
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from September through June, call Roy
Harris at (516) 489-9576.
TEXAS

• Ne Plus Ultra (P.O. Box 26736,
Austin), Texas's newest high-end and
cinema systems retailer, recently celebrated opening its doors and is pleased
to announce its appointment as an
authorized dealer for Avantgarde
Acoustics, Balanced Audio Technology, and Cardas Audio. For further information and demonstration

appointments, call (512) 241-0000.
•Sound Mind Audio (1206 Haverford
Dr., Austin) is the first Red Rose
Music dealer outside of Manhattan!
They will service the entire Texas
region. For further information, call
Brian Kurtz at (512) 251-7301 or e-mail
bk4music@soundminclaudio.com.
• Thursday, January 20, 7pm: Krystal
Clear Audio-Video (2501 Oak Lawn
Ave., Suite 440, Dallas) will host an
evening with Meridian Audio to
introduce Meridian's new flagship loudStereophile, January 2001
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"... amazing... remarkable realism ... unbelievably spacious
clean and powerful ... three-dimensional... neutral...
transparent. Iwas totally unprepared for the level of
performance delivered by these speakers. Power handling, accuracy, detail, and imaging were all exemplary"
-Roger Karroo, SoundSt age!
Technically superior. Designed to suspend disbelief. Close
your eyes and let Paradigm' paint athousand pictures.
Listen to the most award-winning speakers over the past
decade and into the new millennium at your local
authorized Paradigm' dealer today.

s Li1r_
rj
THE ULTIMATE IN SOUND FOR MUSIC AND HOME THEATER'

www.paradigm.com

In the US, contact AudioStream MPO Box 2410, Niagara Falls, NY 14302 tel 905 632-0180 In Canada, contact Paradigm 205 Annagem Blvd., Mississauga, ON L5T 2V1 tel 905 564-1994 Copyright 52001 Paradigm Electronics Inc. and Bavan Corp.
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Update

tension —no ginunicks, just a subtle
"you are there" wraparound.
For those unfamiliar with Underworld's oeuvre, the group's particular
brand of uptempo, drums'n'synth techno-dance first came to prominence in
summer 1995, when "Born Slippy"
stormed up the charts. The band repeated the trick the following year, after
being heavily featured on the soundtrack
of Trainspotting. I wouldn't describe
Underworld as the most interesting or
original act on the British dance scene —
their propensity to extended riffuig àla
Steve Reich is probably better appreciated live — but they're in the top handful.
And if techno-dance isn't your particular
bag, Metallica's live DVD-V is akiller,
too, though the mix is abit toppy (which
doesn't sit too well with Dolby Digital!).
Dance music (and at least half adozen
of its subgenres) could well be the making of multichannel music, just as, here in
the UK, it has undoubtedly been the savior of vinyl. An essentially synthetic music
specifically created to immerse and envelop the audience, dance music already
exists "in the round." There's astage, but
it doesn't dominate the presentation in
the traditional way. A DJ huddled over
his decks, or alone figure half hidden by
banks of samplers and sequencers, lacks
the charisma of the traditional soloist on
Stratocaster or Stradivarius.
This essentially synthetic nature means
that dance music lends itself to ameaningful and creative surround-sound experience. In the August 1997 Stereophi/e, I
reported my delight at discovering that I
was hearing alive surround-sound mix at
aChemical Brothers performance, and
that the multichannel effects were an
integral and worthwhile element of the
whole musical experience.
Hopefully, the Chemical Brothers and
others will join Underworld and

Metallica in creating more high-class
multichannel recordings. Ihope, too, that
these recordings won't remain available
only in heavily data-reduced formats like
Dolby Digital, but will help provide a
foundation for when we finally do get
high-bandwidth multichannel DVDAudio. Idon't think Icould stand another round of the Eagles' Hell Freezes Over.
US: THE INTERNET
Jon Iverson
It's a brave new audio world:
Coinciding with last October's release
of Medeski, Martin & Wood's latest
album, The Dropper, to retailers' shelves
as apolycarbonate-and-aluminum CD,
Liquid Audio (www.liquidaudio.com)
announced that the Blue Note title was
simultaneously being made available as
afull-album digital download.
Fans of the Hammond organ-based
jazz trio who have Internet access can
purchase The Dropper online for $15.99 by
visiting any of the 900 participating retail
websites in the Liquid Music Network.
Using the company's free Liquid Player,
consumers can then preview tracks, read
lyrics and liner notes, view album art, and
download music straight onto their computers. The company adds that customers
purchasing the album will be able to
transfer the tracks onto aCD-R and export them to portable devices.
Liquid's Charly Prevost says that
"Blue Note Records is taking abig step
forward in terms of digital distribution,
by releasing anew title in digital format on the same day as its physical
release. This is another example of
how record labels have begun to treat
digital downloads as simply another
format to reach consumers."
Blue Note's John Dalton adds that
"Blue Note is fully committed to making our artists' music available to their

Calendar
speaker, the DSP8000. Meridian
America's president, Andy Regan, will
be available to answer questions.
Reservations required. For further
information, call (214) 520-7156.

from Cambridge Audio. For further information or to schedule aprivate audition, call (802) 863-6271 or
visit www.soundessentialsvt.com.
WASHINGTON

VERMONT

• Sound Essentials (1 Steele St.,
#108, Burlington) is pleased to
announce that it has been selected as
Vermont's exclusive dealer for JM
Reynaud Speakers and is now representing the fine budget electronics
28

• The Pacific Northwest Audio
Society meets the second Thursday of
each month. Usual start time is
7:30pm at 4545 Island Crest Way, on
Mercer Island. For more information,
call Tom at (425) 481-8512 or Earl at
(206) 907-8026.

online fans in asecure, easy manner.
Medeski, Martin & Wood have
expressed astrong desire to reach their
fan base through online distribution,
and The Dropper will be the first of several upcoming releases from Blue Note
that will be available as part of EMI's
digital download initiative."
US: THE NETHERLANDS
Peter van INillenswaard
In my June report from the 2000 AES
Convention, held in Paris last February, I
mentioned the Philips SACD-2000 player. It subsequently became clear that this
player would never reach the market, but
would serve as apilot project. Philips
designed anew player from the ground
up, the SACD-1000, and showed apreproduction sample of it at the annual
Dutch VAD consumer audio show, held
at the end of October in Veldhoven (near
Eindhoven). This machine is now in production and is scheduled to be available
in February 2001 in Europe and the US
at aprice of around $2000.
As mentioned in Jonathan Scull's report
last month from the Y2K CEDIA Show,
the SACD-1000 is asix-channel playet It
outputs two-channel 16-bit/44.1kHz
PCM stereo from CDs and DSD from
SACDs, or 5.1-channel surround from
SACDs in DSD quality or from DVDVideo discs in 16-24-bit PCM at sample
rates of from 48 to 96kHz. The SACD1000 will read more formats than you'll
probably have heard of—SACD, DVDVideo, SVCD, Video CD, CDDA, CD-R,
and CD-RW —and has UTS, AC-3, and
MPEG2 decoders built-in. As the '1000
uses aDAC capable of decoding 192kHz
PCM datastreams, the original plan was to
also include DVD-Audio, but due to the
cracked protection codes and the subsequent legal uncertainties, Philips decided
to leave DVD-A out for the time being.
Audio and video are handled by separate
circuitsA was so impressed by what Iheard
at the show that Iset out to discover the
story behind the design of the player.
,Philips is as well-known for its high
level of technology and research as for
the quality of the electronic parts and
components it produces, but its audio
products are usually gray mainstream in
nature. Not the SACD-1000, which was
specifically intended to be an audiophile
product — throughout
its
design
process, they even listened to it!
Of the several audiophiles Iknow
who work for Philips, none is engaged
in audio design; the few who have tried
to offer their expertise got lost in the
bureaucracy. The people in the Philips
audio department whom Ihave met
Stereophile, January 2001

bwspeakers.com
Explore the new B&W CDM NT series.

Genetic engineering.

Notice the resemblance? The new CDM-NT series
of loudspeakers shares the same innovation and
excellence that inspired our original Nautilus
design. At $40,000 per pair for the original, we
realized that not everyone could own the perfect
loudspeaker. Then we embarked on afive year
mission to bring this high technology down to
earth.The result is aseries of loudspeakers that set
incomparable standards for performance, style,
and value. In case you're wondering, we're B&W
We are the world's leading exporter of premium
loudspeakers and the number one imported brand
in North America. Available only at select audio /
video dealers.
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Anything Else Is
Just Lip Service.

c44q4. Se4,zee
We'll understand if your jaw drops when you hear the new
Mordaunt-Short Declaration Series System 500 Home Theater
loudspeakers. After all, this complete system conveys the
sonic impact of both music and today's dynamic movie
soundtracks with spectacular authority.
Mordaunt-Short's 30 years of critically acclaimed
loudspeaker design expertise has been combined with
THX Select certification to create a powerful and unique
system featuring integrated powered subwoofers, exclusive
driver technologies and many refinements.
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The System 500 is now available at
select audio/video specialist retailers.

ECK

The Perfect
Balance Betwœn
Movies and Music

Mordount-Short Declaration Series loudspeakers are designed
and engineered in Great Britain and assembled in the USA.
distributed by Marantz America, Inc., Roselle, Illinois 60172 •Telephone: 630-307-3100
www.mordaunt-short.com •THX and THX Select are registered trademarks of Lucasfilm Ltd.
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over the years are certainly interested in
hi-fi, but I've never come across atypical audiophile there. (This situation
probably parallels those in other large,
non-specialized companies.) But early
on in this project, someone, somewhere
decided that the SACD-1000 should be
something special.
The goal Philips set was to create a
machine that sounded better than the
Sonys, and my impression is that they
have succeeded. Philips redirected a
few audiophile employees from their
posts to take part in the '1000's design,
and made senior designer Fré Jorritsma
responsible for its sound quality. If this
marks aturning point in Philips's audio
history, Ipromise you we're in for a
few surprises!
The SACD-1000's transport and control electronics are standard — Philips,
the co-inventor of the CD, has always
been good at that side of things — but
the DSD decoding is something special.
(DSD is the SACD's digital audio format) There are now three DSD DAC
chips available: Philips's own TDA1547
bitstreamer (10 years old!), Burr-Brown's
DSD1700, and the very recent CS4397
from Crystal Semiconductor. The
Crystal was chosen because it not only
handles DSD, but also 16-bit/44.1kHz,
24/96, and even 24/192 PCM — all in
one chip. Philips had its audiophile subsidiary, Marantz, design the DAC board,
but the Philips design team experimented with the output coupling capacitors.
After listening tests, it was decided to
upgrade these to Elna
Special attention was paid to the
System Clock feeding the digital audio
circuits. Although the clock they first
selected featured avery low jitter specification of only afew picoseconds, the
design team found that replacing it with
one of the commercially available clock
"upgrades" (I'll be writing about some
of these next month) improved the
sound quality. So they redesigned the
clock circuitry and gave it its own dedicated power supply.
The analog output electronics were
designed by the Philips team, who
began with discrete transistors and
FETs rather than op-amps. The output
stage consists of two cascaded low-pass
filters, the first being adifferential second-order Bessel type at 75lcHz, the
second athird-order Bessel at 50kHz. A
switch on the player's rear panel allows
the user to choose between just one filter stage for maximum performance, or
engaging the second filter to further
reduce levels of spurious HF energy to
protect unsuspecting amplifiers. Elisa
Stereophile, January 2001

Cerafine caps were used in the power
supplies and for decoupling the powersupply lines on the analog board.
US: AUSTIN/LAS VEGAS
Jon Iverson
Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) technology has long been the Holy Grail for
many audio amplifier designers: it offers
an appealing combination of small size
and ultra-high efficiency, hence asignificant reduction in power consumption.
Two recent developments may indicate
where the amplifier market is heading.
In an unusual move, Austin,
Texas-based chipmaker Cirrus Logic
has purchased patents for PWM amplifier technology owned by leading UK
manufacturer B&W Loudspeakers. The
patents will be used in combination

Austin, Texas—based
chipmaker Cirrus Logic
has purchased patents
for PWM amplifier
technology owned
by B&W Loudspeakers.
with current Cirrus technology in anew
line of digital amplifiers, said an
October 2 press release from Cirrus.
The intention is to offer manufacturers
"a complete end-to-end solution for
designing, building, and manufacturing
PWM amplifiers that are smaller, more
power-efficient, and produce ahigher
quality of sound than existing technology today." According to Jason Carlson,
VP and general manager of Cirrus
Logic's Consumer Products Division,
"PWM amplifiers will drive the next
generation of speaker technology
around the world, and our new digital
solution, backed by these patents, will
help lead the way."
B&W is "delighted that Cirrus Logic
will be able to make use of these patents
and develop D/A (digital to analog)
technology for future high-specification
products," stated Dr. Peter Fryer,
B&W's research director. "These
patents originated from research into
digital room optimization, and although
our core business is high-end loudspeakers, our research portfolio covers
all aspects of audio. This is agood example of how the whole spectrum of hi-fi
products can benefit."
At last November's Comdex trade

Update

show in Las Vegas, Apogee Technology
announced the availability of its DDX2000 Controller device, which the company says enables audio manufacturers
to produce all-digital amplifier products
using Apogee's DDX approach. Apogee
Technology was formerly Apogee
Acoustics, a name familiar to many
Stereophile readers for its exotic-looking
ribbon loudspeakers. These designs
held listeners' attention for roughly 10
years, until the company folded the line
in 1995. 1Apogee says that, since 1995, it
has focused exclusively on digital amplifier technology, initially developing a
"high-efficiency amplifier architecture
using an analog architecture." In 1997,
the company developed and patented a
completely digital amplifier design,
which it trademarked as Direct Digital
Amplification (DDX) and presented at
the 1999 Comdex.
Apogee explains that "existing digital
audio products use analog amplifiers to
amplify analog signals produced by a
digital audio converter, or aDAC. The
problem with this approach is that the
digital signals require conversion and
analog amplifiers waste most of their
power as heat. This lack of efficiency
translates to higher power-supply costs
and increased product size, due to the
need for large heatsinks to dissipate the
amplifiers' wasted power."
The company claims that DDX
eliminates the DAC by integrating its
function, along with that of the poweramplifier control, into a fully digital
processor or "Controller." Apogee says
the Controller converts audio data into
digital signals that directly control highefficiency power transistors, and that
"this approach eliminates analog noise
problems and increases power efficiency by afactor of three compared with
traditional analog audio designs."
The DDX-2000 is the first in aseries
of DDX semiconductor products. It
includes two channels of DDX processing, digital volume/gain control, automatic mute, and specialized processing
to reduce distortion associated with signal clipping. Apogee says that the device
can be combined with discrete power
circuitry to produce an all-digital amplifier that can provide more than 100W
of audio power at very high efficiency.
For lower-power applications, Apogee
plans to offer acompanion 30Wpc integrated power device.

1 Fans of Apogee loudspeakers have formed user
groups for those interested in learning more about and
maintaining the designs: www.apiseespeakers.corni
totaberve.co.uk/
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UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
In its latest annual report, NXT
announced that it has signed up more
than 200 licensees that wish to develop
its SurfaceSound panel-speaker technology. The jewel in that crown is prestige car manufacturer DaimlerChrysler
AG. This provides NXT with an ally of
impeccable technological credentials for
OEM automotive speakers, an application that seems very well suited to the
specific properties of NXT's "distributed mode" speaker technology.

Marantz, an advertising writer and
music lover who, in the early '50s, had
gained areputation by producing acottage-industry preamplifier. Sid designed
a "Willie" for the fledgling Marantz
company, and the rest is history.
There soon followed the Marantz
Model 7 stereo preamplifier, the
Model 8B 35Wpc stereo amplifier, the
Model 9 70W monoblock, and the
Model 10B stereo FM tuner. These
tubed designs set the standard in afastpaced, rapidly changing industry rushing headlong into the era of transistors
and ICs. Few competing pieces were as
reliable or sounded as good. Collectors
US: NEW YORK
seek them still.
Charles Hollander
Sidney Smith, revered audio engineer
During this most prolific period of
and afounding father of the modern
the 1950s and '60s, Sid Smith worked
audio industry, passed away on October on his prototypes at night. During the
25, 2000 after abattle with pancreatic
days he was taking voice lessons, learncancer. He was 77. Sid, afamily man, left ing new roles, and auditioning for parts
a loving wife, Marilyn, three caring in the small opera companies that dotdaughters, Jennie, Pattie, and Laura, and
ted New York's musical landscape. At
two grandchildren.
the same time, his domestic duties
To say that every decision in Sid's life
increased with the arrival of each of his
was informed by his relationship to
daughters. Faced with the conversion to
music would be no exaggeration. He
transistors, Sid took acouple of handwas drawn to his wife because of their
books into aroom for afew weeks, then
mutual love of music. He worked in
came out and designed the Model 7T
audio, sang leading roles in professional
transistor preamplifier and the Model
opera troupes around New York, built
15, a60Wpc power amp. When Saul
his church apipe organ, rebuilt its carilMarantz, not given to lavish praise, saw
lon, and, with Marilyn, raised his daughwhat Sid had wrought, he said, "The
ters as musicians. In his later years, Sid
guy's agenius." Asked about this praise,
continued to sing in his congregational
Sid shrugged. "I'm no genius. Mozart
was agenius. I'm just an audio engichoir, and Marilyn became an important figure in the musical education of neer." Well, that's true. The two words
many afamily on Long Island's North
Sid left out of his classy, self-deprecating
Shore, as well as of her own.
estimation were "the best."
During World War II, Sid was a
One of these nights, soon, I'm going
teenaged radio technician in the US
to get out abottle of Sid's favorite sinArmy, where he learned electronics.
gle-malt, play Pavarotti's recording of La
After the war he went to college on the
Bohème, crank up my "pooged" Marantz
GI Bill, and there met Marilyn. Each
gear, weep, and remember Sidney
was studying aperforming art: she, the
Stockton Smith. As long as people expeviolin; he, voice. They fell in love, marrience the joy of musical reproduction,
ried, and came to New York to be near
he'll never be forgotten.
the Metropolitan Opera — and to be
discovered. She would play in one or
US: NEW YORK
another of New York's orchestras, and James Bongiomo
Who was the greatest audio engineer
he would be aheroic tenor.
But music is a fickle lover. There
of all? Without question or dispute,
were many unemployed operatic tenors
that honor must be given to my erstin New York in those days, so Sid
while colleague, the late Sidney S.
sought employment based on his elecSmith. With the sole possible exceptronic experience. During the late 1940s
tion of Alan Blumlein, Sid's contributions to the world of audio collectively
in Chicago, he had designed and served
as production engineer for the first far overshadow and outpace those of
Williamson-type amplifier to be manuany other engineer.
After World War H, Sid was hired by
factured by RadioCraftsman. Prior to
that, the Williamson design had been
the late Ed Miller at RadioCraftsman in
considered alaboratory instrument too
Chicago. Sid quickly rose to the top
expensive for the consumer market.
engineering spot, but because opera
Later, in New York, Sid looked up Saul
was his first love, he jumped at the
Stereophile, January 2001
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chance to move to New York City in
the early '50s to work for asmall fledgling company. After all, he would be
close to the Met.
This small company turned out to
be Saul Marantz's Marantz Company,
which, because of Sid's designs,
became the premier audio company of
the world. His designs included the
Model 2 mono power amplifier, the
Model 5 mono power amplifier
(which continued his quest to solve
the output-transformer problem), the
Model 8stereo amp, and the magnificent Model 7stereo preamp. Sid next
created the Model 9 power amp, in
which he finally nailed the transformer riddle, and followed it with the
equally great Model 8B. During this
period he also designed the Model 6
electronic crossover.
After hiring Dick Sequerra, Sid
turned his attention to the world of FM
radio. Dick and Sid's collaborative
efforts led to the creation of probably
the most incredible piece of audio hardware ever conceived: the 10B tuner. Sid
then turned his attention to solid-state
and designed the 7T preamp, which
was functionally equivalent to its tubed
predecessor, the 7C. Much was still to
be learned, however, about solid-state
circuitry, and Sid was not one to leave
any stone unturned. Even by today's
standards, his next creation must be
considered awork of art: the Model 15
solid-state stereo amplifier.
By then, Marantz had been bought
by Superscope, who wanted to move
the company to California. Virtually
none of the people at Marantz were
willing to make that move, so Sid left
the company. Dick Sequerra left shortly
thereafter, and together they designed
another masterpiece of audio engineering: the Sequerra Model 1stereo tuner,
probably the most gorgeous piece of
audio gear ever conceived.
But the new company didn't fare
very well and was sold. Sid then developed aproduct called the Vectorscope,
an outgrowth of the oscilloscope circuitry that had been in the Sequerra tuner.
There wasn't enough of amarket for
such a device, and Sid rejoined Saul
Marantz for awhile, but this venture,
too, didn't last very long.
Because Sid had been such apioneer
of circuit design during his tenure at
Marantz, he had been regularly frustrated by the inadequate test equipment of the time, and so designed and
built much of his own test gear. One
piece that stands out was his fabulous
multiplex FM generator, which had no
33
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www.conradjohnson.com
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filters —truly awork of art.
In his last 20 years, Sid tinkered with
and rebuilt his older designs, rediscovering various aspects of audio design. Sid
hired me at Marantz Co., and although
my tenure there was short, we spoke at
least once a week for more than 35
years. For all of that time, he was my
mentor and my best friend. My last
meeting with Sid was last June, when I
flew to New York. We enjoyed awonderful three-hour dinner together, and I
thought at the time that he looked marvelously fit for aman of 77 years.
Ihave had the privilege of meeting
and knowing several truly great men in
my life, but none has had the impact on
me that Sidney Smith had. He was atrue
genius, as well as being very humble and
one of the nicest persons one could hope
to meet. He will truly be missed.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
TAG McLaren Audio (www.tagmclaren
audio.com) has released details of the
first electronics component in its prestige
F1 series. The massive F1-600M
monoblocks were on silent display at the
UK Live 2000 show last &II, and are
expected to go into production in early
2001. Designed under the supervision of
Douglas Self—a controversial engineer
who has many times criticized high-end
amplifier design in print—the F1-600M
is intended to partner the relatively lowsensitivity Fl AvantGarde loudspeaker,
and uses internally bridged and balanced
architecture and abipolar output stage to
deliver aconservative 300W RMS into 8
ohms, 600W RMS into 4 ohms, or
1000W RMS into 2ohms.
The F1-600M's price has not yet
been set, but will probably be as formidable as its physical dimensions: 22"
wide by 91
/"high by 19" deep, and
2
weighing 90 lbs each. The styling is
strikingly original, with more than a
hint of automotive influence, and
attractively
finished
in
TAG
McLaren's black-and-silver livery.
Although rectangular in plan view, no
two faces are parallel, as the domed
top is significantly wider and deeper
than the base. Four substantial vertical
rods through the casework allow two
F1-600Ms to be stacked.
Single-ended and balanced inputs are
standard, the former with ahigh (100k
ohm) input impedance; Krell's CAST
interface is available as an option. A
communication bus and reprogrammable memory allow for future expansion
via firmware updates of, say, multiroom facilities.
111
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The Newton Series By Cambridge SoundWorks:
Redefining Value in High-Performance Speakers.
Newton 1500 Four-Way Tower Speakers
For years there has been aclass of loudspeakers that goes beyond high-

With Built-In Powered Subwooter

performance. These ultra-high-quality speakers feature costly, exotic

• 300 watt Class D

components and cabinetry —and are assembled with refinement normally
reserved for musical instruments. By making acommitment to excellence at
every stage of design and construction, these "high-end" speakers take sonic
performance to another level.
Music fanatics have found these subtle improvements to be worth aconsiderable premium. Prices for speakers in this class typically start at about $3.000

ifer amplifier

• 10" molded composite subwoofer
• 12" passive radiator; 6.5" mid-bass driver
• 4" mid-range driver
• 1" silk dome tweeter
• Mahogany, blonde maple veneer,
or slate-gray finishes

$2200 pr.

apair, and can easily reach $20.000 or even more.

Then Came Newton.
The Newton Series of loudspeakers brings the high value formula of Cambridge
SoundWorks' factory-direct selling method into this high-end arena. With
Newton you can enjoy the style, refinement and all-out performance of exotic,
world-class speakers at adown-to-earth price.
The Newton Series is the result of hundreds of design decisions, properly made.
In building the Newton Series. our Product Development Team selected topshelf components and materials, and combined them with over 70 years of
collective speaker design experience. If you were to dissect the Newton Series
speakers, here's what you would find:
• Reinforced silk dome tweeters with polymer damping for neutral, accurate
high frequencies.
• Neodymium tweeter magnets that allow tight tweeter-midrange driver
mounting for improved crossover blending.
• Graphite reinforced polymer midrange drivers and woofers that produce
tight, controlled, dynamic sound.
• Built-in 300 watt Class Ddigital switch-mode woofer amplifiers for robust
bass performance (1500 and T300 towers).
• Long-throw 10-inch graphite-reinforced woofers with 2-inch voice coils.
(1.500 and T300 towers).
• Real wood maple and mahogany veneers with solid hardwood edge bolsters.
• Cast aluminum feet with reversible mounts with carpet spikes or discs.
• Athree-mode MultiPole" surround speaker, switchable from dipole to bipole
to monopole operation (S300) —for optimum sound with movie soundtracks,
DSP-processed stereo music, or 5.1-channel music recordings.
• Powered subwoofers with built-in B.A.S.H. digital hybrid amplifiers, remote
controls and separate component Control Modules for state-of-the-art low
frequency reproduction.
More important than the component parts is the overall finished product.
The Cambridge SoundWorks Product Development Team —assisted by aworldclass industrial design firm —spent over 18 months creating the Newton Series.
From initial drawings to final listening tests, thousand and thousands of hours
were spent fine-tuning every detail to produce musically accurate, highly
realistic and beautiful speakers.
The proof is in the experience. We invite you to try Newton Series speakers in
your home, with your favorite music, with your favorite movies. If you don't fall

Newton S300 MultiPole Surround Speakers

in love with them, return them within 45 days for afull refund. We even pay the

• 4" bass driver

return freight. •There's virtually no risk.

• Dual 2.5" mid-high frequency drivers

You may audition Newton Series speakers at Cambridge SoundWorks stores in
New England and the San Francisco Bay area. Or you can order for delivery to
your home —backed by a45 Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee —from Hifi.com.
For alist of stores or acolor catalog, call 1-800-FOR-HIFI 11-800-367-4434)
or log on to www.hifi.com.
•UPS ground delivery in conlinental US Call for details

• 1" reinforced silk dome tweeter
• Slate-gray or white finish
• Dimensions: 7"H x11"W x5.75"D

(i45
-(
)
1
;)

Newton P1000 Powered Subwooter
• Dual 10" ultra-long-throw drivers

Newton Theater 300 System
• Two Newton MC300 main speakers and one MC300 center channel speaker

• 1000 watt BASH. amplifier

with dual 4" molded composite mid/bass

• Control module with BO

drivers and 1" silk dome tweeters

and output level

•Two Newton S300 three-position

• Tight, accurate bass down to 22Hz

MultiPole surround speakers
• Newton P1000 Powered Subwoofer

• Mahogany, blonde maple veneer, or

• Matches high-fidelity

• Wireless remote

slate-gray finishesop
$1000

with high style
• Magnetically shielded

The Newton Theater 300 System With The Marantz SR7000 Surround Receiver

CAM BRIDGE)
SouN DWoifes

Available Online at hific COM

311 Needham Street. Newton. MA 024b4
ACRE:TIVE Compwy
20M HIF1 com

All Newton Series Products Will Be Available January, 2001.

, ÇAMBRIDGE
Sol IN Ii%Vt. MKS

ÈiRDOST
AKING

THE

CONNECTION

....between technology Er music.'

NORDOST CORPORATION
420, Franklin Street,
Framingham, MA 01702,
USA
Tel: 508-879-1242
Fax: 508-879-8197
Email:
nordostflatine@msn.com
NORDOST (UK) LTD
Unit 7, Aber Park Ind.Est.,
Aber Road, Flint,
Flintshire CH6 _SEX
Tel: +44 (0) 1352 730251
Fax: +44 (0) 1352 731273
Email: enquiries@nordostuk.com

Please visit our web site, at:
www.nordost.com
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oyou have $70,000 for apair of
JMlab Grand Utopia speakers?
Me neither. Nor can Iswing
$30,000 for a pair of the smaller
Utopias, which Ihave heard chez Scull.
Ihave admired these pricey French
speakers, though, taking comfort from
the "trickle-down" phenomenon. JMlab
has filled in the Utopia line from the
bottom, with models such as the
$14,000/pair Mezzo Utopia, which
Paul Messenger reviewed in the July
1999 Stereophile (Vo122 No.7).
Unlike some of the high-end speakers favored by high-rollers, the Utopia
models appealed to me by sounding not
only extraordinarily revealing, but also
musically satisfying. Iheard something I
don't always encounter in high-end
speakers: apurity and beauty of tone, a
harmonic delicacy to go along with all
that high-resolution detail.
Then Ifound out that JMlab was
coming out with the Micro Utopia, a
stand-mounted speaker for $5000/pair
(plus $1000 for matching stands). Now
that's affordable.
Well, almost.
I quickly phoned the importer,
Daniel Jacques, of Audio Plus Services,
to see if he could scare up apair for Sam.
"A little hots de categorie for the former
Cheapskate?" chortled M. Jacques.
"Yes, but not by all that much," I
replied.
Damn! Can't live down that Cheapskate reputation.
The Micro Utopia
JMlab, as you may know, is France's
largest speaker manufacturer. "JM" are
the initials of Jacques Mahul, the company's founder and chief. His firm is
located in Saint-Etienne, in southeast
France — the heart of Camembert
cheese country. The company produces
loudspeakers under the JMlab marque,
and "raw" drivers (if Imay use so crude
aterm) under the Focal name.
Focal drivers are found in some of the
world's most highly regarded loudspeakers, including models from
Wilson Audio Specialties. But the particular drivers found in the Utopia series
are found only in JMIab's own speakers.
(Some of the Utopia technology is
Stereophile, January 2001
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fiberglass cloth are heat-bonded to
trickling down further into the comeither side of a"hyper-rigid" structural
pany's less expensive speaker lines.)
If you've seen any of
foam. Lest other
manufacturers
the other models in
consider sharing
the Utopia line, you
know what to expect
JMIab's lunch, the
"W" sandwich is
with
the
Micro
protected by US
Utopia: afeast for the
patent #2731579.
eye as well as the ear.
Iespecially adThis is one elegant,
mire
speaker
exquisitely finished
manufacturers
loudspeaker! British
who
produce
and North American
their own drispeaker manufacturvers; Ithink, on
ers may go for oak
the whole, you
and cherry —or even
get better sound
something rarer, like
when amanufacyew — but JMlab has
turer
controls
come up with two
every aspect of deexotic African woods.
sign and producThe Micro Utopia's
tion. All three of
side panels are anigré
France's leading speaker
veneer — sounds like a
manufacturers
produce
salad dressing, but it's alighttheir own drivers: Cabasse,
colored, slightly orangey
Triangle, and JMlab.
wood. The tweeter baffle is
Like the rest of the Utopia
made of solid tauari.
line, the Micro Utopia does
The center of each speaker
not allow for biwiring, which
is finished in a lacquered
is more a British than a
piano black. JMlab could
French obsession. (Biwiring!
probably sell the Micro
What a pain in the butt!)
Utopia on looks alone — and
Howeve4 according to Daniel
in the case of my wife,
Jacques, cultural prejudices
Marina, the WAF (that's wife
had nothing to do
acceptance factor) went off
with the decision
the scale. She loves having
to go for singlethese in our living room.
wiring:
The Micro Utopia is
"JMlab
did
a two-way, basscomparative listenreflex design. A 6'/2"
ing tests with and
midrange/woofer
without and couldn't
crosses
over
at
tMlab Micro Utopi aloudspeaker
hear any improvement
2.5kHz to a 1"
with biwiring. What's
Tioxid tweeter, so
more, biwiring might tempt people to
called because it's ablack-oxide—coated
use lesser-quality speaker cables or
inverted titanium dome. The very same
cheap, cheesy jumpers." Well. The
tweeter found in the more costly
folks in Saint-Etienne sure wouldn't
Utopia, it features arelatively small (V)
want you to use something cheesy.
voice-coil and aNeodymium magnet.
(Sorry. Had to say it.)
Its pole pieces are fashioned from acarTalking about cheesy, you could place
bon-free iron called Telar 57, which is
the Micro Utopias atop some other
said to handle the very high magnetic
manufacturers' stands—about 20" tall
flux without saturation.
would do the trick —and probably save
The 6'/2"midrange/woofer is equally
yourself $500 or more. You'd need stands
high-tech, incorporating JMIab's proprietary "W" sandwich, wherein layers of with alarge top platform, however, each
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speaker measures 10Y wide by 15"
deep (by 17" high).
JMlab's stands cost athousand bucks
because they're finished in the same
lacquered piano black as the speakers,
with the same anigré veneer trim. The
stands come preassembled —no bag of
bolts and other bits of hardware, no trying to figure out what goes where —
and pre-filled with sand, as pointed out
by the irrepressible Ian McArthur, of
Audio Plus Services:
"The sand is carefully gathered
from beaches in the Côte d'Azur. kis
guaranteed that naked French starlets
have lain on it. That gives the sound
more ... er, bounce."
Like the other Utopia models, the
Micros come sans grilles, but with
wooden protective covers made of the
same solid tauari as the tweeter baffle.
These boards snap into place to protect the speaker from cleaning persons, unruly teenagers, and curious
houseguests. (The tweeter is not quite
naked, but is further protected by a
metal strip — asort of loincloth.)
Ilove the ritual of putting up and
taking down the boards, although Ido
it only when the cleaning people
come. It's rather like closing the shutters over awindow before nasty weather. Very French, n'est-ce pas? Be sure to
remove the boards before you play. I
didn't, and wondered for all of 30 seconds what was the matter. Such muffled, distorted sound.
Duh. Remove the boards, dummy!
Before we proceed, some specs:
The Micro's frequency response is
given as 50Hz-25kHz, ±3dB. The
speakers are said to be down 6dB at
42Hz. Even so, Ifound the bass surprisingly extended and ample in our
living room. Sensitivity is given as
90dB/2.8V/m, and the nominal
impedance as 8ohms, with adip down
to 4.8 ohms.
French speakers, which often have
sensitivities of 90dB or higher, are relatively easy to drive. The Micro Utopia
doesn't require gobs and gobs of amplifier power, so big American muscle
amps are not required; JMIab recommends power in the 30-100W range.
High quality, if not high power, is
de rigueur, as they say in SaintEtienne. Think tubes, perhaps. Or
very-high-quality solid-state. You
might even think French, as in YBA
amplification. (Many JMIab dealers
also carry YBA gear, which is distributed by the same Audio Plus Services,
or, in Canada, Plurison.)
Like the more costly models in the
Stereophile, January 2001
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"Such aclean, open window!" Imarveled to Marina.
"You should wash the windows," she
admonished.
"I wasn't talking about those windows.
Iwas referring to the window on the
soundstage —the transparency."
Iheard no cabinet colorations. No
smearing of fine detail. No loss of
information. Transients were delivered with almost (but not quite) electrostatic speed. The speakers were
astonishingly open.
Still, if you're looking for aspeaker
that adds its own warmth or richness to
the sound, the Micro Utopia might not
be your ticket. Its lead-deadened cabinets seemed remarkably effective.
This sound quality
This sound quality is one Iassociate
is one Iassociate with
with French loudspeakers: somewhat
lean, exquisitely detailed and open
French loudspeakers:
through the midrange (if sometimes a
little lacking in body), and extended on
somewhat lean,
top. With the Utopia line, this very
French sonic signature has been taken
exquisitely detailed
to new heights of resolution and, yes,
transparency: that hear-through quality
and open through
that makes aloudspeaker disappear.
the midrange.
This leanness never turned to hardness or harshness. Again and again,
with my favorite classical recordings, I
tricky is that you need to align the heard abeguiling purity and sweetspikes on the bottom of each speaker ness of tone — especially with solo
with the recessed holes on the stand's violin, which few other loudspeakers
get so right.
top platform.
The Micro Utopia was areviewer's
The owner's manual offers asimple
mathematical equation for placing the dream in that it immediately revealed
Micros, but Igot better results in my differences among power amplifiers
living room by placing them in my and other components. With the
favorite spot: about 4V from the back Musical Fidelity A3cR power amplifier,
walls, 3Y from the side walls, and 6' the overall sound was austere; yet the
apart. The JMlab equation would have combination was immensely enjoyable
had me place the speakers much closer and involving because of the stunning
to the rear walls, but Iliked the sound- low-level resolution and the overall
stage where Iplaced them and didn't purity, if not lushness, of tone.
feel aneed for bass reinforcement. I Substituting the Belles 150A Hot Rod
toed-in the speakers ever so slightly and that Iwrote about last month gave me
an extra measure of body and warmth,
listened off-axis.
Ihooked up the speakers to the but its resolution, alas, did not match
that of the A3cR. So choose your
Musical Fidelity separates — the A3
CD player, A3cR preamp, and A3cR amplifier with great care, and don't
power. Speaker cable was XLO Ultra expect the Micro Utopia to deliver the
6, which sounded so good (compared same room-filling sound as the larger
to certain other cables) that Icould Utopia models.
Still, Idid hear most of the Utopia
hardly believe its modest price of
$12.50/foot. (I used the XLO because magic with the Micros: the stunning
Ihad the right length in a single- resolution, the freedom from cabinet
colorations, the exquisitely extended
wiring configuration.)
"I'm not into expensive cables," Itold treble, the superb integration of the
XL0's Roger Skoff. "This one appears two drivers (something Ialmost forgot to mention!). This is one of the
to do the trick."
"Our more costly cables are even bet- world's great loudspeakers — aMicro
Utopia indeed!
ter," offered Roger.
Now you no longer have to envy
No doubt that's true, but diminishing
the rich.
returns...

Utopia line, each driver is mounted in
its own independent subenclosure,
with agap between them. "Mass loading" of the cabinet with lead sheets is
said to minimize "parasitic resonances."
Death to parasites, right? In any event,
the cabinets are deader than dead—
lead will do that. Each Micro weighs
about 44 lbs.
JMIab recommends that two people
place the speakers on the stands, but
Marina was at work when the Micros
arrived and Iwas hot to trot. Imanaged okay alone — but be very careful. What makes stand-placement
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should do: Ireserved judgment. Maybe
Had wasn't so crazy after all. Perhaps
there was something in this singleended triode stuff, for him to
make the CAD-805 the
flagship of his company.
(While Had also produces
push-pull tube amps, aSET
amp remains his flagship:
the
$40,000/pair
CAD-1610-SE,
which

Cary Audio Design CAD-805C
monoblock power amplifier

Cary CAD-805C power amplifier
(latest version)
When Dennis Had, of Cary Audio
Design, heard that Iwas listening to the
Micro Utopias, he offered to send me a
pair of Cary CAD-805C tube amplifiers.
"Should be a great combination.
Besides, I'd like to visit and listen to
the Micro Utopia. And you've got one
of the only pairs in North America at
the moment."
"I've already reviewed the 805s," I
told him.
"You haven't heard the latest version."
The Cary CAD-805C has become a
classic. First introduced in 1991 as the
Cary CAD-805, this single-ended triode (SET) monoblock amplifier looked
and sounded completely different from
any other high-end tube amplifier available at the time.
That was almost 10 years ago, when
few people (including me) were familiar with SET amps. Some of those
audio writers who were saw SETs as
anachronisms. Or threats — to their
own sanity, perhaps?
Iremember when Ifirst set eyes on
this amp. Itruly believed that Had was
mad —especially when Iheard his contagious laugh. Why, Iwondered, would
anyone produce such a thing? Who
would be crazy enough to buy it? Why
didn't Had produce "me-too" amplifiers
like everyone else, instead of using antiquated technology —weird tubes first
developed in the 1930s?
But Ihadn't really heard the amplifier, so Idid what a good reviewer
42

was reviewed in the December 2000
Stereophile by Jonathan Scull.)
The original Cary CAD-805 was
named after its output tube: the 805.
The amp had a6SL7 input tube (which
has remained constant through various

As they say in show biz,
the CAD 805 has legs.

design changes) and an EL34 driver
tube. The 805 output tube was soon
switched to a211. Dick Olsher reviewed
that version in January 1994 (Vol.17
No.1), and it inspired John Atkinson to
write his most famous cover line with
respect to the Cary and a solid-state
Krell: "If either of these amplifiers is
RIGHT ... the other is WRONG."
As they say in show biz, the CAD805 has legs.
In January 1994, just as DO's review
appeared, Had revamped the amp as the
CAD-805B, changing the driver tube
from an EL34 to a300B —a breath of
fresh air if there ever was one. This
change did much for the amp's transparency. And, in 1997, with the 805C,
the output tube became an 845, which
RCA introduced in 1931 as the UV845.
(The tube was designed as amodulating
tube in radio transmitters.) This is the
model Ireviewed in March 1998 (Vo121
No3), subsequently bought, and kept as
areference for more than ayear.

In April 1999, sans fanfare, Had introduced the new version without announcing amodel change and without
raising the price, which remains
$8995/pair. The tube complement is
the same, with aCzech-made ICR300B
now substituting for the Western
Electric 300B. The 6SL7 input tube is a
JAN (Joint Army Navy) Philips, made
in the US, while the 845 output tube is
produced in China. What a tube! Its
plate is a big hunk of carbonized
graphite steel and its thoriated tungsten
filament emits abrilliant white light —
especially dramatic in an otherwise
darkened room.
There are just three tubes in the signal path. The distinctive "cat's eye" tube
(a 1629/6U5) is set inside the faceplate,
where it beats to the music — acharacteristic bit of Had madness. When the
iris of the eye turns fully dark, the amp
is operating at full power: a rated
50Wpc into 16, 8, or 4 ohms. This
50Wpc power rating is what makes the
CAD-805C astandout among singleended triode amps, many of which output amere 10, 5, or 3Wpc.
Of course, even 50Wpc doesn't seem
like much, especially for $91c/pair. But
50W of single-ended triode tube power
is not like 50W from asmall solid-state
integrated amp —or even asmall pushpull tube amplifier. The CAD-805C
sounds more like a 100W or even a
200W tube amp. Big!
Without question, the 50Wpc CAD805C is more versatile than, say, a31 W
amplifier using a single 2A3 output
tube. But Ifound that Ilost something
with greater SET power —some of that
special low-powered SET immediacy
and stunning resolution.
Nonetheless, the CAD-805C has
always had, for me, a special set of
virtues. In all of its incarnations, the
amp has produced adeep, wide, astonishingly spacious soundstage. It has been
dynamic in a way that smaller SET
amps couldn't be—able to convey
more of the drama and weight of large
orchestral works. The 805C has always
had abig, warm, rich, spacious sound.
But compared to the tinier triodes,
the 805C, until now, had not offered
me the last word in low-level resolution
and hear-through transparency. Moreover, when Ipushed the amp toward
the limit of its 50W output, Iheard the
sound turn slightly grainy, and some of
the soundstage magic disappeared.
The new version improved on the
earlier 805C in anumber of important
ways. It sounded more powerful: more
dynamic, with deeper, better-defined
Stereophik, January 2001
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bass. (Dennis Had says it is more powerful: now with about 55Wpc into 16,
8, or 4ohms.) There was more of the
stunning immediacy Ilove with lowpowered SET amps, a more pristine
sound with apurer harmonic presentation. And the new version sounded less
strained when played loud.
Using the Micro Utopia speakers, I
put on an out-of-print EMI CD of
Beethoven's Violin Concerto, with
Yehudi Menuhin as soloist and the New
Philharmonia Orchestra conducted by
Otto Klemperer (CDM 7 69001 2). I
could tell this was an early stereo
recording — the orchestral sound, even
on the 805Cs, was atad thin. But it was
far more warm, rich, and full than what
Iheard with other amplifiers.
The late Yehudi Menuhin came to
life — standing right there in my living
room between the two speakers, playing
in his prime. Icould hear every detail of
his playing, and the tone of his violin was
so pure and sweet it really was close to
listening live. This is the glory of SETs at
their best: they get me closer to live than
other types of power amplifier.
Iturned to Michael Tilson Thomas
conducting Tchaikovsky's Symphony 1
("Wliner Dreams") with the Boston
Symphony Orchestra on DG Originals
(289 463 615-2). (The recording is available from the BMG Classical Music
Service, if you want to get it cheap.)
This is the finest reading of the work
that I've encountered on record — a
beautifully played, tenderly shaped performance. Ireveled in the ripe sound of
the woodwinds, the burnished glow of
the BSO brass, and the just-right
acoustics of Symphony Hall.
Later Iturned to Louis Armstrong.
Like Yehudi Menuhin, Satch came back
from the Great Beyond to entertain me,
on Satch Plays Fats (Columbia/Legacy
CK 64927).
Iused a Musical Fidelity A3 CD
player and AJ'CR preamp. (The CAD805C needed an active preamp, I
found.) Speaker cables were the aforementioned XLO Ultra 6. Power cords
all around were the silver-coated copper
Xtreme from Audio Magic, which retail
for arelatively modest $69 each. Yes, I
did hear an improvement over the stock
Belden cords I had on hand: more
detail, less grunge, cleaner sound.
When Dennis Had came to visit, I
asked him what was new about the latest CAD-805C.
"For the new version, we replaced the
electrolytic capacitors that are associated
with the bias of the 805 output tube and
the bias of the 6SL7 input tube. These
44

have now been changed to film and foil
capacitors. The difference is adramatic
removal of grain from the midrange.
"There is now aseparate power supply
and an additional transformer for the filaments of the 6SL7 and the 300B. These
used to share the power supply that ran
the filament of the 845 tube. Once again,
this added purity to the midrange.
"To top it off, we have an improved
interstage driving transformer that
now is flat down to 9Hz. The result is
that the CAD-805C now plays deeper
bass than before."
Ibutted in. "That interstage driving transformer is what allows you to

This is the glory of
SETs at their best: they

get me closer to live
than other types of
power amplifier.

get 50W out of the 845 output tube,
is it not?"
"Yes. The 805C uses acombination
of capacitive coupling and interstagetransformer coupling. Up to approximately 28W, the capacitor is coupling
from the plate of the 300B to the grid
of the 845.11e interstage transformer
acts as aparallel choke on the 300B
driver tube. At about 28W, the impedance of the grid of the 845 drops dramatically. You need current to drive
the 845 tube further, into the A2
mode. That's where the interstage
transformer takes over, providing the
additional current.
"All transformers and all capacitors
have aslight phase shift. The trick was
to get the capacitor and the transformer
to run together so that everything stays
in phase. By the way, the amplifier now
actually produces 55W into 16, 8, or 4
ohms, and about 30W into 2ohms, off
the 4-ohm tap."
"What if the owner of an original
CAD-805C wants to upgrade to the latest version?"
"He can call us or have his dealer
phone. The charge is $250 per chassis —
that's $500 per pair — plus shipping
both ways."
If you're not sure which version of
the 805C you have, you can call the factory and read off your serial numbers.

Versions of the amp earlier than "C"
can't be updated.
"Maybe you should call this version
the C-plus," Isuggested.
"Like Porsche with the 911, we want
to keep the model number the same.
Unlike Porsche, though, we haven't
raised the price!"
In my 1998 writeup, Icalled this amp
a "soundstage champ." It still is. No
other amplifier Ihave had in my system
has produced so wide and deep asoundstage, such a superb rendition of the
space of each recording environment.
With the latest version, I heard
greater low-level resolution, more clarity, deeper bass, and improved dynamics.
Even more successfully than in the past,
the CAD-805C took the sound coming
from the 300B driver tube and, well,
ampleed it to provide afar more practical output of power.
Ido have some concern, though,
about firing up these amps in the presence of toddlers and pets. The tubes are
not caged, and that 845 output tube
runs extremely hot. Moreover, there is
very high voltage running into the tube.
If you're thinking about putting them
atop atable, the amps are quite large —
each is 24" deep by 12" wide, and
weighs 80 lbs.
Iasked Had to expatiate, briefly, on
the joy of SETs.
"Some people think the sound is too
good to be true, that the listener is
bathed in an excess of second-order harmonic distortion, that the audiophile is
meant to suffer, not enjoy."
(I enjoy winding him up.)
"What people forget is that, as you
cancel out the even-order harmonic distortion in a push-pull configuration,
especially second-order, you're leaving
behind the odd-order distortion that the
human ear is very sensitive to, especially the higher orders such as the fifth and
the seventh. What you leave behind, as
you take away the second-order harmonic distortion, really becomes quite
nasty to the human ear.
"I get akick out of those who accuse
Cary of designing in or adding secondorder harmonic distortion to asingleended amplifier. We don't add it; it
comes right along with the design.
Now there's away of eliminating it. All
one has to do is listen to aCary CAD805C and turn up the feedback control. The amp becomes areal champ
on the test bench with the feedback
turned up. But what you find is that
you've lost the richness, the foundation
of the music, the width of the soundstage. Now it sounds like you're listenStereophile, January 2001

SONUS FABER CLASSIC LINE
—

Of the many speakers offered during the past
decade, perhaps none have had as dramatic an

impact on the design landscape as the original Electa
Amator. Introduced in 1988, it went on to become a
true classic and adesign icon — imitated by many,
copied by none.
Now, after ten continuous year of production, the
original steps aside for the Electa Amator II. Its classic
styling has been gently updated to reflect adecade's
experience. Softly time aligned, the newer model offers
greater placement flexibility providing superior results
in avariety of in-home settings.
Retained are the core components; the brutally
expensive drivers, the brilliantly honest 1st order
crossovers, and cabinets handcrafted by Old World
craftsmen from 24 individual staves of walnut.
The Electa Amator concept begets anew, less
expensive model; Signum''. At half the price,
Signum is ideal for medium-sized rooms and
budgets. The Musica

integrated amplifier is

used by Sonus faber to provide amusical
reference during product development.

EA II S6000/pr.
with stand
Signum
$3000-3500/pr
with mu&
Musica $2995.

SU

MIK 0

SUMIKO IS THE EXCLUSIVE NORTH AMERICAN IMPORTER OF SONUS FABER AUDIO PRODUCTS
2431 FIFTH STREET, BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94710 510.843.4500 843.7120 FAX
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Surround Decoder

SSP 75
PreAmplifier
Surround Decoder
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(AM 350
Monaural Amplifier

CAV 150
tiChannel Amplifiers
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CAV 50

MultiChannel Amplifier

5070 François-Cusson

Lachine, Quebec, Canada H8T 1B3

tel.: 514.636.6384

www.classeaudio.com
Fax: 514.636.1428

ing to apush-pull amplifier."
"But," Iasked, "the bass tightens up a
little when you dial in the feedback?"
"It does alittle, but at the expense of
shrinking everything. The objective
should be to reproduce sound as life-size
as possible. Feedback just spoils that."
"Why do you even have the optional
feedback?"
"Back in 1991, the rationale for
including the feedback control was to
prove the point, to demonstrate how
feedback affects the sound."
The feedback control is not entirely
frivolous, however. With no feedback
dialed in, the amplifier's output impedance is slightly less than 2 ohms,
which is relatively high. If your speaker's impedance is all over the place,
you could hear some frequencyresponse anomalies that feedback
might correct — but at aprice.
As with any SET amp, you might look
for aspeaker whose overall impedance
stays fairly fiat—that is, close to its nominal 4or 8ohm impedance curve.
So... is the Cary CAD-805C neutral?
I'm not sure Icare. Every amp has its
sonic signature, whether or not its
designer admits it (usually he doesn't).
/ found that the CAD-805C didn't
intrude itself on the sound to the extent
that all recordings sounded the same.
The main thing was the pleasure Igot
from listening to the CAD-805C —
there's really no amp that I've heard
that's quite like it, unless it's the
$40,000/pair Cary CAD-1610.
Comparatively, then, the CAD-805C
is a bargain — rather like the JMlab
Micro Utopia when compared to the
Utopia or Grand Utopia. And Dennis
Had was right about his hunch: The
speaker and the amp made beautiful
music together.

Contacts
P.O. Box
3047, Plattsburgh, NY 12901. Tel:
(800) 663-9352. Fax: (540) 5855862.
Web:
www.audioplus
services.com.
Cary Audio Design,
111A
Woodwinds Industrial Court,
Cary, NC 27511. Tel: (919) 4814494. Fax: (919) 460-3828. Web:
www.caryaudio.com.
JMlab/Focal, 15 rue Jean Claude
Verpilleux, B.P. 201-42013 SaintEtienne, Cedex 2, France. Tel:
(33) 04 77 43 16 16. Fax: (33) 04
77 37 65 87.
Audio Plus Services,
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beyond the boundaries
of convention ...

Introducing Our New HDAV Series Cables

• Cables custom
engineered to
match your systemSystem Dependent
Cable TechnoloayTm
• A new line of entry
level cables with our
Reference SeriesTM
technologiesHigh Definition
Audio Video Series
Cables .
"'"
• A free guide
for matching cables
to your systemExplorer's Guide
2nd Edition
TM

• Free Cable
Matching ServiceOn-Line Cable
Diagnostic
ProgramTM
• Lifetime
upgrade programLifetime Passport
Protection PlanTM

mbl 1118
Hybrid Radialstrahler

Permit yourself the luxury
of
experiencing
music
"boundlessly", by enjoying
music at home, with the
same natural and harmonic
structure as in the concert hal
MBL -experience your dream!

Synergistic Research
501 Superior Ave.

MBL of America

Newport Beach CA

+1 (480) 563-4393
Fax.
+1 (480) 563-4394
mobil
+I (480) 560-6272
MBL east +1 (860) 651-7945
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versatile:
Choose from 2to 6channels

musical:
Zero-feedback design

powerful:
200 wall monoblock channels

Balanced Audio Technology is pleased to introduce the
VK-6200 multi-channel home theater and surround music amplifier.
This stunningly beautiful design can be configured with two to six channels of
amplification. Each channel is atrue monoblock, zero-feedback circuit that features a
dedicated power transformer. More importantly, the VK-6200 yields the open free-breathing sound
that has garnered BAT worldwide recognition. Outstanding for music! Superb for home theater! The VK-6200 is
yet another masterpiece from Balanced Audio Technology.

Balanced
26 Beethoven Drive

Audio

Technology

800.255.4228 a

Wilmington DE 19807 302.999.8855 te

302.999.8818 fax
info@ balanced.com

Visit us online at http://www.balanced.com
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espite being shown concrete
documentation that analog is
alive, well, and growing, there
are still some audio writers who deny its
very existence. I'm talking about some
of the folks at Sound & Vision. Ihaven't
popped off in print about other magazines in this column (much) —it's not
good form. True, when yakking with
industry types, I've occasionally referred
to that magazine as Deaf&Blind, and it's
obviously gotten back to them: the
"Hellos" and handshakes at press events
have turned to icy stares. Just joking,
guys! After all, we're Stereopile. Then
there's The Obsolete Sound. Ha ha ha ha.
Sticks and stones, etc.
My childish name-calling was in
response to S&V technical editor David
Ranada's absurd assertion awhile back
that any $100 portable CD player today
can outperform the finest analog frontend. At least that was just an opinion,
even if, in my opinion, it's one that
makes Ranada look silly. But now SEW
has apparently taken over publishing
the defunct Audio magazine's annual
"Equipment Directory," and guess
what? No analog! None. To them, analog doesn't exist. In the entire
"Directory," there's not a whiff of a
turntable, an aroma of acartridge, afragrance of aphono section to be found.
Ihave it on good authority that S&V
did solicit analog information from
manufacturers, but apparently chose
not to publish it. What next? Will they
expunge mention of the dirty, evil
phono section from future A/V
receiver reviews? Will they make it

policy to airbrush out the offending
phono jacks from the rear-panel photos? Wait! Maybe they'll refuse to
review A/V receivers that dare to
include phono sections. Who knows
how far they'll take it? This is apositively infantile editorial stance, because
analog is not going away anytime soon.
(Though Iunderstand Thorens recently went out of business. But that's a
story for another time.)
It reminds me of afew years ago,
when Shure resumed manufacturing
the V-15 phono cartridge and Audio's
Allan Lofft wrote adismissive, condescending blurb about it that began with
something like: "They don't make
records anymore, but if you have some
around..." Was the guy so lost that he
didn't know that records were being
made in the millions at that time? I
don't think so.
Mop-Up Operation
Between the show reports from Europe
in last September's "Analog Corner"
and the phono-stage survey in October,
stuff you should know about has been
piling up around here. So this install-

Fremer

ment is an amalgam of things analog,
including some really neat extreme
close-up photos of cartridge innards
taken by Italian cartridge rebuilder/
repairer Roberto Torlai, who was profiled in the last column. You can clearly
see the coils wound on the former, the
damping material behind, and, of
course, the cantilever and stylus.
Amazing photos.
Heavy-Metal Shelving
Boltz, the company that makes those
really neat-looking, space-efficient,
expandable CD racks Iwrote about in
November 1999, has diversified into
equipment racks, TV stands, and LP
shelves. Iliked the CD racks so much I
just had to have at least one set of LP
shelves. The unit shown in the photo
on the following page, consisting of a
heavy, sturdy base and three shelves,
costs $439, including free shipping. You
can add more shelves at $119 each and
stack them up to the ceiling. Width is
3', depth 10".
The Boltz shelves aren't cheap, but
they're really well made and incredibly
sturdy. The shelves are 1/8" cold rolled
steel sanded to bring out the grain,
then powder-coated with aclear finish
that's baked on at 400°. They're nice
and sm0000th to the touch. Unlike some
industrial shelves, these won't ring
when you blast them with music.
They're so sturdy they can be left freestanding, even when loaded with LPs,
though the company recommends that
if you go more than five shelves high,
you bolt the unit to awall using the

Cartridge rebuilder/repairer Roberto Torlai's amazing work: Spectral Reference (top), Benz Ruby (bottom left), Elac van den Hul (bottom center),
and Koetsu Rosewood Platinum (bottom right) phono cartridges.
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Model One: acool-looking,
compact, wood-cased retro
radio with avernier tuning
dial just like his old KLH
models. The Model One is
ridiculously priced low at
$99 (www.tivoliaudio.com).
Ijust went to the Cambridge SoundWorks website
(www.hifi.com) to check on
the price of the 88CD
($349), and the 88 was on
sale for $149. That's cheap
for a radio that I think
sounds better than the Bose
Wave Radio, which costs
much more. Haven't heard
Tivoli's Model One, but
those who have tell me it's
swell, and it's easily the bestlooking of the bunch. Eat
your heart out, Herbie
Hancock. (He's hawking the
B-word's big radio in aTV
infomerdal.)

Boltz's sturdy LP shelves.

supplied mounting hardware.
A shelf full of LPs weighs about 100
lbs and these are designed to take almost
300 lbs, so load away — but not too
tightly, or your collection will suffer the
dreaded "white ring syndrome." (Did
you know that the British edition of
Elvis Costello's Get Happy!! had faux
white rings painted into both sides of
the cover art. The wusses at Columbia
Records airbrushed it out for the
American edition.')
Anyway, the shelf units can be lined
up to allow records to be stored in the
"flange" area in between. My only problem is that the top shelf is wasted, as you
can't use it for records—they just fall
over. Ibrought this to the attention of
the company, which promised afix. I
guess it will consist of an additional set
of side panels as an option, but as of
today, Ihaven't heard back. Still, the
Boltz shelves are worth checking out.
Whether or not they're to your taste,
only you can say. A bookshelf version
uses a wider rear support. Web:
www.boltz.com.

in April 2000, Iwas frustrated that I
couldn't audition the Graham 2.0 tonearm on it. That would have allowed me
to compare the SME with my reference
Simon Yorke S-9 turntable, keeping the
arm as aconstant. It also would have
provided an opportunity to compare the
Graham with the SME IV.Vi arm,
which Sumiko supplied me as an
upgrade to the Model 10 arm.

Owners of Rega P25 or P9

turntables now have the
option of dressing them
up by changing their
wooden frames.

Bob Graham now has a2.0 adapter
plate for the Model 10 'table (price will
be below $100). (He also makes armboards and adapter plates for the VPI,
You Could Be Framed!
Linn, Clearaudio, and SME Model 20
Owners of Rega P25 or P9 turntables
and 30 'tables). It is, as you might
now have the option of dressing them
expect, nicely machined from aluup by changing their wooden frames.
minum and uses the same blue-rubber
Lauerman Audio Imports, which brings
damping material found in the arm's
Rega into the US, has stunning, customheadshell to damp the platertable intermade frames of exotic wood available
face. It took only a few minutes to
for $200, or $135 if you return the
secure the plate and about the same
factory-supplied frame. The price
amount of time to install the arm,
depends on the wood, but all the ones I though you can't just plop it down and
was sent to ogle looked gorgeous.
screw it in. You have to get the distance
from the pivot point to the spindle
Tonearm Comparison ... Finally
exactly correct by using the little plastic
When Ireviewed the SME 10 turntable jig Graham supplies with the arm, and

Henry Does It Again
For a retiree, veteran audio designer
Henry Kloss has been abusy guy. He's
created the 88CD, aCD-player version
of his Model 88 radio, for the
Cambridge SoundWorks folks. For a
new company, Tivoli, he's designed the
1 The white ring survives on the front cover of
Rykodisc's CD reissue of the album. —Copy Editor
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Henry Kloss's Model 88CD, the CD player/radio designed for Cambridge SoundWorks.
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IT'S SONY ES AND THE DELICATE BALANCE OF POWER.
Sony serves up the refined SCD-C333ES, the world's first 5-disc Super Audio Compact Disc Changer. Employing Direct Stream Digital" technology for
high resolution sound reproduction, the SCD-C333ES brings you an unprecedented clarity of detail...multiplied by 5. Maximize your
eclectic tastes-from stirring classical to cool jazz to modern rock-with the ever-expanding library of Super Audio CDs. Satiate your senses
with the sound attainable only through Sony's Elevated Standard. It's audio ecstasy. It's endless variety. It's the power of ES.
It's the Sony SCD-C333ES Super Audio Compact Disc Changer-Because there's so much more to hear."
www.sony.com/sacd

"The P•lA and .1).3A together represent
one of the most innovative and important
digital audio technologies to come along
in several years. They not only have
superb sound quality rivaling equipment
selling for thousands of dollars more,
but have new concepts that
no one else offers."

Get Perpetual
components
at AV123.
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CES Invitation for all audio
consumers & industry people ...

Its the best pla e to
shop for extroilnary
audio technology. .
and more. We invItire''
you to check it et.

John E. Johnson, Jr., Ph.D. - Editor-in-Chief
Secrets of Home Theater and High Fidelity
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EVERYONE is invited.
All of us at Perpetual Technologies and
AV123.com invite you to attend our
private exhibition at CES 2001. We will
present privately at The Wildhorse Golf
Club at 2100 West Warm Springs Road
just a few minutes away from the Alexis
Park, St. Tropez, or Hilton hotels.
Our luxury motor coaches will carry you
to us, and return you to any of the above
locations from 8:00AM to 8:00PM every
day of the show. While visiting you'll be
able to dine with us at no cost whatsoever. Huge, freshly-prepared breakfasts
will be served. Or if you miss that...you
can join us for a beautiful, chef-prepared
char-grilled lunch or dinner.
AV123.com will have representatives from
every company on their roster available
for any questions. As well, there will be a
first-class, comprehensive demonstration
of all these remarkable products.
You're all invited...see you there,

Mark L. Schifter

Want to learn more? See our website!
Order direct from AV123.com or Perpetual Technologies...
Always with a 30-day money-back guarantee.

wvvw.perpetualtechnologies.com
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Analog

The SME Model 10 'table feted with the Graham 2.0 tonearm.

which fits over the spindle and into the
hole in the headshell. Luckily, Ihave
spare armtubes; Ididn't have to remove
the cartridge to install the arm precisely.
The comparison between the Yorke
and SME 10 turntables was interesting.
The two unsprung 'tables had asimilarly tightfisted dynamic drive that I
really appreciated, but the SME sounded slightly more clean and sharp. You
might not remember from the review
that the SME ran ever so slightly fast (a
problem that SME has since corrected); that might very well account for
the difference. The SME's bass focus
seemed abit tighter, and the SME also
seemed to resolve slightly more lowlevel inner detail, which allowed reverberant fields to hang around longer
and decay more slowly. Ithought I
noticed this on Classic Records' 45rpm
version of Mussorgsky's Pictures at an
Exhibition (with Fritz Reiner and the
Chicago Symphony).
The Yorke was slighdy richer in the
lower midrange and perhaps a bit
warmer on top, but Ithought the sound
was comparable overall, if not identical.
In my original review of the SME 10, I'd
written that "the Yorke (on the
Vibraplane active isolation platform) was
somewhat richer in the midbass and thus
slightly more mellow overall. The SME
combo was clearly more dynamic,
punchy, and present." That's about what
Iheard with the Graham arm on both
'tables, though the sound wasn't identical. As Iwrote in the original SME 10
review: "If this 'table/arm combo has a
Stereophile, January 2001

weakness (I'm grasping here), it's that its
focus, clarity, and transient authority
come at asmall price: aslight hardness
and 'skeletal' harmonic quality from the
midbass to the upper midrange, something your choice of cartridge can prob-
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deep bass but more midbass than the
Graham 2.0. This had both positive and
negative effects. The negative was a
slight warming that seemed to put a
light blanket over the midbass region,
and gave the overall sound awarmth
that was pleasing but abit mellow. The
positive was agreat sense of weight and
solidity, and an enlargement of the
soundstage in terms of both width and
depth. The Graham was somewhat
leaner in the midbass, which gave the
overall picture amore open, detailed
sound, though events seemed to occur
more on isolated islands than as part of
acoherent whole.
The Graham's deep-bass extension
and control were outstanding. In fact,
these are two great arms; which
sounded "better" depended upon the
recording, and certainly would be
greatly affected by the choice of cartridge. There was a synergy in the
SME/SME combo; the SME on the
Yorke, with the arm's greater warmth
and richness, would probably not be
an ideal combination. The slightly
leaner SME 10 made amore appropriate platform for the IV.Vi.

Record Stuff
Scorpio Music, a New Jersey—based
record distributor, has begun "issuing"
180gm LPs from the Columbia and
The SME IV.Vi produced
Warner Bros. catalogs. Scorpio isn't
actually manufacturing the records;
superb deep bass
rather, it's made abig commitment to
Sony, which has mastered and pressed a
but more midbass
series of titles for Scorpio. Apparently,
Scorpio had to put up quite alarge cash
than the Graham 2.0.
advance to get the records pressed. By
now, the titles should have appeared in
ably work around." Ifound that to be the catalog of your favorite vinyl vendor and at avery reasonable price: $15
true, holding the arm as aconstant.
What isn't comparable is the price. or less per disc.
The Columbia titles are mastered at
The SME 10 with Model 10 arm costs
$6000. The Yorke S-9 with Yorke arm Sony from analog master tapes, and
and Vibraplane (the package sold in the plated and pressed at the Uni plant in
US) is $11,000. Add afew grand for the Gloversville, New York, which by now
Walker Phono Drive that Iused during has had enough experience with 180gm
the shoot-out and you have apretty big records to do the job correctly. For the
price difference. Is it worth the differ- most part, they have.
Among the Columbia titles from
ence to own the Yorke? These are decisions to be made by those lucky enough Miles Davis: ESP, Miles in the Sky, Miles
Smiles, My Funny Valentine, Nefertiti,
to afford either or both.
Sorcerer, and Miles Davis at Carnegie HalL I
The Graham 2.0/SME IV.Vi picked up ESP. and was pleasantly surShoot-Out: Finally, Igot to hear both prised when Icompared it to my IA
tonearms on the same turntable with Columbia original: It was very close. For
the same cartridge (Parnassus D.C.t). I $12.99, which is what Isaw them being
was surprised: though Ididn't spend sold for at one of the well-known vinyl
"full review time" on this comparison, vendors, these records are areal deal!
Just don't expect the kind of attenthe results contradicted part of my
tion to detail you get from Classic or
SME 10 review.
The SME IV.Vi produced superb DCC. On ESP., while the top of the
53

hearing aid.
restat
Your first audiophile speakers should allow you
to hear things you've never
heard before, even in familiar tracks. Subtle details.
New pleasures. Hidden
depths.
Check out the new Cresta 2
from KEF, and you'll see
what we mean. According to
What Hi Fi? magazine, they
deliver "the sort of precision
and realism unknown at
this price".
Not surprising, really.
Cresta 2was designed by
the same engineers as the
legendary Reference Series,
using KEF's exceptionally
smooth, natural-sounding
25mm (1") silk dome tweeter, palnered by a 130mm
(5

4") long throw

bass/midrange driver and a
sophisticated crossover.
Inside, unique cabinet bracing virtually eliminates distortion -and stylish chamfered cabinet edges minimise diffraction effects. And
unusually for a speaker of
this price, Cresta 2 can be biwired to improve its performance still further.
No wonder the sound is so
"immensely involving". No
wonder the bass response
has such "fine weight and

"They produce a sound that combines refinement and excitement in equal doses -adifficult balance indeed. Build quality
is great and their appearance is elegant, which makes the
Crestas worthy winners indeed".
HI•Fr?

October 1999. Group Test Winner

impressive power".
Concluding that "we rate
these speakers very highly
indeed", the reviewer
summed it up in two words:
"a steal".
Give your ears atreat.

www.kef.com
For details on KEF Cresta Series please contact
KEF AMERICA, 10 TIMBER LANE, MARLBORO, NEW JERSEY, 07746
PHONE: (732) 683-2356 FAX: (732) 683-2358

The experience
of sound

Analog
back jacket has the old "STEREO '360
SOUND' " logo, at the bottom is the old
nonce about how this monophonic
record will still play fine on a stereo
system. Someone supplied wacked artwork. The Carnegie Hall LP has the
"ELECTRONICALLY

RECHANNELED

FOR

Ramones,
the
Meters,
Omette
Coleman, Alice Cooper, the Electric
Prunes, and Curtis Mayfield.
The exact source of these titles is
obscure. While the Scorpio spokesperson told me his company is not in the
manufacturing business, the Rhino per-

Corner

for domestic consumption, 5000 for
overseas. Good luck finding one. But, of
course, analog is dead...
Sundazed keeps pumping out
interesting 180gm titles, including
two new ones from Spirit, a Gram
Parsons LP of previously unreleased

Original master tapes of Led Zeppelin (left) and Led Zeppelin ll (center and right).
STEREO" banner on the jacket. Ihope
the mono tape was used, but Idon't
know for sure.
As for the Warner Bros. titles, there
are two Captain Beefhearts among
them, including Lick My Decals Off Baby
and Clear Spot. According to a
spokesperson from Rhino Records,
there are approximately 120 albums
altogether, including titles by the

In Heavy Rotation
1) The Jitni Hendrix Experience,
Experience Hendrix LPs (8).
2) Radiohead, Kid A, Parlophone 10" LPs (2)
3) Elliott Smith, Figure 8, Bong
Load 180gm LPs (2)
4) Chick Corea and Friends, Remembering Bud Powell, Stretch
Records 180gm LPs (2)
5) The Alex Blake Quintet
Featuring Pharoah Sanders,
Now is the Time—Live at the
Knitting Factory, Bubble
Core BC030 LP
6) Queen, A Day at the Races,
DCC 180gm LP
7) Kei Akagi, New Smiles and
Traveled Miles, Groove Note
180gm LP
8) Spirit, Eventide, Sundazed
180gm LP
9) Booker T and the MGs, And
Now!, Sundazed 180gm LP
(test pressing)
10) Booker T and the MGs, Soul
Dressing, Sundazed 180gm LP
(test pressing)
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son said, "We have adeal with Scorpio
to create vinyl, but Rhino itself does not
create vinyl versions of our releases." So
what "creating" means, and who's
doing it, remain unclear. The records
are being pressed, Iwas told, at the
WEA pressing plant in Olyphant,
Pennsylvania, afacility that has not had
agreat deal of experience with 180gm
pressings. What source tapes are being
used? Who's mastering and plating?
I've yet to get the straight poop on any
of that, but I'm working on it. Still, for
$13 or so, you can't go too wrong.
Other vinyl news: I've finally had a
chance to hear the first two Led
Zeppelin LPs from Classic Records.
These were mastered from the original
tapes, and they're outstanding — or at
least as outstanding as these recordings
will ever sound. They're not audiophile
quality, but this is definitely the way to
hear Led Zep. They sound very different from the British originals, which
some may prefer, but those were not
cut from the masters, which reside in
the US with Atlantic. Icompared an
original first pressing of Led Zeppelin,
mastered by George Piros, with a
plum-label UK original and the Classic
reissue, and the Classic sounded very
close to but better in most ways than
the original. The UK version was rich
and warm and fat on the bottom, with
agolden warmth on top. Ithink that
sound was tacked on by the British
mastering engineer and was not the
sound of the tape, or necessarily what
the band wanted.
Meanwhile, aprime source has told
me that MCA pressed 25,000 LPs of
the new Jimi Hendrix box set: 20,000

material, and more discs from Booker
T. and the MG's.
Other good news: DCC is back in
the vinyl business. As Ireported in the

The Classic LPs are
not audiophile quality,
but this is definitely the
way to hear Led Zep.
August 2000 "Industry Update," Music
Direct is involved in the re-pressing of
some older titles (now available) and
some new ones, the first of which is
Queen's A Night at the Opera. The two
Sinatra titles currently available on CD
from DCC should be out shortly, and
DCC hopes that Joni Mitchell's Blue
will finally be pressed in black.
Groove Note recently issued a
180gm LP from jazz pianist Kei Akagi,
New Smiles and Traveled Miles. Yes it's a
tribute to Miles Davis, and yes, Akagi
was in Miles' band. (He joined in 1989.)
This substantial, interesting, well-played
set was produced by Joe Harley and
recorded by Michael C. Ross at
OceanWay Studios. Need Isay more?
By the way, if you've been enjoying
the superb sound on Charles Lloyd's
recent ECM album, The Water Is Wide
(Sterrophiles September 2000 "Recording of the Month"), and wondering how
they got DDD to sound so open, spacious, and relaxing, yet detailed: It's really AAD —24-track analog mixed to
2-track analog tape. More analog
deniers, I'm afraid.
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Perfection Happens
It happened in 1986 with the introduction of Phase Il/TEA speaker cable.
It happened again in 1990 with the creation of Rectangular Solid Core.
It happened again in 1996 with the advent of RSC
again with the Zero

Air technology, and

,the worlds only Vacuum Dielectric Interconnect.

Only one company has consistently driven the changes that define
perfection in high-end audio. TARA Labs: the CableTechnology Leader.

www.taralabs.corn

® Trademarks and registered trademarks of TARA Labs, Inc.

Undercurrents
George

I

walked through my
local Best Buy recently
and didn't see one stereo
receiver. Boomboxes, table
radios, surround-sound gear,
and computer speakers
were everywhere. But the
hi-fi staple of the 1960s and
'70s — the plain-vanilla twochannel receiver —was not
to be seen. Even if one
or two were lurking there,
the fact remains that highquality two-channel audio is
now so disconnected from
consumer electronics that
it's hardly at the "high end"
of anything at all. It's a
world unto itself.
But that doesn't mean it's
without influence. To those
who say high-end audio has
alow profile, that may seem
true only because other sectors of the home-entertainment industry are absorbing
the beliefs and values that
we thought were our own.
Maybe we just don't stand
out as much anymore. No,
you'll never see exotic tube
amps or moving-coil phono cartridges at
Best Buy. And yes, many audio engineers think audiophiles are foolish to
endorse tweaks, subjective reviewing,
and more. Still, as asubjective audiophile, Ifind myself at home in the
strangest of places.
In the March 1999 issue, Iwrote
about Jim, the pro-audio guru who
made fun of "golden-ear" audiophiles
at the very same time he embraced our
cardinal rule: trust your ears as much
as, if not more than, signal analyzers
and SPL meters. Jim would never say
he was an audiophile (guffaw, guffaw).
But he was close.
My latest déjà vu involves the consumer music industry. Much has changed
since my college days, when Imade 4track recordings on open-reel and cassette
machines. The biggest change is how inexpensive multitrack recording has
become. In the early '80s, machines for
recording more than four tracks were
way too expensive for me. Even agood
Stereophile, January 2001

reel of half-inch tape for an analog 8-track
machine was an investment.
Now, analog machines have largely
given way to digital hard-disk recorders
and software that converts your PC into
essentially the same thing. In the digital
domain, the number of tracks available
for your masterpiece is limited only by
the processing power and memory of
your machine. From the musician's
point of view, the digital revolution has
been awindfall. If you've got apowerful PC, you've got the heart of abig,
multitrack recording studio. And reels
of tape are no longer necessary —just
huge hard drives.
Not surprisingly, home studio (or
"project studio") recording is all the rage
in the music industry. Alongside the
guitars, amplifiers, and saxophones in
your local music store you'll find mixers, signal processors, and accessories
that let you record, mix, and master
your creation without ever leaving your
bedroom or basement. If you have the

Reisch

patience, you can manufacture CDs one by one with
your PC and aCD burner.
Or you can zap your creations around the world in
the form of MP3 files.
The digital revolution
made this possible, so you
might think that this market
is hr removed from subjective, analog-loving high-end
audio. Think again. Project
studio products often reflect
the tastes and values of
audiophiles: They feature
minimal, purist circuits;
heavy-duty gold-plated connectors are aselling point;
and many circuits use vacuum tubes to get a"warm,"
"classic" tube sound or to
imitate the sound of professional equalizers or compressors from the '60s and
'70s. This market prizes the
power and convenience of
digital and the sound of vintage analog equipment. An
audiophile sensibility holds
it all together.
Tubes are nothing new in
the music industry. Audiophiles rediscovered the sound of tube amps in the
'70s and '80s, but tubes had never disappeared from music shops. Solid-state
guitar amps have always played second
fiddle (or rhythm guitar) to tube amps
by Fender, Marshall, and others because
tube distortion is essential to so many
guitar sounds—from warm, jazzy timbres to screaming heavy metal. Still, this
distortion traditionally begins and ends
in the guitar amp. When an engineer
sticks a microphone in front of a
Marshall speaker cabinet in arecording
studio or astadium, the goal is to capture that distorted sound cleanly. That's
why, after the 1960s, tubes more or less
disappeared from music-industry equipment as well as from home hi-fi equipment — from everywhere except guitar
amplifiers, that is.
Solid-state recording equipment of
the '70s and '80s (by TEAC or Fostex, for
example) was reliable and had good
specs. Then the market learned afamiliar
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Undercurrents

lesson: Good specs don't guarantee good
sound. My old TEAC 4-track was prone
to sound wiry and brittle (oddly, like
badly recorded CDs). Recordings were
miles away from the warm, full-bodied
sound familiar from so many pop songs of
the '50s and '60s. Now, it's understood:
You need tubes. Even better, you need
tubes in original, vintage equipment
The music industry is fertile soil for
vintage-equipment fetishes. In Waynes
World, Wayne drooled over avintage
Fender Stratocaster locked in adisplay
case. In the actual world, vintage equalizers and preamps can be valued even
more, especially if they're from afamous
studio like EMI's Abbey Road. (The
correlate in audio would be old Leak
preamplifiers or early Quad speakers.
Even better: Peter Walker's own
Quads.) The biggest vintage market is
probably in microphones. Neumann
tube mikes, sometimes decades old, are
extremely desirable. But because they're
rare and expensive (easily several grand
for apair), other companies now market
new, affordable mikes with Neumannlike features. Some use tubes in their
preamplifier circuits.
The point is not only to get a"tube
sound" for your vocals, say, but also to
get the sound you want at the beginning
of the recording process. Different
mikes have different sonic characters;
you want to choose the right one right
away, rather than try to "fix it in the
mix" later on. It's what Linnies have
been saying since the introduction of
the venerable LP12: Get the sound right
at the beginning of the signal chain; it
will pay off in the end.
This sector of the music industry is
becoming audiophile-friendly, no doubt.
The real similarity between the two
worlds, however, is the idea that underlies the booming interest in vintage
equipment: There is no pure, distortionfree, and completely transparent way to
capture the sound of avoice or instrument to tape or hard disk. Every piece of
equipment in the signal chain contributes something to the sound. That's
exactly why audiophiles care about
cables, CD transports, even equipment
stands and room treatments —potentially, everything matters.
What explains this convergence?
Most musicians are not audiophiles, and
no conference, magazine, or journal
that Iknow of bridges high-end audio
and the music industry. The convergence may be due simply to the fact that
both camps are good listeners: one listens primarily to live instruments and
performances, the other to recordings.
Stereophile, January 2001

Pop musicians are attuned to subtle differences between guitars, amps, and
microphones, just as audiophiles discriminate between speaker cables or
phono cartridges.
Now, with the home recording boom,
musicians are listening to signal-processing equipment, monitors, and amplifiers
as carefully as audiophiles do — it makes
sense that they should come to speak the
same language. A quick, nearly random
flip through the home recording magazine Tape Op reveals such familiar

Every piece of equipment
in the signal chain
contributes something
to the sound. That's
exactly why audiophiles
care about cables,
CD transports, even
equipment stands and
room treatments.
nu It
lets as "signal degradation adds up
quickly, especially when passing through
cheap capacitors." (No.19, p22)
Advertising copy for microphones and
preamps touts class-A circuitry and highquality input transformers.
On the other hand, the convergence
can perhaps be traced to larger cultural
and intellectual trends. Many philosophers, historians, and sociologists say
that one hallmark of our so-called
"postmodern" culture is that all human
creations — be they books, paintings,
scientific theories, or musical recordings — express specific points of view,
purposes, and values. None is fully
objective, true, and unbiased. Indeed,
how could abook or atheory avoid
bias? That's what makes it ahuman creation in the first place.
According to this view, all knowledge
is constructed. Poems and theories and
paintings are not containers preserving
inspiration fallen from the heavens, or
information that lay waiting to be discovered. They aren't recordings, as it
were, of objective information about
nature or life. Their form and content
are constructed by people in particular
places and times who have their own
beliefs, agendas, and sta-u 14:les.
So it goes in the recording studio.
The artist singing or playing behind the

control-room glass (or, for project studios, in the bathroom down the hall) is
not simply being recorded. He or she is
supplying raw material for asonic construction whose character is further
determined by microphone choice and
placement, by the kind of mike preamp
used, and by aslew of other variables
intervening between performance and
final product. Even social and psychological dynamics among artists, engineers, and producers enter into the
equation. It's about creating music and
sound, not recording it. It's more like
painting than photography.
At the other end of the signal chain,
audiophiles work the same way. By
choosing amplifiers, cables, and other
components, by carefully placing
speakers and room treatments, we
tailor the sound in our listening rooms
to suit our sonic desires. Take any handful of audiophiles (or go to an audio
show) and it's obvious that different
systems in different rooms sound different — sometimes drastically. Though
we speak of sonic truth, total transparency, and accuracy, these ideals
begin to sound hollow when you give
them the knuckle-rap test.
What, exactly, would ideal, distortion-free recording (and playback)
sound like? When you played such a
recording through such asystem and
closed your eyes, you would be unable
to tell whether your listening chair was
in your living room or in Madison
Square Garden, 50 rows away from
AC/DC; whether you were relaxing at
home or in the old CBS studios as
Glenn Gould played Bach. No audiophile can honestly want sound that
accurate and undistorted. Reality and
illusion are different. Those who can't
see the difference are not blissed-out
audiophiles — they're insane.
In the recording studio and the listening room, the task is to create music
with —not in spite of— the distortioninducing tools at our disposal. That is the
art and craft that join high-end audio to
the world of recording. As aperspective
on culture and communication, this axis
gets my vote over the high-profile
English professors (such as Stanley Fish)
who celebrate the postmodern collapse
of truth and objectivity in bold, broad
strokes — as if superstitions are, in the
end, no better than modern science; as if
Shakespeare has nothing over fairy tales.
Distortion and bias may be universal,
but that doesn't mean that all books,
plays, theories, or recordings are on apar.
Some arc better than others. Ask and
audiophile or recording engineer.
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•Smart Power Design:

•The SW1 is powered by a

Unique electronic circuitry

600 watt, switching mode

corrects for compression

amplifier for clean,

distortion due to the heating

undistorted reproduction and

of the drivers' voice coils for

high output.
•The powered SW1 system is
completely modular. You can
use one or multiple
subwoofers with only one
crossover/controller.

more dynamic low
The SmartSub - 514/1 uses too very high
output, very low distortion 10-inch drivers
with aluminum diaphragms, short coil/long
gap motor systems, 20-lb magnet structures,
and aspecial high excursion suspension to
effortlessly reproduce the most demanding
sources with incredible realism.

frequency reproduction.

•All circuitry in the crossovei
is duplicated for true stereo to
provide better imaging than
mono subwoofers.

11-IIEL

Ultimate Performance Loudspeakers
Call, write, or visit thielaudio.com for our 40-page full-line brochure and the name of your nearest THIEL dealer.
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T

he audiophile life begins with alove of sound, but
somewhere along the way it evolves into asecular
religion riddled with doctrinal dilemmas about how
technology best serves music. Which is best: tube amplification or solid-state? MOSFET or bipolar devices? singleended or push-pull? analog or digital? one-bit or multi-bit?
balanced or unbalanced? point-source or line-source? twochannel or multichannel?
Such questions provoke considerable cerebral exertion
among audiophiles. It may appear to be all about technology, but the resulting discourse invariably invokes elements of
faith and ritual. In the weekly "Vote!" feature on
www.stereophile.com, we've never asked our Web readership "How many angels can dance on the head of apin?,"
but we have asked several questions about fringe technologies and how they inform the musical experience.
Audiophiles and Power Refinement
One recurring issue among audiophiles is the potential
benefit of enhancing alternating current, asubject dismissed
by some mainstream engineers. Interestingly, engineers — as
opposed to scientists — are frequently closed-minded about
unproven techniques. On August 13, 2000, at the suggestion
of reader Sean Stewart, we asked,
Have you customized or enhanced the AC power going into your
sound room? How did you do it? What were the results?
Yes, I've extensively modified it:

22%

I've done minor mods:

15%

I use off-shelf AC enhancers:

33%

Haven't done anything:

28%

A substantial majority have done something to clean up
the AC coming into their homes. Among the real-world
suggestions: "a dedicated 60-amp line routed into my
room" (David S. Dodd), "two dedicated lines plus two
CinePro PowerPro 30 balanced AC line-conditioners"
(Joseph Lee), "a properly installed service of adequate size
and good grounded branch circuits" (David L. Wyatt, Jr.),
and correct "orientation of the power plug" (Robert
McIntyre). "Some of the most effective improvements arc
free, or nearly free," McIntyre said.
Athanasios Moraitis's formula for unsmudged electricity
is "two power lines with 20A at 220V each, from the distribution box, terminated at 1kVA and 0.5kVA isolation
transformers, and from then on to three power strips (two
for the low-power-electronics —0.5kVA isolation transformer — which also include their own power filters from
Corcom — and one —1kVA isolation transformer, without
any additional filtering for the power amp), which are terminated with Essence power cords." The sound of his system is "clean, clear, and smooth," Moraitis reported.
Some audiophiles believe you can never have enough of
agood thing. Thomas W. Mallin went all the way when he

built his home: '400A electrical service.., split into two
200A panels just past the service entry. The exclusive job of
one of these 200A panels is to feed 10 dedicated circuits in
the listening room. All wiring is 10-gauge solid copper, each
circuit separately conduited from the service panel to asingle quad of outlets. The outlets are Archer-Hart hospitalgrade 20A outlets and all circuit breakers are 30A rated. I
use up to five of the available 10 circuits. All grounding and
neutral wires for these five circuits are star-grounded back
to the same post in the service box, which holds the incoming ground wiring: there is direct copper-to-copper connection between all the grounds used by the system and the
incoming ground wire. The grounds are referenced to an 8'
solid-copper post driven into the ground just outside the
service entrance. All other unused ground wires are discon'01
nected and insulated from the service entrance, and the circuit breakers for the unused circuits are open. The up to TO
five circuits used are all attached to the same phase of the
FO
incoming electrical service."
As much as possible, Mallin says, other electrical equipment in the rest of the house that can cause electrical noise TH
is connected to circuits that are powered from the other EiNt
phase of the incoming electrical service — the phase "not
used by the dedicated outlets in the listening room." For
serious listening, he unplugs "many electronic items not in
the listening room, such as all other stereo systems, my
computer, and any item powered by a'wall wart' AC transformer"; he also "de-tunes" all TV, satellite, and AM and
FM radio receivers, "so that all that is received by these is
random noise."

1

Fanatical? Perhaps, but Mallin claims excellent results and
credits audio tweak theorist Enid Lumley for many of the
suggestions — which may explain why he has 10 dedicated
circuits but uses only five. Is there some numerological relationship, or are five all he needs? Mallin has yet to experiment with "audiophile power cords," he noted.
Audiophiles and AC Line Conditioners

Power conditioners are the next step up from fancy power
cords, which act as high-frequency filters to block some
power-line grunge. The week ofJanuary 9, 2000, we asked
specifically about the use of AC conditioners.
Do you use apower conditionerfor your system?
Yes, here it is: 53%
I'm planning to get one: 13%
Don't have one: 33%

Among the one in three who don't use one were anumber of detractors like Marc Rebbew, who dismissed the
whole idea as "snake oil... Idefy anyone to hear any kind of
audible improvement from these devices in acontrolled
A/13/X blind test." Gary Gefretta was equally dismissive: "I
really must laugh at the whole 'power conditioner' scam.

One recurring issue among audiophiles is the potential benefit
of enhancing alternating current, a subject dismissed by some
mainstream engineers.
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REL ACOUSTICS SUB BASS SYSTEMS
Do one thing, do it perfectly. At REL Acoustics, we understand this simple truth.
Our passion, our obsession, is the reproduction of perfect deep bass. The secret to
REI:s success lies in adeeper understanding of how asubwoofer should perform. Deep bass is
not effective unless it integrates seamlessly with the higher frequencies from your main speaker.
Our patented ABC crossover allows for no less than 24 individual points, starting as low as 22 Hz
and moving upwards in musical semi-tones.
Construction is beyond anything seen before. Drivers are endowed with robust chassis and magnetic
structures, and our internal power amplifiers are massively engineered. All to one effect. Deep, taut,
structural bass. After all, isn't this the foundation your music and film
sound system should be built on?
Ta learn more about REL subwoofers, please contact us or visit our
web site at www.rel.net.

Strata III $1295
and Storm III $1795,
available in black or
ptional walnut, cherry or
enut (shown). Add $200
optional wood finishes.
about $159.5.

Not too long ago Ipurchased avery well-regarded power
conditioner for about $1500. At first Iwas merely amused,
as Icould hear no significant difference between it and my
$80 'power conditioner,' which was really just aglorified
plug strip. After Istopped listening, Irealized that the damn
thing was actually adding noise! Low hissing from my speakers! 1500 bucks' worth of quality! Lucky the dealer offered
agood return policy, or I'd be crying instead of laughing...
trust your own judgment."
Martin Needleman stated simply, "Power-line conditioning is not necessary. The only device Ideem necessary is a
'Transient Voltage Surge Suppressor.' "Dave Borda went a
step further: "I have owned the best, and they all mess with
the sonic tapestry. Good power from the wall is all you need."
Washington-state resident Norm Strong reported being "satisfied" with the power he gets from Seattle City Light.
Those who use power conditioners seem to love them,
however. Here are afew raves from our online audiophiles:
"Monster Power HTS3500." —Jim Brock
"Tice Solo AVs. They are one of the cheapest around.
High-end should not mean highest pricer —Tze Kwang Teo
"Chang and API, indispensable even in clean-power
cities. Blacker background, resulting in many other benefits." — JR
"Adcom ACE-515 conditioners... later replaced by aTice
Power Block/Titan combination."— Michael J. Rodriguez
"Monster HTS3000. Makes a huge difference in the
noise floor. Wow!" — Craig Sparring
"Homebrew isolation transformer plus MOVs." — Joe
Plaziak

"My Chang IS06400 is the very least Icould get by on."
— Shawn Hope
"The MIT Z-Center... everything hooked up with
Z-Cord II... works very well in dropping the noise floor
substantially. However, the pretty little blue LED does introduce an audible buzz." — Gregory Kerry
"Monster Cable 3500 power conditioner/surge protector.
It works great! Ilove it." — Richard F.X. McGuinness
"An Equi=Tech ... it's an indispensable part of my system.
Without it, Iwould give up this hobby!" — Ned
"Power Wedge 114 and aPower Pack H from Audio
Power." — Jeff Kruzich
"Brick Wall Series Mode Surge Suppressors/Power Line
Filters. You just can't do better for the money. These aren't
gilded lilies. They're tools that perform." — Jon Coe
"MIT Z-Center definitely works in my home. Ialso own
the new Monster Power for my second system." — Chiu
Chan

"The original Power Wedge Model 116." — Jim B.
"A power conditioner made by Fadel Arts Products
(FAP). The improvement in my system was so great that I
could not give it back. Ihad to buy it immediately."
Woody Battle

"Corcom EMI/RFI filters and GE MOV surge suppressors on the AC line." — Doug Cline
"Adcom and TrippLite surge protectors in series for sensitive equipment; je, DACs, CD & DVD players, preamps,
etc. For amps, only TrippLite surge protectors." — Mad Guru
"A combination of Transparent power cords, AuclioPrism
QuietLine filters, Highwire Power Wraps, and Quantum
Symphony." — Jeffrey M.
"The Welborne Labs Gatekeeper. Two major benefits:
sounds better, and has asingle switch to turn system on."
—Jose
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"A Unison MPS 1200. This is a 100% online 1200W
sinewave UPS... absolutely no glitches of any kind make it
to my gear." — Ben Bileh
"Rotel line conditioner. It makes ahuge psychological difference." — Ian Mackenzie
"Tice Audio Signature Series 3C, Audio Power Industries
Power Pack 2, Panamax Max 1000+ in three different systems ... aVPI SDS for my turntable." —Jim Merrill
"APC Smart UPS 750. I've been stunned by the difference. If the effects are anything like I've experienced in the
UK, that UPS won't be going back to the computer." —
David Allcock

A substantial number of audiophiles noted improvements
in their systems from the PS Audio PowerPlant 300
(Stereophile's "Accessory of the Year" for 2000), are-generator
that outputs avery pure sinewave with auser-adjustable
frequency of from 50Hz to 120Hz. "It's perfectly clean and
completely isolates my hi-fi from what other devices in my
household are doing to the AC mains supply," posted
Martin Bruczkowski. "The best 'bang for the buck'
improvement to my stereo system since my early days as an
audiophile," enthused Robert Holbrook. "One of the best
buys in audio!" concurred Tim Howell.
The benefits of good grounding and well-designed power
conditioners aren't merely sonic. "The money you spend
protecting your equipment is worth every penny!" wrote
Francisco .J. Ortiz, who related asad tale about his gear being
damaged by apower surge and collecting only $620 from
his insurance company. Ortiz now protects his Mitsubishi
HDTV and Sony ES equipment with aMonster Power
HTS2500 — and abetter insurance policy.
Audiophiles and Leaving It On
Most audiophiles believe that equipment sounds better after
it has warmed up, often for several hours —and many leave
their gear on constantly. The engineering corollary is that
equipment is less likely to break down if it is allowed to
reach astable operating temperature and stay there. That's
why mainframe computers are never turned off. There are
costs, however, both ecological and financial. The week of
August 13, Martin Bruczkowski asked Stereophile.com
readers about their use of electrical power —in some parts
of the world, aconsiderable monthly expenditure:
What are your power habits?
Always on, 24 hours a day:

20%

On during the day, off at night:

5%

On only when listening to music:

32%

Some components are always on,
others only for listening sessions:

37%

Other:

3%

Bernie Sawickis summed up the rational approach
favored by the plurality of respondents: "I do not leave my
equipment on all the time, but Ido let it warm up before
serious listening." A fellow who identified himself as
"Rodent Man" said, "I think sometimes Ihear aslight sound
improvement if Ileave the equipment on, but to me it is so
slight that Iprefer to turn everything off." David Morse
agreed: "With an hour of warmup, my system sounds great;
it does not need to be left on all the time." So did Toan
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Pham: "I've found out that there is no use in leaving my
equipment on all day, although Iused to. Now Iturn it on
about half an hour before listening to the tunes."
Frank Mason does the opposite, following factory advice.
"My electronics manufacturers all recommend 'on' all the
time. The components are ready for listening without
warmup." A fellow known to us only as "Rick" formerly did
likewise: "I used to keep my power amp on at all times.
Then the electric bill came." The costs apparently don't
bother "Ducky Root," who wrote, "I try to keep the amps
and preamps on during the day, the rest of the stuff as I
listen. The amps seem to sound sweeter when they're hot,
for some reason."
"Broadcasters, military, and other pro communications
services know that repeated heating up and cooling down
eventually creates microfractures in any electronic component," posted John Paul of Auckland, New Zealand.
"Several serious reliability analyses have determined that if
consistent performance is required, ventilate properly and
leave it on?' A reader named Kevin summed up the pros and
cons of keeping his electronics on all the time: "I am one of
the lucky ones who has some very powerful class-A
monoblocks. The drawback is the power consumption; if I
leave them on, they double my electric bill. Not to mention
the fact that they run so hot that they turn my house into a
sauna in the summer."
Larry Reaume agreed about the room-heating abilities of
big monoblock amplifiers, but he hasn't noticed asubstantial increase in his utility bill. "It is truly amazing how much
Krell monoblocks can heat up aroom! Our local power
company has abudget system of billing, and after living in
this house for 15 years with no big change in power requirements except for the great hi-fi, our bill has gone up $15 per
month. To my way of thinking, it's asmall price to pay for
the enjoyment Iget from the system." Chris V. mentioned
that in Minnesota, where he lives, "a little extra warmth is
appreciated much of the year."
A simple compromise between sound quality/equipment reliability and environmental/financial considerations
is a"standby" or "sleep" mode in which gear is partially on
and already warm, as afellow named David pointed out:
"Computers have been using the `green' mode for years
now, and have been enhancing power management on a
continuing basis." Some don't care what it costs, like K.
Foutter, who posted, "Electricity bill be damned. That amp
has got to be warm for optimal listening." David B., however, believes there is abetter use for your dollars than giving them to the power company. "Save your money on
energy and buy some good albums!" he advised. Warm
yourself up, too: "It only takes about 1/2 hour for everything
to warm up, so Ienjoy adrink in the meantime," wrote
Stephen Anderson.
Audiophiles and the Biggest Bang for the Buck

High-end audio products have an unenviable reputation for
disappointing their buyers, who are understandably vocal
about feeling ripped off. What about the opposite? On
September 24, we asked readers to submit the names of
products that had rendered "the biggest bang for the buck."
Here are afew:
"Rega Planar 3/RB300 —no contest. $200 used. The
cheapest item in my system, but the most vital." — Richard
Goldsmith

"Vandersteen 2Ce's: best bucks I've ever spentr — CH2
"EchoBusters. The small sum —much less than what I
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spent on equipment, cables, and furniture and accessories —
gave the biggest improvement by far compared to all other
tweaks and upgrades." — P.K. Leong
"dCS Purcell. Icouldn't believe the dramatic improvement." — Denis Caprasse
"Outlaw Audio 750 five-channel amplifier. Good sound
at afair price." — David Bower
"I cleaned all the connections between my Blue Point
Special cartridge and my Threshold preamp (cart/headshell,
headshell/tonearm, tonearm/cable, cable/preamp) with
Cramolin Red and Blue. Ithen put on arecord and was
simply blown away. Amazing!" — Mark J. Bernstein
"Sony SCD-XB940 SACD player—fabulous sound for
£430 [in the UK]!" — Dave Jarvis
"My Rotel RMB-1095 amp. At $2000 it is not exactly
from the bargain bin, but it delivers about $5000 worth of
sonic nirvana. Two honorable mentions: my Arcam Alpha
7se CD player and my Rote! RSP-976 preamp. They are
marvelous as well." — Scott Thompson
"The NAD 540 CD player." — Vincent
"HDCD (High Definition Compatible Digital). When I
bought my Toshiba DVD player, which decodes HDCD
signals, Iwas very excited, because Ialready had avast
library of HDCD discs that Ihad been enjoying on my
traditional CD player. The difference in sound quality was
astonishingr —Michael Berger
"Dynaco ST-70."—Joe Girard

"Parasound AVC 1800 and HCA 855 processor/amplifier combination. An unbelievable upgrade over my receiverr —Bill Franklin
"MSB Link." —Tjipto Hendrawan
"First choice: the Audio Refinement Complete integrated amplifier... this $1050 amplifier makes my recordings
sound beautiful and full of life while still providing substantial bass for techno music and detail for Mahler's symphonies. Second choice: apair of Vienna Acoustics Haydn
loudspeakers ($1000). They are small bookshelf speakers
that make the music sound natural and involving." — Mike
Healey

"A Genesis Digital Lens that Ipicked up used on the
Internet. It made aworld of difference in CD playback." —
Dan R. Nicholson

"Norh 7.0 marble speakers: inverted horn-shaped twoway speaker from Thailand. Uses ScanSpeak's top drivers.
Sounds better than anything under $5000 (easily); cost
$2000 or less at www.norh.com." — Anthony Capobianco
"My Sennheiser HD-600s are arevelation, the cheapest
entry ticket to high-end sound at £180 (around US$260)."
— Graham Mitchell
"Magnepan MG1.6QR speakers. Unbelievable naturalsounding acoustic music reproduction at amodest price." —
Bob

"Sovtek 6550 tubes in aJadis Defy-7 power amp. When
Svetlana came out with the 6550C, Itried those. There was
an improvement, but not as great as when Itrashed the
GEs." — Jon W.
"Naim CD 3.5 CD player. Wow." — Craig Eastwood
"My FlatCap power supply for my Naim preamp and CD
player." — Haim Ronen
"Absolutely, positively, my Linn Sondek. It continues to
amaze me. A wonderful product!"
cabermace
hotmell.com

"Apogee Duetta Signature loudspeakers, purchased in
1991 for $4000. They have yielded ahuge return on investment for the past nine yearsr — Rich
67

"The Maggie 3.6 must be one of the great buys in highend audio." — Hasse
"My Celestion SL6 speakers. Amazing sound from asmall
package at areasonable price. Too bad Celestion doesn't
make any speakers at the $1000 price point any more." —
Barry Klawans

"My first turntable, the SOTA Comet with Sumiko Blue
Point Special cartridge, gave me ahuge return on my investment. Right off the bat, it blew away my CD player and got
me into vinyl big time." — Jon Andresen
"Sound Dynamics 300ti speakers. Ipaid $450 for them
and they remain my main speakers in asystem worth over
$10k." — Michael Crespo
"Kimber Select 1010 interconnects. So much better than
PBJ (which Inever thought was horrible to begin with)." —
Andrew

"Without hesitation, the PS Audio Power Plant P600
with MultiWave update." —Tony R. Harrison, Sr.
"EVS Millennium DAC. Truly the best, from the guy
who brought you Passive Attenuators. Incredible detail." —
Zimka

Audiophiles and CO Recorders
Audiophiles arc passionate about technology, whether old or
new. The digital revolution has taken musical reproduction
to new highs —or new lows, if you're an analog curmudgeon. We've made plenty of inquiries about how
Stereophile.com visitors are enjoying the changes. Last
January, for example, we asked how many had purchased
CD recorders. The results:
I've got a standalone audio CD recorder:

10%

I've got a recorder in my computer:

40%

I'm thinking of buying one:

22%

Not interested:

26%

Audiophiles and Room Correction

In February 2000, we wondered how many were using digital room-correction systems from companies such as TacT,
SigTech, and Perpetual Technologies. There's plenty of
interest, it appears, but not much action on the sales front:
Have already purchased:

4%

Very interested:

49%

Interested:

23%

Slightly interested:

8%

Not interested:

13%

Michael J. Rodriguez was among the more doubtful
respondents. "I still believe that the more you add to the
playback chain, the more distortion you introduce into the
sound," he posted. "Let's not lose sight of how quickly we
abandoned these devices in the analog domain when we

encountered that the sound degradation they imposed was
greater than the benefits they offered." Greg Collins, on the
other hand, thinks such technology shows great promise: "I
think this is just the beginning of the 'equalization' revolution. Ihave a$50,000 system, and this type of room correction is going to take it to the next level."
"I am always interested in anything that promises to
bring me closer to the audio truth," wrote Glynn Wilson,
while Louis Perlman moaned that "the audiophile implementation of just about anything ends up costing $$$$."
Andrew Johnson also complained about the price of experimental technology: "Where does the high cost of these
products come from? Most computers are far cheaper than
any SigTech/TacT product. It's all digital manipulation;
can't the costs come down?"
The price tag doesn't bother Richard Bromer: "The
SigTech produces asonic improvement that far outweighs
any other electronic upgrade. The room is our biggest
enemy, and the SigTech deals with the room better than
any other electronic device or passive room treatment.
Shame on anyone who spends big bucks on wires and electronics before purchasing aSigTech." Don't worry about
cost, wrote K. Marshall, who pointed out that, like all
things digital, eventually "room correction will not be that
farfetched for the masses."
Audiophiles and New Formats
We've asked many questions about the year's hottest topic:
the rollout of high-resolution audio. Perhaps the poll that
best encompassed the audiophile dilemma was the one of
the week ofJuly 2, 2000:
Whenever anew format rolls out, there's always the fear among
manufacturers that consumers will stop buying current models while
waiting to see what happens with the new ones. Is this trueforSACD
and DVD-Audio?
Yes, I'll wait it out:

64%

Yes, but only for a short time:

11%

Not really:

7%

Not at all:

11%

I don't care:

6%

Like music-lovers in general, Stereophile readers aren't
rushing out in abuying frenzy. Having been burned by
previous format flops, many are cautious. "I remain cynical
about the whole thing," Richard Goldsmith posted.
"Besides, the Rega's doing just fine for most of my `software,' so phooey to new formats." Bob Haddard told us, "I
just don't think it's gonna happen. With so little decent
software available, it's gonna be along time. So Iwill keep
listening to records and playing my CDs while Iwait. I'm
not holding my breath."
SACD "will never take off," according to Glenn Burnett.
"The average consumer could care less. Joe Average is only
interested in DvD, home theater, and loud, unrealistli

Like music-lovers in general, STEREOPHILE readers aren't rushing
out in a buying frenzy. Having been burned by previous format flops,
many are cautious.
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The QUAD ESL range has always had a special place in hi-fi history.
Ever since the days of Peter Walker's pioneering research into
electrostatic loudspeakers, the ESLs have defined the standard by
which all others are measured. The all new ESL 988 and 989 take
this development a stage further, applying modern audiophile
philosophies to the mathematical principles developed during those
days. Better quality components; a much more rigid construction;
additional electrostatic bass panels and acleaner signal path all
contribute to make the new QUAD electrostatics one of the finest
speakers ever produced.
Used by audiophile recording labels around the world for monitoring
and by enthusiasts for pure pleasure, the new ESL retains the
holographic imaging for which they are so famous but adds a
dynamic presence never before heard in a pure electrostatic and a
cleanliness unattainable in hybrid designs.
Now, QUAD is proud to announce the II-forty valve amplification system. The first new valve amplifier produced by QUAD for over fifty
years is truely something very special.
In the early days of hi-fi development the QUAD Ils were legendary for their rich rewarding sound and are still enjoyed by many enthusiast
all over the world. The paultry fifteen Watts output of the original means though that they are impractical for modern systems.
The Il -forty system boosts power to a very relaxed forty Watts per channel enabling them to drive even the most demanding speakers.
The sound quality is like nothing heard before in this price range. Their incredibly fast response and detail prove that valves not only have
a place among modern amplifiers, but they can keep stride with even the best solid state systems. Most importantly, they provide a depth
and level of emotion many thought that they would never experience again.

"This latest iteration preserves most of its
(the ESL63) virtues, extends them into
areas where it was not previously strong,
and augments those with still others." Paul Seydor (The Absolute Sound,
September/October 2000)

-Factor

out nostalgia. Forget the miracle of Quad making
Valve Amps in the 21st Century. Look at the Quads in
terms of acurrent pre/power tube combination. Then look
at the opposition. Now factor in gorgeous styling, superb
build quality, perfect ergonomics, ample grunt, genuine
heritage and the kind of sound which allows valve
enthusiasts to show two fingers to
transistor users." -Ken Kessler
(Hi -Fi News November 2000)

IAG America Inc., 180 Kerry Place, Norwood, MA 02060
Tel: (781) 440 0888 Fax: (781) 440 0333
Visit QUAD US on line at www.quad-hifi.com for more information

"SACO and DVD-A will succeed immensely if they stick to quality
two-channel recordings and aim them directly at the audiophile
market." — Geordy Duncan
soundtracks. There is no ilztelest ‘inp
eIli quality playback of music CDs." Geordy Duncan disagreed: "SACD
and DVD-A will succeed immensely if they stick to quality
two-channel recordings and aim them directly at the audiophile market. I'm sorry, people, but surround for music is
not going to fly." A reader named John left amorose note:
"The worst system with the best market approach will win;
I'm already nervous."
Myron C. also has doubts: "Are we really happy with the
sterile digital sound we are being offered by these formats
today? Advances in digital technology are unlikely to ever
reproduce the true aural landscape of live music. Despite the
best intentions of all these digital formats... our ears are not
so easily deceived."
Many others expressed more interest in extracting the
maximum performance from their CD collections than in
investing in anew format. "I am alot more interested in
what Iam hearing about the ability to upsample existing
CDs for better sound quality than Iam in buying all new
hardware/software for DVD/SACD," wrote Kevin
McGowen. David Yeo, who wasn't moved by Sony's debut
SACD player: "I have already invested alot in my CDs (I
have over 15,000), and with upsamplers readily available
these days to get better sound from 16/44.1 CDs, there
seems no reason to stop buying CDs or the latest DACs.
There is also some doubt about the sophistication/technology of the first few generations of DVD-A playback equipment. Iwas not at all impressed by the SACD-1 even when
playing SACDs, notwithstanding the hoopla from
Stereophile's reviewers. Sorry to disappoint you guys!"
Player costs and a lack of available titles also stand
between many audiophiles and anew format. "I plan on
going all out when some of the high-end brands have adopted the new formats," said Lloyd Lints, while Dave Miller
told us that he "will not be buying either of these formats
until there is a lot more software available specifically
designed to take advantage of the improved sound quality
they supposedly offer." Universal compatibility is another
feature that would seal the deal, Alan Russell said:
"Wouldn't it be great if one player did SACD, CD, DVD-A,
and did afabulous job of playing movies too? Now that
would be worth some big bucks." Whitney Day agreed:
"I'm waiting to buy aDVD player until the universal players come out and Ican drop down to one device for all my
music, as well as video."
For any new audio technology to supersede an old one,
what must be obvious to vast numbers of people is not only
its superiority in quality but also in convenience. Portability,
durability, and convenience made the compact disc aclear
winner over vinyl records. For normal consumers, who
have never expressed any dissatisfaction with the sound
quality of CDs, expensive high-resolution audio formats
may be avery tough sell.
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Virgil G. explains: "This is awicked topic. Ihave no
intention of ever replacing my growing CD collection with
anew format. Idon't give adamn about all the new formats' claims; Idid this once when going from vinyl to CD.
In that move, the advantage of the CD format was very
obvious to anyone who cared to look at it open-mindedly.
These new formats are not going to enjoy such an obvious
improvement in the eyes and ears of the vast majority. Ican
say that the only use for the new formats will be on new
material, and only if the improvement is very noticeable. If
not, the CD version will be my choice. Any new-machine
purchase that includes the new format will have to be
back-compatible with CDs, but Iwon't wait for the new
format and machines if Ifind the right machine that is
CD-only."
Plenty of music-lovers will jump on the hi-rez bandwagon when the ticket price is right and the compatibility
issue is settled. Robert F. Stonerock, Jr.: "The particularly
high price of the SCD-1 makes me reluctant to buy it as
long as the standards are not firm. Ithink it's ridiculous that
makers cannot get together and establish standards, so we
can get on with it!"
Crafton Mignon wants ahi-rez player now. "I have been
waiting for acombo SACD/DVD-A player. There arc still
none available. As soon as Ican buy one — Ithink of the
Pioneer — I'll buy one, because it's probably two years
down the road before an audiophile combo player like a
Meridian becomes available — if Meridian ever comes up
with one."
Fortunately, in the months since these postings, combination players have begun to appear, prices have dropped, and
music titles are proliferating. But even back in July there was
adistinct minority who were mostly positive on the hi-rez
issue. A few, like Teresa Goodwin, absolutely gushed:
"My Audio Alchemy transport broke and Ireplaced it
with aDVD player that plays 24-bit/96kHz audio DVDs.
Ifeel that regular CD players, even $15,000 ones, are dead.
Irecommend manufacturers start clearing them out, as
once you hear high-resolution digital audio, you will never go
back! No, Iam not selling all my CDs, but if arecording Ilove
shows up on 24/96 DAD, DVD-A, or SACD, Iwill rush
to replace it, and then Iwill sell my old one. High-resolution digital gets you even closer to the music than LPs —
I'm not kidding, it is that good. Everyone should rush out
and buy aDVD player that does 24/96 — and, when the
price comes down, SACD and DVD-A. One warning,
though: If the master tape is no good, then high-resolution
digital will not help! To borrow acomputer term, garbage in,
garbage out. But if the recording is made correctly, you will
be in sonic heaven!"
Such infectious enthusiasm! Want more? Next time,
we'll visit where love and hate really live: Audiophiles
and Music.
MI
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Don't even think of listening to another loudspeaker
until you hear this amazing story...

This story is true. The people,

replaced his expensive monitor speakers and their match-

the events and the astounding

ing woofers. And the mega-watt, mega-dollar electronics

conclusions are real.

had been replaced with aflea-power integrated amplifier.

My name is Jim Smith. I've
been a music lover and audio

Iput on one of my LPs. The music hit like a tidal
wave. It just washed over me. Even CDs.

perfectionist since 1970. Most

For the first time, Iwas experiencing the emotional

of that time, Iran a high-end

impact of live music—from a high-end audio system!

shop devoted to providing mu-

Fascinating and involving, every piece of music spoke to

sical accuracy. Ialso made hun-

me vividly, in away I'd never experienced before.

dreds of live recordings. And
that's how Idiscovered...

The Big Shoot-out

Live Music Was Causing a

apair of these German speakers to see how they com-

Problem

pared to Bill's "killer" high-end speaker system.

Next day Icalled Bill, my partner. We decided to get

Compared to live concerts or

When the Avantgarde UNO Hornspeakers arrived, we

recording sessions, high-end

set them up immediately. Stone cold, with no break-in,

sound was apale shadow of the

they blew away his big ($78,000) system! At $8,970, this

live music experience. Even the

wasn't supposed to happen. Bill was flabbergasted. Iwas

very best high-end demonstra-

stunned.

tions Iheard didn't come close
to the emotional impact of alive
musical event.
As audiophiles, we struggled
to replace the natural emotional
response to live music with (expensive) improvements
in "focus," "transparency," "soundstage," "slam," etc.
But it never seemed to be enough. Being an audiophile
had become alot like work. Where was the fun?
Then, in the fall of '98, afriend told me about aformer
client who had gotten off the "improvements" merry-goround. He was actually having fun! When aconservative
guy makes radical claims, you listen. We drove down to
Gainesville, Florida, so Icould hear it for myself.
A Night to Remember
My former client still had his reference turntable, but
a pair of stunning horn speakers from Germany now
AUDIO ART—With six vibrant colors available in German
automotive metallic finishes, you'll enjoy just looking at them.

tive literature, atechnical overview, test re-

Everyone who heard them was dazzled.
Finally, IGOT IT Music played through

ports, and achallenging article called "The

the Avantgardes made people smile, made

Concert Experience."

them dance, made them FEEL the music.
Just like live!
IKnow Exactly What You're Thinking
Listen, Iknow what some "experts
say. Iwas one of those guys who disliked horns. To me, they were hopelessly

SEVEN
SECRETS
TO
BETTER
SOUND

Plus, as long as my supply lasts, you'll get
Seven Secrets to Better Sound—vital information
I'll bet no one has ever shared with you.
To get your FREE InfoPak, call Toll-Free
at 1-800-944-9537. Call me now, and I'll include our "Top Ten" list of CDs from our ref-

Avantgarde-USA

colored. But not the Avantgardes...

erence library. You'll have the whole package
at your door in afew days.

They're wonderfully transparent,
astonishingly quick, detailed and smooth. They can cre-

Where to Hear the Hornspeakers

ate an incredible sound-stage. They're the only high-end

To find out where you can hear the Avantgarde Acous-

speakers I've heard that realistically reproduce live

tic Hornspeakers, call me Toll-Free at 1-800-944-9537.

music's dynamic nuances—the major source of music's

If there's no dealer nearby, you are invited to visit
me here in Atlanta, Georgia. Call the Toll-Free number

emotional impact.
In fact, they do all the "audiophile tricks" supremely
well. But once you hear them, you'll forget about that

above to make an appointment. In the Atlanta area, call
770-777-2095. Dancing attire is optional.

audiophile stuff, because with the Avantgarde Hornspeakers, It's About the Music...

Thanks for listening,

But Don't Take My Word For It...

ífrr See%

The Avantgardes—UNO, DUO, and TRIO—are
receiving rave reviews worldwide from experts who never
even liked horns before. Check out excerpts from just three:

Jim Smith, President

UNO—"The way the UNOs reproduce music is so exciting and full of life that soon Iforget the loudspeaker
and just enjoy the musical event."
—M. Eichelsdorfer, Stereo, Germany
DUO—"So, to conclude, these speakers are simply the best
Ihave ever heard in my domestic system. Nothing else

It's About the Music...

has come close to recreating the power and finesse of a
full organ, or bringing afull orchestra into the living room,
and conveying the emotion of asolo performance."
—Chris Beeching, Audio Quarterly, UK, Issue 03 1999
TRIO—"They are unquestionably the finest loudspeakers Ihave heard in my home and, without any doubt,
one of the best loudspeakers in the whole blooming
world.. and from an engineering standpoint the most

Avantgarde-USA ac
6445 Calamar Drive

remarkable."
—Jonathan Valin, Fi, USA

Cumming, GA 30040
770-777-2095

FREE Avantgarde InfoPak

Toll Free: 1-800-944-9537

Find out more about the amazing Avantgardes. Call

E-mail: hornguys(a aol.com

me to request your FREE InfoPak. It includes descrip-

vo.vw.avantgarde-usa.com
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ings, that I'd never
heard. Now I
just kind
of cringe when those
parts come. Istill like
most of them, but
there are acouple of
examples
of
recordings that I no
longer liked, that I
just
tossed out. I'll never
listen to them again."
"I would have expected the opposite..."
"Some of my very
favorites, in fact. I
could play you this
Glenn Gould recording from the '50s. It's
with an orchestra and
it's great, but one section comes in and the
woodwinds are just
some
little
horribly out of tune
tweaking deciand Inever heard that
sions to change
on adifferent system.
it, and then we'd
Another is acello CD.
go back and
Ihave a number of
remix.
Even
recordings of different
though Ididn't
cellists doing the Bach
physically have
Unaccompanied
"I didn't have any system at all until a it in the studio
Suites, and on this
year ago, not even abad one. It just with me, it's
one, the bow noises
came from meeting Brian Morris from helped me in its
and the finger noises...
Linn. A mutual friend hooked us up. small way in
this extraneous little
He told me about this system and I that never-endstuff is just at alevel
asked if Icould borrow it, and that's the ing quest for
where... Ifeel like it
perfection
in
whole story."
shouldn't be recorded. I
our mixes."
[laughs] "And then you were hooked"
don't even want to
"And
how
"Absolutely hooked."
hear it any more."
Levin's is an all-Linn system, natch, about listening
"The little artifacts
consisting of an Ikemi CD player, Kairn for pleasure?"
in a recording are
"It's been a
preamplifier, three Klout power amplifiers, a
often ha
dppealing
to
pair of 5140 loudspeakers, and K600 very interesting
audiop •es: 'Listen to
experience for
speaker cables.
Tony's Linn system greatly increases
how my system can
"It's been great for me. Of course, the me. I haven't
his enjoyment of listening to his CDs —
resolve those finger
the good cos, anyway.
listening for pleasure now is vastly bet- taken out or
sounds, or the chair
ter than listening in the car, and that's hooked up my
"
wonderful. But frankly, Ispend more old LPs, but I've played my old CDs creaking in the third row ... '
"I'm not talking about secondary
time in the process of making music. and, indeed, Ifound that some of my
Listening with studio monitors and favorite ones are so flawed in ways that ambient things. I'm talking about the
I'm amazed Ididn't hear before. It way the guy played. He had big flaws
through astudio system isn't indicative
in the way he played, and with abunch
of what something really sounds like. changed them for me. It's funny."
of noise in the room or listening to it in
"It's made them worse?"
On Waters of Eden, my last solo record,
"Oh yeah. Iheard not just noises, but a car, you wouldn't hear that. You
the mixing engineers and Iwould listen
to the Linn system at the end of each terribly out-of-tune things, and really would hear the notes when they finally
day, and in almost every mix we made what Iwould call mistakes in the record- get ringing, but in anice system like I

ony Levin is the
electric bass player.
Five-string, fourstring, three-string, or even
a 10-string Chapman
Stick —Tony's the guy
you want. Continually
sought out by the most
important artists, Levin
has played on hundreds of
records, for John Lennon,
Paul Simon, Pink Floyd,
Tom Waits, and Lou
Reed, to name ahandful.
He's been aregular collaborator on all ePeter
Gabriel's solo efforts and
amember of King Crimson since the early '80s.
Icaught Levin and his
band at the Knitting
Factory in New York City, on the Waters of
Eden tour, and spent amorning at his
upstate home. In the sunny living room of his
quiet country nest, Iwas pleasantly surprised
to find that Levin is one of that rarest subspecies of all musicians: one with areal highend stereo setup...
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[laughs] nobody has Bob's system."
"It's quite impressive."
"It's scary! Again, my system gives me
something of that, and it's great. If I'm
going to be scared, I'd rather have the
option of going through that before the
full record is committed to tape. With
this system, I'd say there's less ... Idon't
know the right words, but there's less
ringing that comes from the room and
other elements. Especially in the low
end, but really all over. Ifeel I'm just
hearing the record, and that's an experience I'd never had. Idon't read the
audiophile magazines, Rick, so I'm sure
there are more commonly used terms
for all these things. When Isay the
room is ringing, it's kind of aprimitive
way to describe it."
"Audiophile terms tend to describe
sound almost visually. Like 'depth' and
'width' and the re-creations of instruments in space. Do you get those kind
of visual images?"
"I don't put music into visual parameters. I've been living in the music
Levin's home base: Musicians and friends come from all over to listen in Tony's living room.
world since Iwas ayoung kid, and I
don't really think about it at all. Back in
have now, there's nothing hidden."
the '70s Iwas working with Laura
"How about the positive side? Do
Nyro, and she wanted atake to be
you put on some records and say, like,
more 'green.' Last year Idid an album
"The experience of being
'Wow, Inever heard that kind of
where someone wanted the take to be
depth before ... '?"
more like water flowing. But for me,
closer to how the guy is
"I haven't had specifically that expeunless something's wrong, it just comes
rience. But there is palpably more
playing is much more vivid to me as music and it stays in the music
enjoyment ofjust listening to the good
analog. It just is. Iwill say this: Ihave a
with the Linn system."
records, and Ihave many of those. I
musician's ear, and Ihear alot about the
have many great records. Having said
music, but sonically, Idon't have finewhat Idid about cellists with their
tuned enough hearing that Ican tell if it
bows, Ihave atest demo of ayoung cel- gets out of the piano are right there. It's was recorded digitally or analog, or
list who has such agreat technique that not that Ihaven't heard the piece stuff like that."
he's one of the best I've ever heard. before. The experience of being closer
"Yet, I'd say you definitely have an
Imagine the appreciation Ican have to how the guy is playing is much more ear finely tuned to musical nuance."
when Ireally know I'm hearing stuff vivid with the system. On the other
"It's like what Iwrote in my book
that's great about him that other people hand, it makes it more transparent in about practicing. While you're training
won't even hear. Unless you have this every sense of the word. If you're aguy your fingers, you need to train your ear
kind of system, you won't understand who has worked along time to get rid not to accept the little flaws. If you
how good he really is."
of your bow noises, and you realize that repeat the flaws, then, without knowLevin played me arecording of Debussy's you're not the greatest player in the ing it, you're teaching yourself that the
Cello Sonata byJosephJohnson, the young cd- world, it's pretty scary to live with asys- flaws are okay, and you're creating a
list he'd mentioned, with Tony's friend tem that will reveal all of those noises. kind of playing that really isn't as good
William Eddins, conductor ofthe Minneapolis Usually the experience is that we don't as you want it to be. Ithink the earSymphony, on piano. The playing was breath- hear that stuff until the final step, when training aspect to practicing never stops,
taking. The depth ofthe soundstage thrown by we go to mastering."
no matter how many years amusician
the system melted the wall behind the speakers,
"I recently spent aday with Bob has been playing. It's more important to
while the fluidity of the communication Ludwig."'
have an ear for good music than it is
between instruments came across as effortless
"Okay, so you know. You go to Bob's, even to have agood technique."
and naturaL Nice
and you hear stuff. You hear trucks
"Does everything you listen to influ"I think if Iwere to get specific, the going by outside the studio. You hear a ence you?"
main thing that makes it sound better chair squeaking and stuff like that, and
"I could do athesis on that — don't
for me is acleaner experience of it. it's scary. You have to tell yourself that get me started. Ihave abelief that —
Likewise with that old Glenn Gould no one else is going to hear these things, certainly for me as amusician — the
recording: okay, the woodwinds are out
music Ihear has asignificant influence
of tune, but the nuances of the way he
on the music that Imake. And that
ISee "Rick Visits... nob Ludwig" in the October 2000
changes dynamics and the sound he Sfrreophile.
includes the music that Idon't want to
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Part Two— Component Selection.
Take agood look under the cover of any Rotel component and you will
see premium quality components arranged with symmetrical precision.
We take nothing for granted. That's why we wind our own transformers
while others are content to buy something "off-the-shelf Our fanatical
engineers even evaluate different types of capacitors and resistors in
the circuitry to obtain every last measure of sonic improvement.
We call this meticulous attention to detail Balanced Design. It's your
assurance that every Rotel component will give you more for your
investment. We're so confident we build it better that we back it better.
All Rotel *electronics come with a5year limited warranty. See your
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The RSP-976 surround sound processor /preamplifier benefits from Crystal
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hear. Ihave to run away from it sometimes. Where this happens especially
is in the gym. Iwould settle for just
okay music, but somebody decided
that apounding, brainless bass drum is
anecessity for people working out. I
don't know who decided that, but it's
not true ... Anyway, sorry, I'll get off
that. Just everywhere, when there's
had music playing, or if Iget aCD to
listen to and it's bad, Ihave apersonal
kind of theory about that, that in a
very, very small way, it's going to damage me to hear it. [laughs] Especially if
it's bad playing."
"How does what kind of playback
system you listen to influence you?"
"It's interesting. Iam very aware
that my experience of listening, and
probably everybody's, is colored by my
history. Someone my age grew up listening to records on the hi-fi, and the
memory of what that sounded like ...
not the reality of it, but the memory of
what that sounded like, of course
affects how Ifeel and how Ifeel about
the music Ihear. In my case, it was
mono hi-fi. My dad was aradio engineer and built avery nice system for us
way back in the early days of television. Everything sounded very warm
and big and sweet. This was on avery
nice turntable too, with records from
the '50s, which were good records. I
couldn't not be aware that that colors
what Ilike to hear."
"So... a Linn turntable in your
future?"
"We're spatially challenged, as you
can see. If Imoved to abigger place,
which someday I'd like to, Iwould do
that. I've got the records, and my wife
has an immense collection. Iwould
guess that the turntable will take me
back to my memory of when Ireally
loved listening to records, and since
they're the very same records, Iprobably would enjoy it alot. In fact, this is
something we often discuss with the
engineers: what is it we like so much
about vinyl?"
"You've touched on my 'Don't get
me started' subject, Tony. Ithink alot
of it is simplicity: natural recordings,
afew good microphones, tube equipment..."
"More and more we see all that back
in the studios: the tube equipment,
even vinyl. Icame up with an idea for a
project with afriend of mine who's an
engineer. I'd like to record all the bass
notes and cut them on vinyl, and then
sample the vinyl, to get samples for me
to play of my own bass notes. I'd like to
find out if this really makes my bass
78

parts sound better and warmer and
fuller —not exactly from the vinyl, but
after the vinyl. If it's better, why not use
it? It's doable."
"You'll have to let me know how that
turns out."
"Did Itell you about the first recording Iever made? You won't believe how

We listened to Debussy's Images, one of
Levin's favorite pieces, as played by Arturo
Benedetti Michelangeli (Philips 456 901 2).
What an incredible touch ...This is one Iplan
to pick upfor myself Ithen convinced Levin to
play me some of his own records. First up, the
high-energy "Dangerous,"from Bozzio Levin
Stevens' Situation Dangerous. His system
made solid musical sense of everything he
played — Iwould have been happy to stay
"This is something
and listen all day. We ended with afew cuts
from Levin's recent Waters of Eden. The
we often discuss
record mixes classical and world styles, blended
with melodic and funky grooves throughout.
with the engineers:
"Boulevard of Dreams," apiano/bass duet,
was astandout.
what is it we like so
"I've always been a big fan of
much about vinyl?"
Warren Bernhardt's playing, and I
wrote this particular piece with him in
mind. It's very much in aDebussy
far back it was. When Iwas akid, each genre. I'm sorry Ididn't prepare to do
year my dad would bring my brother this, but in away my favorite thing to
and me into the radio studio, to record listen to from Waters ofEden is the early
us for my mother's birthday. My brother track that Ihave of the piano without
played French horn, Iplayed piano. We the bass even on it yet."
somewhere have these recordings on
"Is the interplay of live musicians
breakable vinyl from the early '50s. I important?"
recently asked my dad how he made
"It's real important, but when you
these recordings. He said, Well, first I have experienced musicians like me
called for aphone line to Springfield, and the guys Iwork with, you can get
Mass....' The recording system was in along without it. Sometimes getting
Springfield, and he had access to these the right take requires hours and hours
very quiet, clean recording lines. And
of repeating the song,
then they played it into the needle that
and it's
cut the record."
"How did it sound?"
"I never went back and listened to it
critically [laughs] to evaluate what it
sounds like, because Iwas avery little
kid. It's got to be agood recording
method, right?"
"Sure. Tony and Pete Levin, Directto-Disc. Very Audiophile."

Tony

Levin: Recordings

olist the recordings Tony Levin
has worked on might require
several pages. The discography on his
website, www.papabear.com, lists
almost 300 of them, including all of
Peter Gabriel's records, and every
King Crimson album recorded from
1981 to the present.
Check out some of Levin's recent
recordings, including Waters of Eden
(Narada 72438-49132), Bozzio Levin
Stevens' Situation Dangerous (Magna
Carta MA-9049), Bruford Levin
Upper Extremities Blue Nights (Papa
Bear PBCD4), or the live Monday Night
in San Francisco with the California
Guitar Trio (Pepa Paldo 9001).

Also recommended is Levin's book, Beyond
the Bass Clef: The LYè and Art of Bass
Playing. It's full of biographical tidbits, tour anecdotes, recipes, and
essays about music and musicianship.
All of his recent work is available
through www.papabear.com, where
you'll find album descriptions, up-todate tour diaries, photographs, and
all you need to know about Tony
Levin and his various projects.
— Richard J. Rosen
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purity, easy to use features and unprecedented value!
And at $2,599, the ANTHEM AVM 2 demands further
investigation — more than we can possibly tell you in
this limited space. We invite you to visit our web site,
call for literature, or drop by one of our Authorized
Dealers to see for yourself just how incredible the
ANTHEM AVM 2really is!
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R3
The wo rld's fi nest small sp eaker
$3,500 per pair
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"People learned to love music by listening to records
on simple, compact systems. Countless hours of pleasureable
listening were about the music, not the equipment.
Today, many people have large expensive systems but find
they have become disconnected from their love of music.
This happened to me too.
Red Rose uses new technology to retrieve what was lost -away
to reconnect to our love of music, with better sound, lower cost
and more compact packaging.
The Red Rose R3 Ribbon Speakers ($3,500) and Model 5
Integrated Amplifier ($8,000) offer fidelity beyond the most
expensive high end monster systems for afraction of the cost
and space. We also make an ultimate Reference System for
those who require ano-holds-barred solution -still at less
than half the price you'd expect to pay.

We are releasing the Red Rose SACD Sampler, Volume One.
During the sessions, all the musicians agreed that the R3's
reproduced the sound and emotion of their instruments
better than anything they experienced in any studio or home.
Instead of listening to the sound, please feel the music
through the R3's. You will find apath to what you want most:
away to enhance your love of music."
-Mark Levinson
Red Rose Music
943 Madison Ave. at the Whitney Museum
NY NY 10021 (212) 628-5777
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This exclusive
S4X Driver-Control
Technology delivers
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reproduction in
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Experience
True
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Perfection

Induction Dynamics has exclusive,
patented S4X Driver-Control Technology
that delivers a superior sonic experience.
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What you get is the most lifelike
sounding loudspeakers in the world.

www.inductiondynamics.com

Experience true audio perfection.
Call 913/663-9770.
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THE FURTHER ADVENTURES OF THE LONE ARRANGER: CARLA BLEY'S 4x4
Wes Phillips
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If you want performance, we've got your number.

"This is one of the best home
theater speaker ensembles that

Some systems sound fine with music; others sound fine with movies. It is arare
occurrence when you can have the best of both worlds in one package. Monitor
Audio does just that. High-end performance is yours in any configuration, from 2channel stereo presenting awide deep image that can almost be touched to the most
demanding 7.1 digital home theater.

I've ever heard. ...Go buy these

Speed and accuracy are achieved by the use of our proprietary CCAM drivers
which are made from the lightest, most advanced material used in cone technology
today. Monitor Audio's own skilled craftsmen construct the Silver Series from the
ground up using the finest real wood veneers.

provide many hours of enjoyment,
no matter what your musical bent."

For the first time, the new Monitor Audio IW-S4 in-wall offers high-end
performance that virtually disappears. The enclosed MDF cabinet allows you
predictable sound in any wall and ensures that sound won't travel from room to room
like ordinary in-walls.

speakers."
Home Theater
'A huge sound in asmall package
... atremendous buy that should

Audio Revolution
"When asked to re-create the
dynamics of a Dolby Digital
soundtrack, the Monitor Audio
system answered with aresounding
'bring it on!"
Audio Magazine

British High-End never looked or sounded so good.
So whether you prefer music or movies, we're ready when you are.

"The imaging was amazing —the
kind of imaging that keeps me
listening..."

MONITOR AUDIO

The Sensible Sound

905.428.2800

www.monitoraudio.com
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ven though she calls her new band, 4x4, a"small"
group, it's abig band —almost too big for the stage of
New York's Knitting Factory, on the night of October
11, 2000, as it makes its first American appearance. Bley's
piano is so far to stage left, she has to lean against the wall and
stoop under ahanging monitor speaker to address the audience. Four music stands dominate the rest of the apron — her
front line of tenor saxophone, alto saxophone, trumpet, and
trombone stand shoulder to shoulder, blocking the audience's view of Larry Goldings and his Hammond B3, drummer Billy Drummond, and bassist Steve Swallow, who stands
15 feet back and on ariser. If she'd showed up with her 17piece band, they'd have had to have hung the horn sections
from the rafters, like the sound system.
That comic image would probably amuse Bley. Over the
last three decades, she has constructed abody of work that
has distinguished itself as much for its sly wit as for her austerely beautiful melodies. Yet, her music is no joke —she
has amassed an impressive list of artistic triumphs as she has
hewn to an almost contrarian career path. In an age that
reveres the soloist, she has succeeded as asongwriter and
arranger; in aworld of trios and quartets, she has flourished
by thinking big —compared to her big band, which ranges
from 12 to 17 pieces, an octet is asmall ensemble, the space
constraints of the Knitting Factory stage not withstanding.
"I can't remember who first suggested it, but it just made
sense to tour with astripped-down ensemble," Bley said.
"I'm not comfortable performing on stage, so Ilike to be surrounded by people. My favorite favorite format is Escalator over
the Hill [the revolutionary, genre-bending, two-hour "chronotransduclion" that catapulted Bley to fame in 1971], where Idon't play a
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Carla Bley's piano is so far to stage left, she has to
lean against the wall and stoop under ahanging monitor speaker to address the audience.

note, I
just stand up there and conduct. My second favorite is
big band, where Ijust have to play alittle accompaniment
and wave my arms. After that, 4x4 is my next favorite,
because Ihave alot of great soloists, and again, all Ihave to
do is alittle accompanying and hardly wave my arms at all."
Bley has written for and performed in awide range of
ensembles. She has written piano music for Ursula Oppens,
chamber works for the Lincoln Center Chamber Music
Society, big-band arrangements for Charlie Haden's
Liberation Music Orchestra, several albums' worth of
music for vibraphonist Gary Burton's quartet and sextet, as
well as for Pink Floyd drummer Nick Mason's first solo
album. She has fronted just about every size of large ensemble, but has also toured as part of asextet (guitar, piano,
organ, bass, drums, percussion), trio (sax, piano, bass), and
duo (with lifelong advocate, bassist Steve Swallow). The
three albums partnering her piano with Swallow's electric
bass are fascinating: As frequently as not, she provides the
rhythmic bottom for Swallow's soaring melodic forays,
inverting the expectation for that instrumental combination. Of course, it also means she has to solo half the time,
so she claims to hate it.
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"Watts up with Powered
Subwoofer specs?"
•••••••••••
Matt Polk, Speaker Specialist

T

he higher the wattage rating on aPowered Subwoofer, the
better the Sub, right? Not always.

All Watts Are Not Created Equal
In fact, power specs can be very misleading. Athorough Subwoofer
power spec would look something like, '/00 WContinuous Average
Power @ 4ohms, with no more than .1% THD, from 30-200
Hz.' See this spec and you know the power was measured rigorously
for asustained period. It's amore complete picture of an amplifier's
poker performance under real world conditions, instead of just an
optimistic sketch like '100 Watts @1K Hz,' or '100 Watts Peak
Power,' ore* 45.10 Watts.' That's like quoting acar's acceleration
as '0 -Mn,:
!1r,onds, downhill with astiff tail wind.'

(including powered ones) will play. Efficiency is the measure of how
much sound the speaker puts out for agiven amount of power in.
Aspeaker that is amere 3dB more efficient needs only half as much
power to reach agiven volume. (So a200 Watt, self-powered subwoofer may not play any louder or sound any better than amore
efficient 100 Watt sub!)
Numbers Numbers...How Do You Know?
Numbers Itside, thews no better way to judge the quality of a
Subwoofer than to listen before you buy. Does the Subwoofer play
loud without distortion? Does it add adeep bass foundation, or does
it just boom; is it musically 'tight' and well defined, or does it just
add avague rumble? Trust your ears.

The Fedg

Free Stuff

Power ratings have become so confusing that the
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) recently issued new
rating regulations. According to the FTC, all power
specs should be quoted as: 'Continuous average
power into astated impedance, at astated distortion
over astated bandwidth.'

Wall' to know more about choosing and setting up ahome theater
system? Call me at (800) 377-7655 ext. 162 for aFREE
copy of the Home7heater Handbook. If you like, I'll also send
you afree copy of our 2000 Speaker Catalog."

We think this is terrific. It standardizes power testing methods, and provides you with a'level
playing field' for comparison shopping. We've
started listing our specs this way, but it could
take some time for everyone else to comply with
this regulation and revise their specs. When you're
shopping this holiday season, be wary of products
that quote only 'optimistic' power numbers.

"The

PSVV650

can

equal

or

exceed the output levels of most
subwoofers with 12 or 15-inch drivers...Pt] is agreat-looking, great-per-

Do Numbers Matter?
Subwooter power ratings—real or bogus—don't
really tell you much. Why? Because efficiency is the most
important factor in determining how loud any speaker

forming powered subwoofer that costs
less than '800. It rivals the performance of
the best home theatre subs and is among
the better vented subwoofers for music
reproduction, too."
—Widescreen Review Subwoofer Buyer's Guide
FaIVWInter 2000

Matt Polk,
Speaker Specialist
5601 Metro Drive
Baltimore, MD 21215 USA
Customer Service

(800)377-7655

Monday -Friday 9:00am to 6:00pm F.S.T

www.polkspeakers.comissub

The Speaker Specialists(',

"Yeah, but that's the end of that —never again!" she
confessed in an interview afew days before the Knitting
Factory date. An improvisational duet does seem astrange
form for an arranger to encompass. "Too strange — Ijust
can't do it. It's really rough for me to carry that heavy aload.
It's hard to get up on the stage and make the announcements
and memorize all the tunes and play for two hours, taking
more than half the solos. I'm not ever doing it again."
That's too bad; the duets projects offer an incredibly intimate look at Bley and her music. ("Too much so, Ithink.
Woof, it's scary.") Her piano playing has great drive, and an
ebullient propensity for ringing chords and bouncy rhythms.
Her musical affinity with Steve Swallow seems almost telepathic, and it should; he's played with her from the beginning, and, in fact, commissioned the first piece she sold.
"Yeah, that was over 40 years ago! He's just always been
with me — and who wouldn't want to play with amusician
like Steve? He plays just like satin. All he has to do is pick up
the instrument and everything is covered with satin. Mwahhh,
so marvelous, so luxurious, so slippery, so wonderful."
Swallow is known as the bass player's bass player. He can
play deep and low, but tends to soar up into regions that
make most players nervous — and then burble along creatively, seeming to play accompaniments as complex as the
improvisations they underpin.
"Oh, he's the Yma Sumac of the bass, alright. There are
guys that play really squeaky high notes that are higher than
his, but they're not ever in tune."
Over the years, Bley has worked with aremarkable number of musicians, ranging from Gary Burton, who commissioned A Genuine Tong Funeral from her more than 30 years
ago (at the su:4 1estion of his bass player, Steve Swallow), to
Charlie Haden, who worked with her through two incarnations of the Liberation Music Orchestra. She's worked with
soloists as disparate as NRBQ's Terry Adams and David
Letterman guitarist Hiram Bullock to asmall coterie of musicians who have played with her so regularly they have
become what she refers to as "my guys": trumpet player Lew
Soloff, trombonist Gary Valente, alto saxophonist Wolfgang
Puschnig, tenor saxophonist Andy Sheppard, and drummer
Victor Lewis. 4x4 consists of "her guys," including Swallow,
and augmented by organist Goldings. Her list of collaborators seems so inclusive that Iask if there are any contemporary artists she hasn't played with or written for.
"Yes, there is: Sonny Rollins! That would be incredible. I
thought Ihad it lined up at one point, but it turned out that
the group commissioning me thought Iknew him and I
thought they knew him and I
just didn't feel Icould call him
out of the blue."
Bley's art depends on powerful solo voices, so aproject
with Rollins would, in all probability, have successfully preserved both artists' strengths. Bley writes perfect tunes for
extended improvisation — long melodic lines that are seldom tricky or involve convoluted chord changes. She modestly attributes this to alack of ability on her part, but there's
afine line between naïve and unschooled. Her music has the
same sense of wonder that Matisse brought to his cutouts
and gouaches — she works with bright colors and large
forms, but dances lightly on the lines lesser artists feel obliged to color within.
"There's akind of music I'm known for and there's the
kind of music Iaspire to, and they're quite different. Ijust
want to be... regular, and Ithink irregular is more like it. I'm
working very hard to know more and more about music, to
Stereophile, January 2001

"Steve Swallow's just always been with me — and who
wouldn't want to play with a musician like
Steve? He plays just like satin." — Carla Bley

know more and more about the instruments, to write better
and better, and alot of people think that's the least endearing quality Ihave — they prefer the old me who didn't know
what chord changes were, and didn't know what you couldn't
do. Maybe I'm just losing my ignorance rapidly, and my style
as well. The truth is, Istill don't know what the right thing
to do is, so Iguess Iwon't lose my 'originality.'"
Scant chance — the range of music she covers in 4x4
bears testimony to that. "Sidewinders in Paradise" depends,
in part, on found art. In 1999, Steve Swallow and Bley
vacationed on asmall island in the Caribbean. At dusk, the
pearly-eyed thrashers sang and conversed, frequently
responding to Bley and Swallow as they played duets. Bley
began transcribing thrasher melodies and recorded some
over one of the cassettes she'd brought to the island, acopy
of Lee Morgan's flank classic, "Sidewinder." The cassette
recorder recorded only one chan,nel of the birch— the
other retained the Morgan song's rhythm figure. Delighted
by the juxtaposition, Bley incorporated it into her piece,
along with two-note frog calls and the melody to "Stranger
in Paradise." Somehow it all works — when 4x4 performed it as an encore at the Knitting Factory, the room
erupted with delight, swaying along with the Morgan
rhythms and birdcalls.
The day Iinterviewed her, Ms. Bley had just completed
another piece. "It's called 'Happy Honking.' There are alot
of car horns, and it's at avery fast tempo. Ihad alot of fun
just finding out what car horns sound like ... why are they
always in thirds? And then trying to me Doppler effects. I
haven't been in any traffic over the last two months, but
there are some commercials on TV that use car horns and I
studied them and I
just used my memory. And sometimes,
if you don't get it right, that's more interesting than if you
got it totally right."
In lesser hands, it might have been merely cute, but Bley's
casual dismissal of her art hides hem, hard she works at it.
In her upstate New York home, she lives awork-oriented
life — writing in her upstairs aerie, gardening for contemplation, and retiring to her downstairs recording studio to
work on her recordings.
These are the habits of ahard worker. Her legacy of 23
albums is also evidence of adeeply ingrained work ethic, as
well as ameasure of her success. Not bad for an arranger living in an age of small ensembles.
"Well, first you have to realize that Iformed my own
company when no one else wanted to record me. So Imade
sure my music got out there despite the fact that everybody
writes tunes these days.
"If the soloist is good enough, he doesn't need an
arranger. A lot of people can't write, so they play the tunes
fast just to get to the solos and, if they're great soloists, they
can get away with it. But if you're going to write or arrange
for jazz, which is the soloist's art, you'd better be good —or
you're just taking away, you're not adding anything to it."
What about Bley herself? When she arranges, does she
tell her players what she wants them to improvise?
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A CARLA BLEY DISCOGRAPHY WITH RECOMMENDATIONS
Carla Bley has been particularly fortunate in the recorded sound she has
achieved through the years. Part of this stems from her grabbing the
means of production early on by founding her own record label, WATT. As
a result, she has been able to oversee all of the aspects of production —
and, since she has her own studio installed in her upstate New York home,
she has the luxury of working on aproject until she deems it right.
-People

don't realize that Steve Swallow has been the producer of every

recording I've ever done. He knows the sound we're looking for. Since we
record in studios all over the world, he works closely with the recording
engineers, who don't necessarily realize, for example, that if you put a
microphone directly in front of Gary Valente's trombone, he'll shred the
diaphragm. Steve and Tom Mark (Bley's longtime in-house engineer]
argue about this stuff all the time, but that's why the records sound as
good — and as uniform — as they do."
That's certainly true — over the last 30 years and more than 20 releases, the recorded sound for aCarla Bley outing has been consistently warm
and natural. Still, a catalog as densely populated as Bley's might prove
intimidating to those who haven't experienced her music, so here are a
few of my favorites.
4X4
Bley's newest disc not only features great, uncluttered sound and awide
dynamic range, it also gathers an eclectic collection of her tunes, including

-Sidewinders

Lagons. - Her

in Paradise - and an homage to Matisse,

-Blues

-Les

Trois

in Twelve Bars/Blues in Twelve Other Bars - is a

hilarious romp that features spectacular solos from her entire front line.
FLEUR CARNIVORE
A live recording with Bley's 15-piece big band. The sound is exceptionally
clean and clear, with spectacular dynamics. -Healing Power - features not
just one, but two powerful Gary Valente trombone solos that illustrate
precisely what 'ley means when she accuses him of shredding microphone diaphragms.
CARLA BLEY BIG BAND GOES TO CHURCH
This live outing of the 17-piece band was recorded at Chiesa San
Francisco Al Prato in Perugia. Italy, and, yes. the pieces all seem to hint at
hymn melodies and church modes. This is particularly true of

-Setting

Calvin's Waltz, - an episodic 24-minute work filled with witty, muscular
solo vignettes from

-her

guys -,Valente. Soloff, Sheppard, and Puschnig.

Also featured is Bley's arrangement of Carl Ruggles' Exhaltation,
ARE WE THERE YET? ICarla Bley & Steve Swallow]
Bley says this release is it — she's not going to play duets any more. If
true. that's apity, because the two communicate on alevel of musical intimacy seldom achieved. Swallow's athletic, soaring bass playing is never
more melodic lwhich is saying aloll than when he solos over Bley's rhythmic vamping. This is passionate jazz with the austere beauty of the best
chamber music.

"Oh, Inever give any direction to soloists at all. I
just give
'em the changes. Iwouldn't think of pointing them anywhere at all. Idid that once. It was 20 years ago, with my
six-horn group. Idon't remember who the musicians
were, but Icriticized their solos — Isaid they sounded like
diarrhea and they got really mad. Ithink they tightened up
after that, but the problem was mine. Ihad the wrong guys
in the band.
"It's wonderful what my four guys come up with on
stage — and I'm just sitting up there laughing because, sitting at the piano, you've got the best seat in the house. I
hate to solo myself, but Isure do like listening to them."
So did the audience at the Knitting Factory. As the band
played, the room sat enthralled through solo after solo. We
laughed along with the witty "Baseball" and nearly forgot to
breathe during the hushed modal masterpiece
"Utvildingssang." Bley may have had the best seat in the
house, but there were afew hundred listeners that night
who wouldn't have been anyplace else on earth.
CI
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DISCOGRAPHY

WATT/12: Live!

WATT/30: 4x4

WATT/11: Social Studies

WATT/29: Are We There Yet?
IBley/Swallowl

WATT/09: Musique Mecanique
WATT/08: European Tour 1977

WATT/28: Fancy Chamber Music

WATT/06: Dinner Music

WATT/27: Carla Bley Big Band

WATT/03: 3/4

Goes to Church
WATT/26: Songs with Legs
IBley/Swallow/Sheppardl

WATT/01: Tropic Appetites
JCOA: Escalator Over the Hill
(Jazz Composers' Orchestral

WATT/25: Big Band Theory
WATT/24: Go Together
IBley/Swallowl
WATT/23: The Very Big Carla Bley
Band
WATT/21: Fleur Carnivore
WATT/20: Duets IBley/Swallowl
WATT/17: Sextet
WATT/16: Night-Gto
WATT/14: Heavy Heart
WATT/12 1
2 :
/
IHate to Sing
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N Australia, the newspapers are calling 'Casey
Chambers "the Queen of Pop" — asurprising title,
perhaps, because she's more or less a country
singer. But it's not undeserved, considering that her
album, The Captain, is platinum-plus in her homeland, and she's just been awarded an ARIA (the
Australian Grammy) for Female Vocalist of the Year.
Here, however, we're less attuned to royalty, and
Chambers' arrival in the United States has been less than
regal. Having arrived from down under just afew days
before, she's in acab stuck in San Francisco gridlock, the victim of a late pre—election-day campaign swing by Bill
Stereophile, January 2001

BY DANIELDURCHHOLZ
Clinton. What would her Aussie fans make of this?
"It's funny. Because I've got arecord deal here, they think
Fm abig star in America," says Chambers, who is easy with
alaugh despite being inconvenienced. "But Fm going, 'Yeah,
we've got arecord deal, but Idon't even know if we've sold
an album yet.'" (The Captain has only just been released in
the US, on Asylum/Warner Bros. Records. "No one's even
heard of me over here. But in Australia, they think if you're
even in America, then you must be abig, big stat"
Well, give it some time. Chambers is an extraordinary
talent whose clarion voice at times recalls Iris DeMent with
just ahint of an Aussie accent, and whose songs have
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reportedly brought Lucinda Williams (one of Chambers'
heroes) to tears. Her American fans are said to also include
the likes of Steve Earle and Buddy and Julie Miller, in fact,
the Millers appear on The Captain.
"I'll tell you, it's weird doing agig and looking out in the
audience and Lucinda's standing there watching me,"
Chambers says. "It's overwhelming and a little nervewracking. It's kind of like, when people like that say nice
things about you, you've got alot to live up to after that.
People are coming to the gigs expecting awhole lot now.
But it's very flattering."
She may have alot to prove now, but let's face it:
Chambers has faced tougher crowds back home than
America could ever throw at her. Before striking out on
her own, she cut her teeth performing, for the better part
of adecade, in the Dead Ringer Band, afamily act that
played pubs in the Australian outback. Compared to that,
ashowcase at the Bluebird Café (in Nashville) might seem
awalk in the park.

"We were apub band," she recalls. "We were playing half
country songs and half old rock'n'roll songs. My dad played
alot of Creedence and Fagles, and all the things people like
to hear when you're playing in bars. And Ialso went
through the stage of wanting to sing what was on the Top
40. I'd never really experienced that when Iwas younger, so
Ireally wanted to play all the cool songs of the time, which
turned out to be just the worst songs in the world during
the '80s! It was really bad — Iwas singing, like, aTiffany
song or aBangles song, and then an Enunylou Harris song.
Iwas alittle confused."
Chances are, Chambers' inclination toward pop music
was just her way of making up for lost time —her upbringing was pretty much devoid of anything smacking of popular culture. When she was just three months old, her parents
decided to move to the Nullarbor Plain, the desert in South
Central Australia, where they made their living hunting
foxes and rabbits for the pelts. They lived out of their car and
atrailer, their only link to the outside world the train line

"1ifly wantol 1
.
1) play
çl.11 J'ut cpti songs of e5r1
ir,111iiii1iii turned out tu
'.i »list songs iIi
Iii wup_ld lur11%5Iii 1,l'etYrtilh"
- KASEY CHAMBERS
that runs from one side of the country to the other. Every
two weeks, they'd pull into arailway station to buy supplies.
For entertainment, they were pretty much on their own.
"My dad says that every now and then, if it was areally
still night, we could pick up aradio station, but not very
often," she says. "Apart from that, we had atape player, and
my dad brought out all of his favorite albums. That was our
only form of entertainment We'd sit around the campfire
playing songs.
"I was just lucky that he liked good music, and wasn't
listening to Neil Diamond or anything like that," she
arias with a laugh. "He was listening to Hank
[Williams] instead. A lot of Gram [Parsons] and
Farnnylou, and Amazing Rhythm Aces, Jackson
Browne, that sort of thing, that rootsy style of music."
When Chambers was 10, her family moved back
to civilization —sort o£ 'When we say `civilization,'
it was atown with like 200 people in it," she says.
There they formed the Dead Ringer Band, and
eventually she got the courage to get up and perform with them. After acouple of years, the family decided to tour Australia pretty much the same
way they lived out on the Nullarbo4 sleeping
under the stars and, when they could, catching showers at truck stops.
'With no clue as to how the music industry really worked, the band still managed to
record four albums, and eventually picked up
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Lucwig van 3eethoven's

Piano Sonatas

John Atkinson
captures on CD
ROBERT

SILVER MAN

32 ›uiwa'ngVoanSBeoenthalea'ss

alifetime of
musicmaking from
Canadian pianist

"ALL of them?!"

Ihad just agreed to record Robert Silverman, who is
featured on three of the Stereophile CDs,' performing
Beethoven piano sonatas, and, naturally, had asked which of
these 32 masterworks he would be pl
"All of them."
Iblanched. This was an enormous task: 32 sonatas; 103
individual movements; more than 11 hours of music —11
hours, 26 minutes, and 25 seconds, as it turned out —a good
10 CDs' worth. Iwas also puzzled.
1immix= (1991, STPH003-2) features works by Brahms; Cow/ (1994, STPH0052), works by Chopin, Schumann, Bach, and Schubert Sonata (1996, STPH008-2),
works by Liszt, including the heroically proportioned Sonata in b. All am available
from www.stercophile.com, as is my 1996 interview with Robert
(www.sten•ophile.com/showarchives.cgi?131). Robert Silverrnuis wcbsitc (www.
robert-silvennan.corn) has afill discography and other information about the pianist.
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Robert Silverman
"How long did you say we had the hall booked for?"
"A long weekend. If you can arrive on Friday, we can start
rolling tape that evening, with Monday morning available
for any touch-up takes that we might need."
This explained precisely nothing. My experience with the
14 Stereophile CDs had led me to expect that agood day's or
evening's worth of sessions with aprepared musician who
had the works under his fingers would still get the raw
material for only about 20 minutes of edited music down
on tape. Iknew Bob had been performing the complete
Beethoven sonatas live for several years, in four-concert
cycles in Toronto, Seattle, Winnipeg, and Vancouver, as well
as in partial form in Santa Monica and at HI-FI '98 in Los
Angeles. But Istill didn't see how even aperfectly prepared
artist could get this pinnacle of the piano repertoire down on
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The 36sendorfer 290SE is aconventional
9 concert grand to which has been added a
system of computer-controlled sensors and actuators,
designed by Wayne Stahnke.
.à mat
tape without any mistakes in just two and ahalt days.
Bob chuckled.
"Ah, but I'm not going to be playing. I'm preparing the performances for playback on aBiisendorfer Reproducing Piano."
The light dawned. Perhaps best known from Wayne
Stahnke's re-creations from piano rolls of Rachmaninoff
performing his own music —A Window in Time, Vols.1 & 2,
Telarc CD-80489 and CD-80491 — the Bósendorfer 290SE
is aconventional 9' concert grand to which has been added
a system of computer-controlled sensors and actuators,
designed by Stahnke.
This piano, of which only 32 have been manufactured by
the Viennese company, can act both as arecorder and as a
playback machine. When recording, the piano stores information about the timing and dynamics of each note, and
the pedaling, in afile on aPC. Unlike the MIDIcontrolled Yamaha Disklavier, the Beeendorfer can distinguish among more than 1000
differences in volume, and can split each
measure into very fine time increments. For playback, the PC data are
sent to the piano, where high-precision electromagnetic actuators
operate the keys and pedals.
How precise, how musically
accurate this mechanism is, is hard
to describe. So rather than try, Iwill
mention what happened before we
began recording on the Sunday of
the sessions.
Ihad mentioned to Bob that Ihad
just bought the Telarc Rachmaninoff
CDs, also recorded on aBeeendorfer 290SE,
and had really enjoyed the transcription of Felix
Mendelssolues Spinning Song (0p.67 No34), with its
dotted-rhythm melody dancing above the moto perpetuo
background. He smiled, booted up the piano, reached for a
floppy disk, and asked me to listen.
My god. This was better than any hi-fi Ihad ever experienced — Iactually had Sergei Rachmaninoff in the room,
playing Mendelssohn just for me. Iam not ashamed to say
that Iwept.
Bob was confident that the Bósendorfer would accurately capture the nuances of his playing. More important,
as the recorded performance data are in the form of conventional computer text files, these could be edited to
change dynamics, timing, and pedaling as desired. Even
individual notes could be corrected or replaced. Iasked
how much correction could be done. Didn't this technology
Stereophile, January 2001

render human virtuosity obsolete?
"Yes, you can make all manner of changes," Bob
explained, "but it is atime-consuming process. The musician still basically has to be able to communicate his vision
of the performance."
At regular intervals through the fall of 1999, Bob flew
down to Santa Monica — where the Maestro Foundation's
Aaron Mendelsohn has two of the Beesendorfers — to capture his performances of the sonatas on hard disk. For each
movement, once Bob had a"take" down that basically captured his vision of the work, he and producer Jim Turner (an
excellent jazz pianist in his own right) would play it back on
thc piano and correct or change small details to produce the
master file. Knowing when to leave well enough alone or to
go for just that little bit more is the essence of the producer's art. "[Jim's] sense of perfection equals mine,"
wrote Bob in the liner notes for the eventual
CD set, "and his refusal to be satisfied with
atake just because 'the right notes are
covered' may have caused me alot of
grief late at night, but left me far more
thankful the next day."

Gremlins &Formats

So we had an agreement. Once Bob
and Jim had prepared the masters
for all 32 sonatas, Iwould drive out
with my recording gear to the
Maestro Foundation's recital hall in
Santa Monica. Bob would bite his
nails, Jim would feed the Bósendorfer's
control PC with floppies, Iwould feed my
Nagra and Tascam recorders with tape, and,
other than retakes to cover takes spoiled by that
bane of classical location recording, traffic and airplane noise, we would capture all of Beethoven's piano
masterpieces in as best asound quality as Icould manage in
as short atime as practicable.
And —joy of joys for anyone who records the piano —
we would have askilled technician, Mike Kemper, available. Not only could Mike keep the big Biisendorfer in
tune between takes, despite the pounding it was going to
take — the "Hammerklavier" sonata is appropriately named
— but he could work on the playback mechanism. My
years of recording have made me a true believer in
Murphy's Law: "If anything can go wrong, it will — especially if you don't have atechnician standing by." The mere
fact that Mike would be patiently sitting at the piano's side
would keep the gremlins at bay. And other than afew
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adjustments that were occasionally needed, it did.
î
The primary question Ihad to face before the sessions
was: What kind of sound did Iwant to capture? Classical
recording is in astate of flux engendered by the advent of
DVD-Audio and/or SACD, which offer both higher resolution than CD and full surround capability. But the commercial reality is that it is still the two-channel CD that will
earn back arecord company's investment.
Ihad plenty of microphones available — recording engineers collect microphones like car windshields collect bugs
—and up to 12 clock-linked channels of 44.1kHz-sampled
data storage. If we could live with 16-bit resolution and a
44.1kHz sample rate, Icould record the piano in full 6-channel surround and separately in stereo for the CD release.
However, if Idoubled the sample rate and increased the
word depth to 24 bits to take full advantage of the potential
for high resolution offered by DVD-A or SACD, Iwould be
restricted to four channels. This might just be enough for a
convincing surround-sound presentation but would produce
too dry abalance for straight stereo playback on the CD. (I
had experimented with recording surround tracks for
„Iz
The calm before the storm: Bob Silverman (left) discusses the piano with technician
Mike Kemper (right).

Back home in Santa Fe after the sessions, Iwould use my
Sonic Solutions digital audio workstation to prepare the CD
masters, and the 10-CD set would be released on the
Canadian OrpheumMasters label, run by Vancouver record
retailer David Lemon. (One of Canada's foremost spokespeople for the arts, Lemon has commissioned afull-length
choral work, based on the Book ofJob, from contemporary
British composer Peter Maxwell Davies.)

The deep tray beneath the keyboard distinguishes the Bosendorier 290SE from a
regular concert grand.

Stereophilds Rhapsody, Duet, and Encore CDs, but the front
mike arrangement for convincing two-channel playback
invariably sounded too "wet," too reverberant, when the rear
channels were added.) Or Icould go for broke and record
just two channels at 24 bits and a192kHz sample rate.
In true procrastinating fashion, Idecided to put off the
final decision until Iheard the piano in the hall. As long as I
took enough equipment and tape with me to Santa Monica
for every eventuality, Iwould be covered, both for CD and
eventual DVD-A or SACD release.2
2Just to cover all the current recorded bases. MY3-encoded excerpts from some of
the sonatas can be downloaded from www.mp3.com/robertsilvemtan.
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Ihad arrived at the Maestro Foundation's recital hall just after
lunch —plenty of time to set up before we could roll tape
after the early-evening rush hour. The magnificent-looking
concert grand, with only adeep tray beneath its keyboard
betraying its unusual nature, was sitting at one end of the 20'
by 50', two-storey room, very close to the wall on one side and
to the bay window behind it. Iasked Bob to set it playing.
Hmmm
The live sound was bright, the balance
thrilling, but early reflections from the nearby boundaries
were very obvious. While the hall was quite deep, abalcony
quite close to the performing area restricted how far back I
could get with my mikes. But Ifigured that if Icould move
the piano even 6' farther out in the room, the early reflections would be sufficiently tamed to allow the room sound
to develop unhindered.
"You can't move the piano."
Igaped at Jim Turner.
'Aaron is adamant. We have to leave the piano undisturbed. In addition, the PC is situated in the basement
immediately beneath the piano and the control leads are
only just long enough. But it's not as bad as you might think.
NPR has recorded anumber of concerts here for broadcast,
and Reference Recordings' Keith Johnson also recorded
Dick Hyman here [for In Recital, Reference RR-84CD].
They both found mike positions that worked well without
the piano being moved."
Icouldn't move the piano. Itherefore immediately abandoned any idea of recording either in surround or in
192kHz-sampled stereo. The challenge was going to be to
Stereophile, January 2001
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use four mikes and channels and mix them down
after the editing to get a
two-channel balance on
the Cl) that would
sound sufficiently realistic to serve the music but
without the early reflections making the sound
The cardioid tracks were captured on a
too "bathroomy." On the
Nagra-D.The Dorrough meter is on the left.
bright side, with four
channels Icould still record at 24-bits/882 kHz, making possible an eventual two-channel hi-rez release.

Ludwig van Beethoven's 32 Piano Sonatas:
Who Was Who &What Was What

Session Time

David Lemon (OrpheumMasters)

Iset up my gear (see sidebar) in the basement, where resided
a pretty decent home-theater system based on Wilson
WATT/Puppies driven by Proceed electronics, and ran long
mike cables up to the recital room. The signal path was minimal. The four mikes would feed ultra-low-noise preamps
from Millennia Media, which in turn would be connected
straight to dCS A/D converters linked via their word-clock
reference inputs and outputs. Two channels would be stored
on my Nagra-D, the other two on aTascam multitrack
machine arranged with aPrismSound "bit splitter" to operate as ahigh-resolution two-channel recorder.
The use of two different breeds of tape machine meant
that Icould not play the four channels back simultaneously
at the sessions. However, once the data had been uploaded
onto the Sonic Solutions' hard drives, because all four channels had been converted to digital using the same wordclock
and therefore were bit-synchronous, they could be played
back together. (This is not as trivial as it might sound: I
therefore always start each take with aslapstick positioned at
the exact center of the soundstage, which results in afullscale pulse on each channel. Before Istart editing and mixing on the Sonic, Iuse these pulses to visually time-align the
four channels' waveforms on the Macintosh's screen.)
After some experimentation with mikes and mike positions — ah, the glory of having amechanical pianist who can
repeat identically the same passage over and over and over and
over, without complaint! — Ichose to use four DPA (originally Brüel & Kjaer)
capacitor mikes: acentral ORTF pair
of 4011 cardioids, flanked by apair of 4006 omnis. The central pair would give tight, well-defined imaging, coupled
with a superbly natural
mid-range, but would be
a bit bass-light; the
omnis would give hazy
stereo but offer superb
low-frequency extension
and weight.
This was the basic
array Ihad used for my
1997 Rhapsody recording of pianist Hyperion
Knight. 3 By varying the
contributions of the two
pairs of mikes in the
final mix, Icould trade
The omni tracks were recorded on aTascam/
off stereo imaging accuPrism Sound combition.
racy against tonal fidelity, or vice versa. And in this project, by varying the time
3www.stereophile.comishowarchiveN.cgi?124
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Cast of Characters:
Robert Silverman, pianist
Jim Turner, producer
John Atkinson, engineer &editor
Mike Kemper, piano technician
Aaron Mendelsohn (The Maestro
Foundation), sponsor

Piano: Bosendorfer 290SE 9'
Reproducing Piano
Venue: The Maestro Foundation
Recital Hall, Santa Monica, CA
Recording Dates:
January 21-24,2000

For morutoring, adCS 972 fed a
Panasonic DAT recorder.

Equipment: Two DPA (B&K) 4011 i
h" cardioids arranged in an ORTF pair,
mounted on aManley Starbird stand, connected via 75' Cardas 300 balanced cables to aMillennia Media HV3B low-noise, transformedess twochannel microphone preamplifier. This, in turn, was connected via 1m
lengths of AudioQuest Lapis x3 balanced cable to adCS 904 two-channel
A/D converter operating at 88.2kHz.The two channels of 24-bit audio data
were taken via 1m lengths of AudioQuest Digital 2AES/EBU cable to an
open-reel Nagra-D digital tape recorder, with each 88.2kHz-sampled, 24-bit
channel stored on two of the Nagra's four 24-bit/44.1kHz channels.
Two DPA (B&K) 4006

1"
omnidirectional

microphones, carried on con-

ventional boom stands with sprung isolation mounts, were connected via
75' Beyerdynamic balanced cables to asecond Millennia Media HV3B
preamplifier. This was connected via 1m lengths of AudioQuest balanced
Lapis x3 to adCS 902 two-channel A/D converter operating at 88.2kHz
and word-clock-slaved to the dCS 904. The two channels of 24-bit audio
data were taken via 5' lengths of Canare 110 ohm AES/EBU cable to a
Tascam DA-38 MDM recorder. Each 24-bit/88.2kHz channel was split into
four 16-bit/44.1kHz datastreams with aPrismSound MR2024T "bit splitter" and stored on four of the Tascam's eight channels.
Both stereo mike preamps and the two two-channel A/D converters
were fed AC power by aPS Audio P300 Power Plant running at 60Hz.
Everything else was plugged into an Audio Power Industries Power Wedge.
For backup and immediate playback, either the two cardioid 24/88.2
channels or the two omni 24/88.2 channels (but not all four at once) were
taken to adCS 972 digital/digital converter via twin lengths of Canare 110
ohm AES/EBU cable and downsampled/noiseshaped to 16/44.1 and
stored on aPanasonic 3700 DAT recorder. Monitoring was via Stax Lambda
Pro, Sennheiser HD580, and Sony MDR-7506 headphones. Peak levels
were checked with aDorrough AES/EBU level meter.

—John Atkinson
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The dynaTics are so wice, the sound so natural,
the pianism so masterful, that Ikeep stopping from
ecKing at the keyboard to listen, enthralled.
alignment between the mike pairs, Ihoped to be able to
compensate somewhat for those early reflections.
Iended up close to where Jim had remembered the NPR
engineer placing his mikes: about 10' in the air and 10' from
the piano, looking down the line of the open lid. The basic
balance from the cardioid pair was still abit reverberant for
my tastes — that master, Keith Johnson, had apparently hung
blankets over some of the bare walls and the lip of the balcony — but if Iwent any closer to the piano, the LF thumps
from the instrument's action became too prominent.
Because the piano had been set up for live recitals, it was
angled toward the absent audience. As can be seen in the
photos, the center of the
soundstage is therefore the
"point" of the instrument,
at the treble end of the
keyboard. This means that
the bass strings mn the
les.,..nna.rweloo.
entire width of the stage,
but the treble strings are
actually right of center. (I
Fig.1: FFT-derived spectrum of the
wonder how many record
background silence of the
critics will therefore accuse
Maestro Foundation recital hall.
us of having reversed the
Sample rate of original data,
88.2kHz;word length, 24 bits
channels!)
(12dB/vertical division).
We listened to some
test recordings on the
WATTs: oh, the delicacy of the mids, the purity of the highs,
the overall clarity, the blackness of the background. In fact,
despite its proximity to acouple of major roads, this was the
quietest venue Ihave ever recorded in, other than studios.
At sessions, Ialways record afew minutes of the room
sound, to splice between individual movements so that the
music doesn't fade disconcertingly to black. For interest's
sake, fig.1 shows an FFT-derived spectrum of the 24-bit
room sound. You can see that almost all the lower-frequency
FFT "bins" are below -96dBFS, with all the noise components above 2kHz below -120dB.
However, you can also see two LF components at exactly
120Hz and 240Hz —power-supply frequencies —around
76dB down from peak level. Before Istarted taping, Iwent
crazy trying to trace the source of these hum components.
Because of their frequencies, Iassumed they were electrical
in nature. But when Irecorded pure tones from aportable
Neutrik signal generator feeding the mike preamps, the
hum was absent.
It turned out that these tones were acoustic. They were
due to mechanical vibrations from the BEesendorfer's actuator power supply, which was housed in the large tray under
ÉS.N.F.-- •
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the piano keyboard. Removing the lacquered cover, which I
suspected was amplifying the sound, and damping it with,
say, Blu-Tack, would have been astep toward asolution. But
if it wasn't possible to move the piano, it was hardly going to
be possible to apply damping gunk to its innards.
We decided to live with the hum. Idid try filtering out
the 120Hz component during the mastering, using anarrow
digital notch filter realized with the Z-Systems rdp-1 digital
processor, but felt in the end that the sound quality was better with the acoustic hum intact. It was part of the piano's
sound, after all. A purist, me!
Satisfied that the mikes and their positions would be serving
the music, we started taping —but not before Murphy managed to strike. Packing my wife's Land Cruiser the previous
morning for the 1000-mile drive, Ihad forgotten in the kerfuffle to bring aDAC! We therefore monitored the recording
from the balanced analog outputs of the Panasonic DAT
recorder we were using as abackup. Not very elegant, Iadmit,
but in defeating Murphy, elegance is not necessary And we did
have that Proceed AVP handy for speaker playback.
Ileft Santa Monica the following Monday as planned, with
18 hours — 78 gigabytes — of four-channel, 24-bit/882kHz
open-reel and 8mm session tapes. Using adCS 972, these
tapes were downsampled to 39GB of four-channel, 24/44.1
hard-disk data, which in turn — using the Sonic Solutions
Sonic Studio v.52 and my trusty Meridian 518 — was edited, mixed, mastered, and noiseshaped to 10 CDs' worth of
two-channel 16/44.1 music data.
As Iwrite these words Iam listening to the CD set, which
Ihave just received from Bob Silverman. Yes, it is obviously
alarge piano in asmall hall. But those early reflections help
define the recording space without getting in the way of the
music, and the dynamics arc so wide, the sound so natural,
the pianism so masterful, that Ikeep stopping from pecking
at the keyboard to listen, enthralled.
And oh, the music. Ileave it to the record critics to have
their way with Bob's performances and my sound. But for
me, to have been able to contribute to one musician's lifetime
of performing on the piano and one composer's lifetime of
writing for the piano, both realized in this set, has been and
will remain ahighlight of my work as arecording engineer.
Robert Silverman's 10-CD cyde ofBeethoven's piano sonatas is available on the Canadian OrpheumMasters label (www.magieute
cont/orph) and costs US $65.00.
order, e-mail thdlute@imagro.
Altho4 this is not aStereophile recording, it might also be available
from www.stermphikcom by the tinte you read this article.
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usical arguments in favor
of separate components
are compelling and welldocumented. But there's also something musical to be said about reducing
the number of power sources, keeping
signal paths short and direct, and hardwiring connections between components rather than employing multiple
sets of interconnects. So while adesigner must inevitably confront certain
tradeoffs, the explosive growth and
popularity of single-box products in the
past few years contradicts the received
wisdom passed down by some of the
more sniffy audiophiles: that such
unduly proletarian products are terminally compromised in terms of absolute
levels of music reproduction.
However, the practical design constraints of integrated units don't
inevitably result in draconian musical
compromises. Second, in atheme that
high-end manufacturers risk ignoring
at their peril, many consumers aren't
as anxious about cost as they are about
compromising abasic lifestyle precept:
KISS (Keep It Simple, Stupid). "I'm
willing to pay for concert-hall-quality
sound," they say, "but Idon't want

Description:
Remote-controlled
solid-state receiver with digital volume control and discrete all-analog
FM tuner section (digital readout),
five line-level inputs, separate record
output and pre-out. Amplifier section: Power output: 100Wpc into 8
ohms (20dBVV), 160Wpc into 4ohms
(19dBW). Current output: 30A peak.
THD: 0.15%. Damping factor: >100.
Preamp section: Maximum output:
29V. Voltage gain: 34dB. Frequency
response: 20Hz-20kHz, +0, -3dB.
THD: 0.1%. Signal/noise: 96dB.
Tuner section: Usable sensitivity
(stereo): 11.2dBf. Adjacent-channel
attenuation: >12.0dB, 30.0dB narrow. Audio frequency response:
10Hz-17kHz, -1dB. THD (stereo):
0.18%. Capture ratio: >1.5dB. S/N
ratio: 80.0dB.
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racks of gear or snake pits full of
cables and interconnects. Idon't want
to have to fotz around with all this
nonsense and still not end up with real
system synergy."
Thus astrategic alliance took place
between two of the leading lights of
the Canadian audio industry. Magnum
Dynalab brought onboard the engineers of SimAudio to collaborate on a
preamp/power-amp/tuner combo on
par with their FM tuner technology. In
the process they created a postmodern classic worthy of the "highend" appellation: the Magnum Dynalab MD 208 Discrete Audio Receiver.
The MD 208 is as musical, sexy, and
uncomplicated aperformer as I've ever
entertained in my listening room.
Handsome is as handsome does
The sleek, streamlined, and modern
appearance of the ebony MD 208 is
accentuated by its top, featuring the letter "M," and its concave, hardwood
trim, which echoes the wavelike configurations of the metal side panels —
dual heatsinks like sets of gills on either
side toward the back. There's alovely
symmetry to the front panel: an illurni-

Dimensions: 19" W by 6" H by 15.5"
D. Weight: 30 lbs.
Finish: Black (silver and gold available).
Serial number of unit reviewed:
B271158.
Price: $2975. Approximate number
of dealers: 65. Warranty: 5years parts
&labor.
Manufacturer: Magnum Dynalab
Ltd., 8 Strathearn Avenue, Unit 9,
Brampton, Ontario L6T 4L9, Canada.
Tel: (800) 551-4130, (905) 7915888. Fax: (905) 791-5583. Magnum Dynalab, c/o DRT Logistics
Trans America CHB, 2775 Broadway,
Buffalo, NY 14227-1043. Web:
www.magnumdynalab.com. E-mail:
magdyn@myna.com.

nated digital volume readout above a
set of seven steel-gray buttons with red
LEDs, which, from left to right, activate
what is essentially apower idle switch
and the various inputs. These share the
panel with several tuner functions:
Mute and Stereo, BW1 and BW2
switches (which offer users achoice of
normal, wide-open bandwidth or narrow, highly selective bandwidth to
exclude interference from adjacent stations), and asignal switch that lets you
configure the left VU meter to display
signal strength or multipath.
To the left of the panel is alarge
manual volume control, on the right a
large analog FM flywheel (above
which are the Mute and Stereo
LEDs). The digital volume display
doubles as an input source indicator
and aleft-right balance control. When
the tuner is activated, the two VU
meters on the front panel and the area
just below the volume are illuminated, showing adigital readout of the
tuning frequency.
Volume up/down, Balance left/
right, and Power on/off are also accessible via abeefy cast-alloy remote control. The remote exerted smooth,
quiet control over the digital volume
potentiometer,
although,
oddly
enough, there was aslight switching
noise when going from input Al to
A2, from A3 to A4, and from A5 to
the tuner .... though not from A2 to
A3 or from A4 to A5, or from tuner to
CD. Curious.
The front-panel power switch is not
the main power control. There's aprimary rocker switch on the back panel
next to the EIA AC inlet. Magnum
Dynalab suggests that, once the MD
208 is set up, it never be fully powered
down, instead using the front-panel
button to put the unit in standby.
Proceeding from right to left on the
back are the left speaker terminals
(above which is a 75 ohm antenna
input) and afull array of high-quality,
gold-plated RCA inputs and outputs,
beginning with both apre-out and a
tape out (many manufacturers neglect
such accoutrements), along with five
Stereophik, January 2001
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Magnum Dynalab VID 208 receiver

line-level inputs (Al—A5), and concluding with the CD inputs and the right
speaker terminals.
Iwas nonplused to discover, on removing the metal nut on the speaker
terminals, that there was no hole in
their shafts through which to thread
bare speaker wires, nor ahollowed-out
section in the front to fully accept a
Stereo/Aile, January 2001

banana plug. One could employ spades,
or, as Idid, insert the WI1T expanding
banana plugs on my JPS Labs Superconductor 2 speaker cables as far as
they'd go: about halfway in. Ididn't
notice any particular sonic anomalies
from this arrangement, but I'm sure
most people would favor aconnection
that maximized surface area contact

and gave you several setup options.
Internally, the MD 208 evinced no
significant compromises in its overall
layout and construction. Magnum
Dynalab's president, Larry Zurowski,
went so far as to assert that the new
tuner section designed for the MD 208
exceeds the performance of both their
entry-level FT-101A tuner (with its
109

MOSFET front-end) and MD's popular $1500 Etude.
"We deal only in analog designs,"
Zurowski explained, "and the MD 208
features the three-stage front-end with
special resonators that we use in our
more expensive tuners. The difference
is that in our standalone tuners there's
an audio section handling the pure
output stage: asignificant audio section and a bigger one throughout.
Now we take the signal right off our
RF board and feed it down into the
SimAudio preamp and power-amp
section of the MD 208.
"The resonators arc what set the
front-end up. That's where it all starts,
and we tune those stages for minimum distortion, plus optimum tone,
resolution, selectivity, and sensitivity
at three frequencies: 92.1, 100.1, and
107.3MHz... so what happens is the
tuner has avery flat response across
the whole frequency of FM. Many
tuners will tune very well at 100MHz,
but when you get down into the
college stations and the art classical
stations, down around 91.1 and 88.7,

they've lost their range. And if atuner
isn't tuned properly for minimum distortion and maximum performance,
it'll sound pretty thin.
"It's a very small increment. It's

give afull spectrum. This is avery sensitive, wide-open tuner. Some tuners
put the emphasis on greater selectivity,
but you end up with amuch thinner
sound; you lose the resolution, the
transparency, and the definition that
you get from real music —you lose the
realism of the music."
"This is avery sensitive,
Speaking on behalf of the MD 208's
wide-open tuner. Some
preamp and power stages, SimAudio's
Vince Stables pointed to vacuumtuners put the emphasis
pressure impregnation of its transformers as asource of the MD 208's stability.
on greater selectivity, but
"You have alot less eddy-current electromagnetic losses from the transyou end up with amuch
former, which results in amuch quieter
performance and abetter regulation
thinner sound —you lose
factor from the transformer standpoint.
the realism of the music."
So you don't have filter caps and other
things that will actually remove noises
Larry Zurovvski
from the transformer and the powersupply section — there're no filter caps
that will touch the signal path inside of
incredible, when we tune them, how a this preamp or amplifier stage. And it
little adjustment makes such adifferemploys ano-overall-feedback design,
ence with the band. But we manage to
so you're handling sonic transients in
get things operating in a frequency
real time rather than having to comrange from 10Hz to 17.5kHz, so we
pensate for the backlash from the

Measurements

A

tier the usual hour of preconditioning at one-third power, the

solid-feeling MD 208's heatsinks
were hot, but not so hot that Icouldn't
keep my hand on them. The unit
didn't invert signal polarity, and its
maximum gain into 8ohms was sensibly lower than usual, at 36.35dB.
The volume control operated mostly
in ldB steps, with an occasional 1.5dB
or 2dB step. The unity-gain setting
was "24" of amaximum of 50.
With the volume control set to
"40," the input impedance was below
average, at 9.4k ohms at lkHz; as a
result, some tubed CD players will
suffer from early bass rolloff. The output impedance was very low, at 0.02
ohm over most of the audioband, rising slightly to 0.04 ohm at 20kHz. As
a result, any frequency-response
interaction between the receiver and
whichever loudspeakers partner it
will be minimal (fig.1). This graph
also reveals that the ultrasonic response rolls off above the audioband,
reaching -3dB at around 90kHz. This
slightly slows down the risetime of a
small-signal
10kHz squarewave
(fig2), but the shape of a 1kHz
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squarewave was essentially perfect
(not shown).
The signal/noise ratio was agood
76.5dB (unweighted, wideband, ref.
2.83V into 8ohms), which improved
to 83dB when A-weighted. Interchannel crosstalk was buried beneath
the receiver's noise floor in the lower
midrange and below (fig3), but rose
gently in the midrange and treble due
to the usual capacitive coupling between channels.
Plotting the small-signal THD+

noise percentage against frequency
(fig.4) indicated that the MD 208 was
having to work hard both into low
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Magnum Dynalab MD 208, small-signal
10kHz squarewave into 8 ohms.
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Flg.1

Magnum Dynalab MD 208, volume
control at "40," frequency response
at (from top to bottom at 20kHz):
2.83V into dummy loudspeaker
load, 1W into 8 ohms, and 2W into
4 ohms (0.5dB/vertical div., right
channel dashed).

„.
Fig.3

Magnum Dynalab MD 208, channel
separation (R—L dashed).
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Magnum
speaker. So it allows for more natural
timbral accuracy ... there's a single
stage of feedback at the output stage of
only about 6dB.
"Sim also uses 4oz copper tracings
on the PC board. Most people usually
use a2oz pure copper tracing. It adds
more gauge to the actual PC board so
you can pass better dynamics through.
It also has an extremely reliable volume
attenuation, and it uses afiber-optic
encoder rather than amotorized potentiometer. That goes to amicroprocessor
that's shunted; it's basically amicroprocessor with aladder of resistors. And
that shunts it off the ground plate. So at
any given moment you have only asingle level of resistance on the ground
plate that controls volume. It makes for
avery short, sweet attenuation or avolume attenuation path. And it's not very
colored in terms of where you're at; all
it does is add resistance to the negative
point. It doesn't really depend on
where your volume is set to get that
sweet spot from apreamplifier, so your
timbres don't shift that much as you
increase or decrease volume."
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Fig.4 Magnum Dynalab MD 208, THD+noise
(%) vs frequency at (from top to
bottom at 4kHz): 2.83V into simulated
loudspeaker load, 4W into 2 ohms,
2W into 4 ohms, and 1W into 8 ohms
(right channel dashed).

Buyers remorse
Given the northern orientation of my
listening room, my proximity to the
George Washington Bridge, the iron
and steel frames of the prewar build-

Looking at the
MD 208's multipath
meter, it was clear why
my overall FM reception
is horrific beyond belief,
and why it's so difficult
for me to pull in
even the strongest
local stations.
ings in my immediate neighborhood,
the line-of-sight characteristics of your
basic FM signal, and my lack of suitable FM antenna, Iwas unable to per-

impedances and at high frequencies,
presumably due to the relatively low
level of loop negative feedback and
limited open-loop gain-bandwidth
product. Unusually, the level of distortion into our simulated loudspeaker load (see www.stereophile.
cotn/showarchives.cgi?60) was higher at high frequencies, which might
suggest some intolerance of loads
with awkward electrical phase angles
in this region.
At moderate levels, the Magnum's
distortion content was dominated by
the second harmonic (fig.5), but at
high powers (fig.6) the third harmon-

Dynalab

MD

208

form as thorough an evaluation of the
MD 208's FM tuner section as Iwould
have liked. Looking at the MD 208's
multipath meter, it was clear why my
overall FM reception is horrific beyond
belief, and why it's so difficult for me
to pull in even the strongest local stations. Have you ever tried pointing the
remote of your CD or TV at the wall
opposite the unit and gotten areflected
signal that activates your source's electronic eye just as well as adirect shot?
Well, that's analogous to what Iexperience with FM: indirect signals bounce
around and vie for the main focus, so
that most stations are afflicted with
ghosting and all manner of grunge.
So for judging such basic attributes
as stereo separation and selectivity and
signal/noise ratio, Imust defer to suburban guru and hardcore FM aficionado Larry Greenhill, who will offer his
take on the MD 208's FM package in
an upcoming issue.
As for the MD 208's integrated
amplifier section, I'd never experienced acomponent that was so dependent on along burn-in. People who

ic became predominant. You can also
see afull-wave rectified AC-supply
component at 120Hz in this graph.
The level of the 120Hz tone was
unaffected by changes in the grounding scheme between the receiver and
my Audio Precision System One test
gear —and yes, while it is relatively
low in level at about -78dB, it did
increase with decreasing load impedance. Despite the reduced highfrequency linearity, intermodulation
was acceptably low (fig.7). The punishing combination of 19kHz and
20kHz tones at an indicated 75W
RMS into 4ohms (just below visible
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Fig.5

Magnum Dynalab MD 208, IkHz
waveform at IOW into 8 ohms (top),
distortion and noise waveform with
fundamental notched out (bottom,
not to scale).
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Fig.6 Magnum Dynalab MD 208, spectrum of
50Hz sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 125W into
4 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Magnum Dynalab MD 208, HF
intermodulation spectrum, DC-24kHz,
19+20kHz at 75W into 4 ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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Magnum
noticed aremarkable degree of refinement and harmonic detail in the rendering of timbres and ambient information that drew me as deep into the
music as Ihave ever been. The MD
208 revealed an aura about Towner's
nylon-string pluckings, and atimbrai
complexity to Peacock's majestic bass
on "Opalesque," that made me sit up
and take notice — there was an inviting
sense of presence and acoustic realism
to the presentation that was eminently
vivid, without getting in my face.
While Iexperienced more speed
and forward presence from the Linn
Classik, and more rib-wrenching slam,
dynamic range, and top-end extension
from the Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista
combo, the MD 208 certainly didn't
suffer from rolled-off highs or apaucity of bass information. No, I'm talking
about astyle of presentation, as Idiscovered to my delight when exploring
the immense bass pulses and stereo
panning effects synthesist Malcolm
Cecil (aka Tonto's Expanding Head
Band) employs on "Jetsex," from 'Endo
Rides Again (Viceroy Vintage VIN
6036-2). There was plenty of bass
information, good pacing and drive,
lots of weight, and aproper sense of
scale. Idoubt any rock listener would
feel shortchanged.
But the cumulative sonic signature
of the MD 208's preamp and power
sections was more about tonal purity
than sheer punch. Ifound the MD
208 had good speed and dynamic
headroom, and put out plenty of realworld juice — and with apeak current
output of 30 amps and adamping factor of more than 100, it should prove
more than equal to any speaker load
you toss its way.
After some experimentation, I
ended up using apair of the very-lowcapacitance Synergistic Research Resolution Reference Mk.II transmissionline interconnects (with Discrete
Shielding) between the receiver and
the Sony SCD-777ES SACD player,
and toward the end of my listening
evaluations was rewarded for my
patience by the degree of intimacy I
experienced from advance CDs by guitarist John Scofield and Modern Jazz
Quartet pianist John Lewis.
Scofield's Works for Me (Verve 314
549 281-2) features, among other players, the inspired pairing of drummer
Billy Higgins and bassist Christian
McBride. "Heel to Toe" begins with
strolling bass and drums; there's enormous air and separation between Higgins' different drums and cymbals,
Rereophile, January 2001
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Conclusions
The Magnum Dynalab MD 208
Discrete Audio Receiver is a nocompromise high-end design that I
could easily live with over the long
haul. Save for odd details such as the
speaker terminal posts not fully
accepting bananas, once I'd broken it
in to my satisfaction, Ihad few quibbles. It accommodated any number of
musical styles, though it really shone
on acoustic music. There was asweetness and grace to the MD 208's laidback style of music reproduction —
The MD 208 offers
smooth and refined, though not withremote volume, balance
out guts and gusto.
Sometimes the midrange of solidand input controls, and
state amps can be atad cool —plenty
of refinement and resolution but not
aworld-class tuner
much character. Not the MD 208. The
Magnum Dynalab's output stage mirso good it compels you
rored its tuner's dulcet, maple-glazed
character with awarm, open presentato listen to FM.
tion that struck me as ahappy balance
between tube-like euphony and solidstate detail. Ikeep hearing the word
processed interaction of an acoustic "lush" when grasping for adjectives,
but Idon't want to suggest anything
bass fiddle and afine tube mike.
opaque about the sound: it was very
John Lewis's Evolution 2 (Atlantic
83313-2) takes over where the first clear and extended on top while
adding no bite of its own.
chapter of his acclaimed audiophile
The more Ithink about it, the more
trilogy left off—with as beautiful a
the MD 208 reminds me of the classic
depiction of the interactions between
an acoustic piano and an acoustic YBA Intégré integrated amplifier,
which is saying amouthful: warm and
space as I've ever heard on disc. It was
open, refined and extended, punchy
beyond intimate — it was as if they
and polite, the YBA gives you 50Wpc
were playing just for me. The MD
and alovely phono stage for $2395.
208's representation of acoustic cues
and inner details was honest and The MD 208 is also ahigh-current
device, but offers double the power,
effortless, and Iwas shocked at how
remote volume, balance and input confar back into perfect blackness Icould
trols, and (instead of aphono stage) a
follow the closing chords, the tendrils
of overtones and reverb trails of world-class tuner so good it compels you
"December, Remember." Talk about to listen to FM —all for $2975. That's a
lot of bang for the buck.
open sesame.

each individual component beautifully
detailed, yet coherent as afamily sound;
the degree of acoustic detail in the timbral realism of McBride's bass was
stunning, as was the sense of acoustic
space delineating his image from the
other instruments. Many systems
would make his bass sound as if it was
recorded direct; through the MD 208,
I felt as if Iwas hearing the un-

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Rega Planar 3
turntable with RI3300 tonearm and
Grado Reference Master cartridge.
Digital source: Sony SCD-777ES
SACD player, California Audio Labs
CL-20 DVD/CD player.
Preamplification: Musical Fidelity
Nu-Vista and Blue Circle B3 Galatea
preamplifiers, Musical Fidelity XLP2 dual-mono phono preamplifier.
Power amplifiers: Musical Fidelity
Nu-Vista 300, Mesa Baron.
Integrated amplifiers: Mesa
Tigris, Linn Classik, NAD L-40.
Loudspeakers: Joseph RM7si.

Cables: Synergistic Research interconnects: Resolution Reference
MLR Designer's Reference (with
Discrete Shielding). Speaker: JPS
Labs Superconductor 2. AC: JPS
Labs Power AC outlet centers, Kaptavator, Designer's Reference2 Master Couplers.
Accessories: Shakti Stones, PolyCrystal Cones, Signal Guard II Isolation Stand (turntable), Argent
Room Lens, EchoBusters Bass
Busters, EchoBusters Absorptive
and Diffusive Panels.
—Chip Stern
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Audio Research VTV200
monoblock power amplifier

T

he VTM200 is the first Audio
Research power amplifier I've
reviewed. It took me 13 years, and
ultimately I'm glad I'd put that much
mileage on my reviewing odometer
before tackling what turned out to be a
most difficult assignment.
At $13,990/pair, the 200W VTM200
is the baby of ARC's monoblock line,
below the Reference 300 and $40,000
Reference 600 Mk.II. The VTM200
weighs 75 lbs — light enough for one
person to carry, but still massive and
imposing. Iput the amps on Target
stands, each of which has aSymposium
Acoustics constrained-layer-damped
board in place of the usual piece of
wood. Then Iput three of the large
Walker Valid Points and discs under
each amp. ARC suggests using adedicated 15-amp line for each channel or a
20A line for apair; Iused the latter, with
aseparate line for the preamp and assodated front-end equipment.
Introducing the New ARC VTM200
monoblock power amplifier
A week into the review, afax arrived
from Audio Research explaining the
VTM200's circuitry: low-noise, directcoupled JFETs followed by asingle
6N1P tube amplifying stage, then a
pair of triode 6L6GC cathode-follower
drivers, and finally three pairs of 6550
output tubes. The power supply features 438 joules of energy storage, with
screen voltage for the output stage provided by two 6AS7 regulator tubes driven by another 6N1P. If all that means
anything to you. To me, it means that
the ARC, like my reference Musical
Fidelity Nu-Vista 300, is ahybrid. But
the Nu-Vista goes the opposite route,
using aNuvistor input tube and solidstate output.
Tightly packed
As with other current products from
Audio Research, you have to work for
your sonic supper: Ihad to remove 20
screws from each VTM200 so Icould
insert the 12 carefully marked tubes into
their sockets. The tubes come cradled in
styrofoam blocks crammed into spaces
between circuit boards and the output
Stereophile, January 2001
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Audio Research VTM200 monoblock power amplifier

transformer. Ihad to be very careful
when pulling the blocks out lest Icatch
aheatsink and yank atransistor off the
board. Transistor? In atube amp? Yes,
there are afew, including direct-coupled
JFETs in the input stage.
Once the tubes were in place, the
covers screwed back on, the balanced
XLR connectors snapped in, the speakers connected to the very nicely
machined, highly torqueable custom Sway binding posts, and the heavy-duty

Description: Hybrid transistorinput/vacuum tube-output monoblock power amplifier. Tube complement: three matched pairs 6550C,
one matched pair 6L6GC, one
matched pair 6AS7G, two 6N1P. Output power: 200W continuous,
20Hz-20kHz (23dBW). Power bandwidth: 10Hz-200kHz. Frequency response: 0.5Hz-240kHz, -3dB points
at IW. THD: typically 0.5% at 200W,
<0.02% at 1W. Input sensitivity: 1.7V
RMS balanced for rated output (27dB
voltage gain into 8 ohms). Input
impedance: 200k ohms balanced.

AC cords plugged in, Iwas ready to fire
up the VTM200s. A two-speed fan
whirred almost silently, arelay clicked,
and Iwas almost ready to play music.
Almost? Before listening, Ilet the
amps warm up for ahalf hour, then
checked the bias on the output tubes.
ARC makes this easy, via arear-mounted, seven-position selector switch and
LED readout: Select the tube, read the
bias, and adjust it if necessary with a
small screwdriver. All tubes were in the

Slew rate: 40V/ps. Risetime: 1.2ps.
Hum & noise: <0.2mV RMS, 109dB
below rated output (IHF-A weighted,
input shorted, 16 ohm output).
Dimensions: 19" W by 8.75" H by
19.5" D. Weight: 74 lbs.
Price: 86995/each, 813,990/pair.
Approximate number of dealers: 60.
Warranty: 3years parts & labor, 90
days tubes.
Manufacturer: Audio Research,
3900 Annapolis Lane North, Plymouth, MN 55447-5447. Tel: (763)
577-9700. Fax: (763) 577-0323.
Web: www.audioresearch.com.
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correct range and remained there for
the entire review period.
Work those variables
Standard review procedure means you
substitute anew component for your
reference. But Ihad to juggle at least
two additional variables so Icould listen
to the $13,990/pair VTM200 hybrid
monoblocks, and that made the floor
under my feet move more than once
during the time Ispent with them.
The VTM200's input is balanced
only, and while my Ayre K-1 xpreamplifier offers both balanced and singleended outputs, I'd previously been able
to use it only single-ended, which the
designer of the Ayre says might not
sound quite as good; besides, there's
less gain. Irun single-ended Yamamura 6000 interconnects. The only balanced cable Ihad was so old it was
growing hair, and I'd never used it. But

it was all Ihad, and in it went until
some newer cables showed up.
So when Iput the VTM200s in my
system, was Ihearing the amplifiers?
The preamp finally performing up to
its potential? Old cables? Or all three?
All three, of course. Nonetheless, I
went in confident that, in the end, I'd
be able to sort out the variables and
get to the heart of what the VTM200
was all about.
First Impressions
Ibegan with two CD-Rs I'd made
using the Rockport System III Sirius
turntable, and the results were mixed.
On the plus side, the ARC VTM200s
produced abig, firm, three-dimensional picture. I'd never heard the Sonus
Faber Amati Homage loudspeakers
sound so rock-solid and well-focused,
particularly the "phantom center
image": the sensation oía third speaker

Research

VTM200

was unusually tangible, extending from
the floor to mid—room height. The presentation had weight, solidity, dimensionality, and presence. Overall, there
was greater midbass weight than Iwas
used to with my reference Musical
Fidelity Nu-Vista 300 power amp, and
a more intense sense of the music
breaking free from the speakers. But,
according to my notes, bass was "kind
of rubbery" and "not in time with the
rest of the music."
Ifound the top end to be brighter and
"faster" than Iexpected from atube
amp, but along with the brightness came
an open, airy, and extremely detailed top
without etch or sharpness. But it was
bright and atrace hard, and along with it
came accentuation of tape hiss, surface
noise on LPs, and peaky microphones
and "ciigititis" on poorly mastered CDs.
These amps were showing no mercy to
the recordings or to my ears.

Measurements
Iinade sure the bias currents had all
been properly set after an hour's
warmup before Istarted testing the
Audio Research VTM200. The
amplifier was non-inverting and appeared to be wired with pin 2of its
XLR jack wired as "hot," the modern
convention. Its input impedance was
avery high 185k ohms and its voltage
gain into 8 ohms measured ahigh
30.2dB from the 16 ohm outputtransformer tap, 27.5dB from the 8
ohm tap, and alow 24.8dB from the 4
ohm tap. Its output impedance also
varied according to which tap was
used: a reasonably low 0.35 ohm
from the 4ohm tap, rising to 0.6 ohm
from the 8ohm tap and 1ohm from
the 16 ohm tap.
As aresult, there will be amoderate amount of interaction between
the VTM200's source impedance and
the manner in which aloudspeaker's
load impedance varies with frequency. This can be seen in fig.1, which
shows the frequency response measured at the 8 ohm output driving
both resistive loads and our simulated
two-way loudspeaker load. The
response varies by ±0.45dB with the
latter, decreasing to i-03dB with the 4
ohm tap but increasing to ±0.65dB
from the 16 ohm tap. These variations
will all be audible.
Fig.1 shows that the response
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extends to very high frequencies for a
tube amplifier, the output from the 8
ohm transformer tap being just
1.75dB down at 200kHz, atribute to
the designer of the amplifier's transformer. This decreased to —12dB at
200kHz from the 4 ohm tap and
increased to —32dB from the 16 ohm
tap. Accordingly, the VTM200's reproduction of a10kHz squarewave
(fig2) featured very short risetimes.
The lkHz squarewave (not shown)
was ideally square in shape, without a
hint of overshoot.
The A-weighted signal/noise ratio
(ref. 1W into 8ohms) was superb at
95dB, although this did decrease to a
still excellent 832dB with awideband, non-weighted measurement.
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Distortion levels were also low, but
increased with transformer tap
impedance and the greater the degree
of mismatch between that tap and the
load. Fig.3, for example, shows the
small-signal THD+noise percentage
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Fig.? Audio Research VTM200, small-signal
10kHz squarewave into 8 ohms.
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Fig.1

p
Audio Research VTM200 (8 ohm tap),
frequency response at (from top to
bottom at 2kHz): 2.83V into dummy
loudspeaker load, 1W into 8 ohms,
2W into 4 ohms, and 4W into 2 ohms
(0.5dB/vertical div.).

,•

Fig.3 Audio Research VTM200 (8 ohm tap),
THD+noise (%) vs frequency at (from
top to bottom at 2kHz): 4W into
2 ohms, 2W into 4 ohms, 1W into
8 ohms, and 2.83V into simulated
loudspeaker load.
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Ithought the upper midrange somewhat thin and underdeveloped — surprising for atube amp — though the
upper bass/lower midrange sounded
"gorgeous" and rich compared to my
reference. But the liquidity, transparency, and musical cohesion my system
exhibited with the Hovland HP-100
preamp and the Musical Fidelity NuVista 300 was nowhere to be found. My
notes: "antiseptic and somewhat disjointed." Still, Iwas impressed by the
VTM200s' startling dynamic authority
and weight, and by the focus and clarity
with which they delivered back-of-thehall detail from familiar recordings.
There was impressive dynamic and
rhythmic control and superb instrumental focus and three-dimensionality,
despite the rubbery bass. But the tonal
picture screamed "hi-fi," not "music."
The real sonic story wasn't being told,
and Iwas determined to hear it.

It was a week in which Ifound
myself pulling out big, dynamic,
closely miked recordings like the
Count Basie Big Band's Farmers' Market Barbecue (Analogue Productions
APJ 023), awonderful-sounding LP
reissue of a1982 Pablo original. And
for some reason Igot into aBernard
Herrmann mood — Idusted off the
Mercury Golden Import soundtrack
to Vertigo (SR1 75117) and the London
Phase 4of Obsession (SPC21160), both
forceful, well-focused LPs. Ifigured
that, while waiting for some highly
regarded cables to arrive, instead of
forcing myself to listen to the same
old references on which Ialways rely
to make comparisons ...I'd play. I
ended up listening to recordings that
showed off the VTM200s' strong spatial and dynamic performance. It was
an exciting stretch of listening, but
somewhat off-putting.

Cables, Cables, and More Cables
This review drove it home to me big
time: Cables are important, and even
more important is getting good cable
advice from someone who knows and
understands the gear you're using.
Jonathan Scull put me in touch with
anumber of cable manufacturers who
were happy to send me samples, and
boxes began arriving about a week
after Iput the amps in the system.
First to arrive were the Analysis Plus
Oval 9speaker cables, intended for an
upcoming review of an integrated
amplifier. Ineed long speaker cables,
and Analysis Plus sent a20' pair in
addition to an 8' pair.
With the short pair in the system, the
overall tonal picture improved considerably, though the bass was still out of
whack with the rest of the music and I
still didn't feel the system was exhibiting
the musical cohesiveness and trans-

Measurements

plotted against frequency from the 8
ohm tap. The distortion into 8ohms
is below 0.1% over most of the
audioband, rising slightly in the top
two octaves (as is often the case with

Fig.4 Audio Research VTM200 (4 ohm tap),
ikHz waveform at 2.7W into 4ohms
(top), distortion and noise waveform
with fundamental notched out
(bottom, not to scale).

amplifiers using only moderate
amounts of loop negative feedback).
Note that each halving of the load
impedance doubles the level of distortion. However, with the simulated
load, which has an impedance often
well above 8 ohms, the distortion
drops to 0.02% at times, which suggests that the output-transformer tap
should be chosen to match the lowest
impedance of the user's speaker
rather than its average impedance.
The lowest distortion overall was
achieved from the 4ohm tap. Fig.4,
taken at 2.7W into 4ohms, with just
0.06% of THD, shows that the distortion under these circumstances was
primarily second harmonic. Fig.5 reveals that as the load impedance drops
below the nominal tap impedance,
third and higher harmonics appear.

(The distortion level for this graph,
taken at 8W into 4ohms from the 16
ohm tap, was 028%) This is confirmed by fig.6, aspectral analysis of
the 4-ohm tap output at 69W into 4
ohms. Some AC-supply components
can also be seen in this graph, though
these are at low levels. The lkHz difference component with the demanding 19+20kHz twin-tone test (fig.7)
was higher than I'd expected, at 02%,
and the spectral fines are alittle "furry,"
perhaps from power-supply components. The RMS power level for this
graph was 90W into 4ohms from the
4ohm tap (just below the onset of visible clipping on an oscilloscope).
Audio Research emphasizes that
the VTM200 must be driven in balanced mode. Ichecked what happened to the distortion when the
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Fig.5 Audio Research V170200 (16 ohm tap),
IkHz waveform at 8W into 4ohms
(top), distortion and noise waveform
with fundamental notched out
(bottom, not to scale).
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Fig.6 Audio Research VTM200 (4 ohm tap),
spectrum of 50Hz sinewave, DC-1 kHz,
at 69W into 4ohms (linear frequency
scale).
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Fig.7 Audio Research VTM200 (4 ohm tap),
HF intermodulation spectrum,
DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at 90W into
4ohms (linear frequency scale).
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parency that I've heard from far less
expensive assemblages of equipment.
But with the Analysis Plus cables Ifelt
that the surprising high-frequency
extension the VTM200 showed was
more of an asset than aliability. The
extension remained, but the clinical
brightness was somewhat tempered.
With the ARCs, Ipreferred the Analysis
Plus Oval 9s to my long-term reference,
the Yamamura 6000s.
Next to arrive was apackage from
Harmonic Technology. Ihad spoken
with company president Jim Wang,
who offered to send a20' pair of balanced Pro-Silway II interconnects, a
1.5m pair to run between my processor
and preamp, and an 8' pair of Pro-9
speaker cables. Iwas more interested in
putting some good interconnects
between the amp and preamp than in
getting involved with more speaker
cables, but Iagreed to give them alisten.

amplifier was driven with an unbalanced signal via an RCA-to-XLR
adapter —it went through the roof!
Finally, as the VTM200's balanced
speaker output was not happy with
the Miller Audio Research Amplifier
Profiler's unbalanced and grounded
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Fig.8 Audio Research VTM200 (16 ohm tap),
distortion (%) vs continuous output
power into (from bottom to top
at 10W): 8 ohms and 4 ohms.

Wang wasn't finished. He suggested
that Ilisten as well to the company's
Magic Woofer speaker cables: separate

The ARC VTM200 was
musically generous,
powerful, rhythmically
forceful, and "fast."
runs for plus and ground on each channel. Irolled my eyes as he told me that
anumber of his dealers felt that the
Magic was the cable to use with Audio
Research tube amps. "Okay, okay, I'll
give 'em ashot."
Cable Changes Everything
With Harmonic Technology ProSilway II interconnect in place of the

input, Itested the amplifier's output
power only with continuous sinewave drive. Figs.8, 9, and 10, taken
from the 16 ohm, 8ohm, and 4ohm
output-transformer taps, respectively,
show that the VTM200 slightly
exceeds its specified power at our
standard 1% THD+N "clipping"
point, provided the tap is exactly
matched to the load. (Ignore the
"sawtooth" effect in these graphs,
which is due to the Audio Precision
System One's autoscaling.)
All in all, this is respectable measured performance from amodern
tube amplifier design. There is no
real indication of why MF found it
fussy with respect to cables, or why
both of us found its balance to lie on
the bright side of neutral.
—John Atkinson
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Fig.9 Audio Research VTM200 (8 ohm tap),
distortion (%) vs continuous output
power into (from bottom to top at
10W): 8 ohms, 4 ohms, and 2 ohms.
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4.10 Audio Research VTM200 (4 ohm tap),
distortion (%) vs continuous output
power into (from bottom to top at
10W): 8ohms, 4ohms, and 2ohms.
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old cable, there was a significant
change: The bass firmed up and
rejoined the music, the midrange took
on aricher, more full-bodied texture,
and the top remained extended,
detailed, and ultra-revealing, but not
quite as bright.
Later, Iinserted the Harmonic Technology Pro-9 speaker cables, and things
improved even further in the same
directions. Finally, Isubstituted Harmonic Tech's Magic Woofer speaker
cables, which are intended for full-range
use and for the woofer half of abiamped or biwired system.
The sound had grown more musically satisfying with each cable upgrade,
but with the Magic Woofer cable, the
system finally began to communicate
the music's emotional center — though
still not as effectively as the Hovland/Nu-Vista 300 combo had effortlessly the first time Iheard it. It was as if
aswitch had been thrown. Iknow that
sounds abit dramatic, but it was unmistakable, and was reinforced when I
tried another expensive set of interconnect/speaker cables, then one more
"reasonably" priced. Neither of those
sets was able to pull it all together as
well as the Harmonic Tech cables — at
least with the ARC VTM200s.
Ihave never heard so cable-dependent an amplifier. Perhaps the
VTM200's sensitivity has to do with its
claimed extended bandwidth of
200kHz, which indicates an output
transformer of extremely high quality.
But no doubt: with the Amati Homages
and the Ayre K-1 x, the VTM200
monoblocks sounded best with the
Harmonic Technology Pro-Silway II/
Magic Woofer combo. That's what I
used for the review.
A Big Sound
The ARC VTM200 was musically
generous, powerful, rhythmically
forceful, and "fast." Nothing warm or
mellow about it, but, with the right
cable, it could sound very coherent,
harmonically and rhythmically, with
fast, snappy, very cleanly rendered
transients. It possessed tremendous
drive and authority. The bottom end
was very, very solid and wellcontrolled, with fine renderings of kick
drums and acoustic bass. The lower
mids to mids had the airy give of a
good tube amp, while Ifound the
upper mids and lower highs to be
slightly opaque and somewhat lacking
in liquidity. The top end was dead
quiet, airy, open, and detailed, with a
slight bit of dryness.
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Cables: Harmonic Technology & Analysis Plus
hile the Harmonic Technology cables worked best with
W
the Audio Research VTM200s, that

of copper. The braided outer shield
is pure-silver-plated copper. Insulation is either Teflon tape or airdoesn't mean they're the best cables foamed PE (polyethylene with air
I've ever heard, because Ihaven't bubbles as the main dielectric). The
heard them with any other ampli- balanced or single-ended plugs are
fiers or associated gear. Nor does it "NASA grade" (audiophiles in
mean that the other cables Iwas space?). A 1m balanced pair costs
sent, which I've decided not to men- $439, or $399 single-ended; add
tion for now, are not as good. It $240 per additional stereo 1m pair.
could be that Harmonic Tech's An 8' quadruple set (each + and Magic Woofer speaker cables or run per pair is aseparate cable) of
Magic
Woofer
Pro-Silway II balspeaker cables is
anced
interconWhat Ifind
$2000, with each
nects rolled off the
additional 1' quad
VTM200's top end
fascinatin gis that
run costing $250
or warmed up the
(with spade lugs or
midrange. Idon't
Idid my listening
locking
banana
know, but Ihope
plugs).
to find out by using
without paying
For more on
the speaker cables
Harmonic Techattentio nto the
with other amplinology, try www.
fiers and trying the
technolo gy or the
harmonictech.com.
single-ended interThe bad news is
connects.
metals used
the cost of the
Harmonic TechHarmonic Technology is aCalifor[in the cables].
nology
Magic
nia company that
Woofer speaker
was founded in
1998 to take advantage of an cable. The good news is that Analy"amazing discovery in the field of sis Plus Oval 9copper cable costs
metallurgy" that eliminates "crys- $299/8' pair, and it's excellent —it
talline barrier distortion." Their outperformed my (very expensive
words. These "barriers," they claim, but no longer available) Yamamura
"cause outright distortion, modify- 6000 with the VTM200s. Iundering the signal and adding agrainy, stand that the silver version
harsh, or muffled sound, lacking in ($499/8' pair) is also supposed to be
true detail... because the electron abargain for how it's made and for
flow consists of very complex har- what it delivers sonically. The holmonically structured data packets, low oval cable was designed by
and the collision of these data pack- "physicists and engineers who
ets with the crystalline barriers helped NASA [more audiophiles in
destroys the original signal's purity space?], Motorola, Mitsubishi, and
others." According to the Analysis
and coherence."
Iwouldn't know. Harmonic Tech Plus literature, all members of the
uses apatented "Single Crystal cop- design team "hold advanced
per" in all of their cables. The Pro- degrees in Electrical Engineering or
Silway II Iused is the top of their Physics, and our specialty is the art
regular line, below the Magic line. of computer simulation." Their
What Ifind fascinating is that Idid brochure includes an impressive list
my listening without paying atten- of clients and work they've done for
tion to the technology or the metals them, as well as abibliography of
used. Lately, I've consistently papers submitted by staff members.
For more on Analysis Plus, includfavored copper/silver hybrid cables.
The Pro-Silway II is a bi-metal ing computer simulations of cable
hybrid of two filaments of 7N-pure behavior: www.analysis-plus.com.
—Michael Fretner
(99.99997) silver and two filaments
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But don't forget the other variable:
the Ayre K-1 x. If you go back and
read last September's review of the
Audio Research Reference Two line
stage, you'll appreciate what would
appear to be the tight, jigsaw-puzzle
sonic fit between the Ref. Two's slight
warmth and its bit of softness on top
and the tonal balance of these
monoblocks. Ifelt obliged to hear
these amplifiers with the Reference
Two, both because Ithink their sound
has been tailored to fit the preamp,
and because Isuspect it will be part of
the system most Audio Research dealers will use to demo them.
Enter the Ref. Two
Fortunately, the sample of the Reference Two Ihad reviewed was still in
New York, spending time in Jonathan Scull's system, so Iwas able to
get it back and substitute it for the
Ayre K-lx. After two days of extended listening Ifound that the combination featured the expected improvements: slightly more weight and
warmth on bottom, though the amps
hardly were in need of that, and abit
more of the expected "give" and
warmth on top.
The payoff was an even more
dynamic, more exciting and detailed
sonic picture. The combo created an
enormous soundstage that maintained
proportionality as it grew in size.
Image solidity and three dimensionality became "Viewlex-like." The combo
rendered The Band's eponymous
album better than I've ever heard it,
though as the album, recorded in
Sammy Davis Jr.'s poolside cabaña,
was known for its murk, the
VTM200's high-frequency character
was aperfect match.
Ispent one evening playing well
recorded rock LPs such as Tom Petty's
Full Moon Fever, and even Fleetwood
Mac's Rumors on aplain vanilla Reprise
pressing, which is the best —and I've
heard all the contenders! Iconcluded
that this system was an absolute stunner in terms of sheer power, dynamic
expression, imaging, low-level retrieval
of detail, and rhythmic tautness. The
presentation was exciting, bracing, and
invigorating. It was the kind of sound
you can just stay up and listen to late
into the night. And Idid.
The next session, after asufficient
warm-up, Ihit the classical shelves and
Iplayed an evening's worth of orchestral and solo music on LP (using both
original pressings and reissues) and
CD. In the end, while the insertion of
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the Reference Two gave strings
greater suppleness and warmth, Istill
found the presentation on the dry, analytical side. Classic's 45rpm edition of
7Iw Royal Ballet, Gala Permances has
intoxicating string sound. Though the
overall presentation was nothing short
of "visually" spectacular, Icouldn't get
the delicacy and bloom I'd hoped for
from this recording.
Ihad to conclude: If you're looking
for "lush," you've come to the wrong
place. The VTM200 was ruthless and
revealing on top. It was not asoftening
or homogenizing agent. And, as John
Atkinson noticed when he gave the
amps alisten before taking them back
to Brooklyn for measurements, they
seemed to put surface noise in the
same image space as the music, which
made them somewhat less attractive
when listening to vinyl that was anything less than mint.
However, with good vinyl and goodsounding CDs, and with the right associated equipment and cables, these amps
put on agreat show. When everything
was right, tracks like Peter Case's
superbly recorded "Put Down the
Gun," from The Man with the PostModem Fragmented Neo-Traditionalist Blue
Guitar (Geffen GHS 24238), had
everything: tremendous kick-drum
weight and authority, snares that
snapped and cracked as they do live,
and bright but sweetly shimmering
cymbals. The acoustic and electric guitars had just the right mix of body and
pick on string, and asensation of "digging" on strummed strings that any
guitarist would recognize as real.
On Walk With Me, asuperb-sounding

gospel recording by the Arc Choir
(Mapleshade 04132), the spread of the
group across the stage and the immediacy of the massed vocals and handclaps
raised the hairs on my neck — which
let me know that the system was really
communicating the music. Until I'd
optimized the system with the right
cables, that hadn't happened. Still,

This system was
an absolute stunner
in terms of sheer power,
dynamic expression,
imaging, low-level
retrieval of detail, and
rhythmic tautness.
using the Ayre preamp, there was
more of an unnatural physical edge to
the vocal images and the handclaps
than Iwould have preferred, though
there was greater detail than I'd been
used to (and more obvious tape hiss
from this analog recording).
Jackson Browne's debut album, Saturate Before Using (Asylum SD 5051), was
stunning through the VTM200s. The
background singers on "Dr. My Eyes"
appeared as individuals in three-dimensional space as I'd not heard them
before, and Jesse Davis' electric guitar
popped dynamically from the left
speaker with startling clarity. I've
always regarded this as asomewhat dull

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Simon Yorke, Rega
P3 turntables; Graham 2.0, Immedia
RPM2, Rega RB300 tonearms; Lyra
Parnassus D.C.t, Grado Statement,
Lyra Helikon cartridges.
Digital source: Audio Alchemy
DDS•Pro CD transport, DTI•Pro 32
resolution enhancer, EAD DSP9000
Mk3 HDCD D/A processor, Musical Fidelity X-Ray CD player.
Prearnplification: Ayre K-1 and
Audio Research Reference Two preamplifiers, Audio Research Reference phono section.
Loudspeakers: Sonus Faber Amati
Homage, Audio Physic Rhea subwoofer.
Cables: Interconnects: Hovland
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Music Groove DIN/RCA, Yamamura Millennium 6000, Harmonic
Technology Pro-Silway II balanced.
Speaker: Yamamura Millennium
6000, Analysis Plus Oval 9, Harmonic Technology Magic Woofer.
AC: JPS Labs Electra-Glide, Sledgehammer.
Accessories: PS Audio Power Plant
P300, Sounds of Silence Vibraplane
active isolation platform, Walker
motor drives, Finite Elemente
Pagode and Zoethecus equipment
stands, A.R.T. Q dampers, Walker
Valid Points, ASC Tube Traps, Shakti Stones, Shalcti On-Lines, and RPG
BAD and Abffusor panels.
—Michael Fremer

Research
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recording; the detail and crystalline
clarity the ARCs brought to the top
end served as aperfect complement.
Debussy's Images for Orchestra
(Charles Munch/Boston Symphony,
RCA/Classic LSC-2282, LP), which
positively glowed through the Hovland/Musical Fidelity combo, had a
slightly drier quality. The VTM200s'
rendition was equally enticing, with a
greater sensation of the hall space but a
drier and less lush orchestral presentation. The amps' ability to layer instruments front to back while suggesting
the arc of their placement on the stage
was as effective as I've heard in my
room with the Amatis, and held true
for all of the well-recorded classical
albums Iauditioned.
In short, Iended up enjoying my
time with the VTM200s but wishing
for abit more ... something.
Conclusion
No one in his or her right mind would
spend $14,000 on a pair of
monoblocks based only on a rave
review, and this hasn't been exactly a
rave. Nonetheless, Ihope this mixed
review will not stop anyone interested
from auditioning this powerful amplifier. It has agreat deal to offer, especially in terms of orchestral weight,
dynamic authority, and resolution of
detail, and, Isuspect, might have more
to offer in association with other electronics and loudspeakers and cables.
I've heard Audio Research's
superb-sounding VT100 Mk.II and
VT200 stereo amplifiers in avariety
of systems using non-ARC preamps
both tube and solid-state, and the
VTM200 shares asimilar sonic signature — except for its top end, which
seemed to be somewhat out of touch
with the rest of the spectrum. If you
don't need this much brute force and
don't want to spend this much, I'd
suggest checking those less expensive
amps out as well.
Even with cables that seemed to
reconnect the top with the rest and
flesh out the midrange somewhat, I
had a problem with the sound of
strings, which were frequently thin
and rarely sensuous, even on recordings well known for superb string
tone. In any case, the VTM200
demands very careful component and
cable matching to sound its best, and
its tonal balance —at least in my system — suggests that it was designed to
be used with Audio Research's own
Reference Two line stage, or asimilarly rich-sounding preamplifier.
MI
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"Each note recreated by the Ayre had more integrity than Ihave ever
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Classé CAM 350
monoblock power amplifier
II

B

ecareful what you wish for,
or you just might get it."
My mother's words
echoed in my ears as Iunboxed Classé
Audio's CAM 350 monoblock amplifiers, and Icouldn't help but smile. I've
been using Magnepan loudspeakers on
and off for the past 20 years, most often
matching them with tube amps —VTL,
for example, or perhaps VAC, Sonic
Frontiers, or Audio Research. As good as
these systems have been, what Ialways
inevitably found myself wishing for was
"a really good, big solid-state amp."
Aladdin's Lamp?
At 350W — or 700W into the Magnepan 3.6/R's 4 ohm load — Ifigured
the Classé CAM 350 should be able to
grant my wish. Plus, the CAM 350 is
no rough-around-the-edges bruiser,
but a smooth, highly sophisticated
design incorporating the very latest in
circuit and device developments.
According to Classé, the CAM 350's
design and topology were carefully
optimized for speed as much as for
brute-force current delivery, and
reflect everything the company learned
while developing their statement
amplifier, the Omega.
As in the Omega, the CAM 350's
amplification block uses several types of
devices, and acircuit designed to optimize and combine the strengths of each.
The block starts with a pair of lowdistortion JFETs as an input, used for
their extremely low noise and speed.
Next are a bank of MOSFETs, again
selected for their speed and low noise,
and biased to avoid crossover distortion.
However, Classes MOSFETs of choice
don't have the necessary current capacity for an amp like the CAM 350, so
they're used only as apre-driver, to feed
abank of high-current bipolar transistors — Sanken's very latest fiat-pack
devices, to be specific — which functions as the output stage.
Also like the Omega, the CAM 350
is a truly differential, balanced circuit
from input to output. It uses 16 output
devices per channel, like the Omega,
but a smaller version of Classé's new
UHC Transfer power-supply topograStereophile, January 2001

Classé CAM 350 monoblock power amplifier

phy. Where the Omega is fed by amassive, 2500kVA toroidal transformer, the
CAM 350 uses asmaller but still massive 1200kVA unit. The Omega operates in class-A mode up to 110Wpc and
class-AB after that. In comparison, the
CAM 350 runs on class-A up to 80W,
then switches to AB.
What's also noticeable, when peek-

Description: Solid-state monoblock
power amplifier. Output power:
350W into 8ohms (25.4dBIN), 700W
into 4 ohms (2.4dBW). Frequency
response: 20Hz-20kHz, ±0.I dB. S/N
ratio: 135dBR. THD+N: 0.004%.
Input sensitivity: 1.3V for full-rated
output Input impedance: 75k ohms.
Output impedance: 0.017 ohm.
Dimensions: 12.75" (320mm) W by
12.25" (310mm) H by 18.25"

ing into the CAM 350's insides, is the
absence of gigantic capacitors. Classé's
approach, enabled by recent improvements in capacitor design and materials,
is to use a large number of small, fast
capacitors instead of asmaller number
of large ones. 'The rationale is simple:
smaller capacitors charge and release
energy more quickly, so smaller capaci-

(464mm) D. Weight: 76 lbs (34.6kg).
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
01B0049, 0160050.
Price: $7000/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 125. Warranty: 5
years.
Manufacturer: Classé Audio, 5070
François Cusson, Lachine, Quebec
H8T 163, Canada. Tel: (514) 6366384. Fax: (514) 636-1428. Web:
www.classeaudio.com.
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tors mean afaster, cleaner circuit.
The execution is enough to take an
audiophile/engineer's breath away. The
power transformer occupies the front
half of the chassis, but the rear is filled
with astack of four horizontal circuit
boards, shaped to precisely nestle in
around the transformer. These boards
house the power supply, input, pre-driver,
protection, and switching circuits. The
output stages are housed on four more
boards: two parallel sets of two piggybacked boards each, situated vertically
up against the rear panel, which is itself
an extruded-aluminum heatsink. All of
the boards arc as much industrial art as
electronic devices: They're beautifully
laid out, with thick, heavy traces, and
populated with a dazzling array of
super-premium hardware.
The superb execution carries over to

the outside. Everything about the CAM
350 oozes aMercedes-like sense of
class and solidity, from the 1
/
2"-thick
satin-finished aluminum faceplate and

Everything about the
CAM 350 oozes a
Mercedes-like sense of
class and solidity.
softly chamfered corner towers to the
stout, gold-plated speaker terminals.
Hookup and operation are simple. In
addition to the speaker terminals, the
rear panel includes high-quality RCA
and XLR input jacks for balanced and
single-ended inputs, aremovable AC

cord, and I/O jacks for Classé's IR
switching system.
The front panel, too, is simple, with
only apower switch and asmall LED
indicating the amp's status. During
startup, the front-panel LED blinks
red until the unit stabilizes, at which
point it switches to steady red. A fully
automatic mute circuit protects the
unit (and the speakers) during turnon and in the event of unfortunate
incidents such as shorted outputs.
When the protection circuit is
tripped, the LED switches to green,
and the unit is completely muted.
Turning the amp off, then on again
restores normal operation.
Is there aGenie in the Lamp?
The CAM 350s arrived midway
through my August 2000 review of the

Measurements

A

sis usual with Stereophikes tests
of amplifiers, Isoak-tested the
Classé CAM 350 by running it for
an hour at one-third power before
performing any further tests. At the
end of this period, its heatsinks were
way too hot to touch, as was the rear
of the chassis, which suggests that
the amplifier's thermal capacity is
optimistically specified. This probably won't be aproblem unless you
use the CAM 350 for sustained
high-power use with notoriously
low-impedance speakers like the
Thiel CS5.
When Itested the unbalanced
input, Iused ashorting strap to tie
pins 1 and 3 of the XLR input
together. The unbalanced input impedance was ahigh 100k ohms, the
balanced 200k ohms. The voltage
gain into 8ohms was the saine with
both inputs: ahigh 30dB. The amplifier didn't invert signal polarity from
either input, suggesting that the XLR
jack is wired with pin 2positive, the
modern convention.
The output impedance from the
reassuringly industrial binding posts
was alow 0.08 ohm across most of
the audioband, rising to astill-low 0.1
ohm at 20kHz. As aresult, any response interaction between the
CAM 350 and the loudspeakers with
which it will be used will be minimal. This can be seen in fig.1, which
shows the balanced frequency
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response into our simulated loudspeaker load as well as into various
resistive loads. (The set of unbalanced
responses was identical.) The CAM
350's ultrasonic response is sensibly rolled-off, reaching —3dB at
120kHz, which gently slows the
rise of a10kHz squarewave (fig2).
The amplifier's reproduction of a
lkHz squarewave (fig.3) was essentially perfect.
The Classé's A-weighted noise
floor was very low, at —94dB with
respect to 1W into 8ohms. Removing the weighting and extending the
measurement bandwidth to more
than 500kHz dropped the S/N ratio
to 822dB, which is still very good.
The CAM 350 will not compromise
the dynamic range of the new hi-rez
digital media.

Distortion levels were also very
low, particularly with balanced drive.
Fig.4 shows the THD+noise percentage plotted against frequency at a3V
output level. Yes, there is arise in
measured THD at higher frequencies and into 2 ohms, but the basic
circuit appears to be extremely linear, with around 0.005% of THD
and noise delivered over the entire
audioband into 8ohms. The unbal-
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Classé CAM 350, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8 ohms.
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Fig.1

Classé CAM 350 (balanced input),
frequency response at (from top to
bottom at 2kHz): 2.83V into dummy
loudspeaker load, 1W into 8ohms,
2W into 4ohms, and 4W into 2ohms
(0.5dB/yertical div.).
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Fig.3 Classé CAM 350, small-signal lkHz
squarewave into 8 ohms.
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Magnepan MG3.6/R loudspeakers and
immediately took up residence in my
main system.
Over the years, in daydreams in
which I'd mentally paired Magnepans
with my dream amp, the most dramatic
effects were significant improvements in
transparency, dynamics, and the resolution of low-level detail. In my musings,
that last little bit of gauze that my Maggies could never seem to shake would
simply vaporize. The tiniest details
would be revealed, imbuing images with
avibrant life and body. Subtle tonal and
dynamic shadings would emerge as well,
resulting in arich, complex texture and
articulate density. Transient edges would
become clean and precise, and the Maggies would snap with aquickness and life
more akin to atopflight dynamic speaker, or perhaps even an electrostatic panel.

anced performance (not shown) was
similar in character, but with the levels of distortion almost doubled.
The actual distortion content, at
least at fairly low output powers
(fig.5), comprised the more sonically
worrisome higher harmonics —

11.4.40 C140.00.1•7000

(Hey —it's my dream, okay?) But now
that I'd gotten what I'd wished for —my
"really good, big solid-state amp" —did
reality match my dreams?
In aword, yes. So much so, in fact,
that the Classés' installation stopped
my Magnepan review dead in its
tracks. I'd been cycling through aseries
of amps and could change the system's
sound, but never eliminate the last,
faint remnant of a slightly liquid,
opaque texture. There was aslight softening of transients and aslight obscuring of the finest detail that combined
to insert what must have been an
ephemeral but still frustratingly tangible barrier between the music and me.
Iwas ready to conclude that the 3.6/R
reduces the characteristic Magnepan
texture to anew low without eliminating it, and move on.

worrisome, Ishould say, at much
higher levels than the 0.005% featured in this graph. At higher powers, the subjectively inoffensive third
harmonic dominated (fig.6), if
"dominated" is the right word for
something that lies 90dB down
from the fundamental level! The
levels of intermodulation distortion
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Classé CAM 350 (balanced input),
THD+noise (%) vs frequency at
(from top to bottom at 4kHz): 4W
into 2 ohms, 2.83V into simulated
loudspeaker load, 2W into 4 ohms,
and 1W into 8 ohms.
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Fig.6 Classé CAM 350, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 200W into
4 ohms (linear frequency scale).

CAM

350

But with the Classés, by 10 seconds
into the first cut on the first CD I
played — Linda Ronstadt and Emmylou Harris's cover of "For aDancer,"
from their Western Wall: The Tucson Sessions (Asylum 62408-2) — it was obvious that that texture was gone. In its
place was a stunning clarity. There
was now space between and around
the images that added depth to the
soundstage and dimensionality to the
images themselves. With the Classes,
Iwas hearing much farther into the
soundstage, and could really get a
sense of the space between and
behind the images.
Westeni Wall hadn't magically become
an audiophile disc, but what had before
been an amorphous, slightly viscous
blend of sounds and images opened up
into adistinct, three-dimensional sound-

were also low, as can be seen in fig.7,
which shows the spectrum of the
CAM 350's output while driving a
punishing combination of 19kHz
and 20kHz tones at 320W into 4
ohms, just below visible clipping
with this signal.
On continuous sinewave drive
(fig.8), the Classé more than met its
specified power, delivering 450W
into 8ohms (26.5dBW) and 780W
into 4 ohms (25.9dBW). Into a2
ohm load, however, the protection
circuitry cut in at 1000W, equivalent
to an output current of 44.7A!
It wasn't possible to measure the
CAM 350's output power using the
Miller Audio Research Amplifier
Profiler, due to this instrument's having agrounded rather than afloating
input. But all things considered, Iam
not surprised BD liked the amplifier
SO much.

0000004400 0•••• Cab, 000

—John Atkinson
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Fig.5 Classé CAM 350, IkHz waveform at 22W
into 4 ohms (top), distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched
out (bottom, not to scale).
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Fig.7 Classé CAM 350, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at
320W into 4 ohms (linear frequency
scale).

Fig.8 Classé CAM 350, distortion (%) vs
continuous output power into (from
bottom to top at 10W): 8 ohms, 4 ohms,
and 2ohms.
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The missing leap in digita

EVo 200.2

Finally, the truc potential of digital amplification. Bel Canto introduces the first digital amplifier defined by
uncompromising sonic ideals. The EVo 200.2 takes you remarkably closer to the music — and further
from any other choice. It's natural selection. Visit www.belcantodesign.com or call 612.317.4550.
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stage. In addition to the reduction in
texture, there was an equally significant
improvement in edge definition. Where images had
run into and over one
another before, they now
had width, height, and
depth, and were distinctly
bounded on all sides.
The CAM 350s' resolution of detail was also staggeringly good, as was their
retrieval of ambience cues.
Combined with the absence
of any discernible texture,
their superb resolution
allowed the Classés to paint
astartlingly realistic portrait
of the recording space. The
best example of this Iheard
was on Clark Terry's One
On One (Chesky JD198),
where he duets with aWho's
Who of jazz pianists. Although the trumpet and
each piano shared the same
recording space, the miking
and mixing resulted in adiscontinuous stitching-together
of two distinct ambient environments. The piano is
close, large, and immediate,
dominating the left side of
the soundstage, with little or
no sense of the space around
it. It's as if the space is
acoustically inert, or its
boundaries are sufficiently
distant to contribute very
little to the picture. Terry's
trumpet, on the other hand, is smaller,
more distant, and placed firmly in a
reverberant environment, with distinct
and precisely located walls.
With most amps Ipaired up with the
Maggies, these differences were apparent but somewhat obfuscated by the
liquid texture and the masking of lowlevel detail. The piano seemed abit
more distant and its transients were
blurred slightly, diminishing its presence and impact. Similarly, the space
around the trumpet wasn't as welldefined; the walls and background
noises were less distinct and not so precisely located.
With the Classés, the differences
between the two halves of the soundstage were enormous. The space
around the trumpet was portrayed
more holographically than I've ever
heard. And although the piano sounded
vividly detailed and natural, the perspective on it was completely different,
as was the relationship between the
Stereophile, January 2001
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loud passages — were larger with the
CAM 350 than with most other amps.
Where another amp might
swing between, say, pp and f
on aparticular passage, the
Classé would begin at
something more like ppp
and explode up to ff or even
ff. This is likely due, in part,
to its higher-than-average
gain, but whatever the reason, the Classé would inevitably sound faster and far
more vivid than other amps
Iused.
The CAM 350 also did a
superb job on smaller, subtler microdynamic shadings.
Clark Terry has away of
bending notes just as they
die out —or, in the last split
second before he begins the
next note, of oh so gently
altering the pitch and shading the level through one or
more subtle, wavering
oscillations.
With
the
Classé in the system, these
delicate phrasings were
vividly clear and never
failed to catch my ear.
Such subtle microdynamic touches contributed significantly to the piano's realism as well. My listening
notes remind me that, with
the Classés, the piano notes
"hang in space, expanding
outward from the soundTop view of the Classé CAM 350
board ... and when they
decay, it's truly into the background, and
My listening notes
all the while they're continuing to
expand outward ... incredibly realistic!"
remind me that, with
With other amps, "the notes just seem
to die ... to be chopped off wherever
the Classés, the piano
they are in level and space. Ialways
accepted this before, but in comparison
notes "hang in space,
to the CAM 350s, it now seems abrupt
expanding outward from
and unnatural."
The precision of the CAM 350's
the soundboard ... and
dynamic transients was another component of its incredible clarity. I'd
when they decay, it's truly
always felt that the Maggies slightly
rounded the leading edges of transients,
into the background.
and that the rounding was an inherent
characteristic of their sound — it
tives and the two different ambient became something Ijust listened
fields was jarring. It was almost as if I around. Not so with the Classé. Leadcould hear ajagged line where the two ing edges were incredibly sharp. A
good example was the articulation on
were spliced together.
One On One also showed off several Eric Lewis's fast, tumbling piano runs in
of the CAM 350's other strengths. For "Liza All the Clouds'll Roll," the third
one, its handling of dynamic transients cut on One On One. No matter how
was superb. Dynamic gradients — the fast the run or what the frequency or
swings in loudness between quiet and volume, the Classé began every note

instrument and any surrounding space.
The juxtaposition of the two perspec-
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Classé
with adistinct, popping hammer-onstring impact. With other amps, the
notes' beginnings were much less distinct, giving the run aslightly imprecise,
slurred quality.
Pace and timing were also excellent
with the Classé. Iran through anumber
of LPs and CDs that show off and test
for this, and the Classé/Magnepan
combination blew me away with each
one. One of my very favorite LPs is the
Ray Brown Trio's Soular Energy (Concord Jazz LELP 111, Bellaphon Germany 180gm version), particularly
"Mistreated But Undefeated Blues."
The Classé made the entire cut snap
with drive and energy, but its strengths
were particularly evident on Emily
Remler's guitar solo. Iknew, listening to
the CAM 350s, that they were doing a
great job of bringing the guitar image to
life, but not until Iswitched to another
amp did the difference really hit home.
With other amps, the image was alittle
blurred and alittle less alive. What's
more, Remler seemed to always be
about atenth of abeat slow, as if she was
constantly caught unaware by the next
beat and was struggling to catch up.
Although I'm abig believer in the
axiom that more power is always better,
the VAC Renaissance 70/70, the lowestpowered amp Ihad on hand, came closest to matching the CAM 350's dynamics. With alot of speakers, in fact, it was
atossup. With Meadowlark Kestrels and
Castle Severns, for example, the VACs
speed, precision, impact, and gradients
equaled those of the heavyweight
Classé. The Maggies, however, arc afar
hungrier load, and with them the CAM
350 had aclear advantage.

Another area where the Classé was
superb — and again, one that contributed to its fast, open sound — was in
its performance at the frequency extremes. It seemed to take the MG3.6/R
about half an octave lower than other
amps. A quick set of measurements
suggested that this wasn't really true; I
think the impression arose from the

The Classé seemed
to take the MG3.6/R
about half an octave lower
than other amps.
CAM 350's ability to better maintain its
speed and precision to the very bottom
of the frequency range. The VTL, for
example, went every bit as low as the
Classé, and with excellent power and
lovely pitch definition; but it didn't
have quite as much air, and didn't
define the leading and trailing edges of
bass notes as well.
On the top end, the CAM 350s'
extension and air was excellent —a perfect match for Magnepan's superb ribbon tweeter. Bells, for example, rang
sweetly and cleanly, with never ahint of
steel or edge, and their images hung
precisely in space — expanding waves of
overtones and bloom around adense
central bell. Cymbals had just the right
mix of ring and shimmer, and on "Cry
Me aRiver," from Sosrlar Energy, Inoted
that the background ride cymbal was
perfect. From my notes: "It's part of the

Associated Equipment
Analog source: VP! TNT Mk.V,
JMW Memorial tonearm, Grado
Reference cartridge.
Digital source: SimAudio Moon
Eclipse, Oracle CD players.
Preaimplification: VAC CPA1
Mk.III preamplifier, Conrad-Johnson
Premier 15 phono stage and 17LS
line stage.
Power amplifiers: VAC Renaissance 70/70, VTL Ichiban and Mark
Levinson No20.6 monoblocks.
Loudspeakers: Magnepan Magneplanar MG 3.6/R, Meadowlark
Kestrel "Hot Rod," Casde Severn.
Cables: Interconnects: Nirvana SX
Ltd. Speaker: Synergistic Research
Resolution Reference and Design-
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er's Reference.
Accessories: Bright Star Rack of
Gibraltar and isolation systems,
Tiptoes; PAC Super IDOS, MIT ZSystem and Z-Center, and Nirvana
AC systems; Synergistic Research
A/C and Reference Master Couplers; VP! 16.5 record-cleaner,
Decca/Hunt record brush, Sumiko
Fluxbuster, Dennessen Soundtractor,
Shure stylus-pressure gauge, Itrunedia Needle Nektar stylus-cleaning
fluid; Nordost ECO3 and Music
Fidelity DiskSolution CD treatments; SheeltI/XL0 Test & Burn-in
CD, Stereophile Test CD 1 and 2;
EchoBusters and ASC room-treatment products.
—Brian Damkroger
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350

air that you breathe, like mist around a
waterfall." Even here, in the upper
reaches of its frequency range, the CAM
350 retained all of its detail, precision,
and speed. Gentle, subtle movements of
Gerryck King's brushes and sticks were
captured perfectly; even the slightest
impact would inject just the right
amount of bell-like ringing into the
cymbals' shimmering cloud.
Don't let my effusive ravings about
the frequency extremes let you think
that the Classé was deficient in the
midrange. Not so —just recall that my
experience with the CAM 350 was set
against abackdrop of tube amps and
smaller, less powerful transistor units.
The Classé's midrange was excellent.
On Western Wall, the vocals were sweet,
detailed, and vivid. Emily Remler's guitar on Soular Energy was richly complex,
and the rich woody overtones of the
acoustic guitar on Jonathan Edwards'
"Sunshine," from his eponymous LP
(Capricorn SD-862) — wow!
Perhaps my favorite examples of the
Classé's midrange performance were
Clark Terry's trumpet on One On One
and Red Holloway's sax on Sonia Energy.
In both cases, the Classé uncovered what
seemed to be new layers of texture
among the overtones, making the sound
more complex, its components more
distinct. When the bell of Terry's trumpet would move around the mike, for
example, it resulted in akind of Doppler
effect, asubtle change in the balance,
and even in the location, of the individual overtones in the mix. It's tough to
explain, but it was one of those subtle
cues that makes the image seem abit
more real —and one that, once you've
heard it, is really difficult to give up.
The Classé's overall tonal balance was
alittle to the lean side of neutral, as if
there was aslight recession or suckout
in the upper bass and lower midrange. It
didn't have quite the warmth and
weight of other amps Itried, and could
even sound atouch thin on some material. But again, I'll point out that my
background and longstanding bias is
toward tube amps, and my solid-state
reference is the Mark Levinson
No20.6, which has aslightly dark, liquid personality. The Classé's tonal balance worked beautifully with the Maggies and my tube preamps, but I'd suggest listening carefully before mating it
with aspeaker, or other electronics, that
sound cool or lean.
Summing Up...
Putting all of the pieces together, the
Classé CAM 350s had afast, clean,
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Classé
precise sound. They're transparent and
open, and effortlessly combine detail,
dynamics, and harmonic richness across
the frequency spectrum. I returned
again and again to Jonathan Edwards'
"Sunshine," just to hear the acoustic guitar riff that opens the song. Anyone who
plays guitar, or is around someone who
does, will immediately recognize how
right the sound on this cut is — how the
temporal, pitch, and spatial components
of the image seem to hang together abit
better than most guitar recordings.
When aguitar chord is struck, the
image quickly develops as an inverted
pyramid of sounds. For each string in
succession, there's the snap of the pick
against the string, the vibration of.the
string itself, and then the blooming,
expanding overtones as the guitar's
body begins to resonate. In achord,
these all stack up as the pick moves
down the strings, and as the mix of fundamentals and harmonics itself evolves.
Simultaneously, the spatial image develops and expands as well, beginning with
the sharp, focused transient of pick on
string, and immediately swelling as the
sound of the strings is enveloped by the
body's resonance and the harmonics
expand outward.

Most systems and most recordings
hint at this complex puzzle, or even get
some of the pieces right, but never quite
pull it off. The Classé/Maggie combo
solved this puzzle adistinct notch better
than I've heard before, and as close to a
real guitar in areal room as I've ever

The Classé CAM 350 is
asuperb amplifier —
pretty much everything t
wanted when Iwished for
my ideal "really good,
big solid-state amp."
heard through asystem. On its musical
merits, Ican't honestly recommend this
album —but if you happen to see one at
agarage sale, it's worth picking up just
to hear this riff.
... and, in Conclusion....
The Classé CAM 350 is asuperb amplifier —pretty much everything Iwanted
when Iwished for my ideal "really

CAM

350

good, big solid-state amp." It did everything very, very well, and in some
arcas — detail resolution, transient
reproduction, clarity, and transparency — is the best amp I've ever auditioned. Its pairing with the Magnepan
MG3.6/R was magical, absolutely
bringing them to life and causing me to
rethink some long-held beliefs about
what those speakers are truly capable of.
At $7000/pair, the CAM 350 falls
into the category of "expensive" on the
mortgage/car-payment scale, but "actually pretty reasonable" on the high-end
scale. Combined with speakers like the
Maggie 3.6/Rs, it's capable of true Class
A performance, which puts it in acategory that includes much more expensive
gear, like the big ICrells and Levinsons.
On the Damkroger scale, the big Classé
falls into the category of "the checkbook
says 'No way,' but how can Ipart with
these amps?" — the category into which
most of what Iown falls, by the way.
Mom's advice has proven sage in
most cases over the years, but in this
case Ithink it misses the boat. The
Classé CAM 350 is exactly what I
wished for, and I'm awfully glad that I
had the opportunity to audition them.
Very highly recommended.
-
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Micro Phono Drive.
Word is already getting out on just how good the new
models are. Of the DNA-125, reviewer Jim Merod said: "There
are few amplifiers that I
have ever heard, at any
price, that match the
DNA-125 ... it gives you all
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Jim Merod -August 2000
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Report

Jonathan

Scull

dCS Purcell D/D converter

T

he dCS Purcell is named after
Henry Purcell, the English composer, organist, bass, and countertenor who was born in 1659 and died
in, alas, 1695. It's adigital/digital converter intended for consumer use, as
opposed to the less elegantly packaged
pro-audio version, the dCS 972, that I
reviewed in February 1999. Both
devices increase the sample rate and/or
word length of the output from linear
PCM digital audio sources like CD or
DVD up to amaximum sample rate of
192kHz and aword length of 24 bits.
According to the documentation, this is
achieved by "using extremely powerful
and accurate digital interpolation filters,
which yield an output signal having
negligible levels of distortion."
The Purcell's latest software upgrade
has added downsampling capabilities of
96kHz to 48kHz and 96kHz to
44.1kHz, which allow 24/96 DVD
recordings to be copied to CD-R and
MD for use in car playback systems and
other portable disc players, "where permitted by the copyright owner." The
upgrade package also includes downsampling from 48kHz to 44.1kHz for
making CD-R copies. And hang in
there, vinylphiles — the Purcell Plus is
coming to town. It'll feature an analog
input to digitize and upsample your precious records! Paging Michael Fremer!
So what, exactly, is the difference
between upsampling àla dCS and the
industry-standard 8x-oversampling converters that take "Red Book" 16-bit/
44.1kHz up to a352.8kHz datastream
before hitting the DACs? That's... hard
to answer. As John Atkinson mused in

Description: Digital/digital converter.
Input sample rates: 32, 44.1, 48, 88,
and 96kHz. Output sample rates: 32,
44.1, 48, 88, 96, 176.4, and 192kHz.
Output word lengths: 16, 18, 20, 22,
and 24 bits. Noiseshaping options:
first-, third -,and ninth-order. Dither
options: Triangular, Noise Shaped Triangular, Top Hat PDF. Digital interfaces: S/PDIF (RCA and BNC), AES
(XLR), and ST (optional extra). Output
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his December "As We See It," it may all
be down to aquestion of the difference
between digital filters!
If you're interested in the subject,
visit www.dcsltd.co.uk and click on
"Technical Papers." There you'll find, in
PDF format, "Timing Errors and Jitter,"
"A Suggested Explanation for (Some of)
the Audible Differences Between High
Sample Rate and Conventional Sample
Rate Audio Material," "Resolution, Bits,
SNR, and Linearity," and, finally, the
long-awaited "Effects in High Sample
Rate Audio Material."
You might also want to visit dCS
importer Audiophile Systems' website,
www.audiophilesystems.com/dcs/

digital interfaces: S/PDIF (RCA and
BNC), AES, dual AES (XLR).
Dimensions: 18" (461mm) W by 2.4"
(62mm) H by 15.8" (406mm) D.
Weight: not noted.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
PUR 082 6M4 3A01 B2 5399.
Price: 84995. Approximate number
of dealers: 35.
Manufacturer: dCS, Mull House,
Great Chesterford Court, Great

purcell.htm, and download the Purcell's
user manual. It contains interesting
technical information about wordlength reduction and dither, aprocess
that, distilled to its basics, adds asignal to
transform the sonically ugly quantization products truncated from along
word length to a shorter one into
benign random noise.
For its part, dCS states that "upsampling reveals information that is present
in the master source, but which is not
audible when the CD is played back
normally. Upsampling cannot increase
the amount of information in asignal,
and the exact mechanism behind the
perceived sonic improvements is

Chesterford, Saffron Walden CB10
1PF, England, UK. Tel: (44) 1799-531999. Fax: (44) 1799-531-681. E-mail:
more@dcsltd.co.uk. Web:www.dcsltd.
co.uk. US distributor: Audiophile
Systems, Ltd., 8709 Castle Park Drive,
Indianapolis, IN 46256. Tel: (317)
849-5880, (888) 272-2658. Fax:
(317) 841-4107. E-mail: aslinfo@
asIgroup.com. Web: www.audiophile
systems.com.
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currently not clear. We are continuing
our research into this subject."
So while the true differences between upsampling and oversampling
remain murky, my pleasant mission is
to report on the sound of the Purcell
and compare it to the latest version of
the pro-audio version, the 972 — and
that Ishall do forthwith!

Hardware
The Purcell is attractively finished in
brown and taupe. There are agrand
total of three buttons on the front panel:
two on the left, one on the right, with
the display window between. It was
very easy to use — and to place, for that
matter, designed as it is to dock below a
dCS Elgar or Delius DAC.

Far left the Input button makes the
same precise relay sounds when pressed
as the other two control buttons, and
cycles through AES, S/PDIF (RCA),
and ST AT&T optical (if installed). The
Input button is also used to page backward through the Function Menu if
you're not using the remote.
The Output button cycles through

Measurements

T

here are only three questions to be
asked of adigital/digital converter
set to upsample "Red Book" CD data:
1) Does it add high-frequency information above the Nyquist Frequency
(half the sample rate) of the original
data? 2) Does it add low-level information below the original wordlength limit of the original data? and
3) does it increase or decrease the level
of word-clock jitter in the datastream?
If it does increase the jitter level, then,
regardless of any other effect it has, the
sound may well be worse.
As you can read in my February
1999 review of the dCS 972 (available
in Stereophiles online archives at
vvww.stereophile.com/showarchives.
cgi?.260), the answer to the first two
questions is "no." The high-frequency
limit of CD data upsampled even to
192kHz remains 22.05kHz; the noise
floor of CD data that have had their
word length increased even to 24 bits
remains at the 16-bit level. So the
only question Ishall concern myself
with in this sidebar is the effect of the
dCS Purcell on the datastream's
word-clock jitter.
As usual, Iused the Miller Audio
Research Jitter Analyzer to test the
Purcell. This is a"virtual instrument,"
realized with aNational Instruments
DSP card fitted in ahost PC. One of
the analog outputs of aCD player or a
D/A processor is fed to the card's
input, and the Miller software averages sixty four 32-point FFTs on that
analog signal to produce ahigh-resolution spectrum. The device under
test is fed an analytical signal developed by British engineer Julian Dunn
when he was at PrisrnSound: ahighlevel tone at exactly one quarter the
sample rate (11.025kHz for CD data),
over which has been laid the L,SB toggling at 229Hz. The Miller software
searches the spectrum for pairs of
sidebands around the central tone,
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then attempts to identify their cause.
frequency end of the graph.
As the Miller analyzer needs to be
Setting the Purcell to upsample the
fed an analog audio signal, the effect of CD data to 24-bit/96kHz and driving
adigital device like the Purcell can be
the Elgar with adouble-speed AES/
assessed only by using it to feed aD/A EBU link almost doubled the jitter
processor. Iused both the sample of the
level, to 325ps. This is still low, but
dCS Elgar Plus used by Jonathan Scull
reflects the fact that the effect ofjitter
in his auditioning and the sample of the
in the datalink increases with in96kHz-capable Musical Fidelity Xcreased sample rate. Iwas surprised,
24K that Ireviewed in February 1999.
therefore, to find that changing the
Looking first at the results with the
link between the Purcell and the Elgar
dCS Elgar, Iestablished abaseline by to adouble AES/EBU link, each carlooking at the jitter level and spectrum
rying one channel of data at 48kHz,
with the Elgar fed an S/PDIF dataincreased the measured jitter to 377ps.
stream by aPS Lambda transport. The
In both cases, the levels of dataElgar's analog output level was set to
related jitter were unaffected by the
Low and its volume control to "0.0,"
Purcell, the increases in jitter being
to avoid clipping the input of the NI
due to the introduction of higherDSP card and to eliminate the volume
frequency sidebands. This can be seen
control as an interfering variable.
in the grayed-out trace in fig.1: the
The result is the black trace in fig.l.
spectrum of the Elgar's analog output
The absolute level of the jitter was
when fed CD data upsampled by the
179.5 picoseconds peak-peak. While
Purcell to its maximum rate of
this is low, it is about 40ps higher than
192kHz. The jitter level was now
the lowest I have measured. For 373ps, with sidebands visible at
example, the original sample of the
±675Hz, ±743Hz, and ±810Hz, indiElgar that Ireviewed in July 1997
cated with magenta ovals. While these
(www.stereophile.com/showarchives.
are significantly higher than with the
cgi?259) gave about 135ps of jitter Elgar driven direct, it is difficult to estiwhen fed an AES/EBU datastream
mate what, if any, subjective effect
by aMeridian 500 CD transport The
these sidebands will have. Jonathan
data-related jitter components, indidefinitely preferred the sound of CDs
cated in this graph with red numeric
upsampled to 192kHz, which strongly
markers, were all at avery low level.
sul4lests that the effect of the Purcell's
The ±229Hz sidebands, for example
digital filter outweighs any degrada(red "4"), contributed just 45ps ofjittion due to the increased word-dock
ter to the total. The highest-level side- jitter and its different spectrum.
bands lay at ±15Hz (purple "1") and
Incidentally, Irepeated this mea±500Hz (purple "5"). The spurious
surement with the Elgar's output set
tone visible at 9.8kHz seems to be
to "high" but with its volume control
characteristic of the Elgar.
set to "-10" to bring the analog level
Inserting the Purcell in Cloning back down to what it had been
mode (in which it does nothing to the
before. The spectrum was identical
data) into the datastream and conbut the absolute level of the jitter
necting it to the Elgar via asingle
dropped to 218ps.
AES/EBU link negligibly increased
How about when a much less
the measured level of word-clock jitexpensive DAC is used, with an
ter, to 188.5ps, but did raise the analog input receiver whose jitter reduction
noise floor slightly at the lowmight not be as good as the Elgar's?
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the output sample rates: 32, 44.1, 48,
882, 96, 176.4, and 192kHz. (The top
two are available only when running
dual AES connections.) dCS warns that,
with most DACs, the system should be
muted before changing sample rates,
but Elgar and Delius owners can set
their inputs to Non Audio Mute and
relax. The Output button is used to

In recent issues Ihave reviewed computer soundcards with digital outputs
and have found that the Musical
Fidelity X-24K D/A processor did
seem sensitive to jitter datastreams.
Costing $599 when it was available,
the Musical Fidelity DAC uses a
standard input receiver based on the
Crystal CS8414 chip.
The black trace in fig2 shows the
jitter spectrum taken from one of the
X-24K's analog outputs under identical circumstances as the black trace in
fig.1, with the processor fed an
S/PDIF datastream sourced from aPS
Lambda transport. The absolute level
of the word-clock jitter is actually
lower than the Elgar's, at 163.8ps
peak—peak, and is dominated by datarelated sidebands. The pair of sidebands at the fundamental frequency of
±229Hz are indicated with red "4"
markers, for example, and contribute
78ps to the total.
The effect of inserting the Purcell
into the datastream is shown by the
grayed-out trace in fig2. The jitter
level has risen only slightly, to 195ps,
and the contribution of the ±229Hz
sidebands has been reduced to 42ps.
However, the low-frequency end of
the noise floor has risen, as it did in
the grayed-out trace in fig.1 (though
to agreater extent), and anumber of
additional sidebands have appeared: at
the AC supply—related frequencies of
±60Hz and ±120Hz and their harmonks, and at multiples of the subcode-related frequency of ±75Hz.
Thankfully, these are all at low levels.
So the answer to my third question,
too, is "no": The dCS Purcell does not
appear to make the situation worse by
introducing significantly higher levels
of word-clock jitter, at least not with
these two D/A processors. However,
before purchasing aPurcell, it would
still be agood idea to audition it with
your own processor.
—John Atkinson
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page forward through the Function
Menu when the remote is not used.
Cascading down the display window's left side are bright yellow input
indicators, while the main display
shows input and output sample rates.
Down the right side of the display are
indicators for Output word length and
Noise Shaping Off. If variable noise-

shaping is used, telltales for first-, third-,
and ninth-order shaping filters light up
when selected.
The last button to the right on the
simple and architecturally elegant front
panel is the Function button, which
allows the user to access additional features. Future enhancements will be
released on CD; you'll be able to upload
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Musical Fidelity X-24K, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal (16-bit/
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AG2K Solid Silver RCA Connector
We are happy to announce that our silver interconnects
are becoming

increasingly popular in the USA and

from Alpha-Core

abroad. As aconsequence, Alpha-Core proudly presents
the first solid silver RCA connector. We have named the
novelty AG2K in celebration of the new millenium.
AG2K is designed to be silver soldered to the flat
solid conductors in Micro Purl, TC12, and Sapphire
silver interconnect cables. Except for the black,

,\P‘

chrome plated barrel all metal is 99.99% solid fine
silver with a flash plating of Rhodium to prevent
tarnishing. The insulation is teflon.
The solid silver spades we introduced in 1997
have now become the preferred termination for
our GOERTZ AG silver speaker cables as well as

Afi

the GOERTZ MI copper cables. The original silver
spades are e wide and accept binding posts up to X."
in diameter. We just introduced a narrower, 3S" wide
spade connector for the terminal strips common in Home
Theater equipment. The new, smaller spade can be used
with all our speaker cables from HT through AG3, as well
as the Python and Boa series.
Next to come: Silver RCA chassis jacks.
Visit us at www.alphacore.com read our fan mail and
take a stroll through our web store!
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1-800-836-5920 (USA) 203-335-6805
email: sales@alphacore.com Fax: 203-384-8120
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them into the software simply by playing the disc!
The rear panel seems densely packed
with connectors, but don't let that put
you off—it's dead simple to hook up.
You've got several choices for input:
S/PDIF on RCA (the one Iused) and
BNC (there's no BNC S/PDIF output
on the Accuphase DP-100 SACD/CD
transport), plus AES/EBU on an XLR
connector, all capable of passing up to
96kHz sampling rates. Next in line is a
serial-type communications port "for
future enhancements." You're warned to
keep outta there to avoid provoking digital mayhem within. An ST optical port
is next, if you've elected that option. (ST
is dead in the dust these days. Here ir
reliably handles signals only up to
48kHz; higher speeds are possible but
depend on the quality of the receiver.)
Outputs comprise an RCA for
S/PDIF up to 96kHz, with aBNC output next in line, also S/PDIF to 96kHz.
Beside them are XLR connectors
labeled AES 1and 2. A single AES/
EBU connection handles up to 96kHz,
but you can run 88.2, 96, and above
using apair of AES/EBU connectors in
dual AES output mode.
The IEC mains socket, fuse assembly,
and On/Off switch finish off the back
panel. 'While the Purcell is comprehensively equipped for anumber of tasks,
all you really need to get the best out of
it is asingle digital input from atransport (CD or DVD-Audio/Video) and a
pair of AES/EBU cables to connect the
Purcell (or 972) to the Elgar.
It's aSetup!
While the Function Menu Flow Chart
illustrates afull four- by five-row grid
detailing each function choice and its
settings, the Purcell is far less daunting to
use than you might guess from aglance
at its extensive documentation. In fact,
the factory settings are optimized for
most systems right out of the box. If you
use asingle AES output, the Purcell
defaults to 24 bits and 96kHz output. If
you slip two AES cables into its outputs,
it'll automatically upconvert to 24/192.
The Function Menu cycles through
five Output Word Lengths (16-24 bits),
Noise Shaping, Dither, Output Mode
(Single or dual ABS), Filter (1-4),
Clone (bit-for-bit in'n'out processing
for HDCD), De-Emphasis (Strip, Pass
Through, Handle), Display Mode
(sampling rate in, out, both), Input
Word (number of active bits), Display
Brightness, Test, Issue (software version), Serial Number, Contact Information (!), Time Out (Normal, Long),
Stereophile, January 2001
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higher-resolution input datastream. So,
Iwas able to compare straight 24/96
throughput to upsampled 192kHz with
afew presses of the Purcell's Output
button. For completeness's sake, I
switched to the 972 and plugged the
24/96 datastream from the Technics
DVD-A10 DVD-A/V player directly
into the Elgar Plus as well, avoiding the
upsamplers entirely. (The A10 will pass
24/96 off aChesky or Classic DVD-V
from its S/PDIF output, but only
16/44.1 or 16/48kHz from aDVD-A.)
I docked the Purcell under the
updated Elgar, as the handsome couple
are meant to be run, and used XL0
The Limited for all digital connections.
The 972 sat close by, which made it
As Ipaged through the
easy to switch at will between the 972
and the Purcell: Icould whip one input
Purcell's documentation,
and two output datalinks into either
unit and have "functionally equivalent"
Iwas impressed by
upsampling with data supplied by the
Accuphase DP-100 transport's S/PDIF
how much thought has
RCA output. The 972 is apro-audio piece
gone into the design.
o' gear, Ithought to myself, it'sjust acomputer. So Itossed the 972 onto ashelf
and powered it with thoroughly nonexotic ol' Belden power cords. Footers?
Purcell button and, for the next five
seconds, the Purcell's remote functions Why bother? After all, "The Purcell
uses the same digital processing engine
are at your service. In the end, all you
running the same DSP code and it is
have to do is press the Input button to
sonically identical to the 972." So it
let it know where the digits are comin'
ought to sound the same, right?
in from, then select asample rate with
Not quite. When Itapped the case of
the Output button of 32, 44.1, 48, 882,
the 972, it resonated, just as you'd
96, 176.4, or 192IcHz. Then fire up the
expect. So what? Well, at first Icouldn't
transport and tighten your seatbelt!
The output word length should be
resolve the difference between the 972
and the Purcell —the latter just soundset to the maximum the associated
DAC can accept — in the Elgar's case, a ed better...fitter characteristics?muttered my
digital conscience. But when Isandfull 24 bits. As Ipaged through the
wiched the 972 between atrio of dampPurcell's documentation, Iwas iming feet below and aShakti Stone on top
pressed by how much thought has
to physically damp the case, the sound
gone into the design. For example, the
manual explains that the unit stores was definitely closer to that of the Purcell. The power cord seemed not to
two word-length settings: the last used
matter so much into the 972, or into the
when upsampling and last used when
Purcell, for that matter.
downsampling, both automatically
That's what I heard — no doubt
applied when changing between
about it —and clearly. Why it should
sources. That's followed by achart that
have been so Ican't imagine, unless
suggests noiseshaping and dither
the additional mass on top and the
options for various word lengths below
vibration-absorbent footers mimicked
24 bits. Noiseshaping is disabled at the
the overall lower resonant signature of
two highest sampling rates, by the way.
the very solidly built Purcell. Less
"It is generally best to leave Noise
shakin' goin' on, less "mechanical
Shaping set to Auto as this will always
give asensible setting." Well, we do jitter" to muddy the sound? Isuppose
it's possible ...
want to be sensible, what?
As the Purcell and the 972 are D/D
But for all that, Imostly used the
processors, all listening impressions
Purcell in its default factory settings,
were, of necessity, in combination
upsampling to 24/192, dual ABS, to the
Elgar Plus. When playing Chesky and with the Elgar Plus. (See sidebar, "The
dCS Elgar Plus," for more informaClassic Records two-channel DVDtion on this latest iteration of an upVideo 24/96 material, the Purcell (and
sampling classic.)
the 972) automatically adjust to the

Channel Check (left, then right channel tones), Phase Check (noise in both
channels, then inverts that in the right
channel), Burn-In (modulated pink
noise), Factory (restores default settings), and End, which closes the Function Menu. You make your choices,
then let the menu time out, at which
point the Purcell reconfigures itself to
the new settings.
You don't have to bend over and
waggle your fanny while squinting at
the display as it's all handily handled
with the remote. This unit "commands" the Elgar Plus, but push the
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Tel: (514) 259-1062 Fax: (514) 259-4968
www.totemacoustic.com

"The Moon W-5 is one of those few amps that can convey areal 'jump' with
no loss of detail or focus... .The Moon P-5 has transparency, very low noise
and flexibility of control.. and should be considered among the finest line
preamps available today." Kalman Rubinson -Stereophile -March 1999.
"Simaudio deserves recognition as asolid state brand of first rank, alongside
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well known luminaries such as Jeff Rowland, Krell and Levinson.' Moon P-5 &
W-5 -International Audio Review $180 -1999.
'The Simaudio Moon P-5/ W-51s truly aworthy world-class reference-level 'statement' design package: David Robinson -Positive Feedback -Vol. 8#2, 1999.
1 can enthusiastically recommend the Moon 1-5 one of high-end audio's
undiscovered gems." Robert Harley -Fi Magazine -February 1999.
"The 1-5 is a high-quality integrated amplifier that will appeal to anyone
looking for ataste of the best" Doug Schneider -Soundstage! -May 1999.
'The key components to its sonic character are openness, rhythmic liveliness,
and freedom from noise: P-5003 -Neil Gader -The Absolute Sound -no. 121
"... This is the cream of the crop so far. At its price, it is definitely one to
check out." 1-5080 -Steve Lefkowicz -Listener Magazine -Summer 1999.
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The dCS Elgar Plus D/A converter

T

he dCS Elgar Plus is derived from
the Elgar DAC, long my digital
reference when fed adual AES output from the original 972 D/D converter. "The Plus offers many improvements over the standard Elgar,"
explains the documentation, "the
most important being the addition of
DSD and SDIF-2 interfaces, the ability to slave to an outside word clock, a
digital output, and a substantially
expanded Function Menu."
All dCS DACs feature dCS's
patented Ring DAC technology,
which accepts 16-bit/44.1kHz data
from aCD transport and oversamples
it to 3megasamples/s. The Plus will
also convert 24/96 data from DVD
players, "and if you have aDSD, [the]
Elgar Plus can convert the DSD data
to extra-wideband audio, making
good use of the extended bandwidth
inherent in the DSD format." Actually, the 972 can convert 16/44.1 to a
DSD datastream and squirt that to the
Elgar. Ihave to set up the right cables
for that — left, right, and clock on
BNCs — but you can be sure I'll
explore the possibilities when it's time
to review the Accuphase combo of
DP-100 CD/SACD transport and
DC-101 DAC.
The Elgar Plus has afew more buttons to master than are found on the
Purcell, but the interface is intuitive
and easily handled with the remote
control. The rotary knob is nicely
weighted and smooth in operation,
and all the buttons make highly scientific and very reassuring relay sounds
in operation, like the Purcell. There's
aserial-type connector on the back
panel for future updates. The slate top
and quirky shape all speak bespoke —
very Saville Row.
Function Menu-wise, the Elgar
Plus has the Purcell covered, and then
some. In addition to all the Purcellian
tricks, aWord Clock menu choice
locks to an external master clock,
Swap reverses the channels, there's a
Balance mode — even an internal
temperature reading: 122° and you're
cookite! Finishing off the enhancements are the Fade (Fast, Slow, Off)
and Global (for input-related volume
settings) menus, plus aPLL tracking
bandwidth option. Phase can be
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changed with abutton press that provokes asmooth fade-down, change,
and fade-up. All very gentlemanly in
operation, nothing ... untoward. And
very courtly to the music it was.
With all these expanded setup
functions, the Elgar Plus is ready to
run direct into apair of amps, as well
as into atraditional line-level preamplifier. rd fallen into the habit of using
the earlier Elgar with apreamp —
which it seemed to need for Big Musical Moments — and it could sound a
bit dry and slightly analytical when
driven by the earlier generation 972.
But now the Linn IClimaxes loved the
Elgar's line-level output and knew just
what to do with it. And make those
connections balanced while you're at
it—the Elgar, Plus or minus, never
once sounded better single-ended.
Don't even bother, go balanced.
Because of the Elgar Plus's perfect
match with the Klimax monos, I
could run the dCS at close to full output and thus achieve the best digital
resolution. The highs could be abit
more piercing than through the Mark
Levinson Reference No.32 — or
especially the Audio Research Reference Two, which also made anice
match, as did the Balanced Audio
Technology VK-50SE: all balancedrunning preamps. But the depth of
soundstage and transparency, of doseness to the music, was nicely augmented running direct with both the 972
and the Purcell. With this extreme
clarity, small changes were quick to
manifest themselves.
It was interesting, too, listening to
the interim step of 16/44.1-to-24/96
upsampling. It was less liquid and abit
more harsh; Ialways preferred full double-barreled 24/192 operation. The
highest sampling rate always delivered
that special ease of musicality, that
extraordinary step closer to the music
that the keen listener so yearns for.
Now, about those "anti-imaging" or
anti-aliasing filters, as they're known.
There are four of them, and each offers
adifferent "response." The manual: "In
each case, Filter 1offers the sharpest
cutoff, least Nyquist imaging but
longest energy smear. Filter 4gives the
gentlest rolloff (usually with significant
Nyquist imaging) but the shortest

transient response with least energy
smear. DSD also offers four filters, but
these are intended to progressively
reduce the out-of-band noise level." In
that perfect Gentleman's Gentleman
way, the Elgar recalls your last filter
selection for every sample rate you
choose. Thank yew, Jeeeeeves. [m
It was much like playing with the
filters on the Sony SCD-1, but with
the Elgar, Filter 1did it for me 90% of
the time. On those rare occasions
when Ifelt the need to sweeten the
sound, Icould, but always at some
price, usually in transparency. And Filter l's the default, so right out of the
box, you get what Iconsider the bestperforming filter: precise sound that's
wonderfully liquid and utterly harmonic. In any case — if, in fact,
upsampling and oversampling are one
and the same, and what really counts
is the filter — you're covered. Tailor
your response! No one will tell. Enjoy.
Iused the filters occasionally to
slightly soften the top end of hot
recordings, like Miles Davis' Ascenseur
pour l'échafaud (Fontana 836 305-2).
Filter 2 did it nicely, while Filter 3
was somewhat more vivid but too
piercing in the horn for my taste. Filter 4sounded slightly strangled, and
so Iwound up back with Filter Ifor,
as usual, the best overall sound.
In away, the elegance of the Elgar
Plus is all about the highs. That's one
reason Iwas so attracted to running it
in direct mode, even though, for a
reviewer, an active line stage makes a
lot of sense. But the openness and
transparency, the sweetness and detail
of going direct must be experienced
to be appreciated. If the question is all
about filters, you can really hear it.
So is the dCS Elgar Plus worth the
asking price? Well, for those who
appreciate refinement, art, watches,
wines, classic cars, and, of course,
music, then paying $11,995 for such
an admittedly great-sounding digital
filter may be just the ticket. The utter
enjoyment of hearing music at this
level of playback is part of what you
put your money down for and, at the
top of today's digital heap, part of
what you actually get. We want it and
we want it now! And ... here it is!
—Jonathan Scull
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The dCS 972

DID

converter

activate setup
lockouts!
Archives
can be made
for storage in
24/192, then
used to produce output in
SACD, DVD,
CD, and other
multimedia
formats. AES3,
S/PDIF,
SDIF-2, and
DSD are all supported, and multiple
Ifirst auditioned and reviewed the
units can be synchronized for sable
dCS 972 digital-to-digital conmultichannel operation.
verter back in February 1999
"The biggest problem we had
(Stereophile, Vo122 No2). Until the
Accuphase upsampling/oversam- when we were handling the 972,"
pling gear showed up, the 972/ deadpanned dCS importer Gary
Elgar was pretty much as good as it Warzin, "was the number of people
calling up asking how to use it!"
got around here.
(The 972 is now distributed by
Well, a lot has changed since
Independent Audio in Portland, and
then, and the new 972 is amuch
still costs $6995.) It's true —it took
more capable "box" running v23.1
me an age to learn how to drill
software. You'd be hard-pressed to
down and make menu choices, and
fault it as apiece of pro gear. The
then store and recall various setups.
972 will do DSD and PCM from
And the old unit's transformer
192kHz to 11.0251cHz. In the PCM
always buzzed, which used to get on
world it supports AES/EBU, dual
my nerves late at night. Nothing I
AES, S/PDIF, and SDIF-2. DSD
data formats include SDIF-2 and did stopped it.
Well, the buzz has been banished
SDIF-3. (Have to get aclutch of
from this latest incarnation, but it's
BNC cables to try the DSD
no easier to use. In fact, the new 972
options.) It can sync to an outside
word clock or an AES reference. It is more complicated than the old
because it does more! But I'm an old
converts sample rate and format, has
multichannel sync capability, does
hand at it now —or thought Iwas,
until Ilocked up the new 972 so
bit-for-bit multiplex/demultiplex
tight one night punching its buttons
operations, goes PCM to DSD and
that Ihad to call the UK the next
the other way 'round, removes DC
day for the special, undocumented
from DSD, offers multiple filters on
reset procedure! After that, all went
many sample-rate conversions plus
swimmingly well.
three types of dither, 10 options for
As you'll see in the body of the
noiseshaping, a"Maximized" outPurcell review, the 972 comes in a
put-level control, abalance control,
and outputs digital silence when very slight second in the Ultimate
Sound Sweepstakes when used with
digital silence is input.
the Elgar Plus. But it's apiece of proThe 972 can display bit activity,
stereo level, or the CRC, parity, and fessional rack-mountable gear, and
— aside from the very intriguing
invalid flag errors in the input data.
There's a test generator with a DSD possibilities, which I'll look at
down the road, and which Ihear is
"high-quality" (160dB) signal generthe hot setup in Japan —I can't think
ator that can be dithered and/or
of one reason why today's Upsamnoiseshaped when truncated. There
are user-programmable and pre- piing Audiophile would prefer a
loaded setups, it remembers your dCS 972 over adCS Purcell.
—Jonathan Scull
last settings, and, finally, you can
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Sonus Upsamplus
Even maximized or audiophile needs,
the 972 imparted aslightly different
character — or lack thereof— to the
music than did the Purcell. The sound
was very pure and direct straight out of
the Elgar into the Linn !Climax Solo 500
monoblocks, almost hidden from view
behind the big JMlab Utopias. Igot the
best sound with no preamplifier at all,
no question. The Elgar's output stage
worked wonders into the Linns via long
runs of Synergistic Research Designer's
Reference Discrete Shielding interconnects, plus Designer's Reference2power
cords run either "poor man's balanced"
(both phases of positive), or into the
same well-grounded 30A hospitalgrade duplex receptacle. Idid try the
stable of balanced preamps on hand
during the review period, tubed and
solid-state, and got some wonderful
sound—but nothing so dose, so breathtakingly transparent and palpable, so
communicative as was managed by the
Elgar direct into the power amps. The
midrange was among the best I've ever
enjoyed, analog or digital.
The Krell FPB 350Mc monoblocks
sounded fabulous in direct mode as
well, especially with the slightly cooler
TARA Labs The One interconnects
(with ISM modules) replacing the
long run of Synergistic Research
Designer's Reference. But the little
Linn 'Climaxes did it for me this time,
and in avery big way.
The Elgar Plus imaged slightly but
noticeably more solidly via the Purcell,
and was more harmonically developed
in every way than the 972. Listen to
Milt Jackson's vibes on Bags Meets Wes
(DCC Compact Classics GZS-1093).
Milt Jackson, Wes Montgomery, Wynton Kelly, Sam Jones, and Philly Joe
Jones in December 1961... does it get
any better than that? With the Purcell it
took just that little bit pleasingly longer
for the acoustic to fade into the noise
floor, already so textural and tuplicated as
24/192 manages.
Notes: "There's afine luminosity to
the sound of the Purcell/Elgar Plus via
its direct outputs that matches the midrange delights—sonic kind of magical,
almost single-ended-triode inner light
coming off Bags' vibes. This upsampling
combo gets the initial tap and shimmer
so well —it's so engaging! There's abelllike clarity overlaying that gorgeous and
textured midrange; it's soft and velvety
yet quick and accurate, taut and controlled but musically iffusive."
The sound was at once smooth, liquid, very natural, yet fast and revealing.
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And that drum kit! The snare sounded
so perfect that Iwas dumbstruck! The
roundness, the full tonal palette, the
loveliness of it all left me gasping with
pleasure. That special inner light was
also evident on female vocals, opening
the upper midrange and above with
sparkle and projection.
Speaking of inner light, cast an eye on
the slinky dress lead singer Beth Gibbons glitters around in on Welcome to Portishead (Go! Live GLCD001). The CD
booklet is minimalist, to say the least,
but "ALL TRACKS RECORDED FROM THE
SOUNDBOARD" gave me hope.
The recording comprises two club
dates, tracks 1-9 from the Empress Ballroom in Blackpool, 10-15 from Le
Cigale, in Paris. 'I jus' wanna be a
woman," Ms. Gibbons breathes on the
provocatively titled "Glory Box" (track
7). "Give me areason to love you, give
me areason to be ... aw0000-man..."
Jeez, my kinda lyrics! Just as she's
wringin' this out, precisely at 2:25, acatcall splits the air at mid-right rear, and it
was wonderful how the Purcell/Elgar
Plus set that up: Idon't blame the guy,
she appeared so palpably and attractively
between the Utopias!
The Blackpool date is the bettersounding of the two venues — watch
out for amean ground-loop buzz in
Paris —but that's part of the charm of a
live date, no? The air and space of the
Blackpool gig, the smoothness and the
midrange jollies, with Gibbons' voice so
well-developed — it's agreat CD, and
the Purcell/Elgar Plus let me savor
every moment of it.
Igot the same you-are-there shivers
listening to "In Our Sleep," by Laurie
Anderson and boy toy Lou Reed, from
The Laurie Anderson Anthology, the
brilliantly selected and remastered
recordings (Warner Archives/Rhino
R2 76648). The sense of transparency
and presence was captivating. "Night in
Baghdad" begins with adriving bass
beat that illustrated the roundness and
tautness of the midbass; "chunkythunky but tight," Itapped on my laptop. Notes: "Listening to this combo on
this particular Sunday afternoon is producing sounds the likes of which, even
as good as it gets around here, I've
rarely enjoyed before." Did the Purcelldriven Elgar Plus deliver? Indubitably.
Then Iracked up the title tune of
Radiohead's Kid A (Capitol CDP 5
27753 2) and listened to the defining
transients and follow-on weight of the
bass. It was taut, athletic, rounder via the
Purcell, somewhat more dry via the
972. It was a quick and beautifully
Stereophite, January 2001

defined acoustic envelope with real
power and drive, each distinct drum
thwack trailing off into the noise floor.
Dynamics were also covered perfectly,
both micro- and macro-.
Alfred Brendel playing Haydn piano
sonatas (Philips 412 228-2)? I'd never
heard them better—so present and
powerful, so perfectly scaled, so utterly
harmonic and true. Brendel's restraint
and expressiveness were enchanting, my
involvement total. Then Isat in rapt
attention listening to ICiri Te Kanawa
singing my favorite "Laudate Dom-

Iracked up the
title tune of Radiohead's
Kid A (Capitol CDP 5
27753 2) and listened to
the defining transients and
follow-on weight of the
bass. It was taut, athletic,
rounder via the Purcell.
mum" from Mozart's Vesperae solennes de
Confessore, K.339 (Philips 412 873-2). It
was breathtakingly beautiful; Icouldn't
even breathe until it was over —and that's
5minutes and 11 seconds! The Purcell/
Elgar Plus favored no particular genre of
music over another, handling everything
with ease, grace, charm, and aplomb.
It's difficult to characterize the overall
SACD-like liquidity of the 24/192 presentation, abit less obvious with the 972
than the Purcell. Imagine making acasting of the music with amaterial whose
very atoms are liquid, filling every tiny
nook and cranny of the mold with the
sound. Pull it off, and you've got aperfect replica of the notes, down to what
seems like way below the noise floor, so
the music emerges whole. In direct
comparison, the 972 sounded slightly
less liquid and lacked acertain musically
ebullient character that the Purcell
embodied. The audiophile version of
the upsampler was more colorful, more
full-bodied, sexier, more fun, and certainly less clinical, although Idon't want
to call the 972 "clinical" per se. It pours
that same impossibly small musicalmolecule mold material between the
notes too, but Ifound the 972's slight
overall dryness atad less involving than
the Purcell, even though they both
sounded wonderful. If it turns out the
972 has less jitter, well... this time I

Purcell

won't eat my shorts, but Iwon't be
happy about it.
In the end, the Purcell just sounded
more like music to me, which makes it
much harder to answer the pressing digital question of "Which sounds better,
SACD or upsampling?"
A24/96 digression
Before tackling the ticklish question of
SACD vs upsampling, Ilistened to afew
Chesky and Classic Records 24-bit/
96IcHz DVD-Video recordings. Iset up
the Technics DVD-A10 DVD-A/V
player and dug out the CD and DVD-V
of Dave's True Story's Sex Without Bodies,
arecording Iknow intimately (Chesky
JD164 and CHDVD 174). No surprise:
Running 24/96 directly into the Elgar
Plus was better than sending the datastream through the inputs, outputs, and
everything in between the Purcell (or
972) with no format conversion.
The sound was quite different when
upsampled to 192kHz, which Ipreferred by quite alot. At 24/96, the edge
definition of the imaging razored up
from the background acoustic more
sharply, in greater relief. But it sounded
somewhat less round, more two-dimensional, than afully upsampled 192kHz
output. And the entire acoustic construct was smaller, confined more to the
space between the speakers and extending not nearly as deeply behind them.
Though less liquid and airy, less transparent, the presentation still sounded
very precise and synchronized, especially
when playing material recorded at 24/96.
Same with Art Davis on A lime
Remembered (Jazz Planet JPCD-4001
and DAD-100I). Ialways relaxed into
the music more when Ilooped in the
Purcell, or the 972 for that matter, and
dialed up the Full Monty of 192kHz.
For whatever reason, the 16/44.1
"Red Book" CD datastream from the
Accuphase DP-100 SACD/CD transport sounded best upsampled, as
opposed to the same recordings on
24/96 DVDs from the Technics DVDA10. Keep in mind that the Accuphase
DP-100 runs acool $12,995 —yet you'd
think the math to convert 24/96 to
192kHz would be easier. Another
anomaly in logic that forces me to rummage in my Platitude Cache and come
up with "Shit Happens." Ihope to try an
audiophile-grade DVD-A player sometime soon. I'll let you know what Ifind.
One audiophile's upsampler is
another's oversampler
For ultimate sound, or the best there is,
Ivote for SACD. Whenever Icompared
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single audiophile machine does it all.
But if you already have alarge collection of CDs, the Purcell/Elgar Plus
could be your long-term solution. It
always sounded great, and should give
new life to your entire collection of
music. It was gratifying to hear so many
recordings again in their best light, and
in some instances to be able to appreciate them musically as never before.
Don't care for the sound? Pick up the
remote and play with the filters. You
don't even have to lift your mighty
Journalists get to
audiophile ass! Just as with the Sony
SCD-1 SACD player Ireviewed in
play at it; but you, you
November 1999, you can tune the Purcell's sound with the press of abutton
Masters of the Universe,
to change between filters. And you're
bound to find afilter that pleases.
get to actually go out
Ahh, but do CDs on the Sony sound
as good as SACDs, filters be damned?
and buy this stuff!
Er, no. Will the Accuphase DC-101
sound better with CDs or SACDs?
The latter, of course. But for everyRing DAC used in the Elgar in the
$6995 dCS Delius and save yourself a thing else, this classy combo from dCS
is ready to rumble now, and it works on
bundle of digital bucks.
But (and I've got abig one) that's for all those CDs on your saggin' shelves.
So if these little musical nuances are
SACD recordings, of which there were
what get you up in the morning and
160 at time of writing. Yeah, SACD
sounded best, but hey, what about put you to bed at night — if having the
best is really important to you — this
Radiohead? What about Moby? What
about St. Germain's Tourist (Blue Note 5 might be it.
The Purcell/Elgar Plus is a very
25114 2), which is trip-hop balm for you
sophisticated combo for connoisseurs
Left Field/Chemical Brothers/Sneaker
with wallets large enough to pay for the
Pimp fans? What about all those
most sophisticated filtering. Journalists
Horowitz recordings? Ansermet, Ellingget to play at ir, but ycri you Masters of
ton, and the rest? Well, with the Purthe Universe, get to actually go out and
cell/Elgar Plus, you can upsample them
buy this stuff! Live the dream for us!
all and tight now — acompelling arguAnd don't forget to write ...
ment in any digital language.
In the end, for me, the Purcell/Elgar
So at this time, if you want to eat
Plus is an upsampling digital reference
your cake and have it too, you need to
of the first order.
1111
have both types of player — as yet, no

one to asimilar recording in CD format
upsampled to 24-bit/192kHz, Ialways
fell for the SACD on the Accuphase
DP-100/DC-101 combo (review forthcoming). That's 28 grand of front-end
digitalia, my friends. The cutting edge is
an expensive place to take your shot! A
Purcell/Elgar Plus combo isn't chump
change either. That's $4995 for the Purcell and ahefty $11,995 for the Elgar
Plus. Of course, you can find the same

• Perfect Pair .
" matched power tubes
• Noise tested preamp tubes
• Over 1000 types available online

Order online at

thetubestore.com
or call toll-free
1-877-570-0979

Associated Equipment
Digital
sources:
Accuphase
DP-100 SACD/CD transport and
DC-101 SACD upsampling DAC,
Technics DVD-A10 DVD-Audio/
Video player.
Preamplifiers: Audio Research
Reference Two, Balanced Audio
Technology VK-50SE, Mark Levinson No32 Reference.
Power amplifiers: Krell FPB
350Mc and Linn Klimax Solo 500
monoblocks, Forsell Statement.
Loudspeakers: JMlab Utopia.
Cables: Digital: XLO The Limited
RCA and AES/EBU. Interconnects: TARA Labs The One/Air
One, Synergistic Research Designer's
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Reference. Speaker: Linn K40,
TARA Labs The One, Cardas Golden Cross, XL0 The Limited, Synergistic Research Designer's Reference. AC: PS Audio Lab Cable,
Synergistic Research Designer's
Reference Master Couplers2.
Accessories: ASC Studio Traps,
Argent RoomLenses, API Ultra
Enhancers, PS Audio P300 Power
Plant Signal Guard platforms, Black
Diamond Racing shelves and cones,
DH labs cones, Bright Star Air Mass
and Big Rock combo, and PolyCrystal amp stand, equipment racks,
cones, and cable towers.
—Jonathan Scull
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connectors, the latter conforming to
the Audio Alchemy standard (the I
2S
will accept 24-bit/192kHz when it
becomes available), and outputs alinelevel analog signal through RCA connectors. All inputs arc automatically
upsampled to 96kHz and, in all modes
except I
2SDirect, output bit density is
increased to up to 24 bits by adding
dither in the form of triangular-proba-

bility-density function white noise.
(This is amuch simpler form of redithering than the P-1A's.)
The P-3A is based on the latestgeneration Crystal Semiconductor
CS4397 chipset and CS8420 input
receiver/sample-rate-converter chip,
the latter also used by the Bel Canto
DAC 1 and MSB Link III digital
processors. The analog output stage

runs in class-A, built around BurrBrown OPA134 op-amps. A pushbutton toggles the absolute phase.
The P-IA is aD/D processor, so it
must be used in conjunction with a
D/A processor to produce an analog
output, and the D/A processor should
be capable of 24-bit/96kHz performance. The P-1A has S/PDIF, AES/
EBU, and I
2Sinputs (no TosLink); each

Measurements

F

or these measurements, the P-1A
I- and P-3A were both powered
from the Monolithic Sound P3 supply. The P-3A's D/A converter didn't
invert absolute polarity with its
front-panel LED illuminated green,
but did do so when the LED was
red. It had amaximum output of
2.373V RMS, just under 1.5dB higher than the CD standard of 2V, with
an output impedance below 1ohm
across the audioband. Channel separation (not shown) was superb, at
better than 120dB below 400Hz, but
with capacitive coupling between
the channels reducing this to astill
excellent 87dB at 20kHz.
With normal signals, the P-3A's
frequency response was flat (fig.1,
lower trace above 11cHz); but with
apre-emphasized signal, there was
no corresponding de-emphasis
applied (fig.1, upper trace above
11cHz). As aresult, the small number of pre-emphasized CDs will
sound very shrill.
Fig2 shows a 1
/
3-octave spectral
analysis of adithered lIcHz tone with
resolutions of 16 bits (top) and 24 bits
(bottom). There are no powersupply-related spuriae to be seen!
The drop in the noise floor associated
with the increase in bit depth is 21dB
in the treble and still 17-18dB in the
0le

0 .0.0

.•

..101

midrange, which suggests that this
inexpensive converter has adynamic
range equivalent to almost 20 bits —
about the best Ihave measured! This
superb dynamic range can also be
seen in fig3, which shows awiderband spectral analysis with the
processor decoding 16- and 24-bit
"digital black." (As with some other
digital products Ihave measured, the
P-3A picked up RF interference from
the computer monitor, so the latter
was switched off while the data were
being collected.)
Linearity error (fig.4) was also
superb; the low level of analog noise
meant that the measured error didn't
reach +3dB until -115dB or so. As a
result of the nonexistent linearity and

the low noise floor, the P-3A's reproduction of an undithered lkHz
sinewave at -90.31dBFS (fig.5) was
essentially perfect. Increasing the
word length to 24 bits gave apretty
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Fig.4 Perpetual Technologies P-3A, departure
from linearity, 16-bit data (2dB/vertical
div., right channel dashed).
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Fig.2 Perpetual Technologies P-3A, V3-octave
spectrum of dithered IkHz tone at
-90dBFS, with noise and spuriae, 16-bit
data (top) and 24-bit data (bottom).
(Right channel dashed.)

Fig.5 Perpetual Technologies P-3A, waveform
of undithered IkHz sinewave at
-90.31dBFS, 16-bit data.
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100

Perpetual Technologies P-3A, frequency
response with (top) and without
(bottom) de-emphasis at -12dBFS (right
channel dashed. IdB/vertical div.).

Fig.3 Perpetual Technologies P-3A, '1,-octave
spectrum of "digital black; with noise
and spuriae, 16-bit data (top) and 24-bit
data (bottom). (Right channel dashed.)
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Fig.6 Perpetual Technologies P-3A, waveform
of undithered lkHz sinewave at
-90.31dBFS, 24-bit data.
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Perpetual
input can accept adifferent combination
of sampling rate and bit density. The
input receiver is aCS8420, same as in
the P-3A. However, unlike the P-3A,
the P-IA uses only the CS8420's
sample-rate conversion (upsampling)
function, bypassing its built-in dithering
capability. Instead, the digital audio
datastream is routed to ahigh-powered
programmable DSP (an Analog Devices

good facsimile of asinewave with this
very-low-level signal (fig.6).
Harmonic distortion (fig.7) was
very low, the third harmonic being
the highest in level at —91dB
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Perpetual Technologies P-3A, spectrum
of 50Hz sinewave, DC-1kHz, at OdBFS

into 100k ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.8 Perpetual Technologies P-3A, HF
intermodulation spectrum, DC-24kHz,
19+20kHz at OdBFS into 100k ohms
(linear frequency scale).

Technologies

SHARC 21065L with 32-bit block
floating-point math), and subjected to
what Perpetual Technologies refers to as
Resolution Enhancement. Designed by
Peter Madnick and Keith Allsop and
based on proprietary algorithms developed over the years for the Audio
Alchemy DTI•Pro and DTI•Pro32, Resolution Enhancement involves dynamically tracking the signal and attempting

(0.003%), even into 600 ohms. The
only other harmonic to poke its head
above the —100dB level was the seventh. Intermodulation distortion was
also very low (fig.8), the lkHz difference component lying just above
—100dB (0.001%). However, note the
spectral spreading of the primary
191cHz and 20kHz tones, which may
be due to the Crystal sample-rateconverter chip running out of mathematical headroom with this
demanding signal. (I originally suspected wordclock jitter as the culprit,
but the P-3A has very low jitter, as
you will see later.)
As supplied, the P-1A performs
two functions: converting S/PDIF
and AES/EBU datastreams to the
lower-jitter I
2Sformat, and applying
Perpetual's proprietary Resolution
Enhancement algorithm. But measuring the unit's effect was hardly
straightforward. Istarted by connecting the P-IA to the P-3A with the
supplied PS cable, setting the P-3A to
I
2SDirect to bypass its Crystal SRC
and data receiver chip, and setting the
P-1A to increase the sample rate of an
incoming 16-bit/44.1kHz datastream
to 961cHz, and to increase the word
length to 24 bits. Ithen fed the duo
Moe* MM. PIMA Imem 00 Ible •

P- 1A & P- 3A

to derive abetter estimate of the 24-bit
data than what is possible with astatic
dithering algorithm.
The Perpetual Technologies websitc
explains how this is done: "The frequency spectrum is split up into multiple bands and the energy of each band
is monitored. The algorithm looks for
certain psychoacoustic relationships of
the frequency bands, which are used as

with various signals and tried to see
what changes the P-IA caused.
Fig.9 shows a '/3-octave spectral
analysis of the P-3A's output decoding
a dithered 16-bitIlkHz tone at
—90.31dBFS, with the P-1A set to
Bypass (bottom trace at 100Hz) and
to Resolution Enhancement. You can
see that, other than the region
between 80Hz and 250Hz, the traces
overlap exactly. However, as these
traces are dominated by the dither
content, it is possible that the increase
in signal resolution is being obscured.
Accordingly, Iswitched off the
dither and repeated the analysis
(fig.10). At lkHz and above, the traces
again overlap exactly and show the
harmonic content necessary to produce the waveform shown in fig.5.
But without the dither noise, it can be
seen that the P-1A is adding asignificant amount of lower-frequency
energy. Fig.11 shows the waveform
of the enhanced analog signal. Yes,
it looks more like asinewave than
fig.5, but not anything like atrue
24-bit sinewave as output by the
P-3A (fig.6).
Irelocated the beautiful little P-3A
to my listening room, returned to the
lab, and looked at what the P-1A was
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Fig.9 Perpetual Technologies P-3A, ',voctave
spectrum of dithered IkHz tone at
-90.31dBFS, with noise and spuriae,
16-bit data, via P-1A in Resolution
Enhancement mode (top at 100Hz)
and in Bypass mode (bottom). (Right
channel dashed.)
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Fig.10 Perpetual Technologies P-3A, Vroctave
spectrum of undithered IkHz tone at
—90.31dBFS, with noise and spuriae,
16-bit data, via P-1A in Resolution
Enhancement mode (top at 100Hz)
and in Bypass mode (bottom). (Right
channel dashed.)

Fig.11 Perpetual Technologies P-3A,
waveform of undithered IkHz
sinewave at -90.31dBFS, 16-bit data,
processed by P- I
A in Resolution
Enhancement mode.
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indicators to estimate the original data
before it was processed down to 16 bits
on CD, for example. This is asingleended process that needs no special
decoding. The algorithm is dynamic,
and is most effective on low-level signals, where it is needed most.... After
Resolution Enhancement, the audio
signal is dithered down to the selected
output word length. No attempt is

made to add in higher harmonics."
Perpetual Technologies' description
of the P-IA's design goes on to talk
about speaker and room correction, but
those are stories for another day. The
P-IA has aUSB port, which will allow
software add-ons and upgrades (including upgrades to the Resolution Enhancement algorithm) through downloads from PT's website.

Setup
Connecting astandard digital processor is
normally apretty simple matter, only a
complete neophyte would need to read
the instructions to figure out what goes
where and what buttons must be pushed.
Not so for the P-1A/P-3A combination. The basic layout of buttons and
indicator lights is economical in the
extreme. A button pushed briefly may

Measurements
doing in the digital domain. Iused the
generator board of a dual-board
PrismSound DScope II to synthesize
adithered 16-bit 1033Hz sinewave at
OdBFS, and used the analysis board to
perform a high-resolution (32,768
points) FFT-derived spectrum of the
P-1A's AES/EBU data output. (I
averaged 64 spectra to reduce the
contribution of random noise.) The
blue trace in fig.12 shows the spectrum of the data output by the
DSc-ope: the 1033Hz FFT bin in this
1Hz-resolution graph hits the OdBFS
line; the contents of all the other bins
more than 6Hz on either side of the
tone are below -130dBFS. (If you're
wondering how this can be with a16bit system, which is supposed to have
a maximum signal/noise ratio of
96dB: 96dB is the RMS, or rootmean square, sum of all the
-130dBFS components.)
The red trace in fig.12 shows the
same spectral analysis of the P-1A's
digital output with it set to increase
the word length to 24 bits. Again, a
spectral line can be seen in the 100Hz
region at the graph's far left—it is of
almost equal level in both the 117 and
118Hz bins—but note the other
spectral lines to either side of the
lkHz peak. These would have been
hidden by the coarse 1
/
3-octave bandpass filter used to produce figs.9 and
10. The frequencies of the two
highest-level components are 869Hz
and 1197Hz; le, ±164Hz compared
with the input signal. The other
spuriae are spaced at exactly 164Hz
intervals until they sink below the 16bit noise floor. The floor also appears
to be slightly low-pass-filtered just
below the CD's original Nyquist
frequency of 22.05kHz.
Unsure if what these graphs
revealed were the effects of the Resolution Enhancement algorithm or of
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some aspect of the P-1A's data handling, Ireset the DScope to output a
dithered 24-bit tone and repeated the
test. Again, the blue trace in fig.13 is
the original signal. The noise components now lie at a"roots of the universe" level of -178dBFS, with aregular series of spectral lines around the
-170dBFS level resulting from the
ultimate mathematical imprecision of
the 24-bit data. The red trace shows
the effect of the P-IA set to output
24-bit words. The noise floor has
risen by 10dB at lower frequencies,
more at higher frequencies, which is
most likely the effect of the Perpetual
unit's own dither. While with one
exception the mathematical artifacts
are still visible, they are all 10-20dB
higher than with the original data.
And again, the spectral lines at
1033Hz, ±164Hz and its harmonics
can be seen, as the reduction of the
noise-floor level unmasks many more
components, including alot of lowerfrequency spikes.
Imust admit that Ihave no idea
what this behavior is due to, or if it
correlates with RD's finding that Resolution Enhancement sounded alittle
"veiled" with some CDs. (Remember, all of these added spectral components are still very low in level.) Nor
did this behavior change as Ireduced
the level of the input data.
Puzzled, Iturned to the P-IA's
and P-3A's jitter performances, using
the Miller Audio Research Jitter
Analyzer to perform ahigh-resolution spectral analysis on the P-3A's
analog output and feeding the
devices being tested data representing an 11.025kHz tone at -6dBFS
with the LSB toggling at 229Hz.
The source was a low-timebaseerror CD-R played on aPS Audio
Lambda transport. The solid trace in
fig.14 shows the result for the P-3A

driven directly from the PSA transport via a 6' length of Apature
S/PDIF cable. All the data-related
spuriae at ±229Hz and its odd-order
harmonics (red numeric markers)
are very low in level, and the
peak-peak jitter was just 134.2
picoseconds — one of the very lowest levels Ihave measured. Changing
to aTosLink datalink reduced this
figure even more, to 133.4ps, due to
the disappearance of sidebands at
±15Hz (indicated with purple "1"
markers in this graph).
Ithen fed the PSA transport to the
P-1A's S/PDIF data input, set the
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Fig.12 Perpetual Technologies P-1A, highresolution digital-domain spectrum of
dithered 16-bit/1033Hz tone at OdBFS,
original data from DScope II (blue), and
via P-1A in Resolution Enhancement
mode (red). (20dB/vertical div.)
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Fig.13 Perpetual Technologies P-1A, highresolution digital-domain spectrum of
dithered 24-bit/1033Hz tone at OdBFS,
original data from DScope II (blue), and
via P-1A in Resolution Enhancement
mode (red). (20dB/vertical div.)
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Perpetual
perform adifferent function than when
it's held for more than two seconds, and
when you press it asecond time the
function is different again. You must
read the operating instructions and note
the illustrations very carefully. The
operating instructions arc in the process
of being revised, and Imust say they
need it. Ihave some experience with the
type of operational logic that Audio

P-1A to upsample to 961tHz and increase the word length to 24 bits, and
connected it to the P-3A in PS Direct
mode. The result was the solid trace
in fig.15 (also shown, for comparison,
as the grayed-out trace in fig.14). Iwas
very surprised to find the situation
worse, given RD's enthusiastic recommendation of the combination.
Yes, the higher-frequency data-related sidebands have dropped in level,
but aslew of sidebands at ±44Hz and
its harmonics (purple numeric markers) more than triple the measured
jitter level, to 4803ps. In addition, the
noise-floor components have risen by
an average 2dB.
Remember that this was with the
I
2S connection, which should have
superior jitter rejection due to its carrying the wordclock signal on aseparate wire. Replacing the PS link
between the two Perpetual units with
a 75 ohm S/PDIF link gave the
grayed-out trace in fig.15. A mass of
closely spaced (20Hz) sidebands can
be seen, and the jitter level has
increased by afactor of 50 times, to
15,610ps, or 15.6 nanoseconds!
The P-3A is one of the bestmeasuring D/A converters Ihave
encountered, particularly regarding
dynamic range, resolution, and linearity. This is atribute both to the
P-3A's design team and to Cirrus
Logic, which makes the chipset
used in the unit. That the P-3A
costs just $699 makes it astounding
value for money.
Given RD's very positive auditioning of the P-1A and P-3A, Icannot
believe that the perverse measured
performance Iobtained for the P-1A
is typical of what Perpetual Technologies intended. I have therefore
requested asecond sample and will
report on its behavior in aFollow-Up.
-John Atkinson
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Alchemy used, and it's similar to that of
the Perpetual Technologies products;
even so, acouple of times Iended up
selecting non-optimal sample rates
and/or bit densities. It was the drop in
sound quality that told me something
was not quite right.
For anyone using only the P-3A,
things are not too complicated. You connect the appropriate digital link (I2S

P-1A

& P-3A

most preferred, followed by AES/EBU,
S/PDIF, and TosLink, in that order),
the RCA analog outputs, and finally the
DC power (from the standard power
supply or, preferably, the Monolithic
Sound P3 Perpetual Power Plant.
Momentarily pressing and holding the
Input button cycles through the various
inputs, and pressing and holding the
Program button selects normal/inverted
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Fig.14 Perpetual Technologies P-3A, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal
(11.025kHz at -6dBFS with LSB toggled at 229Hz, CD data). PS Audio Lambda CD transport
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.1 Amazing Three Dimensionality
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SILVER AUDI

Washed Out Colors
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0111

FINE SILVER PRECISION AUDIO CABLES

Plasma and Direct View Monitors
./ 8outlets -1800 Watt Capacity
.1 Lightning Fast High Current
Spike and Surge Protection

Jet Streglir

1 5 Year Warranty

Power Block Power Conditioner
.1 World's Finest Power Conditioner
.1 The New PB3C Controls the
Most Complex Systems
.1 Available with Silver or Black
Face Plate
.1 16 Outlets on 5Individual Circuits

AIRFOIL

.1 3600 -4200 Watt Capacity
.1 Parallel Filters Will Not Limit
Current
.1 Video Monitor Circuit
.1 6Point Spike & Surge Protection
Lifetime Warranty
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GRAND
Elite 3 Power Conditioner
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Perpetual
absolute phase. A program-display LED
indicates the sampling rate according to
a code: red for 44.1kHz, green for
96kHz, off for 192kHz.
The plot thickens when the P-3A is
used in combination with the P-1A. The
P-IA has three inputs (I2S, AES/EBU,
S/PDIF) and three outputs in the same
formats. The selected input is present on
all outputs. Regardless of the input, the
recommended connection to the P-3A is
via the I
2S. (A short I
2Scable is included.) Pressing the Program button cycles
through four options: 1) Bypass, 2) CD
Resolution Enhancement, 3) Speaker or
Speaker/Room Correction (when they
become available), and 4) both Speaker
or Speaker/Room Correction and Resolution Enhancement. "Bypass" is not
true bypass, just bypass of the Resolution
Enhancement (Output Bit Density)
function controlled by the Program
button; the P-1A's jitter-reduction
circuitry and upsampling (if selected)
are still engaged.

Technologies

Now the real fun begins. The name
of the game is upsampling/resolution
enhancement, but there are two ways of
achieving upsampling in combination
with the P-3A. The P-1A can be set to
output 44.1kHz, which will leave it to
the P-3A's circuitry to upsample the
data to 96kHz. Alternatively, the P-1A
can be set to output 96kHz (or 192kHz,
when it becomes available). In that case,
and assuming that the P-1A/P-3A connection is via the recommended I
2S, the
P-3A has to be set to the I
2S Direct
mode (by pressing and holding the
P-3A's Program button when PS has
been selected), which bypasses the
P-3A's CS8420 input receiver. Itried
both arrangements, and preferred the
I
2SDirect mode, with the P-IA's output
having been set to 96kHz. Iwon't
describe exactly how the P-IA's Sample
Rate is set — suffice it to say that it
involves pressing two buttons in
sequence until the right LED lights up.
The sample rate having been taken

Upgrades
It's generally acknowledged by
designers of audio equipment that
the most reliable way to improve a
product's performance without
changing its basic circuitry is to
improve the power supply. However,
good power supplies are costly and
not terribly glamorous, so manufacturers building products to meet certain price points often compromise
in this area. Audio Alchemy's early
digital processors were notorious for
this, and the same seems to be true of
the Perpetual Technologies products.
The P-3A's power supply is just a
small transformer in abox; the P-1A
has aswitching power supply, atype
that's prone to be noisy unless it's
very sophisticated — which this one
isn't. Perpetual Technologies appears
to recognize that the stock power
supplies may be the limiting factor in
the performance of the P-1A/P-3A;
they recommend the P3 Perpetual
Power Plant ($349) from Monolithic
Sound as an upgrade.
The 1
33 ,designed by ex—Audio
Alchemy service manager Dusty
Vawter, powers both Perpetual
Technologies products and matches
their cosmetics. It features athreestage line filter, separate 2.5A lowoutput-impedance transformers, a
full-wave bridge rectifier with four
discrete ultrafast diodes, and the DC
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outputs have 10,000p.F capacitance,
bypassed by ahigh-quality Siemens
metal-film capacitor. More to the
point, the P-1A/P-3A combo
sounds much better when powered
by the P3than by the standard power
supplies — cleaner, more dynamic,
better bass — so Iwould consider
the P3 amandatory option.
To alesser extent, the same is true
for the Mystic Reference I
2Scable
from Audio Magic. PerpetuaPs stock
cable is not bad, and the P3 power
supply makes amuch greater difference than the change in cables, but
substituting the Mystic Reference
(silver-coated copper, extensive
shielding, $149 for 0.5m) resulted in a
slightly more extended, open treble.
I
2Scables are still pretty rare; I
checked the websites of AudioQuest, Kimber, and Monster Cable,
and none lists an PS cable. Perpetual
Technologies is working with Audio
Magic to come up with acable that
they can offer as an official upgrade.
In the meantime, the Mystic Reference I
2Sallows for extracting another bit — meant not in atechnical
sense — of performance from the
P-1A/P-3A. The Monolithic Sound
Ppower supply and Audio Magic
Mystic Reference I
2Scable are available from www.av123.com.
—Robert Deutsch

P-1A

& P-3A

care of, the next task is to set the Output
Bit Density (16, 18, 20, or 24 bits). This
controls the P-1A's interpolation algorithm, and the setting applies to all
inputs. The normal setting is 24 bits
(which, for some reason, the instruction

The P-1A and P-3A are
very small boxes (even
smaller than the Bel Canto
DAC 1), so placement is
not aproblem.
manual fails to point out). You set this in
the third control layer, which you access
by pressing, holding, and letting buttons
go in just the right order. Then, finally,
the P-1A/P-3A combo is ready to do its
job. At least the settings are retained in
nonvolatile memory; power interruption does not erase them.
The P-IA and P-3A are very small
boxes (even smaller than the Bel Canto
DAC 1), so placement is not aproblem,
but you have to decide whether you
want them vertical or horizontal. Each
unit comes with amatching metal stand
that allows for vertical orientation, but
this arrangement wasn't all that stable
and didn't seem ideal for vibration control. Iended up placing them horizontally, side by side, using the stick-on
rubber feet provided.
Linking the P-1A/P-3A was the Mystic Reference I
2S cable from Magic
Audio; the power supply used for both
processors was the upgraded Monolithic
Sound P3 unit (see "Upgrades" sidebar).
Perpetual Technologies recommends
use of an AC mains power-regenerating
device and upgraded power cord; Iused
the PS Audio P300 (with MultiWave
option set at "SSS") and TARA Labs
Decade power cord. The overall transparency was improved by placing aVPI
DB-5 "magic brick" atop each processor
and aShakti stone atop the P3 power
supply. The P-IA and P-3A were among
the more slow-to-break-in products of
my experience; sonic improvements
continued to emerge even after four or
five weeks of use.
Sound
Most of my listening was to the P-IA in
combination with the P-3A, which I'm
told is the configuration used by most
Perpetual Technologies customers.
However, Ialso spent some time listening to the P-3A by itself, using adirect
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Perpetual
AES/EBU connection from the PS
Audio Lambda II transport
On its own, without an assist from the
P-1A (but with the upgraded Monolithic Sound P3power supply), the P-3A
gave avery good account of itself, its
sound quality generally competitive
with the Bel Canto DAC 1and the
MSB Link DAC III with upsampling
board, Full Nelson upgrade and P1000
power supply (see, respectively, the
December and September 2000 issues
of Stereophile). (For the P-3A and the
Link III, the inputs were AES/EBU; for
the DAC 1, which has no AES/EBU
input, the input was coaxial S/PDIF.)
The sound was dynamic, with good
timbral and transient accuracy, and the
sort of natural high-frequency detail that
Ihave come to associate with upsampling D/A processors. Iactually preferred the sound of the P-3A to that of
the Bel Canto DAC 1($1295), which,
while smooth and unfatiguing to listen
to, sounded abit bland and soft in comparison. The fully optioned MSB Link
III is the recipient of Stereophilès Budget
Component of 2000 award, and may
well be the best D/A processor in its
price range. The P-3A came very close
to the standard established by the Link

Associated Equipment
Digital sources: PS Audio Lambda H transport, Bel Canto Design
DAC 1and MSB Link DAC III
(with upsampler board, Full Nelson option, P1000 power supply)
digital processors.
Preamplifier: Convergent Audio
Technology SL-1 Ultimate.
Power amplifier: Cary CAD2A3-SE monoblocks.
Loudspeakers:
Avantgarde
Acoustic Uno Series Two.
Cables: Digital: Illuminati Orchid,
'Umber Illuminations D-60. Interconnects: Nordost Quattro Fil.
Speaker: Nordost S.P.M. Reference. AC: TARA Labs Decade.
Accessories: Argent RoornLenses
(4) room treatment, PS Audio
P300 AC synthesizer with MultiWave (used with preamplifier and
digital sources), Bright Star Little
Rock atop CD transport, Nordost
PP4 Ti and PP4 Al Pulsar Point
component supports, Arcici Suspense Rack, PolyCrystal amplifier
stand, Furutech RD-1 CD demagnetizer, Auric Illuminator CD
treatment.
-Robert Deutsdi
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III, matching it in dynamics but not
sounding quite as refined in the upper
midrange/treble. Considering the difference in price —$1050 for the P-3A with
epower supply its $1385 for the Link
Ill—this is very fine performance.
In assessing the performance of the
P-1A and P-3A together, Ifirst wanted
to determine what the P-IA sounded

The timbrai qualities of
instruments seemed more
true to life, with less of the
synthetic "digital" character
that many audiophiles
dislike about CD sound.
like without Resolution Enhancement,
functioning just as afront-end to the
P-3A. Icompared the sound of the P-3A
on its own (direct AES/EBU connection between the PS Lambda II transport and the P-3A) vs the P-1A/P-3A
combination (AES/EBU between transport and P-IA, I
2Sbetween P-IA and
P-3A, P-3A set to I
2SDirect, P-IA set to
output 96kHz, Resolution Enhancement set to Bypass). Given that the
direct transport-processor connection is
more, well, direct, one might expect the
sound to be better than with the signal
routed through another component.
That's not what Iheard. The P-IA/
P-3A combination was more detailed,
had greater clarity, and the upper
midrange and treble were smoother,
more grain-free than the P-3A by itself.
Iwas initially puzzled by the superiority of the sound of the P-1A/P-3A,
but, reading through the FAQs on the
Perpetual Technologies website, Ifound
the likely reason: enhanced jitter reduction. The P-1A is said to reclock data "to
an amazing 2 picoseconds," and the
sample-rate conversion uses avery-lowjitter, fixed-frequency crystal oscillator.
Although the input-receiver sections of
the P-IA and the P-3A are similar, Peter
Madnick sul(lests that there are advantages to having this function performed
by aseparately shielded and powered
circuit. Whether for this or some other
reason, the P-IA seemed to allow the
P-3A to do abetter job of D/A conversion, even with Resolution Enhancement
bypassed. The sound of the P-1A/P-3A
in this configuration handily surpassed
that of the fully optioned Link DAC III.
Enabling Resolution Enhancement
(Output Bit Density set to 24) took per-

P- 1A & P- 3A

forma= to ahigher level still, an effect
akin to replacing CDs of run-of-themill technical quality with remastered
"audiophile" versions. The sound
became altogether more natural, more
detailed, but with no added artificial
edge. The improvements were most
obvious with CDs that I'm highly familiar with, like the original-cast recording
of 42nd Street (RCD1 3891) — the very
first CD Iever bought. Voices of individual chorus members, and individual
instruments in the orchestra, were all
more distinct, and it was easier to focus
on details of the complex sonic texture.
On track 3of Chesky Records' first
Jazz Sampler & Audiophile Test CD
(CheskyJD37) —a track that Ihave listened to, in whole or in part, approximately 4367 times — the sound of all
the little bells and exotic percussion
instruments was less homogenized;
again, it seemed as if Chesky had gone
back to the master and reissued aCD
incorporating the latest technology. In
general, the timbrai qualities of instruments seemed more true to life, with
less of the synthetic "digital" character
that many audiophiles dislike about CD
sound. There was also an enhancement
of recordings' spatial characteristics, with
ambience information presented more
distinctly, and images within the soundstage being more three-dimensional.
Resolution Enhancement involves a
mathematical algorithm that takes
digital audio data recorded with 16-bit
precision and makes guesses about what
the data would look like had it been
recorded with 24-bit precision. It follows that, no matter how welleducated the guessing, some of the
interpolated data points are not going to
be accurate representations of the real
24-bit data points (if we had these available for comparison). For the audiophile
not overly concerned with digital audio
theory —a description Iwould apply to
myself—the question is whether Resolution Enhancement produces results
that create amore convincing illusion of
live music. The answer, for me, is most
definitely "Yes," with aminor, qualifying
"but..." For the vast majority of recordings, engaging Resolution Enhancement
produced positive effects of the kind I've
noted, and improvement was sufficiently marked that Ihad little motivation to
switch back to Bypass mode.
However, with afew recordings —
maybe 10% of the ones of which Idid
A/B comparisons — I preferred the
sound in Bypass mode: it seemed more
direct, while the Resolution Enhanced
version sounded a bit veiled or
159
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processed. One of these discs was Chris
Norman's The Beauty of the North (Dorian DOR-90190), which features flute.
fiddle, accordion, guitar, and bass in simple arrangements of traditional favorites
from Quebec and Maritime Canada. I
chose it as one of my "Records To Die
For" in February 1995, and Ioften listen

With Perpetual

EQUINOX
by

constitute his auspicious
re-entry into the digital
audio marketplace.
to it for pleasure as well as in equipment
comparisons. It's avery clean, clear
recording, and some of that clarity
seemed slightly obscured in the Resolution Enhanced mode. With Bypass
available at the push of abutton, it was
easy to check the contribution of
Resolution Enhancement; terminally
compulsive audiophiles may want to
note whether each CD (and each
track?) sounds better with or without
Resolution Enhancement.
Condusion
The demise of Mark Schifter's Audio
Alchemy was mourned by audiophiles
who have since missed the company's
affordable but excellent-sounding, and
often innovative, digital products. Now,
with Perpetual Technologies, Schifter is
back: the P-1A/P-3A constitute his auspicious re-entry into the digital audio marketplace. As astandalone D/A processor,
the P-3A (with Monolithic Sound's P3
power supply) is competitive with some
of the best processors in its price range.
Combined with the P-IA, it reaches a
level of digital replay that must have manufacturers of multi-kilobuck digital
processors hoping that not too many
customers find out about it. Upsampling
to 96kHz and Resolution Enhancement
to 24 bits work as claimed, maximizing
the sonic potential of most CDs.
For the P-1A, this review is more of a
progress report, the enhancement of
CD playback being only apart of the
product's capability. The P-IA was
designed with loudspeaker- and roomcorrection in mind; the software is
currently being fine-tuned to optimize
these functions, and I'll be doing a
Follow-Up when it becomes available.
Ican hardly wait.
Stereophile, January 2001
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JVC XL-R5000BK &Marantz DR-17
CD recorders

R

this CD burner online
evicwing prodfor less than $400. No
ucts from mainwonder they laugh at
stream consumeraudiophiles.
el ectronics companies
In the minds of most
can be ahumbling expemainstream consumers,
rience. The JVC XLthe Marantz DR-17
R5000BK CD burner
($1599 in black, $1699 in
lists for $550, but I've
"Champagne") wouldn't
seen it on the Web for
seem like such agood
less than $400. It's got a
deal. It's only asingle3-tray CD changer on
tray CD-R (or CD-RW)
the left side and aCDburner, which means it
burner tray on the right.
requires an external digiYou can program up to
tal or analog source. And
32 tracks from three
because "digital is digiCDs and automatically
tal" and "perfect," why
record your compilation
spend more to get less?
to disc on the CD burner
Of
course,
the
side, at real time or 2x
Marantz isn't aimed at
NC XL R5000BK (top) and Marantz DR-17 (bottom) CD recorders
speed. It has an analog
mainstream consumers.
line-level input so you
k's meant for audiophiles who apprecican use arewritable CD-RW, dub it
can record from cassette, the radio, or
ate ahigher build quality, simplicity of
over to your MD recorder, then crase
LPs. It's got amike input, so you can
operation, and (hopefully) better
and reuse the CD-RW. The JVC will
sing along with aMitch or Eminem
sound. The DR-17 is really adecent
duplicate HDCD- and DTS-encoded
CD loaded into one of the three playCD-playback
deck — it
includes
CDs when set to its lx dubbing speed
back trays and mix it down to CD-R.
HDCD decoding, for example —that
with the sample rate converter disabled.
Or you can record amix between the
also happens to record.
There's also aheadphone jack with volCD and the line input, or between the
So in reviewing these two recorders, I
ume control. You can alter the pitch of
line input and the mike input.
considered build quality, features, ease
the music by ±12% during playback,
The XL-R5000BK has optical digital
of operation, and sound quality for both
and of course there's aremote control
inputs and outputs so that, using the
recording and playback.
from which you can perform most
built-in frequency-sampling converter,
functions. A built-in clock/timer allows
you can record to and from such exterMethodology
nal sources as a MiniDisc player/ you to record while you're away. You
can even lock all four CD drawers to To compare the recorders in both
recorder or a DAT machine. If you
analog and digital modes, Idubbed
keep children from messing around
want to create acustom program from
material from LPs via the Ayre K-1 x
with them. Igotta say it again: I've seen
the three trays for your MD player, you

JVC XL-R5000BK: CD recorder with

triple-tray CD changer and single-tray
CD-R/CD-RW 2-speed recorder.
Frequency responses, player &
recorder: 20Hz-20kHz. Output level:
N/A. THD: player, 0.0063%; recorder,
0.0042% (during playback). S/N
ratios: player, 94dB; recorder, 97dB
(during playback). Dynamic ranges
(1 kHz): player, 91dB; recorder, 93dB
(during playback).
Dimensions: 17 3/16" W by 5" H by
12 3/
16 "D. Weight: 13.9 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
09500793.
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Price: $550. Approximate number of
dealer outlets: 1500. Warranty: 1year,
parts &labor.
Manufacturer: JVC Company of
America, 1700 Valley Road, Wayne, NJ
07470. Tel: (800) 526-5308. Fax:
(973) 315-5021 .
Web: www.jvc.com.
Marantz DR -17: Single-tray CDR/CD-RW recorder, HDCD player.
Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz.
Output level: 2V RMS; HDCD, 4V
RMS. THD: player & recorder, 90dB
(sic). S/N ratios: player, 105dB;
recorder, 90dB. Dynamic ranges:

player, 98dB; recorder, 95dB.
Dimensions: 18" W by 3.25" H by
12.75" D. Weight: 17.6 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
MZ009913010149.
Prices: $1599 in black, $1699 in
"Champagne." Approximate number
of dealers: 500. Warranty: 1 year,
parts &labor.
Manufacturer: Marantz America, Inc.,
440 Medinah Road, Roselle, IL
60172. Tel: (630) 307-3100. Fax:
(630)
307-2687.
Web:
www.
marantz.com.
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preamplifier's tape monitor and digitally
copied CD-Rs recorded from the Rockport System III Sirius turntable/arm
combo, as well as commercial CDs. I
experimented with the JVC's doublespeed recording function by duping a
Rockport-sourced CD-R in real time
and at double speed. Ialso auditioned

Measurements

JVC

both units as CD players and as transports, recording from the JVC to the
Marantz and vice versa. And Irecorded
to both using aMusical Fidelity X-Ray
CD player as the digital source. Of
course, Iused the same tunes, and
recorded and listened to them over and
over and over and over. All for you.

The NC XL-R5000BK at Work
Despite all it can do, the JVC XLR5000BK was reasonably easy to use
and its instructions were fairly straightforward, though Ithink, for the sake of
first-time users, they should be warned
that, once you record aCD-R, there's
no erasing. So be careful. But no mat-

XL-R5000BK

first looked as the JVC XLR5000BK CD recorder's A/D performance through its line inputs. The
input impedance was ausefully high
57k ohms. With the input level control set to its maximum, the sensitivity
was, as MF noted, quite low, with
1.385V RMS at 1kHz required to
reach OdBFS with 1% THD. (An
input of 1.35V gave —0.06dBFS at
0.014% THD.) The A/D frequency
response (analyzed in the digital
domain to avoid the effect of the DAC
playback response) is shown in fig.1,
with avery slight rise in the treble
apparent. More significant, the A/D
converter operates with less than 16bit resolution, as can be seen in fig2.
As aCD player, the JVC's analog
outputs were non-inverting, and
offered amaximum level of 226V.
This was sourced from amoderate
impedance of 680 ohms across most
of the audioband, rising slightly to 756
ohms at 20Hz. As long as the preamp
or receiver with which the unit is used
has an input impedance of 10k ohms
or higher, the JVC will work fine. The
channel separation (not shown) was
disappointing„ at around 56dB across
most of the band. Replay frequency
response with (bottom traces) and
without apre-emphasized signal is
shown in fig3. More bass rolloff can
be seen than in fig.1, though at —1dB
at 16Hz, this is not going to be much
of asubjective problem.

Fig.4 shows aspectral analysis of 20kHz tones, the negative-going peaks
the JVC reproducing adithered lkHz
of the waveform clipped, even into the
tone at —90dBFS. The odd peak at benign 100k laboratory test load
2.5kHz is probably due to aspurious
(fig.9). This is not asignal the JVC will
tone of some kind, while powerever have to deal with in real music,
supply components raise the noise
but it does suggest adesign weakness.
floor in the midrange and bass. These,
On the other hand, the player's error
as well as the 2.5kHz component, can
correction was superb, even 4rnm gaps
also be seen in awideband analysis of in the data spiral producing only occathe player's analog noise floor while it
decoded "digital black" (fig.5).
D/A linearity error was low down
to —100dBFS (fig.6), below which the
reading was dominated by noise. As a
result, the JVC's reproduction of an
undithered tone at —90.31dBFS
(fig.7) was not as good as it should be.
The analog output stage was quite
beefy, outputting a full-scale 50Hz
tone into alow 600 ohm load with just
Fig.4 NC XL-R5000BK, 1
4-octave spectrum of
0.02% of second-harmonic distortion
dithered IkHz tone at -90dBFS, with
(fig.8). However, with the punishing
noise and spuriae, 16-bit data (right
full-scale 1:1 mix of 19kHz and
channel dashed).
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Fig.2 JVC XL-R5000BK, ADC departure from
linearity, assessed in the digital domain
(2dB/vertical div., right channel dashed).
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100

NC XL-R5000BK, ADC frequency
response at -6dBFS (right channel
dashed, IdB/vertical div.).

000

Fig.3 JVC XL-R5000BK, DAC frequency
response without (top) and with
(bottom) de-emphasis at -12dBFS (right
channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.6 NC XL-R5000BK, DAC left-channel
departure from linearity, 16-bit data
(2dB/vertical div).
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ter how careful you are, chances are
you'll make afew mistakes and ruin a
few discs. (Note that both machines
require you use the more expensive
"Audio" blanks, on which acopyright
levy has been charged, rather than the
physically identical, ultra-cheap computer data discs.)

Creating aCD-R compilation using
two discs recorded off the Rockport
was easy: push afew buttons, and turn
aknob to choose disc and track in the
order in which you wish to assemble
them. Just don't forget which disc is in
which tray! As you go, the unit lets
you know how much time remains on

sional glitches. This is among the best
performance Ihave ever encountered.
Turning to the 'R5000's jitter performance, assessed with the Miller
Audio Research analyzer, the black
trace in fig.10 shows the spectral results
of jitter measured at the left analog
output The overall level was amoderate 435 picoseconds peak—peak, with

the highest-level sidebands at ±60Hz,
±152Hz, and ±305Hz (indicated in
the graph with apurple "3," "6," and
"15," respectively). Data-related jitter,
indicated with red number markers,
was very low in level.
Itested the effect of the JVCs sample-rate converter (SRC) by feeding
the recorder adigital "Confidence"
test signal generated by aPrismSound
DScope II and recording it at lx speed
but with the SRC operating. This special datastream has aregular series of
unique "trigger" words; when the
CD-R is played back and the device
under tests digital output is fed to the
DScope, the analyzer looks for the
trigger word and compares the following data with what it sent to the
recorder. As expected, the JVCs SRC
changes the data, so should be
bypassed if the user wants abit-perfect
copy, as would be the case if an
HDCD-encoded recording were to
be cloned. However, MF also noted
that he was disappointed in the sound

SVC Vs S1400.11. yvvieve.n1 len e le lnellf 5 V v. nveln
Men.

Fig.7 JVC XL-R5000BK, waveform of
undithered lkHz sinewave at
-90.31dBFS, 16-bit data.
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DR-17

the disc so you don't include more
tracks than will fit. When you're finished, you hit abutton on the CD-R
side and recording begins. Irecorded
the same program in real time and in
"2x" mode. There's also one-touch
dubbing of an entire disc, with automatic track marking.

of CD-Rs recorded at double-speed,
which does not allow the sample-rate
converter to be bypassed. The grayedout trace in fig.10 shows asimilar spectrum derived from the JVCs analog
output while it played back aCD-RW
Ihad recorded of the analytical jitter
test signal under these circumstances.
Many high-level, low-frequency sidebands can be seen, and the measured
jitter has risen to avery high 24,660ps
(24.66ns)! This will be due both to the
SRC and to any time-base error introduced in the data stored on the disc.
However, as MF reported that with
its SRC bypassed, the JVCs recordings were indistinguishable from the
Maranta DR-17's, Imust assume that
the SRC is the culprit here.
The JVC's measured performance was pretty good for such an
inexpensive component that offers
such ahigh degree of functionality.
However, for serious recording
from CDs, it must be used with the
SRC bypassed.
—John Atkinson
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Fig.8 JVC XL-R5000BK, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at OdBFS into
600 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at
OdBFS into 100k ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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Fig.10JVC XL-R5000BK, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal (I1.025kHz at
-6dBFS with LSB toggled at 229Hz. CD data). Center frequency of trace, 11.025kHz;
frequency range, ±3.5kHz. (Grayed-out trace was taken under identical conditions from
aCD-RW recorded at 2x speed with SRC operative.)
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Recording to analog on this and
other recorders is somewhat more
complex if you want to track-mark
each song. While the JVC and all
other CD recorders I've used can
"sense" and mark atrack when the
level drops below acertain value for a
few seconds between songs, residual
noise usually prevents the level from
reaching that threshold (bad analog!):
you're stuck with asingle track for an
entire LP side — which negates "in-

Measurements

scant access," one of CD's most attractive attributes — or you've got to sit
there and manually add the track
marks on the fly. (There's no going
back and adding them later.)
For what the JVC costs, you can't
expect four high-quality drawer mechanisms, and you don't get them. The
three on the left were somewhat noisy
and clunky, but they worked well during the review. The CD-R drawer was
more smooth and quiet. All controls on

Marantz

the JVC worked well, with areasonably smooth feel for such abudgetpriced piece.
The Marantz DR-17 at Work
The Marantz has fewer options, so
using it was somewhat easier (once I'd
connected an external source). But its
basic operation is similar to the JVC's.
You can record a single track or an
entire CD, either manually or using a
synchro button, which starts the

DR -17

L

17 decoding data representing a
oo
first at the Marantz
17's A/D section, the input dithered lkHz tone at -90dBFS,
impedance was moderate at around
reveals asuperbly low noise floor in
14k ohms. The frequency response,
the bass and midrange. A 120Hz
analyzed in the digital domain, is power-supply component can be
shown in fig.1; the high treble rolls off seen, but this is still almost 120dB
to reach -2dB at 20kHz, which will
down from peak level. However,
be audible as aslight softening. With
turning to asimilar but wider-band
the analog input level set to its maxianalysis of the Marantz's output while
mum, the DR-17's line input was
it decoded "digital black" (fig.5), the
more sensitive than the JVC XLuse of anoiseshaping DAC topology
R5000BK's, 575mV at 1kHz giving results in ahighish level of ultrasonic
OdBFS. However, the distortion innoise in the analog output. While
creased rapidly above -0.33dB
DAC linearity is very low down to
(equivalent to an input of 551mV),
below -100dBFS (fig.6), this noise
and the 1% TI-ID point was reached
obscures what should be aclear threeat an indicated peak level of -0.11dB
level waveform at -9031eFS (fig.7).
(567mV). But the Marantz's A/D
The analog output stage could
converter is very much better than
the JVC's, as can be seen from fig2.
Turning to the DR-17 used as a
CD player, the maximum level was
2.135V, sourced from alow 200 ohms
across the band. Absolute polarity was
correct, and channel separation (not
shown) was better than 110dB below
1kHz. Replay frequency response
(fig.3) was flat to well below the
audioband, with only aslight midtreble error evident with pre-emphaFig.2 Marantz DR-17, ADC departure from
sized data (lower traces in this graph).
linearity, assessed in the digital domain
Fig.4, aspectral analysis of the DR(2dB/vertical div., right channel dashed).
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drive low impedances with aplomb,
as can be seen in fig.8, which shows
the spectrum of the output driving a
full-scale 50Hz sinewave into 600

Fig.4 Marantz DR-17, '13octave spectrum
of dithered IkHz tone at -90dBFS,
with noise and spuriae, 16-bit data
(right channel dashed).
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Marantz DR-17, ADC frequency response
at -6dBFS (right channel dashed,
IdB/vertical div.).

Fig.3 Marantz DR-17, DAC frequency response
without (top) and with (bottom)
de-emphasis at —12dBFS (right
channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.6 Marantz DR-17, DAC left-channel
departure from linearity, 16-bit data
(2dB/vertical div.).
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recorder automatically on detection oía
digital signal. You have achoice of coaxial or optical digital inputs and outputs
as well as analog ins and outs. The
Marantz's remote is flashier, heavier,
and more solidly built, and includes a
second set of CD-player controls for use
with an outboard Marantz CD player.
It's also larger, which allows for aless
congested layout and greater ease of use.
Configuring and operating the compact, attractively styled DR 17 was

straightforward. Both the pushbuttons
and the smooth, quiet drawer mechanism felt substantial.

ohms. All the distortion harmonics
are at the —100dB level (0.001%).
Intermodulation distortion was also
very low in level, even with the full-

scale mix of 19kHz and 20kHz tones
(fig.9). And the MD-17's error correction was even better than the
superb JVC's, the 4mm gaps in the
data spiral resulting in only sporadic
audible glitches.
Like the JVC, the Marantz processes its digital input with asample-rate
converter (SRC). This is bypassed for
44.1kHz datastreams, meaning that
the digital words recorded on adisc
should be identical to what was sent
by the source. This was proved to be
the case using the DScope II's "Confidence Test," described in the JVC's
"Measurements" sidebar.
When it came to jitter, analyzing
the DR-17's analog output while it
played the Miller Audio Research disc
gave a result of a moderate 439
picoseconds peak—peak. Copying the
signal onto aCD-RW with the DR17's SRC bypassed increased the level
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Marantz DR-17, waveform of
undithered IkHz sinevvave at
-90.31dBFS, 16-bit data.

Digital to Digital

Ibegan with aJVC double-speed dub
of aCD-R I'd made off the Rockport
turntable. Isaved time, but Ilost sound
quality: 2x intensified everything analog fans hate about digital. The overall
sound hardened and glazed-over,
images lost dimensionality, bass

&

Marantz

became rubbery, transparency diminished, and the overall emotional satisfaction (not measurable, doesn't exist)
from the music diminished. Iwouldn't
use 2x recording for serious listening.
The quality loss was noticeable even in
the car: Ipicked my wife up at the train
station one night and played her the
original CD-R and the 2x dub without
identifying either. She could, though,
and was able to tell me why, for the
reasons listed above.

ofjitter only to 469ps, which is excellent. Fig.10 shows ahigh-resolution
spectrum of the Marantz's analog output while it played back the CD-RW
that Ihad recorded on the machine.
The only noticeable difference
between this and the original (not
shown) is the slightly higher level of
the data-related sidebands at ±229Hz
(red "5" numerical markers) and the
"spreading" of the central peak in this
graph, which will be due to very-lowfrequency random jitter. The symmetrical peaks marked with ablue
"3" lie at ±120Hz, the full-wave-rectified power-supply frequency. Note
also the shaped noise floor and its fairly high level, which again will be due
to the DAC topology
Overall, the measured performance
of the Marantz DR-17's ADC and
DAC functions was very respectable.
-John Atkinson
MILLER AUDIO
RESEARCH

LICENSED TO STEREOPNILE MAGAZINE

Fig.8

DR-17

Marantz DR-17, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at OdBFS into
600 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at
OdBFS into 100k ohms (linear
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Fig.10Marantz DR-17, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal (11.025kHz at
-6dBFS with LSB toggled at 229Hz, CD-RW data recorded with SRC bypassed). Center
frequency of trace, 11.025kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz.
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The A3 5's exclusive choke regulation eliminates the charge/discharge sawtooth from the OC power to the power amp, as shown in
this before and after oscillogram of a100 Hi signal. Most other
amps supply distorted OC voltage to the audio circuits.
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Audio guru Was Phillips ranks the Musical Fidelity A3"
power amp with gear that costs "from five times to
more than ten times the cost of the A3"." Clean, revealing performance Is the key. The Choke Regulated power
supply technology provides the purest possible
power to the audio circuits. Frequency response of both
components is astaggering 10 Hz to 100 kHz. it didn't
really matter whet type of music was played, the result
was the same: an inspirational listening experience,"
raves the June 2000 HI-Fl News S Record Review. You
could spend several times the money on a power
amp/preamp combo. But it won't buy you better sound
than the A3".
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Order online via our secure server Or cruise our site for detailed product info, then call 800 942 0220 to talk to one of our resident experts
Musical Fidelity components are available in the U.S. exclusively at Audio Advisor.

JVC
But when Imade areal-time dub and
shuffled the deck with the original CDR, Iwas hard-pressed to tell which was
which when I played them back
through the JVC or through my reference system — which is not to say the
$550 JVC sounded identical to my reference! Idubbed anumber of commercial discs in real time, including Tiger
Okoshi's excellent-sounding Color ofSoil
(JVC XRCD 0207-2) and Patricia Barber's Café Blue (Premonition 737-2,
HDCD). With the built-in sampling
converter turned off, the JVC duplicated the HDCD's "hidden bits." In either
case, when Iauditioned them on my
reference, Iwouldn't want to have to
bet the farm on which were the originals and which the copies. But when I
did know which was which, Ithought
there was aslight veiling or smearing of
high-frequency transients on the dubs.
In my mind? Maybe.
Iaccidentally began dubbing the
HDCD with the sampling converter
on, which meant that the "hidden bits"
would not be recorded. So Iskipped
forward to "Ode to Billy Joe" and
recorded it non-HDCD. Then I
stopped the process, turned off the
converter, and recorded the track again.
When Iplayed the two versions back
to back through my HDCD-capable
reference, the difference was formidable. If you heard what Iheard, you'd
become an HDCD believer. The
encoded recording had better transients, better low-level resolution, and
aconsiderably deeper soundstage. Not
subtle at all.
For the Marantz, Irepeated the
same tests (minus the HDCD/non-

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Simon Yorke
turntable, Graham 2.0 and Immedia
RPM2 tonearms, Lyra Helikon and
Parnassus D.C.t cartridges.
Digital sources: Musical Fidelity
X-Ray CD player, EAD DSP-9000
Mk3 D/A converter.
Preamplification: Audio Research
Reference phono stage, Ayre K-lx
preamplifier.
Power amplifiers: Musical Fidelity
Nu-Vista 300, Audio Research
VTM200 monoblocics.
Loudspeakers: Sonus Faber Amati
Homage, Audio Physic Rhea subwoofer.
Cables: Interconnect: Yamamura
Millennium 6000, Hovland G3,
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Heifetz's recording of Beethoven's
Violin Concerto with Charles Munch
and the Boston Symphony (RCA Living Stereo/Classic LSC-1992), Simon
and Garfunkel's "Bridge Over Troubled Water" from Classic's superbsounding reissue of that album
(Columbia/Classic KCS 9914), and a
few other telling tracks.
The first thing Inoticed, during the
recording process, was that the JVC's
A/D circuitry did not provide as much
gain as the Marantz's. While neither
Iaccidentally began
recorder rendered an identical copy of
the LP (which Icompared to the CD-R
dubbing the HDCD
in real time), the more expensive
Marantz came closer (output levels
with the JVC's sampling
equalized, of course).
The JVC edition sounded drabber
converter on, which
and robbed of harmonic information,
meant that the
detail, and punch. Heifetz's violin didn't
sing with the same authority, and
"hidden bits" would
lacked the transparency, that the LP
possesses, and which the Marantz did a
not be recorded.
better job of capturing. The orchestra
shrank into two-dimensionality on the
Count nie among them. Ilistened for JVC recording, while the Marantz
differences in low-level reverberant came closer to rendering massed strings
in 3D, as the LP does.
trails, depth, image specificity, harmonOn the S&G track, the kick drum,
ics, focus, dynamics, you name it, and
when Ididn't know which was which, I drenched in reverb behind Art Garfunkel singing "Sail on silvergirl, /
came up empty-handed. When Iknew
Sail on by. /Your time has come ... ,"
what Iwas listening to, Ithought the
had real body and weight on the
Marantz-recorded tracks sounded
Marantz recording. The JVC mushed
slightly richer and more "together"
it up abit. Ditto the weight and articoverall, but when Ilistened for the
ulation of the piano. Garfunkel's sibispecifics, Iheard no differences.
lants were noticeably cleaner on the
Marantz recording.
Analog to Digital
These and other differences were
Here's where the Marantz proved its
clearly audible, and Iwas repeatably and
mettle. On both CD burners Irecorded parts of Classic Records' edition of reliably able to identify which recording
Iwas hearing. Nonetheless, I'd bet the
average non-audiophile music-lover
wouldn't hear these things, or care
much if he or she did. For most consumers, the JVC will do an outstanding
Wireworld Gold Eclipse, Harmonic
job of transferring those "dusty old
Technology, Stealth. DIN-RCA:
crackly LPs" to digital.
Hovland Music Groove. Speaker:
Yamamura 6000, Harmonic TechAs CD Players?
nology, Analysis+, Stealth. AC:
Neither the JVC nor the Marantz
Yamamura Millennium 6000 and
approached the sonics of my reference
Quantum, Electra-Glide, JPS Labs.
CD player, particularly in terms of bass
Accessories: PS Audio Power Plant
extension and authority. But of the two,
P300 and P600, Sounds of Silence
the Marantz sounded noticeably fuller
Vibraplane active isolation platform,
and did amuch better job of controlling
Finite Elemente Pagode and Zoethedeep bass, which made it rhythmically
cus equipment stands, Symposium
more enticing and more musically satisRollerblocks, Vibrapods, A.R.T. Q
fying overall. It also had far better
dampers, Walker Valid Points, Shakdynamics compared to the JVC, espeti Stones, Shakti On-Lines, ASC
cially at the top end of the scale, and
Tube Traps, RPG BAD and Abffuthere was agreater sense of "blackness"
sor panels.
-Michael Framer
behind the notes.
But the $550 JVC sounded pretty

HDCD comparisons). But because the
DR-17 doesn't have an additional CD
transport, Iused an external transport.
To keep the battle fair, Iused both the
JVC and aMusical Fidelity X-Ray CD
player as digital sources, and again
heard no important differences
between the original CDs and any of
the copies. If there were differences,
they were so inconsequential as to be
insignificant to most listeners.
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S24.99 each!
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Stoplight Pens, Blacklight Mats, Is° Bearings and The Wave Guide available: SCALL

WI Turntables 84t Record Cleaners
Aries

and NEW! Aries Basic - "e.r, I\I1,

suirl a22" x
space Ants Wanner, a FIXT 3planer. healing A ior rt. rr
Aries Basic features an HW19.11i platter, hearing. 2piece clamp & TN-r
motor' Both are finished in black acrylic and an: upgrade:1111e' Truly two
turntables for the new millennium' Ask about

OUr

Aries/JMW

intjrilvalgt - A totally dead-solid acrylic platter. pnxision machined for dirmt coupling to
Lukaschek PP1 •This
flagship phono stage
features high gain, low
noise circuitry and is
designed to be used with
low output moving coil
phono cartridges. This is
an ultra high quality
phono stage! SCALL!

records. with reflex clamp and dustcoser. bully Upgradeahle to HW-19 Mark Ill 155991/ 11W-19 Mark
It 1511991 SCALL FOR PRICING!
111W-19 Man Ili -Stainless steel chassis. acrylic motor & amihnani, black acrylic 10111 platter and
wring ,uspension SCALL FOR PRICING!
JIW-19 Mork IV - I7ST ficanng st spindle assembly. 20 lb black acrylic platter.
bla,Ata RECOMMENDED C0/.11,0111ENT1 SCALL FOR PRICING!
The MINI Memorial 10 & NEW! 10. -Vii has designed an all-out
artirtylablc toneann reterence that is extraordinary in its ability to extract

Basis Audio Turntable Packages!
411110

Quiet Lille 2- ...squelches AC-hor
DAY: right at the outlet, audibly

hasearm packages! SCALL FOR PRICING!

Ruby/Ruby H Series 2-Newly redesianed!
liem-Slicro's flagship cartridge gets eu en Seller tt Oil
Series 2enhancements! Available in Nall high and
lou output ,onliguralions lo lii aNilrIVIS ,1 0 slellls.
SCALL!

1..
,
l.:-4

Foundation 1.11d Ill
SCALIA

Foundation ••I'larns. d)nanucs.
power all
sl11,1:11111allS. srm much sari
ckiented the Fountlation Ill an
"essential component" and mailed
AudioPrism acheck:' Burn Willi,
V. 12

SCAM

Reference Series 2-Newly redesianed!
Coming in lust under the Ruby. the Retool, is :dot
of cartridge tor the money. Sporting the new Series
2enhancements. the Reference has Iles er ,,,,,,'tied
better! Nosy sr ith Silver w'rulings' SCALL!

:
4117

BEST PRODUCTS! BEST PRICE!
BEST SERVICE! GUARANTEED!!

GRITTY

information fnuu an LP's gmoves. Soundstage is wide & deep with air &
separation between instruments. Feeling of image solidity & top to bottom

coherency is min:itched. Also aN ailable in 12 & 12.5 'version for TNT. 5-star
rated in TAS issue 106! 10 and 12 senior's bulb upgradeahle to new 10.51

Models 1400, 2000 thru 2800 and Debut
available st ith Rep RB250. 300. 900 and
Graham 2.0 Toneanns. Package prices
are available for all models! Flask record
clamps also available' SCALL FOR PRICING!

12.5! SCALL FOR PRICING!
11W-16.5 record cleaner
-...h,,,, ,p/a//d the IIWto be an outstanding
penformer far reconl
sulfates are microscopically clean & are so pristine
thev look new!" -Audio
Magazine. Semiautomatic.

NEW! auclioquest cables 61 more

ip

11W-17F record eleoner
-Self-contained hglilii
pump: Applies
'in,.
scrubs recant at Saint.
time: Bidirectional
cleaning: push-bution
n.ontroln. Full automatic
operation.

ailairiu
rper.INthrvi..XnaColld.i.A111,011'
tipeakerl'ahlettsailabk l'pe2:1'spe4.('V-l.Slate.13edmck.Granite.CirlsraltanCaldera.Volcano.
Kilinianiam.KE-1.A Everest !All I8ttlIaI & Video Cable also available!
flarrlaan: &
NESS! Pie+ & F:Nrienir Toneanns -Killer new ant's! $CALL!
Record Brush: \an .1.11 (..n1 ,,
,
nIrho N14. 1/9. RE Stoppers, RI n,. Dnza.11 \oise
01
Sorluil;e1 IMk Feet ,•r r I S3.1.99 s,,r-fiot; elItiu
,,r
‘i!).99

VPI Turntable and Record Cleaner Accessories

Nitty Gritty Record Cleaning Machines

in
I/rise System iSDS1 flagahyr Ape,
'
nu Ig Ia: potter !ilk,. $Ciill!
MI -19 Stand alone motor $Ca111 Delrin/SS record damns SCall! Ce-uni, check loci $9.99

"lie tried better tattles, arms, cartridge, mamas, cables, and isolation schemes,
...none ha, es er gis en me the kinds of imprasement, in noise reduction, darns.
and elimination id mid-to-treble ringing that them, reererd-cleaning machine., hair.
...If sou listen to records, SOU need amord -cleaning machine. Period." -Corry
Greinherg. ,Siereophile, Aloy '94, Cot

I/

11141.01111WrIs

MODEL 1.0 -Manual Iliad applicanan.brudung & rotation while vacuuming.
Stertreiqhrle

«JUJU

MODEL 1.3 - Imo scrubbing. &rotation, .nlide-out waste fluid tray. VALLI

,

MODEL 1.5F1 -Aar,/j/aidapplinition. scrubbing & rotation.

All models ore
also available
in Solid Oak
Cabinets
ey 220v versions!

CENIPCM01111 &CALL!

MODEL MINI-PRO 1 - Wet Numbs & vacuums bottin sides Ainutlianeo.l.
‘, SCUM
We also carry the full 'Woof Nhty Gritty replacement parts and accessones!

Give Life to the Music with
u.
10 stork U1111 .1 s.irlelt ol

Vibrapods!

• • • Five models at., ..

..•oinponents iron, (I) plaers to subwinders! .1he>

come with a30 day money back guarantee :Ind are only $6.00

each!

Allsop Orbitrac 2Record Cleaning Mt
¡flu

..,
_

The most effect's,: non-vacuum driven LP cleaning system ever produced' An
absolute necessity for any analog lover worth hisfher salt. Use it as apre-cleaner with
your vacuum machine. or il' your on abudget and don't hase a Yacuum cleaning
iachine use it as y•inir vivir cleaning device. Includes all you need to gel going: Ibid.
'caning pads. 'waitron vis and case. The hest pan is the price only

$34 .99

SCALL FOR PRICING ea the 11W-16.11 & 17F,beds available I. 110 sr 220velt

tIme

return of the VPI Magic Brick $69.99 Strobe Disc -Set turntable spee,I $17.99

Ultra Dual
Beam Clarifier

$149.991
ONLY

•
Lift 2
$99.99

new
ha,s and light /heasy
counterweighis. Replace
stock counlemeighi with the
heavy weight inri your RB250/
RB300/PTn fit; improsed
sound X: tracking!

Heavy
weight
S79.99

r.

Sumiko Turntables &Phono Cartridges
NEWT- Perspective
NEW! -Wood ClassiC
Aluminum align platter with
\lunation' alloy platter is ith
sins hmatihreiided record
Ymy hmaithreayled record
clanip.adjustable cone feo.
4 .
clamp.rigid aluminum subrigid aluminum sub -chasis.
.,
chasis.precision Swiss
precision Swiss hearing in
hearing in the tonearm.
tagliiitilitIli
•
tonearmlemale chasis
Female.
chasis mount RCA
&CALL,
mount RCA connector.
&CALL!
COltIleelors.0 00d piinth
We carry the full line of Sumiko tables, please call for pricing on the 1.2 & Model 2!

Sumiko Blue Point & Blue Point Special Cartridges -$CALL!
High Quality Record Sleeves -Call for larger quantities!

inner 100/$30.00, Outer: 100/$20.00 Japanese resealable outer 100/S30.00

ORDER TOLL FREE:
1-800-782-3472
Fax: (765)778-2669 Info: (765)778-2715
1022 ROLLING BARREL RD.
PENDLETON, IN 46064

Express Machining Lift2/Ehe Heavyweight

I
,erned none 34)
A palpable. & highs
soonsled more refined 8c
eel. The bass definitely
'manned -listas deeper
& tighter with better
pitch-differentiation..
Joinnhon Scrdi

Hours: M-F 9am-6pm & Sat 11am-4pm EST

e-mail us ah ElusDisceaoleom

FULL
CATALOG

1$3" U.S.A. /

$ 5 00

INTL.

FREE WITH ORDER!!

DOMESTIC SHIPPING (Average mist based en weight)
UPS Ground/Prior',
4 ,P CD: 55-57 (adtl. LP/CD .50c ea
U
ur
s 3-Day Select
. :1-3 LP/CD: S10-512 (odd. LP/CD 51.00 eachI
2
nd Day Air: 1-3 LP/CD: S15-S17 (odd. LP/CD 51.50 each
fee SHIPPING OUTSIDE THE U.& CALL E-614/1
OR FAX FOR YOUR OPTIONS AND C01711

good and committed no glaring sins
(pun intended). Softer, warmer, less
controlled, less detailed, less dynamic —
in short, less of everything —added up
to pleasingly "listenable" though somewhat innocuous musical performance.
While the JVCs sonics might not draw
you in and excite you, they won't repel
you either. Given what the JVC XLR5000BK can do and how much it
costs, I'd say that's an accomplishment.
Conclusion: The Ifs"
If you already have ahigh-quality CD
player or transport-processor combo

MK II
2digital & 4analog outlets
210Joles/18,000 A surge capability
1800 Watts/15 A

on the road

and you care about sound

REGA •
GRAM' •CREEK •
AUDIOPRISP
TOTEM •
MAGNUM DYNAIAB •EPOS >
UNISON RESEARCH •
ILLUMINATIONS

Ji

\MI

HARMONIC TECHNOLOGY •
MSB
AUDIO ANALOGUE •ATI •GDR'

JE

BRIGHT STAR •
OPERA •
BILLY BAGS
PATHOS •JOLIDA •VIBRAPODS

L.

HRS •SOLILOQUY •TARGETS.

CLS 6600 ISO 111(11

HAVE •
GOLDRING •
PLATEAU •
LAST

4digital & 4analog outlets
420Joles/30,000 A surge capability
2400 Watts/20 A

If you want to take
LPs

TRIANGLE •
CAMELOT •
WS •RGPC

as 32a91somicil &as (Awls() M1(11

jt_›-

your

AUDIOOUEST •
CAL. SUMIKO •KIMBER

BELLES •
MONOLITHIC •
LEHMANN

jj

Our Starting Line Up

Hall MME 5

CLS 9600 ISO Mg(/'
4digital & 2 + 2analog outlets
420Joies/30.000 A surge capability
2,400 Watts/20 A

TARGET

Peipetual Technology
P-3A

quality, Irecommend
the

MSB link DAC 3

Marantz DR-17.

t
o 0
1
:
44e
°

and simply want to make programmed
compilations or dupes from CDs, you
can't go wrong with the JVC XLR5000BK. If you want to take your LPs
on the road and you care about sound
quality, Irecommend the Marantz DR17, with its superior A/D converter,
higher build quality, and greater simplicity of operation.
If you're looking for a modestly
priced (by high-end standards),
HDCD-capable CD player for your
system that can double as aCD recorder
with avery good A/D converter builtin, the Marantz is worth considering for
that role as well.
But if you want an ultra-convenient,
incredibly versatile, self-contained,
programmable CD burner that can
double as adecent CD player in asecondary system, and that can make CD
copies essentially indistinguishable
from the original, Idon't see how you
could go wrong with the JVC. It may
feel like atoy compared to the expensive gear you're used to, but don't let
that fool you. Ifound the 3-CD programmability very attractive for creating custom CD-RW compilations,
which Ithen transferred to MiniDisc.
(I then erased the CD-RW and used it
again.) Ialso used the mike input to
make some singing mixes. (You'll
never hear them at aConsumer Electronics Show or Stereophile HI-FI Show.
so don't ask.)
Stereophile, January 2001

JoLida

as 9900 AMPMKI

oucJioquest

4amplifier outlets
420Joles/30,000 A surge capability

ANALYSIS

3.600 worts/30 A

Audio Analogue
Puccini SE &SER

Prices reduced!

Belles Hot Rod
150A

CLS ST1000 rtf9(II
4digital, 4amp & 4analog outlets
420Joles/30,000 A surge capability
3,600 Watts/30 A
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epe

fl cet9 (9
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,
2reee2—é4..te•
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einutet
Rego Planet 2000

AudioPrism

KIM3ER KABLE

as Teerence
2+2+2 digital, 4amp & 2+2 analog outlets
1,260Joles/90,000 A surge capability
3,600 Watts/30 A
Dual Mono Plug (DMP)

1

11111•11
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Creek 4330 R
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Triangle Titus us
Steieophile Class B

-New At Audio Waves Comeloi laxe1ot Rio -Unison Resenuh SR I•Om:H1.1u,

AA/ AUDIOWAVES
the finest in aIIordable' audio

800.510.4753

LIGHTSPEED AUDIO

6465 Monroe St. # E
Sylvania, Ohio 43560 USA
TEL: 419-885-1485, FAX: 419-885-7148
www.changlightspeed.com
changlightspeed@solarstop.net

leibuts 10-6, hi 9-6, Sot 12 4(PST)
P.O. BOX 461 TRINIDAD CALIFORNIA 95570
PHONE/FAX 107.611.3299 oudiowoves.: aol.corn

www.audioshopper.com/AudioWaves
ZE MEM te
FREE SHIPPING
NO LOCAL DEALER? CALL US
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People are unique. As much as we may
seem alike superficially, our tastes, moods
and styles vary as do the sands in the
desert. That's why the cookie-cutter,
one-size-fits-all sales approach just does
not work. Bringing together people with
the audio/video system of their dreams calls
for aspecial sensitivity to our individual
traits. That's why at Sound by Singer
we custom tailor our business to fit your
needs, not the other way around.
Here are three ways that we make owning
the world's most enjoyable audio video easy.

*Delivery *Super System Set-up 'Custom Instal,
'Audio/Video Cabinetry 'Home/Office Trials

How to Buy a$40,000 System for a
$10,000 Investment
-Nobody can get the gear you want into
your home easier than Sound by Singer.
Our Leveraged Buy-In Program lets you
get what you want now with alimited
initial investment. You can buy your dream
state-of-the-art component surrounded
with blue-chip demo components (fully
warranted, of course) which you can trade
in item by item towards your next desired
component for up to two years from the
date of purchase. Our payment plans fit
your needs and your planned expenditure.
Real Values for Used Equipment
Trade-Ins
-Tired of trading in equipment at 25%
of retail value? Sound by Singer has away
to help realize cost savings of up to 45%
and help save the world at the same time.
Call for details and aquote.
The Best Customer Demonstrator
Plans in the Business
-Our customers don't have to regret the
road not taken. With our Zero Error
In-Home Demo Plan, you select the two
products you really want to compare.
Buy both and evaluate them for up to seven
days in your home and return the one
you don't want for afull refund. With
our Preferred Customer Demo Plan, we
can arrange an in-home Demonstrations
for any of the components we have on
the floor.
At Sound by Singer, we make your
audio dreams come true!

Now 6Months 0% Interest Financing

AU1110RIZED DEALERSHIPS: ACCUPHASE, ACOUSTIC ENERGY. ADA. AM.
NOTE. %11)10 PHYSIC. AudioQuest, AUDIOTRUTH. MALON ACOUSTICS. B
B.M:S. 'thickhead. BYBEE. Cal Audio Labs. Cardas Audio. CARY AUDIO. Cha
CONRAD-JOHNSON. CONIERGENT 111)10 TECHNOLOGY. Creek. Crestron.
Denon, E.A.R.. Elite bv Pioneer. FINFIRE. FAROUDJA. FORSELL. Gallo Ac(
HALES DESIGN GROH'. 1NNERSOUND. JNI IABS UTOPIAS. M. \I; IUDIO
INDUSTRIES. KRELL MASTER REFERENCE. Linn Products. Loewe. LIRA (IRTR111)(
MEADOWIARK. Monster Cable. IUSE. NAD. Parasound, PIPE DREIMS.
Salamander. SCHROERS t( SCHROERS, SIRIUS. SUE. Solid Steel. Sommer. Sou
Straight Mtn.. Sumikm SYNERGISTIC CARIES. 'IWO. 111111 DIGITU.. Tit %\SFIG
TR INsPIRUNT (ARE. Val\ cAmplification, Nandersieen. Velodynr. ER111 PM.
M III.-I I. \111.:RED. Z SYSTEMS. zovnumis.
Bold Listings available In Nev. York City exclusively at Sol

*Home Theater Design
mer Service Programs

'ower Wedge. Arcarn. AlDIO
ASIS .BENZ MICRO ,BILLY
itspeed. CLEAR AUDIO .
3QUERRA.DCS ELGAR .
.Grado. GRAHAM TONE ARMS
(
RELL AUDIO/
VIDEO .KNELL
MIS). MAGNUM DI -NAIAD
tal. Proton. Rep. REL .RtNCO .
ions. Standeslim. Stewart FI lmscreen.
)
N CU211211 XWS.
•%PI .VI'
L.
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Follow-Up
John
Technics DVD-A10 DVD-Audio player
After I had finished measuring the
review sample of the first DVD-Audio
player to reach these shores, Technics'
$1200 DVD-A10, for Jonathan Scull's
report in the November 2000 Stereophile,
Iset it up in my listening room.
Basically, Ithought the Technics was
okay as aCD player — not in the first or
even second rank, but its sound was better than I'd expected: excellent clarity,
no treble grain. Playing the two sampler
DVD-As that were all Ihad available to
me in October 2000, the Technics'
sound quality went up anotch, but not
as much as Ihad expected. Remember,
however, that Iwas listening in twochannel mode, and that the true glory of
the DVD-A experience should be
revealed when the discs are played back
in full surround sound. A Stereophile
writer will report on this subject in a
future issue.
But one track in particular on the
Warner sampler DVD-A that comes
with the Technics player puzzled me in
two-channel mode. Ifeel Steely Dan's
Two Against Nature CD (Giant/Reprise
7599 24719-2) was ahighlight of the
2000 recorded year, both with respect to
music-making and to sound quality. Not
surprisingly, therefore, the first track I
played on the Technics DVD-A10 was
the surround mix of "Janie Runaway"
on the Warner sampler, downmixed on

Atkinson

& Kalman

the fly by the Technics to stereo. The
experience left me baffled: While I
couldn't swear the mix on the DVD-A
was the same as that on the CD, they
otherwise sounded pretty much the
same! It's aterrible thing for an audiophile to have to admit that he didn't
hear adifference, but there it was.
So, as Ihad just published an article
examining the extended spectra of a
number of original 24/96 and 24/882

It's aterrible thing for
an audiophile to have
to admit that he didn't
hear adifference.
recordings,' Ianalyzed the frequency
content of the tracks on both DVD-A
samplers, as well as on some of the
Classic Records and Chesky 24/96
DVD-Video discs. As the Technics redithers and downsamples its digital output to 16/48 for the DVD-A discs (but
not for the Classics and Cheskys), Iused
a professional dCS 904 two-channel
AID converter, running at 24/96, to
1"What's Going On Up There?,".Sterivphik, October
2000, Vo123 No.10. Also available in the
www.stereophile.coni online archives.

.

I...

Yen.

•••••

Rubinson
redigitize the Technics' analog output.
The digital data were stored on my PC's
hard drive, using CoolEdit 2000 and the
TosLink input of the RME Digi96/8
Pro soundcard (which Iwrite about
elsewhere in this issue's Follow-Up).
Just in case the downmixing was changing things, Ifed the dCS converter with
the Left and Right surround channels,
which represent the raw audio data on
the disc after being unpacked. (While
MLP is presumably used to losslessly
compress or "pack" and decompress the
data, there is no mention of MLP on the
Warner disc; instead, the Technics'
onscreen display cryptically shows
"PPCM," for "Packed PCM.")
The first graph shows the spectrum
of analog pink noise as encoded by the
dCS, something Idid to check that the
dCS was working properly. The spectral content falls, as expected, at 6dB/
octave — which is why, on this linearscaled graph, the rolloff decreases with
increasing frequency — up to 40kHz,
above which the dCS's anti-aliasing filter rapidly rolls off the signal to below
the -140dBFS floor of the graph.
The first 24/96 track to get the treatment was Terry Evans' "Too Many
Cooks," from Blues for Thought (Classic
DAD 1014). Fig2 shows athree-dimensional spectrogram of the final 90 seconds of this track, with the vertical axis,
frequency, extending up to 48kHz; the
horizontal axis is time; and the color of
•••••
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FFT-derived spectrum of analog pink noise, digitized at 96kHz
with adCS 904 ADC (linear frequency scale, 0Hz-48kHz,
6d8/vertical div., left channel cyan, right channel magenta).

Stereophile, January 2001

boinnm cin
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Fig .2

0:03:48:25

Spectrogram of Terry Evans "Too Many Cooks," from Blues for Thought
(Classic DAD 1014). Original DVD-V data recorded at 24-bit/96kHz.
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Travel to the
Stars and Beyond with

WIDINCR!tN

DVDI 0726
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24.99

StarGaze brings the beauty and majesty of the
universe to your home theater with images from

THE HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
D Original music by best selling recording artists 2002
Dolby Digital 5.1, DIS 6Channel & Dolby Digital 2.0
D Over 60 minutes of wide screen video
D SPECIAL FEATURES:
Multilingual Narration Audio Tracks
(English, French, German &Spanish)
Multilingual Menus and Subtitles
(English, French, German & Spanish)
DVD-Video Screen Saver
Windows Screen Saver
WebDVD, NTSC, No Regional Coding

DVD

BuyStarGaze wherever DVDs are sold.
Visit our website for alisting of dealers:

Radio<TV<DVD

www.dvdinternational.com

International

Follow-Up
and 44kHz. (Ignore the vertical dotted
yellow line, which is amarker.) Fig.4
shows a high-resolution spectrum of
one of the hi-hat cymbal crashes in this
cut. The musical content extends up to
20kHz, with then a steep low-pass
rolloff that plateaus above 24kHz. This
plateau extends up to 40kHz, and then
is rolled off in the same manner as the
pink noise in fig.!. The low-level, highfrequency tones that can be seen could
be due to the mastering ADC, to my
dCS 904, or to both. However, the
highest-level tone, at 32kHz, is suspiciously close to that of a computer
monitor's refresh rate. (This is why I
have to turn off my monitor when
doing wide-bandwidth spectral measurements of some D/A converters —
see my "Measurements" sidebar on the
Perpetual Technologies P-3A elsewhere in this issue.)
What you are seeing in these two
graphs is evidence
that, despite being
e•
•••••••
labeled as a24/96
)!aiI it
f.'
IMIMMIII1111111111111.111
recording,
the
Steely Dan was
mixed and mastered apparently
at 48kHz, hence
the rolloff above
20kHz.2 It was
then transferred
to analog tape,
which results in
the
plateau'd
noise floor above
24kHz,
which
cutmc:r von
0:06:23:04
EICIMICIICI R1E1E1
itself is rolled off
411111/1/Fiiii
above 40kHz by
the dCS ADC
Fig.3 Spectrogram of Steely Dan's "Janie Runaway," from the Warner
used to redigitize
DVD-Audio sampler. Original DVD-A data recorded at 24-bit/96kHz.
the data. Yes, the

the spectral components corresponds to
amplitude, with white, then yellow,
being the highest in level, and dark blue,
then black, the lowest.
Although the original master was
analog, this recording can be seen to
have considerable content between
20kHz and 40kHz, revealed by the
vertical red and magenta lines. (As
demonstrated in the October article
mentioned in footnote 1, this is primarily due to cymbals and electric guitars.) The dark blue flecks in the same
region are due to analog tape noise,
while the black band at the very top of
the graph is due to the dCS's intrinsic
rolloff above 40kHz, as seen in fig.1.
By contrast, fig.3 shows a spectrogram captured under identical circumstances for the 24/96 Steely Dan track.
The vertical lines are chopped off
smartly above 24kHz, with just blue
flecks filling the space between 24kHz

•

Anal,.

3000

What you are seeing
in these two graphs is
evidence that, despite
being labeled as a24/96
recording, the Steely Dan
was mixed and mastered
apparently at 48kHz.
some other tracks. Fig.5 is aspectrogram of samples from three consecutive
tracks on the Warner DVD-A sampler.
The first and third, from singer Luis
Miguel and Emerson, Lake, and Palmer,
are labeled as 96kHz recordings; the
second, from Stone Temple Pilots, is
labeled 48kHz. Yet there are no appreciable differences in their ultrasonic
content. All cut off above 24kHz: the
first two sharply, which, with the black
background in the top octave, implies
an original 48kHz digital master; while
the blue flecks in the ELP track show
that an analog master was involved
(as of course it was, given the vintage of
this recording).
The very clean-sounding "Lucky

2If the DVD-A does sound better to you, it is perhaps
because the Cl) had to be downsampled to 44.IkHz
from the 48kHz fluster, which is a particularly
awkward conversion, mathematically speaking.
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digital transfer for DVD-A was made at
96kHz, but there is no original signal content
above half the original sample rate of
48kHz, just analog tape hiss.
My curiosity whetted, Ilooked at
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FFT-derived spectrum of extract from fig.3 data (linear
frequency scale, 0Hz-48kHz, 6dB/vertical div., left channel
cyan, right channel magenta).
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Fig.5

Spectrogram of Warner DVD-Audio sampler, excerpts from tracks 7-9.
Original DVD-A data recorded at 24 bits and 96kHz, 48kHz, and 96kHz
sample rates, respectively.
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Man" from ELP doesn't roll off as
sharply as the other two above 20kHz,
which implies that the lack of ultrasonic bandwidth is due to the analog tape
machine used to record the track back
in the early 1970s. In addition, there is
one vertical red line that extends to
high frequencies. This is due to asplash
of sibilance as Greg Lake sings the
word "ssssatin," and the corresponding
FFT-derived spectrum is shown in
fig.6. The sibilance results in two broad
energy peaks between 5kHz and
20kHz, but it can be seen that these are
superimposed on asmooth rolloff of
the noise floor up to the 40kHz limit
of the dCS converter. The ELP track
may not have had much content at all
above 24kHz before it was digitized at
96kHz, but this is due to its vintage,
not to the mastering.
So, do any of these high-sample-rate
recordings have the sort of ultrasonic

content you'd expect from DVD-A?
Yes, as can be seen from fig.7, which
shows the spectrogram of a closely
miked set of cymbals on the unofficial

So, do any of these
high-sample-rate
recordings have the
sort of ultrasonic content
you'd expect from
DVD-A? Yes.
Japanese DVD-A sampler Jonathan was
sent for his review. The original was
recorded at 192kHz, and spectral energy can be seen to be present all the way
out to 40kHz. (Ignore the vertical white
line in this graph, which is the "time
• Andy.

Anelyan

line" — the track was being played
when Icaptured this screenshot, as you
can see from the active meters at the
bottom of the image.) The spectrum
(fig.8) smoothly rolls off with increasing
frequency, revealing that this is, indeed,
atrue high-sample-rate recording.
"But this is all rock and pop music!"
the classical buffs are crying. "What
about the hi-rez classical recordings to
which you had access?"
Figs.9 and 10 show spectrograms for
the introduction of the Gershwin Piano
Concerto in F(Classic DAD 1018) and
for an extract from the Scherzo of
Dvorák's "New World" Symphony,
from the unofficial Japanese DVD-A
sampler. Both were mastered at 96kHz;
though the former is from an analog
tape and the latter from adigital tape,
they don't differ appreciably in their
ultrasonic content, which extends to
about 30kHz, with brass and cymbals
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Fig.8 FFT-derived spectrum of excerpt from fig.7 data (linear
frequency scale, 0Hz-48kHz, 6dB/vertical div., left channel
cyan, right channel magenta).

Fig.6 FFT-derived spectrum of vocal sibilance from the word
"ssssatin" from ELP's "Lucky Man" on the Warner DVD-A
sampler (linear frequency scale, 0Hz-48kHz, 6dB/vertical
div., left channel cyan, right channel magenta).
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Spectrogram of "Dancing Cymbals," from an unofficial Japanese
OVO -Audio sampler. Original DVD-A data recorded at 24-bit/192kHz.

Fig.9 Spectrogram of Gershwin Piano Concerto in F, from All the Works for
Orchestra & for Piano & Orchestra, Leonard Slatkin and the St Louis
Symphony Orchestra, Jeffrey Siegel (piano), (Classic DAD 1018). Original
DVD-V data recorded at 24-bit/192kHz.
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the primary source of this content.
Chabrier's Espana, a 96kHz Erato
recording on the official Warner DV1DA sampler (fig.11, to the left of the vertical white time line), was very similar,
revealing that it was derived from atrue
96kHz master.
But Iwas puzzled by Johann Strauss,
Jr.'s Emperor Waltz, from Nikolaus
Harnoncourt and the Berlin Symphony
on DG, which follows the Chabrier
(fig.11, right-hand side). The recorded
level is low much of the time, and the
orchestration doesn't lend itself to the
production of much ultrasonic content.
But, as you can see, the spectrogram features both horizontal HF lines and
some repetitive UHF "ghosts." Fig.12
shows the spectrum of the Strauss during one of these moments. In the highfrequency part of the spectrum many
discrete tones are apparent. the lowest in

frequency around 14.5kHz, with groups
of tones spaced about 4.5kHz apart. I
have no idea what this behavior is due
to — intermodulation? aliasing? — but it
hardly seems aworthwhile use of the
extra dataspace offered by DVD-A just
to record spurious HF tones.
Istarted off this piece by intending to
write a Follow-Up on the Technics
DVD-A10, which strikes me as offering
agood value, with its ability to play back
CDs, DVD-Vs, and DVD-As. And, as I
said, the real proof of the concept will
come when we examine its surroundsound performance. But Iended up
doing aFollow-Up to my October 2000
article on the ultrasonic content of
recorded music.
So what conclusions can we draw?
First, true 96kHz-sampled commercial recordings are few and far between,
particularly when it comes to nonclassical music. While
this magazine has
found that resampling
lowbandwidth digital
recordings
to
96kHz
and

pie rate on the disc. Of the seven nonclassical 96kHz tracks on the Warner
sampler, three appeared to have been
originally recorded digitally using a
48kHz sample rate.
Second, as with the Strauss sample,

It hardly seems a
worthwhile use of the
extra dataspace offered
by DVD A just to record
spurious HF tones.
there seems little point in using ahigher
sample rate if all it does is uninask highfrequency problems with the master that
might well have been better filtered out
of existence by alower sample rate.
Finally, it gives me anew respect for
the venerable analog medium: Many
of the recordings I looked at that
turned out to have significant ultrasonic content were originally recorded on
analog tape.
-john Atkinson

Revel Ultima Studio loudspeaker
congratulations! Now, it can be your
fault!" So said my relieved mother to my
sound better, it is
new bride, warning her that none of
awaste of space
life's little lapses from perfection would
on aDVD-A disc
ever be my fault.
to store upsamOne result of this is that my personal
pled data. It also
appreciation and public praise of exceldoesn't
seem
honest to label a lent audio components is usually
damped by the need to dissect, analyze,
commercial
and lay blame. Another is that Ican be
recording that has
immobilized by dithering and secondbeen processed in
guessing. Ihope to correct the balance
such amanner as
"96kHz," even if and, perhaps, gain some psychotherapeutic benefit with this completely
that is the sammakethem
192kHz
can

Fig.10 Spectrogram of Scherzo, Dvorak's Symphony 9, from an unofficial
Japanese DVD-Audio sampler. Original DVD-A data recorded at
24-bit/96kHz.
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Johann Strauss, Jr:s Emperor Waltz, Nikolaus Hamoncourt and the Berlin
SO, both from the Warner DVD-Audio sampler. Original OVO -A data
recorded at 24-bit/96kHz.
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Fig 12 FFT-derived spectrum of excerpt from fig.11 data (linear
frequency scale, 0Hz-481(Hz, 6dB/vertical div., left channel
cyan, right channel magenta).
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Is your A/V System out-growing its furniture?
You've invested thousands in a high-end system. Don't
sell yourself short by displaying it on old, under-sized
furniture. Match the quality of your system with Sanus
Euro Furniture.

With its durable hand-sanded black

lacquer finish and hidden wire paths, it'll enhance the
appearance of every system. And we've engineered it
to perform, with adjustable carpet spikes and MDF
construction

to

eliminate

resonance.

Plus,

its

modular design allows you to choose the perfect size
and shape. Best of all, Euro Furniture is from Sanus, a
nationally respected name in AN furniture and speaker
supports. Visit our website to find a dealer near you.
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Follow-Up

Revel Ultima Studio loudspeaker

unsolicited, heart-on-sleeve Follow-Up
on my December 2000 review of the
Revel Ultima Studio loudspeaker.
When my old reference speakers, the
Apogee Duettas, were passed on to a
more appreciative home, Ibegan the
search for their replacements. Isifted
through the various industry directories,
made the rounds of the salons, and visited room after room at the CES and
Stereophile shows. The list dwindled to a
precious few, and Idecided to get my
hands on as many of the finalists as possible. They would, of course, be subjected to the expected Stereophile scrutiny,
but that usual rigorous examination
would be further intensified by my special involvement in its outcome. Any
decision should be unambiguous.
But while many excellent speakers
graced my living room over the following months and years, there was always
some reason, sometimes personal or
obscure, to return them. Searching for
that ideal match became much like dating: My heart would be full of hope and
anticipation when each speaker arrived,
and when it left Iwould feel avery personal disappointment — especially if we
had had a good time together. The
Stereophile, January 2001

unexpurgated morning-after reports are
printed in Stereophile for all to see.
To be keepers, the new references
would have to be atool for the reviewer and adelight for the music-lover.
They would have to be superbly transparent and tonally balanced in my
room, so that they could expose the subtle idiosyncrasies of constantly improving source components. They would
have to serve the reviewer's need to
evaluate the full-range performance of
amplifiers — any speaker that required
multi-amping, had built-in power
amplifiers, or needed add-on subwoofers to cover the full spectrum,
would be rejected. The new references
would have to be reasonably efficient
and accommodating for use with modestly powered amps, and yet they would
have to contend with the high outputs
of behemoth amps. It would also be
essential for me to be able to singlehandedly move any reference speaker
out of the listening room when other
models come to visit. Finally, the chosen
ones would have to make me do something quite out of character: Stop dithering and accept them.
Well, the Revel Ultima Studio has
low distortion, wide spectral response,
balanced in-room performance, and
high power handling. (John Atkinson's
measurements in the December issue
indicate that this is not self-delusion.)
And, yes, it is eminently fit for analyzing
and reviewing other audio equipment,
because it has less color or spurious
character than any other speaker I've
used. Upstream component changes
and downstream listening-room adjustments were instantly made plain, their
beauty spots and warts equally exposed.
The Studios look great in my living
room, the price of $10,799/pair fits my
budget, and, with my trusty dolly, Ican
arrange temporary vacations for them in
another room.
However, the real reason the Studios
have stayed in my system for so long is
that they give me unparalleled pleasure.
Every day, even before ashower or the
morning headlines, Iam compelled to
play with the Studios as if they were a
just-opened Christmas gift. Every
evening, with music fresh or familiar,
the Studios thrill me with aprofound
emotional experience. Icould inundate
you with the names of the recordings
I've discovered and rediscovered, but little would be learned from such alist:
with the Studios, I've enjoyed every
recording more, whether the music is
delicate, grand, violent, solemn, silly,
raunchy, or simply an excuse for foot-

stomping. Way beyond that, Istill get a
kick from the Studios, day in and day
out, that rivals the memories of my past
audio epiphanies — including my first
exposure to real stereo in the early
1950s, Peter McGrath's master tapes on
his Levinson-HQD system, and my first
visit chez Scull.
Of course, the insecure audiophile

While many excellent
speakers graced my
living room over the
following months and
years, there was always
some reason, sometimes
personal or obscure,
to return them.
asks if there is still something more or
better out there, fully knowing that
there always is. If Icommit to these,
what if something else comes around
tomorrow? Imight get apair of B&W
802Ns to audition, and maybe —just
maybe — the big new Quads. Then
there's the —
Hold it! That's ahead game for the
angst-ridden Usenet audiophiles who
list their components and want to know
if changing one of them will change
their lives. Iask them, "In what particular way are you disappointed? What specific performance aspects do you want to
improve?" Turning the glare of that
interrogation on myself, Ican point out
no significant weakness in the Ultima
Studio. It plays as loud, as deep, as
dynamically, and as transparently as any
speaker I've heard. The Studios are simply so right in my room and in my system that Ican find no way to carp.
Looking back on the various transformations of my audio systems over the
decades, Ican recall afew configurations that fairly screamed for change,
many that sounded pretty good, and
some that were just wonderful. The
Studios moved in with me more than a
year ago and, driving them with the
Meridian Reference 800 and the Sonic
Frontiers Line3/Power3, Ihave been
enjoying the best music yet.
But will the honeymoon last? My
wife says, "Stop talking and buy them
already!" That's all Ineeded to hear—
now it can be her fault!
-Kalman Rubinson
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Follow-Up
Revel Ultima Studio loudspeaker
As you can read elsewhere in this issue's
Follow-Up section, Kalman Rubinson
was so impressed by the Revel Ultima
Studio loudspeakerl that he has decided
to purchase the review pair. When I
read his enthusiastic prose, Istill had the
pair of Studios that Ihad measured to
accompany Kars original review in the
December 2000 issue, so Iset them up
in my new listening room for a...listen.
Yes, that's new listening room, "new"
spelled "a-n-g-s-t." As Imentioned in
last September's "As We See It," Ihave
relocated from Santa Fe to Brooklyn.
After 12 years in a room whose
acoustics had settled around my ears
like a well-broken-in pair of Doc
Marten boots, Ihad to deal with anew
room and its new acoustic problems.
Our new Brooklyn house has alarge
basement that at one point had been
divided into many small rooms to serve
as adentist's surgery. The old dentist's
laboratory has become the Stereophik
measurements lab, and Ihad what had
once been the patients' waiting room
and a file room knocked together to
make arectangular listening room just
under 17' wide, 23' long on one side,
and 19' long on the other, with an 8'
ceiling. The walls are almost entirely
lined with books, CDs, and LPs, and
various alcoves break up the symmetry.
Before Iset the Revels up, Iinstalled
the B&W Silver Signatures that had
been my Santa Fe references. Fig.1
shows the B&Ws' spatially averaged
response in the old room, produced by
averaging 120 separate measurements
taken for each speaker individually with
the microphone placed in a60" by 18"
vertical grid centered on the listening
position, about 8' from the speakers. The
1
/
3-octave spectrum analyzer used was an
AudioControl Industrial SA-3050A.
This technique minimizes the effects
of room standing waves on the lower
frequencies and produces a measured
spectrum that has closely correlated
with the speaker's perceived balance in
my old room. There is aslight lack of
in-room energy at the top of the
woofer's passband, but the B&Ws'
response trend is superbly flat overall.
While the 63Hz 1
/
3-octave band is abit
boosted and the 50Hz band abit suppressed, the speakers offer useful lowfrequency response down to the 32Hz
band. And that is how they sounded:
uncolored, if abit polite-balanced, with

surprisingly powerful bass. The graph
doesn't indicate how superbly transparent the Silver Siggics arc, nor does it
show their somewhat limited dynamicrange window — for that, you'll have to
read my June 1994 review (reprinted in
Stereophile's online archives, www.stereo
phile.com/show archives.cgi?272).
Fig2 shows an identical measurement for the B&Ws taken in my new
room. Isit a little farther back now,
about 10' from the speakers, which
modifies the mid-treble balance abit.
Nevertheless, from 500Hz up, these are
obviously the same speakers! (Those
who say that the room dominates the
perceived balance of loudspeakers
should ponder the significance of figs.1
and 2.) However, from 500Hz down,
where room resonances make their
presence felt, things become increasingly different with decreasing frequency.
The lower midrange and upper bass are
actually better balanced in the new
room, the old room having a"bloom" in
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1The Studio costs $10,799/pair. Revel, 8500 Balboa
Boulevard, Northridge, CA 91329. Tel: (818) 830-8777.
Fax: (818) 892-4960. Web: www.revelspeakers.coni.

the 160Hz and 200Hz bands that I
could never eliminate.
But look at the bass in fig2: There is
no bass! Well, there is some bass, but the
midbass has been suppressed by almost
8dB. And that's how the B&Ws sounded: The midrange and treble regions
were astonishingly articulate and the
soundstaging even more precise and
deep than it had been in my old room,
but the speakers sounded so much
smaller than they had in New Mexico,
and no adjustment of speaker positions
did much to help. (The new room's layout unfortunately means that Ican't get
the B&Ws close to the wall behind
them, which may be the real solution.)
Without enough midbass energy, my
new recording of Robert Silverman performing all 32 Beethoven piano sonatas
(see the article on the making of this
recording elsewhere in this issue)
sounded too thin. In addition, the balance emphasized the reverberant nature
of the recital hall in which Ihad captured the sound of Bob's Bifesendorfer,
making the instrument sound smaller
than it should.
Enter the Revels. Fig.3 shows their
spatially averaged response in the
Brooklyn room, taken under circumstances identical to those of fig2. (The
tweeter controls were set to their maximum positions, the rear tweeters turned
off.) The Studios' in-room balance is
astonishingly and superbly flat, meeting
+0.9dB, -125dB limits from 100Hz up
to 10kHz. The very top octave rolls off
a little earlier than it had with the
B&Ws. Again, the 50Hz and 63Hz

Fig.3 Revel Ultima Studio, spatially averaged,
'4-octave freefield response in 1A's
Brooklyn listening room.
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Analog source: None yet.
Digital sources: Linn Sondek
CD12 CD player, 166M Hz
Pentium PC with Digital Audio
Labs CardDeluxe and RME
Digi96/8 Pro soundcards, dCS 972
D/D converter.
Preamplification: Mark Levinson
No380S, Z-Systems rdp-1 updated
to handle 96kHz sources.
Power
amplifiers:
Mark
Levinson No33H monoblocks.
Cables: Interconnect: Madrigal
CZ-Gel. Speaker: AudioQuest
Sterling. AC: API.
Accessories: PS Audio Power
Plant P300 at 90Hz, API Power
Wedge 116 Mk.II and PE-1, RPG
Abffusor panels, ASC Tube Traps.
—John Atkinson
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bands are suppressed, but not to the
extent they had been with the Silver
Signatures, and low bass is evident
down to the 20Hz band.
That is basically how the Studios
sounded: flat, neutral, with articulate
and extended low frequencies. The
imaging was superbly well-defined,
with awide, deep soundstage. Idid end
up dropping the tweeter level by 1
dB to
eliminate aslight brightness in the midtreble. Though this made the overall
presentation alittle dull, Ifound that
turning the rear-facing tweeters to their
maximum settings almost compensated.
My comments on the Studio are a
work in progress: Ineed to work on the
missing midbass energy, and, after a
high-level session playing "Division
Bell," from Pink Floyd's live Pulse
album, one of the tweeters developed a
buzz. But based on my experience so
far of the Revel Studio, Ienthusiastically endorse ICal's recommendation of
this speaker.
-John Atkinson

better-specified D/A converter for the
analog monitor outputs. (The analog
outputs on my earlier sample of the card
had not featured very good performance, but because Iused the card's digital inputs and outputs exclusively, this
had not been an issue for me.) The US
distributor therefore sent me asample of
current production for this Follow-Up.
Looking at the old and new versions

The new card's analog
output certainly sounded
much better than the
original's

cleaner,

with less of aclangorous
quality to recorded piano.

of the Digi96/8 Pro, the differences
were readily apparent. While the circuit
RME Digi96/8 Pro computer
blocks were all in the same places, with
soundcard
aXilinx FPGA chip forming the heart
When I spilled some ink on this
of the card, the analog outputs carried
German 96kHz-capable PCI-bus card,
on aV
a"stereo phone jack, and digital
which can be used in both PC and
I/O carried both on TosLink optical
Macintosh
computers
(Stereophile,
connectors and in transformer-coupled
November 2000, Vo123
No.11,
electrical form (S/PDIF and AES/
pp.133-141), Ireviewed asample that I EBU) on asmall D connector, the dehad bought in 1999. However, as you
could read in RME's "Manufacturer's
1 The Digi96/8 Pro costs $450. Manufacturer:
Comment" (December 2000, p223),
Ingenieurbüro Muller, Goethestrasse 22, D-09648
the Digi96/8 Pro had since been signifiMittweida, Germany. US distributor: X-Vision
AudioUS, 85 Wilda Avenue, Younetown, OH 44512.
cantly revised, and all the samples curTel: (330) 629-9482. Fax: (330) 629-8054. Web:
rently available in the US 1use amuchwww.rme-audio.comienglish.

tails were very different. Most important, the original's 20-bit AlCM4321
DAC chip has been replaced by a24-bit
Analog Devices AD1852.
Itherefore uninstalled the old card in
the PC Iuse for music storage and
replay and replaced it with the new
Digi96/8 Pro. Windows 98 recognized
the plug-and-play-compatible card
when Iturned on the computer, and I
installed the latest driver software from
the supplied CD-ROM.
The new card's analog output certainly sounded much better than the original's —cleaner, with less of aclangorous
quality to recorded piano —so Irepeated the measurements. Source data was a
16-bit/44.1kHz WAV file on the PCs
hard drive, representing an 11.025kHz
sinewave at -6dB with the LSB toggling
at 229Hz, and played back with the
C,00lEdit 2000 program (available from
www.syntrillium.com). The jitter performance from the Digi96/8 Pro's digital outputs was basically unchanged. I
used the Miller Jitter Analyzer to examine the noise floor of the same Musical
Fidelity X-24K DAC as had been used
in my November 2000 review: the
TosLink output was the cleanest, with
287ps peak-peak of jitter compared
with the original's 248ps, almost all of
this data-related, as expected.
The big improvement was when I
looked at the jitter in the RME card's
analog output (fig.1). The absolute level
of the jitter dropped from the very high
3.97 nanoseconds of the original to a
superbly low 136.5 picoseconds, with
almost no data-related components
(red numeric markers) visible in this
graph. Though a number of random
noise spikes are still apparent —a PC is
avery difficult environment for analog
circuitry — the new RME's analog
noise floor was at least 12dB lower than
the old sample's.
The analog output's maximum level
was very slightly higher than the old's, at
2.495V
2.45V, the pushbutton drop-
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RME Digi96/8 Pro, 44.1 kHz sampling, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal
(11.025kHz at -6dBES with LSB toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency of trace, 11.025kHz;
frequency range, ±3.5kHz.
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Fig.2 RME Digi96/8 Pro, D/A frequency
response at -12dBES with 44.1kHz
sampling (right channel dashed, 2dB/
vertical div.).
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ping this to 620.5mV. The source
impedance was lower than the original's,
at 65 ohms across the audioband, and
the output did not invert absolute phase.
Channel separation (not shown) was
better than 100dB L-R and 108dB
R-L at 1kHz, though this decreased
above that frequency due to capacitive
coupling between the channels, reaching 71dB and 81dB, respectively, at
20kHz. The frequency response at
-12dBFS (fig2) was identical with
both normal and pre-emphasized data,
with avery slight rise apparent at the
top of the band.
Next, Iperformed awideband spectral analysis of both cards' analog outputs while they decoded 16-bit data representing "digital black." The top traces
in fig3 show the old Digi96/8 Pro, the
bottom traces the new sample. The
noise floor has dropped by up to 20dB

MY 0,14e ••• taro., •

'•.••••,
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Fig.3 RME Digi96/8 Pro, D/A '4-octave
spectrum of "digital black- with noise and
spuriae, 16-bit data, original sample (top)
and second sample (bottom). (Right
channel dashed.)
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senting an undithered lkHz tone at
-9031dBFS. This consists of just three
levels, as can be seen when reproduced
by agood D/A converter (see my review
of
the
Perpetual
Technologies
P-A3 elsewhere in this issue). But when
this signal is reproduced by the Digi96/8
Pro's analog output (fig.5), only two levThe revisions to the
els can be seen. While this kind of
behavior was common adecade ago, it is
RME Digi96/8 Pro's
very much more unusual these days,
and, to my surprise, was not evident
analog outputs have
when Itested the card's linearity error
removed the one criticism
with dithered data (fig.6). (The missing
code results in energy at twice the signal
Ihad to make of this
frequency at this very low level, removing energy from the fundamental and
otherwise excellent
thus should produce anegative amplitude
error in the linearity plot.) Iwill
soundcard.
further examine this behavior when I
test aversion of the Digi96/8 Pro with
analog inputs, the Digi96/8 PAD.
Ithen performed aspectral analysis
However, Idid check the WAV files to
on the current sample's analog output
while it decoded data representing a satisfy myself that there hadn't been
some kind of problem.There hadn't;
dithered 1
kHz sinewave at -90dBFS
both dithered and undithered wave(fig.4). The word length was both 16
forms appeared to be correct.
bits (top pair of traces) and 24 bits
(lower traces). The increase in word
The analog outputs of my 1999 samlength gives a12dB improvement in the
ple of the RME card had featured very
low levels of harmonic and intermodulevel of the noise floor in the treble, but
lation distortion, even with full-scale
less in the midrange and none in the
bass. More significant, there is alarge
signals into ademanding 600 ohm load.
peak at 2kHz apparent with the 16-bit While the 2000 sample also had low
distortion into ahigh 100k ohms load,
data but not with the 24-bit data.
The production of second-harmonic
with the second harmonic the highest in
level at -94dB (0.002%), it was less
distortion in this kind of test sult:ests
comfortable driving 600 ohms (fig.7),
that the DAC chip has some missing
codes, so Ifed the card with data repre- when anumber of harmonics became
apparent. While these are all below
0.1% and decrease in level with increasing order, and the intermodulation distortion is also low (fig.8), this graph does
suggest that higher-impedance headphones be used with the card.
The revisions to the RME Digi96/8
Pro's analog outputs have removed the
one criticism Ihad to make of this
otherwise excellent soundcard. I can
enthusiastically recommend it to those
wanting to integrate acomputer into a
Fig.6 RME Digi96/8 Pro, left-channel D/A
high-end sound system. -John Atkinson
departure from linearity, 16-bit data

and power-supply components are conspicuous by their absence in the new
card's traces, and while the new sample's noise floor rises above the
audioband, this is not nearly to the same
degree as the old sample's.
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Fig.4 RME Digi96/8 Pro, D/A '4-octave
spectrum of dithered IkHz tone at
-90(113FS, with noise and spuriae, 16-bit
(top) and 24-bit (bottom) data, 44.1kHz
sampling (right channel dashed).

(2dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.5 RME Digi96/8 Pro, D/A waveform of
undithered I
kHz sinewave at -90.31d8FS,
16-bit data.
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Fig.7 RME Digi96/8 Pro, D/A spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at OdBFS into 600
ohms (linear frequency scale).

Fig.8 RME Digi96/8 Pro, D/A HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at OdESFS
into 600 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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"NEW Molly Toes"
Marble or Gold

S5 each

Solid Brass Cones! Lowest

V

800.229.0644

Order On-Line! www.needledoctor.com

Prices Ever Offered!
Isolate components &
speakers for dramatically
improved soundstage
and deeper bass!

Holds
24 lbs
each

www.needledoctor.com •e-mail infoOneedledoctor.com •612.378.0543 •fax 378.9024 •419 14th Ave. S.E., MPLS MN 5541

New to U.S.A., Made in Germany

Acoustic
Signature

44.jilikeimmi;

DREAM TURNTABLE customers are raving about!
Handcrafted to the highest quality!
Analog One MK II is 100 lbs., Final Tool is 75 lbs.
Expanded soundstage, with extremely deep bass!
Customers are amazed with and have nick-named it the
DREAM TURNTABLE!

m100001

Acoustic Signature Analog One MK II Introductory package prices!
Analog One MK Il. Rega RB-250 tonarm, Grado Gold cartridge
Analog One MK II. Rega RB-900 tonearm. Grado Sonata cartridge .

$2800
S3700

Analog One MK II. SME 309 tonearm. Grado Master cartridge

54500

Analog One MK II. SME 309 tonearm. Grado Reference cartridge
Analog One MK Il. Graham 2.0 tonearm. Grado Statement cartridge

$4800
S5210

Acoustic Signature Final Tool Introductory package prices!
Final
Final
Final
Final

Tool.
Tool,
Tool.
Tool.

Rega
Rega
Rega
Rega

RB-250
RB-300
RB-600
RB-900

tonearm,
tonearm,
tonearm.
tonearm,

Grado
Grado
Grado
Grado

Gold cartridge
Gold cartridge
Platinum cartridge
Sonata cartridge

Final Tool. SME 309 tonearm. Grado Master cartridge

S168
S174
S218
S258
S339

Never before available at these prices! Breakthrough performance & size, 27mm! Blows holes in highend cable pricing
without mercy! You won't be able to find anything better!

Stereophile Analog Product Of The Year

Planar 25 Black/Cherry/Maple/Rosewood

Screw on banana
or spade

5127!

"Like the 9, the planar 25 produced the kind of deep, light, authoritative bass an,

Hydra Al
High-End Speaker Cable

10' pair
12* pair

5' pair
6' pair

$300
$350

15' pair
20' pair

8' pair

S375

25' pair

S400
$425
S500

Hydra Al Single Bi-Wire
5' pair
$540
6° pair
S630

$600
$700

8' pair
10' pair

S715
S760

rich, buttery highs Iusually associate with far more expensive 'tables," Say no more
-Stereophile Sam's favorite -table! 'A beautiful, brilliant piece of engineering," h
says. "The same goes for the RB600 arm, which is usually installed on the 'table
Once you set it up, you can forget it. Nothing tweaky here. Rega turntables have a,
exceptional reputation for reliability" In fact, he thinks this will be the last turntabt
he ever buys. -Stereophile Rec. Comp. Class C SSS 10/00

CD Sonic Circles Are Back!
5 pieces

$6

pieces
$10
pieces
S45
100 pieces
$80
200 pieces ....S145
300 pieces ....S195
10
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34P Chrome ...$1.295
34P Black mminc $995
34P Black mm ..S795
IC3 Step-up
$995

Record Cleaning Machines
Mini Pro Fully Auto.$649
1.5FI Semi Auto. .5449
1.5 Semi Automatic S375
1.0 Manual
$229
Record Master .. S245
CD Master
$56

Disc
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.ehmann Audio
;lack Cube mm/mc $695

donolithic PS-1 . .5399

reek OBH-9 mc ..$249
reek OBH-8SE mm $325
reek OBH-8 mm. .5199

DB Systems
DB-8HG mc
DB-8 mm

Miracle Record Cleaner
Disc Doctor ...S21" pint
Disc Doctor ..$33" quart
Disc Doctor .$54" 1/2 gal
Disc Doctor BrushS34" pr
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V15VxMR
M97xE
M94E
M7OBX
MP94E (T4P)
M92E (T4P)
M78S (Mono)
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Music Hall

MMF-5
MMF-2.1

S495
S299

Pro-ject 1.2

S319

MC 30 Super MK Il
List S900 ...Sale $550
MC 25 FL
List $475 ...Sale S250

0C-9 •
List $400 ...Sale $200

Power Cleaner
534"
Power Cleaner . .5203
Record Preservative $35"
Record Preservative $212
Record Cleaner ...me
oa Stylus Cleaner
519"
#5 Stylast Preservative $28"
#1 & #2 Combo Kit . .$63
#1. #2 & #3 Combo Kit $83"
#2 & #3 Combo Kit.. _550'
#4 & #5 Combo Kit
_541'
#1. #2. #3. 44 & #5 ....5125

X5-MC
X3-MC
XI-MC/MCP

$325
$275
$145

..amar".

°nob nSUMIKO
10x4

$200
$180

B-Tech BT926 mm .5100

.s50

$325

20X-H or 20X-L ...S525

S24"
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DOT-2000 33/45/78 $450

Orbitrac
39°'
Stereophile
Rec .Comp.
10/99
oudioquest

AO Carbon Fiber Brush .$20
4>

$95

S275
$94
$65
$40
565
$40
$60

The Statement. .S2500
The Reference ...51200
Reference Master .5800
Reference Sonata .5500
Reference PlatinumS300

GRADO

Li
Prestige
Prestige
Prestige
Prestige
Prestige
Prestige

Gold . ..5180
Silver ...S150
Red . .5110
Blue
$80
Green .. 560
Black ...S40

#1
#1
#2
#2
#3

MOP

AO Record Mat

MC 2000 MK II
List S1500 ...Sale S800

Rec.

ALLSOP
,.

B-Tech BT26 mm

S950

New Planar 3
S750
New Planar 2
S495
Rega Wall Shelf .. 5159

Stereophile
Rec. 4/00

r

curus P-10 mmimcS450

New Rega Planet

ienewin't GRADO

Hunt EDA MK 6

Exact Class C .....5595
$395
Super Elys
Elys Class D
$225
Super Bias
$175
Bias
$125

BENZ

D

ST RP-136T Locking RCAS10 pr
ST RP-165T Locking RCA $8 pr
ST RP-153T Locking RCA $6 pr
ST RP-151T aca
55 pr
ST RP-42 54 pr

540 II
S350
0M-30 Super
$285
0M-20 Super
$195
0M-10/OMP-10 .. .S95
0M-5/OMP-5
$60
0M-3/OMP-3
S45

(i tll

ST RP-201 Lcodung Banana S10 pr
ST RP-214 Dual Banana $tO or
ST RP-208 Banana
$5 pr
$20
ST F1,1-4320 Dual Female $4 pr
Discwasher
D4
Ring Mat
590
ptctures
are
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of
product,
Itange
u
Ohm,'
tiot,ce
Price. subject to

DENON

DL-160

DL-110

Blue Point Special $295
Blue Point
$195
Pearl
$95
Black Pearl
S75
Oyster
S45

GOL

R IN C;

muniAle•

MICRO

Glider
5795
Gold or Silver ... 5350
MC 20 E
$150

Clearaudio
;

5180

1022GX
1042
1012GX

S300
$225
$175

S140

1006

$125

1

e

Aurum-Beta
$350
Aurum/Beta S . .5450

ometimes it's not impolite to stare

Avantgarde Uno
"Jim Smith (Avantgarde-USA) is getting
a check. The Unos are staying here"
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NEW Balanced Audio Technology VK-75SE
On display and in stock

AE -3
ELECTRONIC 1
91SUPPLY

Tube Preamp

•Made in USA
•Point to point wired with
Teflon coated silver cable
• I% metal film resistors

TUBES: The largest selection in North America of rare new old stock Telefunken, Mullard,
Amperex. RCA, Svetlana, Ei, Sovtek, and all the usual suspects.The difference is our whackyobsessive attention to detail and test equipment. Our custom built TM-100 tube matching
rig, $21,000 Spectral Dynamics FFT analyzer, and Tektronix 570 curve tracer. Power tubes
burned in for your protection. We DO NOT use your amp as atube tester. Order on-line:
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s, sit down to write, the gnat's
attention span of the music
world has alighted for abrief
moment on the source of all rock/pop
inspiration: the Beatles. Without alternate takes, previously unreleased tracks,
or even avideo (!), the long-overdue
collection of their #1 hit singles, The
Beatles, 1is easily the best record of the
year. The only new tweak on this disc is
the 24-bit digital remastering (using
Sonic Solutions' NoNoise) mastered
down to 16-bit (using Prism SNS noiseshaping), which happily makes for the
best sound heard from these tracks.
When Ibought my copy of /the day
after its release, the clerk at the local
Borders—she of the lower-lip ring,
bruise-like shoulder tattoos, and stickylooking magenta hair — turned the disc
over in her hands and, with alook of
unfamiliarity, nonchalantly said, "Gee,
they'll be milking these guys forever,
won't they?"
From her follow-up comments, it
became clear that while she knew the
band's name, their music remained a
mystery to her. But she seemed genuinely curious, going as far as to ask me
which was their best album. When I
blindly launched into my explanation of
how no one can fully understand the
popular music of today without exploring Sgt Pepper's, The Beatles (the "White
Album"), and Abbey Road, she gave me a
bemused early-twenty-something smile
that could be roughly translated as
"Yeah, but you're old."
For us rapidly aging souls who lived
through Beatlemania, it's all about the
music... and the war stories. While I
normally use this column as my bully
pulpit or whipping post, Idecided it
might be time for achoice anecdote. I
mean, I'm talking about the Beatles here.
While attending college in Tucson,
Arizona, Iworked in abookstore frequented by the man who wrote "Jojo
left his home in Tucson, Arizona /
bought some California grass..." For
many years, McCartney has had a
secluded home in the mountains east of
town; his wife, Linda, died there.
The first Mac visit Iwitnessed, in
1982, was an explosion. As soon as he,
Linda, and the kids crossed the threshStereophile, January 2001

old of the bookstore, all eyes swung
toward him — then, as if it were
February 1964 and they were in the
audience at The Ed Sullivan Show, clerks
and customers alike turned into one of
the shrieking, crying, hair-pulling mobs
that had finally convinced the Beatles
to stop performing live in 1966. Sixtyyear-old women jumped up and down
in place. Grown men were able to sputter only "Oh, Mr. McCartney." One
younger female clerk led acharge back
to the store's Music section, where all
fought like grackles over the Beade
books before scrambling back en masse
to poor McCartney, who politely but
firmly informed them that he was not
signing autographs because he was just
there to shop.
Iassume that McCartney endured all
this for two reasons. This store had been
repeatedly selected as one of the 100
best bookstores in America, particularly
for its selections of children's literature
and big, oversized art books, the two
things McCartney bought most frequently. Second, the shop's owners were
hill folk from southern Ohio (which
really is Kentucky) who had no idea
who the Beatles were. The first time
he'd shopped there, they'd refused to
take his check for $1500 until he'd produced avalid Arizona driver's license.
Iwas the steward of the store's Music
section, which stocked every Fab Four
title known to man ("Aural Robert" ain't
my first bully pulpit), and you'd think
that the sight of Sir Paul and his brood
would have sent me into atizzy. For
some reason —most likely acocktail of
snotty early-20s know-it-all-ism chased
with college-level substance abuse — I
was singularly unimpressed. Today, of
course, I'd need amop, three layers of
Depends, and a chin strap to get
through asimilar encounter. But it was
that coolness — hardened, I'm sure, by
the behavior of everyone else in the
store — that allowed me to actually talk
with the man.
After the sigh'n'cry mob violence had
subsided, Idecided to take alook for
myself As Iapproached this smallish
figure disguised in sunglasses, baseball
hat, flip-flops, and navy-blue drawstring
pants, he gave me the fearful bunny-

Baird

t

e

rabbit look of someone bracing for a
second wave of kooks brandishing writing implements. But Iremained just
even-keeled enough that hot afternoon
to simply state, "I don't want to disturb
you, but Ijust wanted to say hi." After
looking me up and down and hearing
that Iwas the schlub who organized the
music books — and not hearing the
inevitable request for an autograph —
McCartney relaxed. He showed me his
favorite children's books, and, in the
spirit of one-upmanship, Ishowed him
mine, skipping ahead in each one to the
last page to point out the profundities
that Ithought lay in each book's final
lines. When he ended up buying copies
of several of my faves, Ifelt honored.
In this brief, superficial encounter,
McCartney was perfectly charming—
even to someone who, at the time,
made apoint of never being charmed or
starstruck. And then, after an hour or so
spent chatting in the Children's and
Music sections, the subject of the
Beatles came up.
For years, my own $64,000 Beatles
question had gone something like this:
"You and John are still pals, right? It was
just the times and the pressure, and then
Yoko, but you guys still like each other,
n'est-ce pas? The esprit de corps that
made Liverpool, the Cavern, and stepping off the plane at JFK so magical—
it never really evaporated, did it?" There
Iwas, alone in conversation with Paul
McCartney, and Ididn't ask it. Istill
regret it.
Now, listening to The Beatles, 1, Irealize that, even back in that bookstore in
1982, Ialready knew the answer to my
unasked question. The kind of transcendent genius present in McCartney
and Lennon's friendship, and in their
musical partnership, was too volatile to
last. Even if they weren't speaking at the
end, they had been while they were
making the music. As The Beatles, I
overwhelmingly illustrates, that bond
allowed them to start on top and go out
on top, with not one bad record in
between. Their music resonates now
more than ever, but the next to last tune
on their final album had it wrong: it
wasn't "The End," but only the beginning of their ascendency.
CI
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Charlie Parker: The Complete Savoy
and Dial Studio Recordings
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FRANK DRIGGS COLLECTION

I

tis unprecedented for Stereophile to
elevate the acquisition of asingle
boxed set to the distinction of
"Building a Library." But this is an
unprecedented boxed set. The material contained on these eight CDs
changed the language of jazz. In addition, after this music, jazz was never
again considered to be primarily a
vehicle for dancers. Jazz, in its highest
forms, had always been art. But after
Charlie Parker, this fact could no
longer be ignored.
A paradox surrounds Charlie Parker.
For followers of jazz who were born
after World War II, he is afigure as
obscured in the shadows of history as
Buddy Bolden. ft is not that the postwar generation doesn't know about
Bird. They have read about him all
their lives. They have seen Clint
Eastwood's excellent film on Parker,
Bird. They know the myths and legends. What they have not done much is
listen to his music.
Parker died in 1955, at the age of 35,
immediately before the stereo era
began. Since the 1960s, there has been
no shortage of Parker reissues, first on
LP, then CD. But they have often been
random and slapdash, with uneven production values. Until now, early Bird
has been available on sonically dreadful
transfers from 78s, frequently strident
from speed (and hence pitch) inaccuracies. No wonder modern listeners have
had difficulty fully understanding why
history has proclaimed Charlie Parker a
genius whose gift transcended the mundane world. ("Bird was sent to us,"
pianist Lou Levy once said.) The
Complete Savoy and Dial Studio Recordings
contains the capacity to enlighten them.
This collection covers the time period of 1944 to 1948, when Parker was
between the ages of 24 and 28. Here
arc his first recordings as aleader, as
well as sessions in which he served as a
sideman for guitarist Tiny Grimes,
Dizzy Gillespie, Slim Gaillard, Miles
Davis, and Red Norm. During these
years, Parker recorded primarily for
two small independent labels: Savoy,
which was based in Newark, New
Jersey, and owned by the Scrooge-like

The unlikely messiah of jazz, Charlie Parker, was an improvisor for the ages.

Herman Lubinsky; and Dial, originally
based in Los Angeles and owned by
Parker worshiper and record-business
neophyte Ross Russell.
Parker first recorded for Savoy in
1944 and 1945. Then he made a
famous trip to the West Coast and
recorded for Dial in 1946 and 1947.
During this trip he suffered abreakdown and was committed to Camarillo
State Hospital for six months. But by
mid-1947 Bird was back in New York,
had formed arelatively stable working

band with Miles Davis and Max Roach,
and was recording again for Savoy. Ross
Russell had followed Parker east, and so
there were also more sessions for Dial
until the end of 1947.
While Parker's recordings for Savoy
and Dial — some of the most writtenabout recordings in jazz — have been
reissued in many forms, they have
never before been gathered together in
one place. This set provides, for the
first time, the opportunity to move easily, in chronological order, through the
191
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Charlie Parker at 3 Deuces, 1947 (left to right): Tommy Potter, Charlie Parker, Miles Davis, and Duke Jordan.

greatest work of Parker's early years.
Given its subject matter, and taken as
an archival project of audio restoration
and scholarly annotation, this collection
takes its place with the most important
jazz reissues. The book that accompanies it contains illuminating commentaries from no fewer than five people
who are especially qualified to offer
insight into Bird, his milieu, and his
legacy. Orrin Keepnews, the distinguished producer who supervised this
reissue (and who was present at the creation of so many of the important
moments in modern jazz), provides an
overview of the project and places these
recordings in historical context. Ira
Gitler, the dean of American jazz critics,
offers an eyewitness account and a
touching reminiscence of aworld far
away in time. Jazz historian and scholar
James Patrick takes us through aclose
analysis of Parker's Savoy recordings,
helping us stop and hear the musical
epiphanies that we might miss because
there are so many. Bill Kirchner (a composer, arranger, saxophonist, and educator) gives atrack-by-track annotation of
the Dial recordings and of additional
material that originally appeared on the
obscure Guild, Bel-Tone, and Comet
labels. Finally, there is apriceless, profane interview with Teddy Reig —teller
of tall tales, original hipster, self-proclaimed confidante of Bird, and original
producer of the Savoy recordings.
Patrick's commentary and the interview with Reig arc not new. They first
192

Taken as an archival
project of audio restoration
and scholarly annotation,
this collection takes its
place with the most
important jazz reissues.
appeared in 1980, as part of abooklet
accompanying a multi-LP reissue of
Parker's Savoy recordings. Patrick, however, updated and revised his essay for
this new collection. The book also contains "a gallery of memorable photographs," some rare and previously
unpublished. Their small size and vague
sepia dimness is one of this set's very
few disappointments.
Remastering engineer Paul W. Reid
III — who remastered this set's companion, The Complete Live Performances on
Savoy, in 1998 —did the digital transfers
at the Denon Digital plant in Madison,
Georgia. The source material, we are
told, varied widely in quality, from surviving original 78rpm acetates (in the
case of many Savoys) to tape transfers
and 78rpm "best possible copies" (for
the Dials), and even all-but-inaudible
amateur party tapes from 1947.
While Reid's work is intended to
remove as many barriers as possible

from the contemporary listener's direct
encounter with Parker's art, some challenges remain. Despite the efforts to
locate optimum source material, and
despite all of Reid's applied digital technologies (CEDAR noise reduction,
Sonic Solutions audio restoration, pitch
correction, re-equalization, etc.), we
must still reach for this music through
the obscuring veils of time, especially the
Dial material. In addition, the very comprehensiveness of this collection can dull
our appreciation through repetition —as
when, for example, four alternate takes
of "Constellation" segue into four versions of "Parker's Mood." Orrin Keepnews decided to "keep it all": every alternate and incomplete take, and every
false start (the shortest of which is five
seconds of "Parker's Mood").
Putting all of this music in one place
also clarifies certain recurrent self-limitations in Parker's approach to recording.
Bird was not a great bandleader. At
recording sessions, he often composed
on the spot original tunes based on the
chord progressions of familiar popular
songs and containing as few as eight bars
of original melodic material —the "A" in
the standard 32-measure AABA structure. (He usually simply improvised the
"B" phrase.) His relatively small repertoire of such originals and blues provided thematic foundations for improvised
solos, with very little concern for more
elaborate arrangements and preconceived ensemble structures. Bird, in
other words, played blowing dates. He
was, first and last, an improviser.
He was, of course, an improviser for
the ages. And how he did blow on those
dates. You begin to be touched by the
inexplicable miracle of Bird when you
seize almost any one of the dozens of
this collection's three-minute tracks as
they fly by, and concentrate on the alto
solo until you think you've got it, then
re-listen until the purity of creativity
reverts again to mystery.
Parker's two-chorus solo on "Ko Ko,"
from his first Savoy session as aleader in
1945, is justifiably famous: aspontaneous symphonic microcosm condensed
to fit on a10" 78, atriumph of rhythmic
variation and melodic invention. Yet the
piece that immediately precedes it,
"Meandering" —just a warmup, an
unscheduled improvisation on "Embraceable You" — contains as much distilled poignance as anything Parker ever
recorded. "Ornithology," from Bird's
first date for Dial, in Hollywood in
March 1946, contains asolo that awed
fellow alto saxophonist Lee Konitz once
described as "perfect music."
Stereophile, January 2001
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aclass by itself It is atrue
industry reference that is
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Presenting the Spectral DMC-30
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DMC-30 will reign
supreme for years to come."
Terry Menacker
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instrumentation design, unique in the industry to Spectral.
Remote designs have had noisy processor control systems, attenuators and displays that pollute audio signal pathways and degrade
sonic performance, as well as problematic distortions and "sweet spot" tendencies where one loudness setting sounds better than others.
Spectral's three-year design effort headed by Keith Johnson has eliminated these problems.
Spectral's unique high-speed discrete circuit topology is combined with full remote convenience for the first time in an instrumentation
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Building
Yet at the beginning of that same disc
#2 are four alternate takes of "Billie's
Bounce," from Parker's first session as a
leader for Savoy in November 1945, that
no one has ever called perfect. Bird
allegedly wrote this famous blues that
morning. His reed squeaks at times, and
two of the takes are broken off early. Yet
through four solo statements, all different, and none judged good enough to
become the master take, Parker's natural
eloquence in the blues idiom can make
most of your record collection seem profoundly dispensable.
"Embraceable You," from the
October 1947 session for Dial, has been
analyzed as much as any three minutes
in the history of recorded jazz. Yet,
when you sit through the 14 takes,
including alternates, of this session, the
famous master of "Embraceable You"
does not especially stand out. Its use of
asix-note motive, taken through astonishing permutations of lyricism in
the space of asingle chorus,
demonstrates the rarefied
level at which Bird manipulated the principles of organization in his music. But every
track on this session contains
details that can stop you cold.
To cite but one, contemplate
the majestic curve of Parker's
statement on the master take of
"Bird of Paradise."
The first time through this material, it's hard to hear beyond Parker's
voice, hard to do anything but wait
impatiently for his riveting entrances.
But there are many other riches here,
and many key texts of American culture
that are populated by important historical figures. A highly selective list would
include: Dizzy Gillespie, the only solo
presence sufficiently brilliant to function on alevel approaching Parker's,
who announces revolution with his
blasts across the bow on "Salt Peanuts"
in 1945; Miles Davis, who progresses
here from a frightened 19-year-old
prodigy to a confident 22-year-old
insurrectionary in his own right; Max
Roach, whom we hear in the act of
defining modern drumming; Dodo
Marmarosa, of whom we get only titillating glimpses (his career was cut short
at the age of 22); and Tommy Potter, a
neglected pioneer whose supple sense
of time on bass helped open up the
modern rhythm section.
There arc agreat many perspectives
that can be applied to this music and its
milieu. One is to consider these performances as some of the earliest manifestations of what came to be known as the
Stereophile, January 2001

"drug culture." "Moose the Mooche" is
an extraordinary melodic moment from
the first Dial session of 1946. Its title
comes from the nickname of Parker's
polio-crippled California drug connection, Emery Bird. If drugs played arole
in Parker's breakthrough to aesthetic
liberation, they are also present in the

The Complete Savoy
and Dial Recordings are

anecessary cornerstone
in building any
library of jazz.

CHARLIE PARKER
The Complete Savoy and Dial Studio
Recordings, 1944-1948
Charlie Parker, alto 8tenor saxes; Miles Davis,
Howard McGhee, Melvyn Broiles, Shorty
Rogers, trumpet; Dizzy Gillespie, trumpet,
piano, vocal; Jack McVea, Lucky Thompson,
Wardell Gray, Flip Phillips, tenor sax; JJ.
Johnson, trombone; Red Norvo, vibraphone; Remo Palmieri, Arvin Garrison,
Bamey Kessel, guitar; Bulee "Slim" Gaillard,
Tiny Grimes, guitar, vocal; Clyde Hart, Al
Haig, Argonne Thornton (aka Sadik Hakim),
Dodo Marmarosa, George Handy, Jimmy
Bunn, Russ Freeman, Erroll Garner, Bud
Powell, John Lewis, Duke Jordan, Teddy
Wilson, piano; Jimmy Butts, Slam Stewart,
Curly Russell, Ray Brown, Vic McMillan,
Robert Kesterton, Arnold Fishkin, Red
Callender, Tommy Potter, Nelson Boyd,
bass; Barn Brown, bass, vocal; Harold "Doc"
West, Cozy Cole, Sid Catlett, Max Roach,
Zutty Singleton, Stan Levey, Roy Porter,
Jimmy Pratt, Don Lamond, Specs Powell,
J.C. Heard, drums; Sarah Vaughan, Earl
Coleman, vocal
Savoy Jazz 92911-2 (8 CDs). 2000. Teddy Reig,
Ross Russell, Buck Ram, Dorothy Russell,
Les Schreiber, orig. prods.; Orrin Keepnews,
reissue prod.; Doug Hawkins, Ben Jordan,
Harry Smith, Jim Syracusa, reissue engs.
ADD? IT: 8:57:39
Performance *****
Sonics **1/2

a Library

on-the-fly, unrehearsed character of
these recordings. They are also, of
course, amajor factor in the interrupted
careers or early deaths of so many of the
players who appear here — Howard
McGhee, Bud Powell, Wardell Gray,
and of course Bird himself, to name
only four. The notorious "Lover Man"
Dial session from July 1946 is almost
unbearably painful to hear over half a
century later. It is agraphic documentary of suffering and collapse, of the
death-in-life to which drugs eventually
reduce their abusers.
While the audio quality of these
recordings is unfortunately closer to
what came 20 years earlier (say,
Armstrong's Hot Fives and Hot
Sevens) than to what came 20 years
later (say, Miles Davis' classic albums
for Columbia), the sound is just
good enough — especially on the
Savoy material — to cease to be an
issue. Bird's alto often possesses
enough nuances and details of his
individual pronunciation that it is
possible to hear him as the revelation that he was — never
mind that the rhythm section
is in aroom down the hall.
Orrin Keepnews made a
decision that greatly helps us
enjoy this material as music
first, history second. For each
session, he placed the originally approved master takes together at the beginning. Only then do the
alternates commence. If we choose, we
can easily go through these performances as their first audiences heard
them, and then go back to study the
variants — and, each time through,
come upon new discoveries. This collection is so much arepository of primary sources that it continuously reveals
previously unsuspected roots and connections. Who would have thought, to
name just one example, that the exquisite melody of Tadd Dameron's "If You
Could See Me Now" actually originated
in some notes Dizzy Gillespie fired off
at the end of his solo on his 1945 version of"Groovin' High"?
The Complete Savoy and Dial Recordings
are anecessary cornerstone in building
any library ofjazz. In the words of Bill
Kirchner, this music "changed jazz —
and for that matter most 20th century
music — forever." To spend time with
this collection is to experience one of
America's greatest artists expressing,
through the cumulative power of abundant individual utterance, some of the
fundamental spiritual truths of the
human condition.
CI
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Recording of the IV onth
between the Geminiani concerti
grossi and the Academy, this two-disc
package includes afacsimile of a1770
The Academy of Ancient/Auk
pamphlet published by Hawkins that
Andrey Manze
attempted to lay out both the history
and manifesto of his group.
Speaking of manifestos, in arecent
article in the Los Angeles Times,
Manze was quoted as saying that his
theory of playing baroque music
ii 1716 in London, violinist
today depends on 70% imagination.
Francesco Geminiani, just off the
He also observed that, originally,
boat from his home in Italy, was
personalities were as important to
called to play before King George I.
this music as what was written on
Worried that an unknown and
the page. "If we had been privileged
somewhat less-than-stellar harpsichord accompanist would sabotage this crucial perfor- to hear Vivaldi or Corelli, we would have been bowled
mance, the virtuoso requested that George Frideric over in the way people were bowled over by Presley."
In both points, Manze hits on the essence of why he is
Handel be his partner. Needless to say, the resulting performance was asuccess —so much so, in fact, that the vio- one of the most gifted performers of baroque music to
linist dedicated his next published collection, six concerti come along in years. His playing has avitality and invengrossi based on the Op.5 solo sonatas of his old teacher tiveness that frees the music from the kind of leaden, byArchangelo Corelli, to the King. When the first volume the-letter authenticism that abhors the experimentation
went over well, Geminiani orchestrated the remaining six and flux in performance he refers to.
On record, Manze is necessarily more disciplined yet
sonatas to complete the body of music contained in this
no less thrilling. In Concerto 4, to choose one of many
splendid recording.
Corelli, of course, was the enormously influential Italian exemplary moments in this exquisite set, he, cellist
soloist, composer, and (perhaps most important) teacher David Watkin, and the rest of the Academy capture the
whose students included not only Geminiani, but also pathos of the opening movement as well as they do the
Francesco Maria Veracini. As acomposer, Corelli helped sprightly bounce of the short second movement. This
define the three dominant genres of his age: the solo and firm grasp of the trademark dynamic of the concerto
trio sonatas and the concerto grosso. Though Corelli's grosso — contrasting movements of solemnity and playwork was more staid and balanced than Vivaldi's, it has a fulness — combined with Manze and the Academy's
charm and grace that Geminiani managed to recapture in beautiful playing, are what give this disc its admirable
his orchestrations, and which modern violin virtuoso and accessible expressiveness.
The second group of concertos includes Geminiani's
Andrew Manze and the Academy of Ancient Music reprosurprisingly effective orchestration of Corelli's solo-violin
duce with sparkle and joy.
In abit of serendipity, the first six of these concertos showstopper, Polka, and benefits from the additions of celwere initially published in 1726, the year the Academy of list Alison McGillivray and harpsichordist Richard Egarr to
Ancient Music was founded. Originally formed by the the concertino section. Throughout, the textures of
famously cantankerous music historian John Hawkins to Geminiani's canny orchestrations, in which the original
play "works of the masters," the group —not surprisingly, solo lines of bass and violin are interwoven among the new
considering its stated purpose and what friend Samuel orchestral parts, are given full reign to blossom into wonJohnson called Hawkins' "mean" personality — became drous if lightweight frolics. These discs are beautifully
embroiled in intellectual struggles from within and with- recorded — the concertino and the larger concerto grosso
out. Whether or not to mix secular and sacred music, for sections are gorgeously matched and blended, and
example, was aparticular sore point. After three quarters Manze's violin is never less than warm and alive.
While he may not be quite the force of nature that
of acentury of turmoil and rescuing fine music, the
Academy finally slipped under the waves of history at the Corelli, Geminiani, or even John Hawkins was in life,
Andrew Manze's intelligent blend of modern taste and
turn of the 19th century.
Revived in 1973 by Christopher Hogwood, the the life-giving unpredictability of baroque music has
Academy of Ancient Music is now so active that it sports given this brightly colored music new vigor, and never
three conductors: Hogwood and associate conductors more than in his traversal of these delightful concertos of
-Robert Baird
Manze and oboist Paul Goodwin. To celebrate the synergy this Italian original.

GEMINIANI: Concerti Grossi
Concerto 1in D, Concerto 2in B-flat, Concerto 3
in C, Concerto 4 in F, eight others.
Andrew Manze, Academy of Ancient Music;
Alison McGillivray, cello; Richard Egarr, harpsichord.
Harmonia Mundi HMU 907261.62 (2 CDs).
2000. Robina G. Young, prod.; Geoff Miles,
Mike Clements, engs. AAD? Ti: 2:24:19
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****1/2

GEMINIANI
Concerti Grossi
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SD8216 Led Zeppelin: Led Zeppelin I
SD8236 Led Zeppelin: Led Zeppelin II
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Maestros with too much time on their hands? (From left to right: Sergiu Celibidache, Richard Goode, and Krystian Zimerman.)

classical
MUSICAL UTOPIAS
The Agonies &Ecstasies of
Unlimited Rehearsal Time
BRAHMS: Symphonies 1-4
Sergiu Celibidache, SWR Stuttgart Radio Symphony
Orchestra
Deutsche Grammophon 459 635-2 (3 CDs plus free
rehearsal CD). 2000. Christian Gansch, prod.;
Alfred Didion, eng. ADD. TT: 3:14:10 (including
rehearsal disc)
Performance
Sonics ***1/2
DEBUSSY & RAVEL: Orchestral Music
Debussy: Nocturnes, La Mer, Iberia. Ravel: Alborada
del gracioso, Rapsodie espagnole, Daphnis et
Chloé Suite 2, Le Tombeau de Couperin, La Valse
Sergiu Celibidache, SVVR Stuttgart Radio Symphony
Orchestra
Deutsche Grammophon 453 194-2 (3 CDs plus free
rehearsal CD). 2000. Christian Gansch, prod.;
Frank Richter, Alfred Didion, Wolfgang Rothe, engs.
ADD. TT: 3:31:27 (including rehearsal CD)
Performance *****
Sonics ***1/2
MOZART: Piano Concertos 19 & 27, K.549 & K.595
Richard Goode, piano; Orpheus Chamber Orchestra
Nonesuch 79608-2 (CD). 2000. Max Wilcox, prod.,
eng.; Paul Zinman, eng. DDD. TF: 55:30
Performance ***
Sonics ****
CHOPIN: Piano Concertos 1& 2
Krystian Zimerman, Polish Festival Orchestra
Deutsche Grammophon 289 459 684-2 (2 CDs).
1999. Helmut Burk, prod.; Rainer Maillard, eng.
DOD. IT: 81:44
Performance
Sonics *****
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto 4, Choral Fantasy
DVORAK: String Quintet, Op.77
JANACEK: Mládi
Rudolf Serkin, piano; Alexander Schneider, Marlboro

Stereophile, January 2001

Festival Orchestra, Marlboro Festival Ensembles
Sony Classical SM2K 89200 (2 CDs). 2000. Mischa
Schneider, Paul Zinman, prods.; Jurg Jecklin, Judith
Sherman, Jerome Velonis, engs. ADD. Tr: 115:17
Performance
Sonics ****

have all the rehearsal time they can stand.
But what difference does it make, really?
One Marlboro cellist said this: A
Schubert piano trio he worked on began
expansively with its heart on its sleeve,
but contracted and tightened as the
'though musical utopias promise
ideal working conditions, the weeks passed. Perhaps because the playpossibilities that come with ers knew the emotional content from the
unlimited rehearsal time and the chance deepest reaches of the piece, they didn't
to rethink interpretations over many need to project it on the surface. les
performances can be terrifying. When music-making from the inside out. Celithe Orpheus Chamber Orchestra bidache's artistic progression, it seems,
makes aMozart piano-concerto record- was in the opposite direction: He favored
ing with Richard Goode, they don't moderate tempos in his middle years (as
have the usual twin interpretive guide- documented in the newly released
posts of conductor and soloist. Deutsche Grammophon boxed sets), but
Everything is worked out democratical- the meditative, even static tempos of his
ly, nobody having aprescribed notion of last decade (as documented in various
what the end result will sound like — or EMI sets) left the slightest nuance underscored to the point of absurdity.
if they'll know it when they hear it.
Other musicians make startling discovTune commitments in such ventures
can make utopia expensive: Ask Krystian eries: The recordings of Chopin's piano
Zimerman, who formed his Polish concertos that came out of Zimerman's
Festival Orchestra late last year, rehearsed Polish Festival Orchestra can only be
endlessly without union restrictions for a compared to cleaning the Sistine Chapel
world tour, and experienced artistic tri- frescos: So much previously hidden detail
umph —as well as financial hemorrhag- has emerged that you wonder if the pering when significant sponsorship money formers have rewritten the piece.
That several such performances have
evaporated. Nor does utopia always yield
greatness: Conductor Sergiu Celibi- been released in the past few months
dache's Zen Buddhist ideals and extrava- points to aneed in the classical music
gant demands for rehearsal time deliv- world to break out of the standard, resultered life-changing performances in some oriented interpretations that have resulted
in so much artistic redundancy. That
periods of his life and disasters in others.
Such ideal performance conditions doesn't mean that listeners always like
exist annually at the Marlboro Music being challenged by these fruits of utopia:
Festival in Vermont, where musicians Applying unlimited time to anything may
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just be the ultimate anachronism of the tos contains perfectly lovely perfordawning 21st century. It's not what we're mances; that of No27 (K.595) has aparused to, and that can be upsetting.
ticular allure, its pointed execution of the
Yet for all their differences, these per- rhythms revealing the first movement as
formances (the late C,elibidache aside)
aseries of perfectly interlocking miniacan't be called eccentric because there's so ture modules. Goode, aproduct of and
much conviction behind them.
That's what time gives you:
Knowing apiece to its very foundation gives you greater freedom
to express yourself within it.
Identities fine: You don't know
where the piece leaves off and you
begin. Such asense of ownership
•
can be deeply empowering.
That's the best way to start
BELW(OVEN:
explaining Celibidache's best DGBolo Conan° No. 4 di Ch.
tetras),
label performances from the
RV1)0(F SERIKI N Maribarcolesnvai
1970s: the Brahms symphony
sira
• •
cycle and the collection of works
AIf \ante , ',neuter hter Serkin
by Ravel and Debussy. You don't
464nini1wiara•YjeuefF
have to hear the conductor's odd,
duck-call-like noises at climactic
moments to know that he's completely inside these pieces. Incidental solos have great personality, but a
personality that's right. There's asense of
liberty from the bar lines—when the
music is you and you arc the music, who
needs bar lines, or various entrances and
exits, as signposts for staying together?
richard goodeInterestingly enough, such qualities
orpheus
don't count for much in Celibidache's
performances of say, Richard Strauss's Ein
Heldenleben (not reviewed here), but they
do marvelous things for the pictorial
effects in Debussy's La Mer, as well as the
expansive emotional world of the Brahms
symphonies. While Arturo Toscanini was
famous for his sense of singing line in
Brahms and Beethoven, Celibidache
achieves the same thing in asloweç more
flexible tempo that allows alot more to now co-artistic director of the Marlboro
happen. In fact, at their best, these perfor- Festival, displays alevel of artistry that's a
mances might just be all things to all peo- joy at every turn, though there are flashple, considering how many interpretive es of the kind of spontaneity that there
facets they contain (public vs private, hero- might have been more of had he
ic vs intimate) and how they're powered enjoyed the greater security of working
by an almost monumental musical vigor with aconductor instead of the self-led
held tightly within the frame of dassidsm. Orpheus Chamber Orchestra.
The only thing that keeps these perThere's little doubt that the Orpheus
formances from being top recommen- knows the pieces intimately; perhaps
dations is the sound, which can be mad- there's such mutual understanding
deningly diffuse. Celibidache's EMI among them that they fail to externalize
performances have no problems in the what they know, sort of agenteel variaengineering department, but they're tion on the if-you-don't-know-I'm-notwanting in all other respects. His mis- going-to-tell-you attitude. That's manitake was in attempting to enlarge the fested —as revealed by the warm but
frame of classicism — those boundaries unfussy sonics — in alack of outward
imposed by adherence to form — by gesture, of phrases failing to build on
taking away acrucial source of checks each other, and in ageneral lack of overand balances. As aresult, those later all viewpoint found among the better
interpretations ran all over the place.
conductor-led recordings.
On the surface, Richard Goode's latSuch acollaborative spirit, howeve4
est installment of Mozart piano concer- has much the opposite result in Krystian
1.5

a
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concerto,

chamber

Zimerman's disc of the Chopin concertos, which he conducts, but within an
intensive interpretive collaboration with
his orchestra. The results take Chopin
out of the salon and onto the opera stage.
It's no news that Chopin was influenced
by bel canto opera; that Zimerman
found so much of it in these inspired but
somewhat primitive works of the composer's youth is astounding. In fact, the
received wisdom that piano and orchestra take turns in the spotlight, instead of
sharing it, is contradicted in the surprisingly articulate dialogue between the
two entities in these performances.
This effect was achieved with such
simplicity you wonder why no one else
has done it Terse accompaniment figures
in the orchestra are given accents, articulation, or fresh but well-judged balances
with usually buried wind instruments
that release all sorts of latent rhetorical
power. Zimerrnan's recordings —particularly of concertos — can sound
fussy and overly considered. But
having prepared these performances so painstakingly (every
chord was said to have been
examined in depth), he paradoxically achieved something that
feels much more organic —
unforgettably so. That's probably
due to his being surrounded by
like-minded musical collaborators, as opposed to those accommodating him out of respect for
his artistry
What would've happened,
one wonders, had such care,
time, and artistry been lavished
on more substantial music? The
answer comes from the late
Rudolf Serkin and the Marlboro Festival
Orchestra in the newly released recording of their 1974 performance of
Beethoven's Piano Concerto 4. Serkin
and the piece have along recorded history together, but this outing is the best
and most distinctive, and the pianist's
Olympian art is only the half of it.
The other half is conductor Alexander
Schneider's thorough examination of the
orchestral score. While there's all the fire
and spirit of aToscanini at his best, the
organic revelation of details makes every
moment amarvel. One of the first things
one learns about Beethoven is that his
painstaking revisions achieved asense of
monumental inevitability. Almost anybody can hear that on amacroscopic
level; Schneider reveals this quality on
what seems to be the level of the subatomic particle. This was no doubt aliberating inspiration to Serkin; his performance exemplifies the freedom and
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Record
them or understand their music. It's an
acquired taste and needs intelligent marketing, which they don't get.
That last has probably been the fate of
Buffalo Tom, but whatever the reason,
this band is my personal best (or worst)
example of agroup that never got the
planets to align in its favor. As this bestof collection proves, the music was never
the problem. And just to reinforce the
notion that Buffalo Tom isn't that much
of an acquired taste, the opening guitar
chords on the second track, "Sodajerk,"
are currently the soundtrack of aPontiac
TV commercial.
Nor are idea and execution anything
complicated. Though their very first
discs may have been more guitar
squalling than anything else — they were
produced by Dinosaur Jr.'s J. Mascis, a
man devoted to ear-splitting decibel levels — this trio's musical blend metamorphosed into a brawnier version of
— David Patrick Stearns
power pop: lots of guitar riffing and
strumming, and passionate over-amped
singing by leader Bill Janovitz, leavened
with amelody-heavy style of near folkrock. Tunes like "Mineral" and
"Taillights Fade," the band's best-known
BUFFALO TOM
tunes (both from 1992's Let Me Come
Nineteen: Eighty: Eight to Nineteen: Ninety: Nine
Beggar's Banquet 2028 CD (CD). 2000. John
Over), succeed at both guitar heft and
Agnello, The Robb Brothers, Paul Kolderie, Sean
melodic hooks.
Slade, 1Mascis, David Bianco, Wally Gagel, prods.;
Sonically, this compilation grows
no engs. Listed. AAD? 11: 72:52
Performance ****1/2
warmer and less close-miked as the
Sonics ****
recordings journey forward in history,
here are bands and solo acts in this but, as on most rock records, the separagreat big cruel world who, despite tion between instruments is often
having all the right ingredients — blurred, the soundstage is limited, and
compression often rears
its ugly head.
Unkind as the fates
have been to them,
Buffalo Tom hasn't quit
—yet. While they haven't
made arecord in years,
they continue to do minitours, and remain beloved
and sorely missed by a
loyal coterie of guitarrock fans who continue to
hope — against hope? —
that the stranger-thanfiction world of the music
business will finally write
them ahappy ending.
Buffalo Tom, where are you? (From left to right: Bill Janoyitz,

spontaneity that come with complete
security, unleashing a candid intensity
seldom heard anywhere.
So who cares if the rest of the two
discs are filled out with performances of
lesser interest? I've long considered the
Choral Fantasy to be Beethoven at his
worst, but here it's asentimental inclusion: Marlboro performances of it were
an annual event, and this outing is with
the elder Serkin on piano and his son,
Peter Serkin, in the latter's only recorded appearance as aconductor. The second disc's two chamber music performances — Dvoràk's String Quintet,
Op.77 and Jankek's Mládi, for wind
sextet — show Marlboro's penchant for
performing seldom-heard works written for non-standard instrumentation.
Performances are typically well-examined —a far cry from those too often
slapped together in the studio.

rock

T

Chris Colbourn, and Tom Maginnis.)

solid musicianship, class material, ariveting stage presence —never get abreak,
or their breaks are all bad: As they teeter
on the edge of abreakthrough, their
record label is sold and they're swamped
in the backwash. The A&R rep who
signed them gets canned and they're
marooned at alabel that doesn't want
Stereophite, January 2001

—Robert Baird

R.L. BURNSIDE
Wish IWas in Heaven Sitting Down
Fat Possum 80332-2 (CD). 2000. Antony Genn, Brad
Cook, prods., engs.; Andy Kaulkin, John Porter,
Matthew Johnson, Bruce Watson, lki Levy, prods.;
Doug Messenger, Joe McGrath, Richard Flack,
engs. AAD? TT: 60:56
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ***1/2

Reviews

Young man of the blues? R.L Burnside.

T

he alchemy of making a blues
record used to be so simple: Take
one soulful Mississippian, add
rudimentary material and even cruder
recording techniques, ignore marketing
and promotion, and voilà! — a blues
classic by Muddy Waters, Magic Sam,
or Howlin' Wolf.
As this disc by the best-known contemporary bluesman from the Mississippi
hill country proves, things have grown
considerably more complicated. Tape
loops, scratching, Protools computerassisted editing, and sidemen like sometimes-Tom Waits guitarist Smokey
Hormel all make this collection ademonstration of how and where the blues, a
musical form that at times seems precariously close to becoming amuseum piece,
can find new life in this new century.
R.L. Burnside's openness to new
directions and ideas —all still fitted into
a blues/R&B
framework — have
allowed him to partner live and in the
studio with alt-rock squirt Jon Spencer,
make arecord with Beck/Elliott Smith
producer Tom Rothrock, and even land
atune ("It's Bad You Know") on the hit
HBO show The Sopranos. Those convinced that the blues died with the
recent passings of legends like Albert
Collins and Jimmy Rodgers but who
remain open-minded enough to allow
for stylistic tinkering with this hallowed
genre need to hear this disc.
Wish IWas in Heaven Sitting Down —a
classic blues title if there ever was one —
is to Burnside's oeuvre what The Healer
was to John Lee Hooker's: arecord very
loosely based on the blues and aimed at
crossing its artist over to the larger,
non-blues-fanatic audience. To that end,
ablues classic like Skip James' "Hard
203
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Record
Tune Killing Floor" (written in the late
1920s) is stretched —via such additions
as aWurlitzer keyboard, the wandering,
introspective guitarwork of Hormel and
Rick Holmstrom, and scratching by DJ
Pete B—into atune that could have easily fit on Bonnie Raitt's Grammywinning blues-pop breakthrough, Nick
of Time And while purists might be
struck dumb by the changes, the undeniable creative vitality evident on Wish I
Was in Heaven is mighty refreshing.
Other tracks blend in funk flavors.
"Too Many Ups" comes complete with
Shaft-styled scratchin' guitars and afifeand-drum sample from an older
unnamed blues disc, Traveling Through
the Jungle, on the Testament label.
Another funky, raw dance tune,
'Nothin' Man," hews closer to what
can be heard today in Mississippi blues
cradles like Clarksdale and Oxford:
electrified, bass-heavy blues funk
enlivened here by chicken-pickin' guitar, harmonica accents by Lynwood
Slim, and effective spoken vocals by
Burnside that slay, thanks to his slyly
humorous monotone delivery.
Farthest out of all is "Bad Luck City."
Burnside's past experience with gettin'
slow and funky (think Teddy Pendergrass) comes out in full force here
thanks to vocals pitched higher than
they should be, but that Burnside manages to reach by stretching his surprisingly elastic voice. Just to show you he
can, Burnside lays out avery creditable,
stylistically distinct version of Aretha
Franklin's oft-covered Atlantic soul classic, "Chain of Fools." And the album's
talking-blues closer, "R.L.'s Story," tells
the true and tragic tale of the murders in
Burnside's family set against low-keyed,
programmed keyboards.
One reason it all works is that R.L.
Burnside is awalking textbook on blues
grit. His wheezy, expressive, near-death
vocals are "real" in the finest get-lowdown sense of the word. The superlative
guitarwork on this disc — especially the
atmospheric slide accompaniment on
the title tune by Burnside's "adopted
son," Kenny Brown —also adds alot.
The sound is remarkably clean and hi-fi
for ausually lo-fi genre, with Burnside's
voice the aural focus of most tracks. And
just to show that even the marketingand-promotion end of the old blues
alchemy has changed, three selections
from other Fat Possum releases are
included
as
bonuses
following
Burnside's final track. One of these, Paul
Jones' "Pucker Up Buttercup," is arocker worth hearing.
A couple listens to Wish IWas in
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The Comas shed new light on the marriage between guitar-pop and hip hop.

Heaven Sitting Down and you'll be convinced that, as long as Burnside and a
handful of other current artists are still
out there, willing to tinker, the blues
will remain avital artform.

minutes too long, and despite the fact
that veteran indic knob-twiddler
Brian Paulson (Wilco, Son Volt) produced and engineered, the sound is
slightly flat in places where acrisper
— Robert Baird
high end would've made acrucial difference in bringing out each instrument's nuances.
THE COMAS
But these are minor complaints.
ADef Needle in Tomorrow
When the Comas get things right,
Yep Roc 2020 (CD). 2000. Brian Paulson, prod., eng.
they excel. There's the strummy little
AAD? TT: 51:08
confection "Tiger in aTower," brimPerformance ***
Sonia ***
ming with lush harmonies and squighe fact that this quartet from gly keyboards, or "Sweet Sweet 69" 's
Chapel Hill, North Carolina psychedelic lounge-pop, both of
applies smears and splints of which suggest what might've haploungey analog synths, turntable pened had Abbey Road been handed
scratches, and crunchy sample noises to over to groove-mavens Stereolab for
what's essentially a sweeter-than- remixing. "All Over the School" is
caramel-fudge folk-rock/pop sound descended from the Brit-naïf school
isn't necessarily indicative of agroup of Beach Boys-inspired folkadelica,
into trendy postmodern irony. An and additionally benefits from the
entire young population out there has prettiest violin figure this side of
been weaned on electronica and hip- "Don't Walk Away Renee," while
hop, so the most natural thing in the "Sister Brewerton" quirkily layers
world is to marry that sensibility to the some subtle surf bass lines beneath a
old-school pop songwriting approach. lazy/stoned Spiritualized drone
Sometimes arose is just arose — or, to motif and sing-song vocals — think
use contemporary terms, sometimes a Pink Floyd: The Preschool Years. In
each track can be detected yet more
Beck is just aBeck.
Indeed, like everyone's fave po-mo synthesizer tomfoolery intended to
genre subverter, Beck Hansen, the make the tune apleasant surprise on
Comas make musical collisions out of subsequent hearings.
Overall, the Comas are a young
love, not irony; they revere tradition
but hate watching museum pieces group enthralled by the possibilities
simply gathering dust. This, the fol- inherent in being poised between two
low-up to their 1999 debut album, generations of music-makers. It should
Wave to Make Friends, is an ambitious be quite agas —along, strange trip, pereffort that only occasionally exceeds haps? — to watch 'em continue to test
-Fred Mills
its reach. At 51 minutes it's about 15 their wings and fly.

T
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Audiophiles are missing out on a good thing.
Being on oudiophile con be a pretty
tough. You get lots of subjective opinions, but it's hard to get good advice
that's directly relevant to your own listening needs. You spend lots of time
listening for very small changes, and you
spend quite o bit of money to get them.
Typically, you get o new widget that
seems to dramatically improve your own
listening system, but its improvement
seems to fade in short order and your
stuck looking for that next high-end fix.
We
sympathize.
We've
been
there., are there., will continue to be
there.
Before we get to the port where
we tell you why you ought to be considering o headphone listening system,
we'd like to make on observation: In
our experience, the place where on audiophile gets the most bong for the buck
is not when you incrementally upgrade,
but when you add o whole new type of
feature to your listening system. For example, when we added o real record
cleaner to our listening room, we got o
substantial and long lasting improvement
to our vinyl listening. When we spent
some time and money improving the
acoustics of our listening room, we were
rewarded with on obvious improvement
in imaging and boss resonance control.
Now, we re not saying that upgrading
components is o bad idea, it's just that
as we look back on the evolution of our
own listening system, the things that stick
out os improvements with strong value
performance ore when we odd a new
dimension to our array of listening tools/
toys.
By now you've probably figured out
that we believe o headphone listening
capability falls into the 'adding a new
dimension to your listening system" category of improvement. We believe that
most audiophiles would strongly benefit
from having o headphone system of
some kind. But we've often found ourselves shaking our heads in disbelief os
we watch someone buying a pair of
$1000 cables at the local audio store
while exclaiming that they've got no interest in headphones. Why, oh why, do
so mony audiophiles continue to believe
that headphones ore at best an accessory, and at worst some kind of deviant
geek behavior? It's time, says us, to try
to fill you all in on how headphones con
markedly improve your audiophile and
music listening life with our years of experience delivering the benefits of headphone listening to our customers.
It's almost cheating, but headphones
sound 5 to 8 times better than speakers on odollar for dollar basis. It makes
sense if you think about it: headphones

800 828 8184 toll free
PO Box 6549

don't have o room full of reflections between you and the speakers to blur the
sound; headphones only have one
driven element so you don't get any
crossover problems; and they require
for less power to drive so the amp
doesn't have to be os powerful and
complex. The result is a much less expensive way to get musically satisfying
audio reproduction. If you are just getting into high end audio for the first time,
you may want to start with o good
headphone system to get oriented.
Headphones resolution is fundamentally superior to speakers. For the reo sons mentioned above, headphones
are capable of higher absolute resolution performance thon speakers are
regardless of price. One of the strange
complaints we get from time to time is
that people find far more flows on their
disks while using headphones than they
were aware of previously. Many professional mix-down and mastering engineers commonly use headphones as
osort of auditory microscope to do their
critical listening. Audiophiles will often
use headphones to investigate exactly
what is on the disk when they are unsure of what they ore hearing on their
speakers. (We will admit, however, that
headphones do not perform os well as
speakers in the imaging department.
HeadRoom amplifiers do have an image processing circuit the helps significantly to improve headphone imaging.)
If you wont to hear the ultimate in high
end resolution, you'll find it with headphones, not speakers.
Headphone amps and headphones
ore small and con be easily moved.
Folks will often set up headphones os o
second listening system next to their
bed; in the den; in the bock yard; or at
the office. High end systems are expensive and for folks who would like to
do their listening in more thon one place,
o headphone system is o perfect way
to get high quality sound in a second
location. A reference quality headphone system is also handy to take with
you when doing your initial auditioning
for source components. Many of our
customers have remarked at how much
easier it is to shop for new cd players
when they can listen to equipment in
the store with o known reproduction
reference.
Lastly, and in our opinion, most importantly, headphones systems can be
configured to be totally portable. Being a high-end hobbyist requires you to
have on interest in two things: the sound
of high fidelity reproduction; and the
art of music. We've all heard the story
about the guy with the $100,000 au-
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dio system who owns 3 records—yes,
there is o lunatic fringe in the audiophile
world—but it's been our experience
that most audiophiles are first and foremost music lovers. This desire for music
doesn't go away just because you're
not in your listening room. We can't see
how any music lover con get through life
without some headphones and o portable player of some type.
There are always a few decent portable players out there. We make it our
business to go on listening junkets once
or twice a year to find good players to
recommend. So, if you're in the market
foro portable ployer, give us ocall, we'll
always have o recommendation. Once
you get your portable player, go out in
the bock yard, pour some gasoline in
your 880, throw in the headphones that
come with the player, soy a proyer to
the gods of good audio, and light it up.
Then, at a minimum, call us and order o
pair of Grado SAGOs. The phones ore
easy to drive and sound far, for better
than the cons that come with most players.
Any audiophile worth his salt will by
now be asking the question, "How in the
world con the sound from o portable
player con be any good?" Good question. Portable players are so lame that
simply plugging opair of headphones in
significantly reduces the sound quality
of the player. Portable players ore
largely designed to consume os little
power os possible, so when you plug in
headphones you load the electronics of
the player and it sounds worse.
HeadRoom 's portable headphone amplifiers have very high input impedance,
so when you put on amp between the
player's output and the headphones it
acts os o buffer and allows the ployer
to deliver the best sound possible.
HeadRoom amps ore also miniature
power amps, and will allow you to drive
world-class headphones from o portable player. The result is sound so good
that even the most discriminating audiophile will be able to fully enjoy the art of
music—anywhere, anytime.
There's the long story. Here's the
short version: Headphone listening is o
perfectly legitimate and pleasurable
way to enjoy music. If you throw out the
ideo that headphones are just accessories, and look at the capabilities of headphones, we believe you'll find o way to
odd o headphone dimension to your listening that is surprisingly cost efficient,
and let's you spend more time in the
pleasurable embrace of the art of music. And that's what it's all about.

Be Of Sound Mind.
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GOMEZ

eting, it's evident on Trolley
Hotline that Gomez has
developed a distinctively
eclectic sound that's big on
Virgin 8 50260 0 (2 CDs). 1998/2000. Gomez, Dave
pop lyricism. On the 1996
Dade, Miti Adhikari, others, prods.; Gomez, Ian
Ball, Dave Hadley, Ken Nelson, Miti Adhikari, Paul
home recordings "Hit On
Hicks, others, cogs. ADD. TT: 76:32
the Head," a percussive
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ***1/2
acoustic guitar ditty, and
henever apop band releases "Flavors," its jazzy feel gratacollection of outtakes, rari- ed by electric guitar, the
ties, and B sides, perspective band seemed intent on craftis imperative. After the Beatles' demise, ing catchy melodies. Even
short sketches like "Shitbag
it was a quarter century before the
Anthology trilogy was released, by which 9" and "The Cowboy Song"
time most of its contents had already have appealing tunes. Less
been heavily bootlegged. Likewise, effective tracks include the
Bruce Springsteen held out for years light and airy "Buena Vista,"
before finally sanctioning the 4-CD which is fine until a long
box of Tracks. Both sets had been long instrumental section kicks
awaited and proved to be fan bonanzas. in, and the dramatic bigOn the other hand, there was sound ballad, "Rosemary."
The
genre-busting
R.E.M.'s forgettable Dead Letter Office, a
mishmash of tracks released on IRS in Machismo EP also suffers
1987 — a mere four years after the from an overly long track,
group's 1983 full-length debut, Murmur, "The Dajon Song." At more
and ayear before they signed with a than 13 minutes — half the
length of the entire EP — this bluesmajor label.
But Gomez takes the prize for taking tinted pop number drifts into the
dreamy zone. Much stronger are the
the shortest amount of time to scrape
the corners of its teensy vault and put fun, upbeat "Waster" and the title
out a "rarities" collection. Two years track — a mélange of hip-hop, rock,
after its first album, the promising Bring samples, loops, tempo shifts, and even
It On, and only ayear after these Brits asubtle allusion to the Who's "Won't
turned ears big-time with the topnotch Get Fooled Again."
Though some of these songs were
Liquid Skin, Gomez has tossed out
Abandoned Shopping Trolley Hotline, the recorded in the rough, the overall sonic
-Dan Ouellette
first 50,000 copies of which are aug- quality is passable.
mented with the formerly import-only
U2
five-song EP, Machismo. While the prespin reflex is to cringe, repeated hearings
All That You Can't Leave Behind
incline the verdict in Gomez's favor.
lnterscope 314 524 653 2(CD). 2000. Daniel Lanois,
These tracks from recording studios,
Brian Eno, prods.; Steve Lilyvvhite, Mike Hedges,
BBC broadcasts, and bandmembers'
Richard Stannard, Julian Gallagher, asst. prods.;
Richard Rainey, eng. AAD7 TT: 49:23
houses aren't all cutting-room throw- Performance
****
aways; most come from afine pop well: Sonics ****
shallow, but still tasty enough to drink.
Blues plays amajor role in Gomez's
/I
'm just trying to find adecent
melody," U2 singer Bono
music, as does layered'n'looped psycheintoned at the outset of the
delia — the band sometimes sounds
like a mix of the Beatles and John unwieldily titled "Stuck in aMoment
Mayall's Bluesbreakers. The rocking You Can't Get Out Of': "A song that I
"78 Stone Shuffle" hints at the latter, can sing in my own company." Judging
while "We Haven't Turned Around," by All That You Can't Leave Behind —
with its Mellotron vibe throughout, another bit of ungainly phrasemaking —
evokes "Strawberry Fields Forever." the Irish quartet has done exactly that.
Gomez's hip version of Lennon- After the unappealing, hyper-ironic
McCartney's "Getting Better" (which stylings of 1997's Pop, U2 may have at
long last found that elusive thing they
Philips Electronics now uses in TV ads)
shines with slide guitar and lots of sonic claimed to be looking for in that song so
long ago. Turns out it was something
strata. The densely layered "Steve
McCroski" sounds like early Yardbirds they knew about all along: lyrics,
treated to araw, scratchy mix, and the melodies, and songcraft, all of them in
reflective melancholy of Blue Nile is plentiful supply on All That.
But much as its emphasis on ringing
evident on "Wharf Me."
But even with such blatant pickpock- anthems and youthful optimism might
Abandoned Shopping Trolley
Hotline and Machismo

I
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1.12 — the boys are back in town.

at first make it sound like areturn to
the U2 of old, the album is not merely
that. Yes, it's filled with unabashed guitar rock and upbeat lyrics, but the songs
are tempered with the wisdom and
concerns of adult life. "I'm aman, not a
child," Bono asserts on "Kite," while in
"New York" he revels in the endless
distractions of the city while trying to
sort out his "mid-life crisis."
Echoes from past U2 albums are
inescapable, however, and that's not at all
abad thing. The first track, "Beautiful
Day," begins with burbling keyboards
and heartbeat drum loops àla "Aditung
Baby" or "Zooropa," but once the chorus kicks in, it's the Edge's delay-laden
guitar —straight out of The Unforgettable
Fire and The Joshua Tree—that leads the
way. Bono's gospelish croon on "Stuck
in a Moment," meanwhile, recalls
"Angel of Harlem," or the full-choir version of"I Still Haven't Found What Fm
Looking For" from Rattle and Hum.
This isn't to say that U2 has rejected
Pop's futuristic sonics. At least one song,
"Elevation," with its thickly processed
sound bed of distorted guitars and synths
and its playful, almost hip-hop lyrical
sensibility, is aclear indication of that.
What the band has turned away from
is the ironic stance that dominated much
of their work of the last 10 years. All That
is infused with an optimism that is just
what the new century requires — especially in the face of the negativity and
cynicism expressed by current hip-hop
and mook rock. On these songs, Bono &
Co. acknowledge the often sad state of
207
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in front of an audience, jazz vocalistpianist Patricia Barber's latest offering
takes its inspiration from the Chicago
clubs in which she honed her craft. In
the liner note, she underlines the
importance of the club environment,
where a"mysterious and transformative
confluence of events" occurs. That
magic translates to the studio as Barber
puts her distinctive stamp on a12-song
set of standards, making Nightdub awelcome addition to her impressive fivedisc catalog as well as arevealing snapshot of her intuitive brilliance as a
pianist and singer.
Like Cassandra Wilson, Barber has
made aname for herself by exploring
new vistas in sung jazz. She's proven to
be asuperb interpreter of new standards, including Smoky Robinson's
"My Girl" (from her 1992 Antilles disc,
A Distortion of Love), Bobbie Gentry's
"Ode to Billie Joe" (from Premonition's 1994 release, Café Blue), and the
Doors' "Light My Fire" and Paul
Anka's "She's a Lady" (on 1998's
Modern Cool, also on Premonition). But
over the course of her career she's also
given new meaning to such classics as
"Summertime" and "The Thrill is
Gone." It's in the latter direction that

the world but strive to fight on, on levels
both personal and political.
"Beautiful Day" ticks off alitany of
potential hardships yet counsels, "It's a
PATRICIA BARBER
beautiful day /Don't let it get away."
"Walk On," dedicated to Burmese prisNightclub
oner of conscience Aung San Suu Kyi,
Patricia Barber, vocals, piano; Charlie Hunter, eightis oblique in its commentary while
string guitar; Michael Arnopol, Marc Johnson, bass;
offering support for anyone suffering
Adam Cruz, Adam Nussbaum, drums
Premonition/Blue Note 27290 (CD). 2000. Patricia
oppression. "Peace on Earth," ahushed
Barber, prod.; Michael Friedman, exec. prod.; Jim
cry of comfort and conciliation in
Anderson, eng. ODD. TT: 51:29
Performance
****
response to another act of senseless terSonia ****
rorism, stands in stark contrast to the
group's most famous song about
he nightclub has always been an
integral component of the jazz
Ireland's "troubles," "Sunday Bloody
scene — a proving ground for
Sunday." Each is likely to become aU2
upstarts and a think tank for vets.
perennial, in the league of "Bad" and
There have been scads of great live
"Pride (In the Name of Love)."
recordings in clubs. On a short list,
Produced by longtime U2 associates
think of Miles Davis' priceless The
Daniel Lanois and Brian Eno, with
Complete Live at the Plugged Nickel 1965
additional work by Steve Lillywhite,
boxed set (Columbia/Legacy CXK
Mike Hedges, Richard Stannard, and
66955), which opened awindow on
Julian Gallagher, the album seems relahis classic 1960s quintet's improvisatively uncluttered, but on closer listentional prowess; or the recently released
ing is actually quite richly textured. The
return of the Edge's guitar is particular- Bill Evans box, The Last Waltz
(Milestone 8MCD-4430-2), which
ly welcome, but so is the band's return
to creating memorable songs. All That captures the pianist live at San
Francisco's Keystone Korner shortly
You Can't Leave Behind has atruly classic
feel; time may well accord it aranking before his death, in 1980.
While Nightdub was not recorded live
as one of U2's best.
-Daniel Durchholz
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Record
Barber steers her attention on
Nightclub, her second Premonition release with three different trios.
As on previous discs, aquiet, gray-day
pensiveness dominates Nightclub. Barber's tone is dark, blue, and full, and she
often sings barely above awhisper. Her
voice is moody, even haunting, which
makes for spellbinding listening. She
paints adark-hued canvas on "Bye Bye
Blackbird," brings awinter-coming-on
chill to "Autumn Leaves," and sinks into
the indigo heart of "So in Love."
Much of the repertoire here is performed at slow tempo, with a few
numbers opening on apensive note
and then gently swinging; eg, her bijoux
reading of Bacharach's "Alfie," with
simpatico eight-string guitar support
from Charlie Hunter. More upbeat
material includes afull-swing version
of "All or Nothing At All" and abreezy
take on "Summer Samba" (a perfect
companion to nuevo bossanova singer
Bebel Gilberto's equally alluring take
on the same tune on her debut album,
Tanto Tempo, released around the same
time as Barber's disc).
While Barber's vocals and her moving arrangements are Nightclub's drawing cards, her keyboard work is a
bonus. She's not avirtuoso, but amaster at milking emotion from the keys.
Note her rendition of "Yesterdays": her
voice enchants, and her piano interlude
arouses. It makes for the kind of nightclub alchemy that Barber clearly set
out to achieve on this highly recommended CD.
—Dan Ouellette
DON BYRON
AFine Line: Arias &Lieder
Don Byron, clarinet, bass clarinet; Uri Caine, piano;
Jerome Harris, acoustic bass guitar, acoustic guitar,
vocals; Paulo Braga, drums, percussion; Mark
Ledford, Patricia O'Callaghan, Dean Bowman,
Cassandra Wilson, vocals
Blue Note 5 26801 2(CD). 2000. Don Byron, Hans
Wend, prods.; Tom Lazarus, eng. DDD? TT: 49:58
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ****

D

on Byron is more than the
dominant clarinet player of
his generation. In the last
decade, he has been the single
strongest force behind the rejuvenation of the clarinet as ajazz solo
instrument. Someone forgot to tell
Byron that a clarinet's thin tone
cannot attack astory line and wring
emotion like a saxophone. In
Byron's hands, the clarinet can
knock you down.
As aleader, this supremely gifted
player has devoted his creative energies to aseries of improbable proStereophile, January 2001

jects. His ldezmer album, The Music of
Mickey Katz, and his collaboration with
rappers, Nu Blaxploitation, were most
notable for their shock value, with
moments of brilliance. But they took up
precious time.
Which brings us to AFine Line: Arias
&Lieder. Its premise is that these two art
forms are stronger than ever in our
time, although they are now, as Byron
says, "completely outside of the classical
music forum." For Byron, the modern
composers of arias and lieder are
Omette Coleman and Henry Mancini,
Roy Orbison and Stephen Sondheim.
("Is there an aria greater than Roy
Orbison's 'It's Over'?" Byron postulates.) Byron's encounter with their
songs is given firm, intuitive support by
pianist Uri Caine, and is strongly colored by the presence of up to four
vocalists. To cover all bases, Byron
throws in some "real" arias and lieder
from Robert Schumann and Puccini,
and an excerpt from aChopin concerto. The outcome is arecording that flips
the bird at the constraints of genre, a
recording startling and silly and occasionally sublime.
The problem with a piece like
Leonard Bernstein's "Glitter and Be
Gay," whichjoins the operatic warbles of
soprano Patricia O'Callaghan to the
instrumental jazz inflections of Byron
and Caine, is that you need to hear it
only once to get the joke. There may not
be an aria greater than "It's Over," but
only when its composer sings it. Mark
Ledford's rendition makes you miss Roy
Orbison. "Reach Out I'll Be There," the
Four Tops' 1966 Motown hit, is ahalting, stuttering bass clarinet/piano duet
that never lights up, even when it finally
finds the famous melody.
The most successful performances
are the ones taken directly from "the
classical music forum." On Schumann's
delicate "Zwieliche" (from 1840) and
Puccini's rapt "Nessun Donna" (from

Reviews

Turandot), Byron's virtuosity is manifest:
his effortless fluency, his vast timbral
arsenal, his liberated phrasing, his flair
for dramatic pacing.
Mancini's "Soldier in the Rain" perhaps comes closest to Byron's deepest
intention. The theme is stated with
telling starkness in the quiet streaming
of Byron's clarinet, the fragmentary
lines of Caine's piano, and the wordless
whispers of four singers. Then Byron
emerges above them all to swoop and
cry and truly sing amodern lied.
Don Byron remains overdue to make
agreat album.
—*Thomas Conrad

etc.
LLEVVELLYN
Moonlore
New World Music NWCD 487 (CD). 2000. Llewellyn,
prod., eng. DDD? Tr: 5308
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ****

I

es pretty easy to pick on neoPagans, especially on neo-Pagan
artists who record for the self-proclaimed "largest producer of relaxation,
ambient, and 'New Age' music in the
world." It gets even easier if the artist
himself has only one name and claims
to use "ancient Druidic methods." Let
us get one thing clear: no one today has
much of an idea about ancient Druidic
anything, because the Druids (Celtic
ritual priests) were deliberately nonlitcrate, and everything we do know
about them comes from the Romans,
who didn't like Celts very much. It also
helps cynics to note that much of the
music used in Wiccan and other modern pagan circles is stolen from the
Christians. (Sidney Carter's famous
"Lord of the Dance" gets aparticularly
brutal treatment.)
Ihave two problems with the above,
however: Iused to be a neo-Pagan
myself, and although Inever could take
the phony folk music, Ireally like these
people alot. It doesn't matter that most
of them are practicing an ancient religion that was pretty much made up
(albeit from genuine source material)
by an anthropologist named Margaret
Murray in the 1920s. They are just trying to find areligion with ahuman
scale, one that includes afemale principle in its divine nature and that tries to
remember aworld before we shut out
the darkness and the wild places.
There's this too: When my wife was
in the hospital for surgery afew years
ago, the nice New Age nurse played
211
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some kind of Deepak Chopraapproved stuff for her prior to the operation, and it made her feel really good.
Be warned, therefore, that Iam not
without sympathy for Mr. Llewellyn
and his Celtic tribe. (Note, by the way,
that the initial double-L in Welsh is
pronounced with asort of aspirated H
on-glide —it sounded to Shakespeare's
contemporaries like "Fluellen.")
Now that I've said those nice things,
let me add very firmly that Llewellyn is
definitely not the Awaited
One
of

ALLURING
ANCATI
1111

neo -Pagan
music. He is aperfectly competent New Age musician, capable of
writing a pleasant melody and ornamenting it with appropriate quasiCeltic sounds that run from well-played
flutes (courtesy of Tori Donovan, all
other instruments being handled by Mn
L himself) to serious bass percussion
and synths. His colleague Juliana (I
guess these rural Pagan types are all too
poor to afford second names) has apretty enough voice, and their dedication to
their beliefs appears quite genuine and
heartfelt. It does make me wonder if a
less eclectic label affiliation would help
these musicians break out and create
something really worthwhile. Nevertheless, Ican't bring myself to recommend buying this disc, even if you have
invoking pentagrams inscribed on your
basement floor, there just isn't any real
emotion here. My lady wife liked the
stuff she heard in the hospital, but this
she asks me to turn off.
Iget asmall number of neo-Pagan
recordings across my desk each year, and
none of them so far has hit the mark. I
therefore have decided on aquest, to
begin at Samhain (Halloween to you). I
will spend atwelvemonth and aday
(more or less) wandering alone through
cyberspace and alternative music stores
to see if Icannot find something to
match the music written for mainstream religions. If Ido, Iwill report
with appropriate hosannas. Blessed Be!

Sonus Faber Amati Homage
Sensuous, accurate. detailed, transparent, hot-blooded.
This speaker is worth athousand words. One of the
truly great loudspeakers of our time.
Audition and compare at Innovative Audio Video Showrooms.

INNOVATIll
manhattan 212-634- 4444 150

East 58 Street, New lork

Brookl)n Heights 718-596- 0888

76

www.innovativeaudiovideo.com

10155

Montague St., Brooklyn 11201
We're In The Verizon Yellow Pages
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UFILIMITED
DENVER
"Best stereo store, cooler
than cool selection of
high end from around
the world."
—Unlimited Magazine, 2/99

Aesthetix
Basis
Benz Micro
Graham
Koetsu
Transfiguration
Accuphase
Acoustic Energy
Airtight
Avalon Acoustics
Boulder
Cary
conrad-johnson
Graaf
Muse
Nagra
Pathos
Spendor
Tannoy
Tara Labs
XLO
YBA
Zoethecus
and more...

Now Featuring
McIntosh

Series 2 Advancements:
•Better definition and transparency
from lower moving mass coil
•Increased dynamics achieved with
a new rear pole piece
•Higher output level generated by
increased magnet strength and size
•More musical information resolved with
new mirror-polished line contact styli
•Enhanced tracking using aerospace
suspension technology
•Improved imaging resulting from locking
azimuth/suspension mechanism
•Greater signal conductivity

Call John Barnes:

•Easier and more precise VTA adjustments

303.691.3407

•Gold plated for lasting beauty
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You have the equipment, now put up your feet
and listen to Stereophile recordings!
Bravo!

sbcncuiti ile

John Atkinson's fourth recording of the Santa Fe Chamber
Music Festival, featuring noted violinist Pinchas Zukerman
with longtime collaborator Marc Neikrug on piano, along
with soprano Heidi Grant Murphy and the KalichsteinLaredo-Robinson Trio. Delight in Elgar's symphonic-scaled
Piano Quintet and Mozart's demonic G-minor Piano Quartet.
20-bit multitrack recording preserves the whole sonic
experience. $16.95
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Rendezvous

Stereophile's first jazz CD, featuring the Jerome Harris
Quintet. Recorded and mixed by John Atkinson with
20-hit resolution. $16.95

Encore
Stereophile brings the best of the Santa Fe Chamber
Music Festival to you. Music by Mendelssohn and Brahms.
featuring Christopher O'Riley, piano; Nathaniel Rosen.

-
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cello: and other artists. $15.95
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Serenade
Superlative performances of chamber music by Brahms.
Mozart, and Dvorak, recorded live with 20-bit resolution
and "U-R-There" transparency. $15.95
efED

Sonata
Pianist Robert Silverman plays Liszt, including the Sonata
in B-minor. Recorded with 20-bit resolution. $15.95

Duet
Violinist Ida Levin teams up with pianist Diane Walsh to
perform the dynamic works of Eastern European
composers Janieek, Enescu, and Schulhoff. Recorded
with 24-bit resolution. $15.95

Rhapsody
Gershwin's Three Preludes, song transcriptions for solo
piano, and the Fantasy on Porgy and Bess, arranged by Earl
Wild. Plus aStereophile-commissioned arrangement of

RIIA1,111,

Rhapsody in Blue. Recorded with 24-bit resolution. $16.95

Festival

Orchestral works by Copland, Milhaud. and Kohjiba
performed by the world-renowned Santa Fe Chamber
Music Festival. Recorded live with time aligned microphones
and 20-bit resolution. $15.95

Concert
This omni-miked, two-CD set features Robert Silverman in
arecital of works by Schubert, Chopin, Bach, and Schumann.
Includes the bonus track. "Mapping the Soundstage." $15.95

Check your system
with Stereophile Test CDs
Test CD 1 Phase your system, test your speakers and listening

room, and hear the difference amike can make. Take this disc with
you when evaluating equipment. $6.95

Test CD 2Speaker placement and distortion tests. Check your
amp for distortion, too, and hear what CD jitter sounds like. $7.95

PLUS:
Intermezzo

Robert Silverman in abnIliant all Brahms program:
Rano Sonata in f. Op 5. and Three Intermezzi. Op. 117. One of the
finest piano recordings ever made. $16.95

Poem

Test CD 3Use the signals to test your speakers and your room.
Bum-in components. Home in on your home theater's balance.
Check out your system with the soundstage map. Also includes
audiophile music tracks. $9.95

An audiophile classic since 1989. Tube miked performances
of works for flute and piano by Prokofiev. Reinecke. and Schumann.
plus Charles Griffes Poem. $11.95

TO ORDER:

Call 888-237-0955
or visit our website at www.stereophile.com
MasterCard or Visa accepted •Cashier's check or money order (no cash or personal checks, please)
Price does not include shipping and handling — please inquire about rates.

Pre-owned 8. New HI-End
203 Mamaroneck Avenue
White Plains, NY 10601
Buy, Sell, Trade, Consign
914-421-0069: Phone
914-328-3852: Fax
%MIN. tIta.corn

Adcom GFA's
$Call
Anthem Amp1
$695
Aragon 8008 ST
$1495
Bryston 7B ST's
$2995
B&K M-200 Sonata
$995
Carver AV405
$395
C-J Motif MS 100
$1095
MF 2200
$1095
MV-55
$1295
Counterpoint NPS100A $849
Dynaco Stereo 120
$125
Harmon Kardon PM-665 $295
KR 62BM
$10,995
Krell KAV 500i
$2695
KSA 100 Mk11
$1595
MDA 300s
$4995
KAS
$13995
Lamm ML-1's
$10995
Marantz CR -2020
$349
McIntosh MC 225
$895
Melos 202ST
$1895
Naim NAIT 3R &cables $795
Nakamichi RE-1
$395
Pass Aleph 5
$1995
Quicksilver KT-88's
$995
Rogue 88 Demo
SCall
120 Magnum Demo $Call
Rowland Model 5 Bal $2995
Spectral DMA 100
$1295
Sunfire 300
$1295
Thorens TRA-3000
$Call
Van Alstine Omega11 2405495
Pr
i1Ip s
Anthem AVM-2
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Pre 1
ARC LS-1
LS-7
LS-2B Mk11
Audible Illus Mod 3A
BAT VK-30 w/remote
CAT SL-1 Mk11
SL-1 MkIll
C-J PV-10A w/phono
Cary SLP-70
Classe CP50 w/phono
DR 4 w/phono
Model 4 w/phono
Forte Model 2

Stock!
$795
$795
$895
$1595
$1595
$2395
$2495
$3195
$695
$895
$1395
$495

Rotel RDD-950
$250
RDD-980
$375
955AX
$195
S -F IRIS/Pro3 Demo Wall
0201 Upsampler In Stock!
Sony X55ES
$595
X77ES
$895
Theta Data Pro Prime II $649
DS Pro Gen 2
$895
Pro Prime
$595
Pro Gen VA
$2295
Wadia 23
$1495
12
$795
64.4
$695

MEE

AR Classic Turntable
$95
AHT P Demo
$Call
Ariston w/Magnepan Arm $295
1380 Beogram 3000
$95
Benz Micro Reference $1795
Carver TX11 A
$295
Clearaudio Accurate
$2695
Denon DP-11F w/MC
S95
Goldmund Reference véT3-F
latest -all Swiss
$16995
Lehman Blk Cbe Demo $Call
Linn LP-12 w/Lingo,Ekos$Call
McIntosh MR-65 B MPX $495
Music Hall MMF-5 Demo$Call
Naim 02 w/top IC!
$1295
Otan iMX-5050
$995
Scott 370 B Stereo
$149
Sonic Front Ph 1Demo $Call
Sony TC-350 R to R
$95
van den Hull Frog Demo $Call
Thorens TD-160
$149
Versa 2.0 w/stand
$7395
VPI Aries Demo
$Call
HW-19 w/PT-6 Demo $Call
Walker Procenium Demo$Call
Yamaha K1020 Cassette $195
Speakers
Alon Circe

$6995

B&W Matrix 800 Rswd w/KBX
and Bass Align Fltrs $8995
Brentworth Ill Gibralter $2995
Energy 22.3

$695 Entec SW-5 w/x-over
$395 Infinity IRS Sigma

$11
$3995
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JVC
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'master tape sound
Gold CD's He tow $12.49

LP
CD
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Single CD
4 or more
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Now

New 24/96 Tube DAC
and Transport
$Call
Single Crystal Cables
ACOUSTIC

losephAudio
In

MON= FRONTIEFiL

$95
$895
$449
$329
$159
$395

Power Wedge 113
$495
MIT ISO-DUO
$795
Z-Center
$695
Z-Stabilizer
$495
NBS Master 5m XLR
SCall
M/S II 15' Spkr
$449
M/S Ill .5m RCA
$225
Richard Grey's Pwr Co. $425
Target TR-40
$349
Tice Pwr Bid( Sig 1118 HP $1095
Pwr BIC( & Titan
$795
Versalab Wood Block
$79
XL0 Ultra 1m RCA
$89
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Superb Recordings
oudioquesl Outstanding

0201 upaampler
Golden Tube SEP-1SE $449 Kora Odyssey
$3995! 24/96 from your 16/44 discs"
Jadis JPL
$2995 KLH Model Five
$250
Only $6291
Joule-Electra LA100 II $1795 Merlin VSM-SE Demos $Call
Krell KBL (2 avail-mono) $1895 Meridian M2500 Sub $1595
KSL
$C all ProAc Response 3 Sig $3995
New VK-6200 multichannel
McIntosh C-28
$449 Rogers Studio 5 Rswd $995
ready for audition! Stop by!
$1395
Melos MA-111B
$495 Snell II C
$95
Maestro
$1095 Stax SP-80 w/SRD-4
$395
NAD 1155
$225 Totem Mite
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Mani
2
Demo's
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Quicksilver PRE w/ph
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$995
Vandersteen
2's
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Rotel RTC 965
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Spectral DMC-10
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ULD-15B
$895
Thorens TRP-3000
$2995
ULD-12',damp
$795
t
ine Transc. Ill
$249
CD500 Special!
.$349
Von Schweikert VR1000 $695
D
I
CD300 Special!
.$249
aker
$295
,
Cables-n-things
A/A DDE v.1.0
$Cheap!
DDE v.1.2
SCheap!
DDE +
$Cheap!
Power Station 3
$125
Adcom GDA 600
$249
Aragon D2A
$195
Bit Wise System 0
$495
CAL Gamma
$115
Sigma II
$295
Icon Mk II
$495
Camelot Arthur upgrades $495
Classe CDP-1
$1295
Denon DCD-3000
$449
EAD DSP-7000 Mk 11
$649
Goldmund Mimesis 14 $1095
Krell SBP-64X
$2395
MD-10
$1995
Muse Model 2
$849
Model 2 XLR/HDCD $995
Musical Fidelity X-ACT $149
NAD 517
$295
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Goldring /Creek
MMF 5
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OBH 8or 9 ...
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All models avail

In Stock!
In Stock!
in Stock!
In Stock!
...$Call

SH
Link DAC Ill 24/96...5359
Link DAC II 24/96....$295
HDCD Card ...InStock!
Upsampler ....In Stock!
All models avail ...$Call

littnergent Audio Trehnokrp.
SL1 Ultimate and Jib
Deluxe Edition now
available.
Call for info.
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Stock!
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Aries
HW-19
HW-16.5
HW-17

PS Audio
Power Plants

HDL's
In Stock'
Valid Points
Ir, Stock'
Ultra Valid Pts Ir, Stock'

In Stock!

Remember:
You're never too old to play with toys!
Trades and
Consignments welcome.
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QUEEN: A NIGHT AT THE OPERA LP

PATRICIA BARBER:
NIGHTCLUB
Patricia Barber makes a set of standards she has been playing live for years
all her own on her newest disc. "Nightclub." Each song is invested with aprofoundly ravishing and haunting melodicism. Amust for fans! CO, $14.99. LP
$29.99. Companion, Modern Cool and
Café Blue discs also available.
CDs $14.99. 180g LPs. $29.99.

software
The following LPs and CDs are just a
sampling of what we carry. Call for a
free catalog.
Acoustic Disc CDs
$13.99
Alert Holly Cole Canadian CDs
$18.99
Analogue Productions 180g LPs
$27.99
Audioquest CDs
$13.99
Blue Note LPs
S17.99
Chesky CDs
$13.99
Classic Records LPs
912.99/926.99
DCC LPs
$24.99
Music Direct is now the exclusive worldwide distributor of OCC LPs.
DCC Gold CDs
$22.99
Decca LPs
$28.99
DMP CD Sale
$499/9799
Save big on select titles!
Dorian xCDs
$13.99
EMI Pop Vinyl Sale l
$19.99-$2599
First Impressions XRCOs
$29.99
Groove Note LPs
$27.99
Harmonia Mundi CDs
$15.99
Hyperion 20th Anniversary CDs
$13.99
JVC XRCOs
$25.99
Mapleshade CDs
$13.99
MCA Hendrix Heavy Vinyl
Call
Mobile Fidelity LPs
Call
We still have many Anadisc 200 IF's
Mobile Fidelity Gold COs
$9.99 &up
We have the worlds largest inventory, Call
lor acomplete listing
Mosaic LP box sets
Call
Original Jazz Classics LPs
$9.99
Reference Recordings CDs
$13.99
Simply Vinyl 180g LPs
Sony Gold CDs
Speakers Corner LPs
Sundazed LPs
Super Analogue LPs
Vivante LPs
Water Lily CDs

t9.t,

$29.99
$24.99
$29.99
$15.99
$2799
$29.99
$14.99

()CC could not have made abetter choice for its
first new LP release in over ayear. The bombast
with asense of humor culminates on the pseudo-operatic masterpiece "Bohemian Rhapsody."The meticulous production is brought
dazzlingly to life, as always. by Steve Hoffman.
$24.99. Also available on gold CO, $24.99.
DVDs
Chesky
Classic Records
WEA Audio
Whirlwind Audio/Video DVDs

$26.99
$29.99
$22.99
$29.99

SACDs
Audioquest
DMP
Sony
Telarc
Vanguard

$26.99
$26.99
$22.99
$26.99
$28.99

In addition to items featured here, we carry
one of the country's largest inventories of
domestic and import vine CDs, and other products from: Analogue Productions, Alto Edition,
Audioquest, Clarity, Classic Records, Decca,
Delos, Dorian, First Impressions, GRP, John
Marks Records, M-A, Mercury, Naim,
Sheffield Lab, Sony, Stereophile, Telarc, and
Water Lily.

hardware and
accessories
ANALOG
PHONO CARTRIDGES
As,:
• ..‘ i0C9 cartridge
$199.99
Beni Glider2 cartridge
Call
Clearaudio Arum Beta cartridge
.Call
Dynavector DV-10x4
$349.99
Grado Reference cartridges
.Call
Shure V15VxMR
S274.99
Sumiko Blue Point Special
$29499
TURNTABLES
Michell Gyrodec SE w/ RB-300 arm..$1995.00
Music Hall MMF-5 turntable
$499.99
Rega Planar 32000 turntable
Call
New Improved Model!
Rega Planar 25 turntable
Call
VPI Aries turntable
$2399.99
PHONO PREAMPS
Lehmann Black Cube phono stage
Call
Monolithic Sound Phono preamp
$39999
McCormack Micro Phono Drive
$594.99
Musical Surroundings Phonomena
$599.99

CUSTOM POWER CORDS
Music Direct is proud to recommend the
Golden Ear award-winning power cords from
Custom Power Cord Company. The Top Gun
and its high current brother, the HCFi, reduce
RFI noise better than any other cord on the
market, leaving just the music. Call for pricing on various lengths.

ANALOG ACCESSORIES
Aesthetic Cartridge Demagnetizer
$179.99
Allsop Orbitrac 2
$3999
Cardas Sweep LP
$23.99
Disc Doctor record brushes
$34.99/pr
Disc Dr. Miracle Record Clog Fluid $21.99/pt
Express Machining Heavyweight
$89.99
For Rega tonearms. VPI version $9999
Grey-Glide II
$2499
HiFi News Test LP
$2999
Hunt Brush
$19.99
last Record Preservative
$29.99
Last Stylus Cleaner
$17.99
Milty Zerostat
$5999
Nitty Gritty 1.5 Fi record cleaner
$449.99
Record Research Labs LP-9
$24.99
Ringmat 330XLR
$79 99
Shure Stylus Force Gauge
$19.99
VPI 16.5 Record Cleaning Machine $429.99
Free Shipping on 16.5!
VRP record sleeves
100/$34.99
DIGITAL
CO/OVO HARDWARE
Rega Planet 2000
Monolithic P3 Power Plant
MSB Link Dac Version 3
MSB P1000 Power Supply
Perpetual Tecnologies P3A DAC
CO/OVO UPGRADES
Audio Prism CD Stoplight
Bedini Ultra Clarifier Il
Mango Audio Orpheus CD mat
Optrix CD cleaner

Call
$349.99
$359.99
$269.99
$699.99

POWER UNE CONDITIONERS
Audio Prism Power Foundation 3
Lightspeed 6400 line conditioner
Monster HTS-5000 Power Center

$599.99
Call
$539.99

Quantum Symphony

$259.99

MISCELLANEOUS TVVEEKS
Audio Prism Ouietline Filters
Audioquest Sorbogel Little Feet
Audioquest Sorbogel Big Feet
Black Diamond Racing cones (3)
Bright Star Big Rock 1
G&D Transforms Mobie
Grado SR60 headphones
Highwire Powerwrap

$27.50
$44.99
$68.99
559.99
$174.99
$249.99
562.99
$49.99

Kontak cleaner
$39.99
McCormack Micro Headphone drive _9794.99
Nordost (CO3 anti-static spray
$39.99
Purist Burn-In CD
9129.99
Rightway Audio Suspendors lea)
$29.99
Ringmat Statmat II
$39.99
Sennheiser HD600 headphones
$349.99
Sennheiser H0580 headphones
$19999
Shakti Stone
$199.99
Shakti On-Lines (prl
$99.99
Signet Cleaning Tools (pkg of 4)
911S9
TeknaSonic C-10 Vibration Absorber $99.99/Pf
UFO Ultimate Field Optimizer
$299.99
Vibrapods
$5.99
XL0 TPC wipes (pkg of 10).
$9.99
3M Damping Sheets
S4.99 ea
Music Direct also features accessories and
hardware from: Arcici, Argent, API, Audio
Prism, Audioquest, Basis, Bedini, Benz Micro,
Black Diamond Racing, Bright Star
Audio,Caig, Creek, Echo Busters, Enacom,
Grado, Last, Lightspeed, Mango, Monster
Cable, MSB Technology, Nitty Gritty, Perfectionist Audio, Raga, RingMat, Roomtune Salamander, Sennheiser, Shakti, Shure, Sota,
Standesign, Sovtek, Sumiko, Svetlana, Synergistic, Target, Vans Evers, Versaiab, VPI.

the fine print

Were open Monday thru Friday, Sa -6p and
Saturdays 10a -3p, Central time. For a
catalog, leave your name and address on our
voice mail. There is a$5 charge for catalogs
mailed outside North America, refundable on
your first order.

$17.99
$149.99
$79.99
$16.99

CABLES AND CONDITIONING
POWER CORDS
Custom Power Cord Top Gun AC cord.$561.99
ElectraGlide MK II Power Cord
$529.99
Synergistic AC Master Coupler
Call
DIGITAL CABLE
Audio Insurgents Mystery
$9999
Creative Cable Green Hornet
$299.99
INTERCONNECTS
Audioquest
Call
Creative Cable 3.0 M
$374.99
Discovery Signature
$45050
Synergistic Kaleidoscope Pt
Call

musicdirect
long-playing records
compact discs
OVO/SACO
audio system accessories

800.449.8333
318 North Laflin Street
Chicago, Illinois 60607
in Illinois: 312 433-0200

Call for our free 2001 catalog!

fax 312 433-0011
e-mail: mdeamusicdirect.com
www.emusicdirect.corn
secure web ordering!

Annual
Fine Tunes (Jonathan Scull)

Index

Musical Fidelity luch

10-41

Continuing the Quest to Help Budget-Challenged Audiophiles

7-146

QED 1)S-1 Ihscsaver phono (Fremer)

Do-it-Yourself Solutions

2-186

Rega Fono MC (Fremer)

10-49
10-49

E-Commerce

1-210

Endlessly Tweaking

11-210

Rogue Audio 66LSR (Stern)
Sonic Frontiers Line 3(Rubinson)

Equipment Racks and Resonance Tuning.

6-162

Sonogaphe SC26 (Tellig)

Getting aGood Ground

5-178

YBA 2(Scull)

Port Stuffing
Reducing Slap-Echo

12-242
8-154

10-217
6-93
5-29
10-225

Zanden Audio Systems Model 1000 phono (Fremer)

Slap-Echo Revisited

9-174

Digital Components

Strengthening the Basics of Your Listening Room

3-162

Accuphase DP-75V Cl) player (Scull)

10-49

7-65

Surfing the Net for Tweaks

10-270

Adcom GCI)-750 Cl) player (Damkroger)

The Year 2000 and Beyond

4-258

Ah! Tjoeb 99 CD player (Tellig)

9-29

Apogee Electronics PSX-100 A/D-I)/A converter (Fremer)

6-79

Arcain FMJ CI)23 Cl) player (Brownell)

EQUIPMENT REPORTS

Bel Canto Design DAC 1D/A converter (Deutsch)
California Audio Labs Sigma Il D/A converter (Rubinson)

Amplifiers (integrated)

Cambridge Audio 1)500 CD player (Tellig)

Arcam FMJ A22 (Brownell)
Cambridge Audio A500 (Tellig)

4-169
9-29

Cary CAI)-300-SEI (Scull)
Legend Audio Design Starlet (Stern)

12-128
12-135

L.

11-113

Classik CD receiver (Stern)

Digital Audio Labs CardDeluxe PC soundcard (Atkinson)
Linn Classik Cl) receiver (Stern)
Marantz SA-1 SAC) player (Scull)
Meridian 518 digital processor (Atkinson)
Meridian Reference 800 DVD/CD player (Rubinson)
MSB Link DAC III I)/A converter (Rubinson, Deutsch)
Musical Fidelity A3 Cl) player (Tellig)

Mark Levinson No.383 (Greenhill)

7-54

Musical Fidelity A300 (Tellig)

3-35

NA!) C340 (Tellig)

1-35

Musical Fidelity X-24K DIA converter (Atkinson)

NAI) L40 CD receiver (Stern)

6-91

NAD L40 Cl) receiver (Stern)

Sharp SM-SX100 (Fremer)

7-73

Oracle Cl) player (Damkroger)

VAC Avatar (Stern)
Yamaha @l'ET RP-U100 personal receiver (Dickson)

4-175,11-149
1-153

Technics DV1)-A10 DVD-Audio player (Scull)
RME 1)igi96/8 Pro computer soundcard (Atkinson)
Rotel RCD-991 CD player (Tellig)

Amplifiers (power)
Accuphase M-2000 monoblock (Scull)

Sonic Frontiers UltraJitterbug (Atkinson)
2-141

Assemblage SET-300B (Tellig)

6-29

Loudspeakers & subwoofers

Audio Electronic Supply AE-25 Superamp (Tellig)

7-23

Acarian Systems Alón Circe (Scull)

Balanced Audio Technology V1C-60 (Deutsch)
Belles 150A Hot Rod (Tellig)

1-107

7-87
1271_43
81

9-29
9-70,11-151
11-113
9-77
11-151
2-92
9437,12-146
10-41
11-151
6-91
10-170
11-88
11-133
9-29
11-151

4-209

12-41

Acoustic Energy Aegis One (Atkinson)
Athena Technologies P3 powered subwoofer (Tellig)

5-87
4-35
4-35

4-209

Boulder 1060 (Tellig)

11-41

Athena Technologies S3 (Tellig)

Bryston 9B-TFIX 5-channel (Greenhill)

9-115

Athena Technologies S2 (Tellig)

6-29

Cary CAD-1610-SE monoblock (Scull)

12-121

Avantgarde Acoustic Uno Series Two (1)eutsch)

9-95

Denon AVR-4800 THX Ultra surround receiver (Greenhill)

12-110

11&W CDM1 NT (Tellig)

11-41

Electrocompaniet Nemo monoblock (Greenhill)

3-81

B&W LM 1"Leisure Monitor" (Tellig)

1-35

Krell Full Power Balanced 350Mc monoblock (Scull)

8-66

B&W Nautilus 803 (Tellig)

3-35

Dunlavy SC-IV/A (Atkinson)
1)ynaudio Contour 1.3 Mk.11 (Atkinson)

6-97
8-97

La

Industries ML1 monoblock (Scull)

McCormack DNA-I25 (Tellig)
McCormack DNA-225 (Rubinson)
McIntosh MŒ000 (Scull)

5-107
12-41
11-121
3-68

1)ynaudio Evidence (Greenhill)

5-70

Even & Shaw Elan (Atkinson)

3-87

?An (Fremer)

Musical Fidelity A3cR (Tellig)

10-41

Infinity Prelude

Parasound HCA-3500 (Deutsch)

1-129

Joseph Audio ItM7 Signature (Atkinson)

Rote! RB-1090 (I)eutsch)

1-140

Magnepan Magneplanar MG3.6/R (1)ainkroger)

SimAudio Celeste W-4070Sc (Brownell)

1-154

Meridian DSP5000 (Rubinson)

Sonic Frontiers Power 3monoblock (Damkroger. Rubinson)

4-163,6-93

Meridian DSP6000/C (Rubinson)

Sonographe SA-250 (Tellig)

5-29

Mirage MRM-1 (Atkinson)

Sun Audio SV-2A3 (Tellig)

6-29

Monitor Audio Silver 9i (Brownell)

YBA 2HC (Scull)

10-225

Amplifiers (prearnps)

Paradigm Reference Studio/100 v2 (Deutsch)
2-129
9-109

ProAc Response 3.8 (Greenhill)

Balanced Audio Technology VK-SSE (Scull)

6-93

l'SB Alpha A/V (Atkinson)

8-72

PSB Alpha Mini (Stern)

Hovland HP-100 (Fremer)

6-73
12-161
10-199

Audio Research Reference Phono (Freiner)
Audio Research Reference Two (Fremer)

Herron Audio VTPH-1MC phono (Fremer)

2-92

10-209

ProAc Future One (Fremer)

Herron Audio VTSP-1 (Freiner)

8-87
2-92,3-101

Nains NBL (Messenger)

11-49

Blue Circle BC3 Galatea (Stern)

8-97

OLS Kharma C.eramique CE-2.0 (Rubinson)
Audio Note AN-S6CZ step-up transfomier (Fremer)

Camelot Technology Lancelot Pro phono (Fremer)

5-95

ProAc Tablette 2000 Signature (Tellig)

6-65
10-179
1-120
5-29
4-197
6-91

l'SB Alpha SubSonic 5subwoofer (Stern)

6-91

Revel Perfonna F30 (Rubinson)

5-78

3-74

Revel Ultima Studio (Rubinson)

12-151

11-101

Sequerra Met 7.7 Mk.IV (Tellig)

10-49
3-74

7-23

J.A. MichelVTrichord Delphini phono (Freiner)

10-49

Thiel CS72 (Darnkroger)

Lehmann Black Cube phono (Fremer)

10-49

Thiel PCS (Atkinson)

6-58

Triangle Antal xs (Tellig)

8-31

Mark Levinson No32 Reference (Scull)

1-98

2-119

Mark Levinson No380S (Atkinson)

1-102

Triangle Comete as (Tellig)

McCormack Audio Micro Phono Drive (Fremer)

10-49

Triangle Ittoh as (Tellig)

.8-31

2-92

Triangle Thus as (Tellig)

8-31

Triangle Zephyr as (Tellig)

8-31

Meridian Reference 861 digital surround controller (Rubinson)
M

lithic Audio PS-1/HC-1 Phono Stage (Fremer)
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N

o matter how exotic your audio system may be, its

"The best we have come across..."

success will depend on your room's ability to allow

—The Inner Ear Report, 11/99

the re-creation of the original acoustical space.
Echo Busters will help you realize the full potential of your
system with our complete line of treatment packages.
Pictured below:
5Echo Buster panels
4Corner Busters
$599. enough for most average rooms

OHM-92 DB

SUPER ECLIPSE

Pictured above
4Bass Busters
$195 each

$5499 US/pr.

"I have tried many accessories that Ican't imagine being without, but the Echo Busters
are more indispensable than any at them. — Or Kelly Tang

Alexis Park
Booth A-8

ECH
BUSTE

ALEXIS PARK SUITE 1312

COINCIDENT

SPEAKER TECHNOLOGY

DECOUTIVE ACOUSIKA1 REMOUNTS

Call 1(888) ECHO BUST (1-888-324-6287) or (631) 242-6100
940-D Grand Blvd.. Deer Park, NY 11729
Fax (631) 242-7717
E-mail' echobuslers@aol.com
www.echobusters corn

Vanderstcen 2Ce Signature (Stern)

10-189

Vienna Acoustics Mahler (Deutsch)

4-185

Complete systems

www.coincidentspeakencom
Tel: (905) 886-6728 • fax: (905) 886-2627
Foreign distributor inquiries welcome

Arcici Suspense Rack (Dickson)
ASC Tube Traps (Dainknyer)

1-149
2-124

Audio Research tube damping rings (Reina)
Bright Star Audio Rack of Gibraltar 2equipment rack (Damkroger)

2-137
5-121
1-136

Mendiait Digital Theatre surround-sound music system (Rubinson)

2-92

Digital Recordings Audio-CD (Rubinson)

NAD/PSB Music System (Stern)

6-91

I)isc Doctor Stylus Cleaner (Firmer)

11-49

Furutech RD-1 Cl) "demagnetizer" (1)eutsch)

4-193

Phono cartridges

Loricraft record-cleaning machine (Freiner)

11-49

Audio Note Kondo 10-J/silver (Freiner)

11-49

Lyra Stylus Performance Treatment (Firmer)

11-49

Clearaudio Aurum Beta (Reina)

4-205

Nitty Gritty 2.5Fi Vacuum Record Cleaning Machine (Freiner)

1)ynavector 20X L(Firmer)

11-49

Quantum Products Symphony AC line conditioner (Freiner)

EMT TU-2 (Freiner)

2-35

Richard Gray's Power Company 400S AC line conditioner (Scull)

EMT TU-2S (Firmer)

2-35

RME DIGICheck audio analysis program (Atkinson)

EMT TU-3 (Firmer)

2-35

PolyCrystal equipment racks, Isolator footers, & Cable Towers (Scull)

Grado Platinum (Reina)

4-207

Grado Sonata (Reina)

4-207

Arkiv 13 (Messenger)
Lyra Evolve 99 (firmer)
Lyra Helikon (Firmer)

PS Audio 1'300 Power Plant (Atkinson, Deutsch)

6-35
6-35
6-103
11-133
11-143
5-127,12-173

Svedana & Western Electric 300B tubes (van Willenswaard)

5-127

3-93

VPI HW-17F Record Cleaning Machine (Firmer)

6-35

5-37

VPI VTA adjuster for Regs toneami (Firmer)

6-35

8-41,11-49

Transfiguration Spirit (Freiner)

5-37

Interconnects, data links, AC cords & speaker cables

Transfiguration Temper Supreme (Firmer)

2-35

Cardas Golden Cross loudspeaker cable (Scull)

2-149

van den Hul Calibri phono cartridge (Freiner)

8-41

Cardas Golden Reference interconnect (Scull)

2-149

Tonearms
SME IV.Vi (Freiner)

4-158

Michell GyroDec SE (Firmer)
Music Hall MMF 5(Firmer)
Rockport Technologies System III Sirius (Fremer)
SME Model 10 (Firmer)

220

5-37

MIT MH-750 Shotgun loudspeaker cable (Damkroger)

3-97

Nirvana S-X Ltd. interconnect (Datukroger)
1-115
7-31,10-49

PS Audio Lab Cable AC cord (Deutsch)
Straight Wire Serenade interconnect (Stem)

8-77

Straight Wire Serenade loudspeaker cable (Stern)

4-158

3-97
8-111
12-173

Silver Audio Silver Breeze toneami cable (Freiner)

7-31

Accessories & headphones
Accupluse P-1200 Clean Power Supply (Scull)

5-37

Kimber TAK unlearnt cables (Freiner)
MIT MI-330 Pmline Shotgun interconnect (Damkroger

Turntables
Basis Debut mk.v (firmer)

Hovland toneann cable (Freiner)

5-37
4-180
4-180

Wireworld Equinox III+ interconnect (Freiner)

10-184

Wircworld Equinox 111+ loud speaker cable (Freiner)

10-184

13

2-146
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In RAISE YOUR

in

EXPECTATIONS

We make the musk sourdright!

With PIPEDREAMe
speaker systems by
Nearfteld Acoustics, room
boundaries disappear.
And in their place is the
soundspace and
dynamic range of a
live performance.
The new Clayton Audio S2000 (left) and MI00 (right)
Visit us at WCES 2001
Alexis Park, Suite 2010
You owe it to yourself to come and hear
the new Clayton Audio S-2000
Designed to be the most invisible and accurate amplification from
SO watts to 500 watts/channel into 8 ohms.
From $2950 to $14,400.

Clayton qtudío
See us at CES -Alexis Pe& -Room 2111
From $15,000 to $80,000 depending on cabinet size and finish.
Call 615 THE PIPE. Nearfield Acoustics, Inc. Nashville, TN.
www.nearfieldacoustics.com

Pure Class ql Reference 91.mylífiers
Tel: (314) 862-6017

Fax: (314) 862-0765

www.triaudio.com/Clayton info.htm

EL34EH
"The Electro-Harmonix EL34 EH comes close
to the sonics of aMilliard EL34 from the
1960's. Bass goes deep and tight, mids
are sweet and well defined and highs
are detailed and extended."
—Vacuum Tube Valley
Available at leading service shops, music stores and hi-fi stores
throughout the world.
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A TRULY
BREATHTAKING
PERFORMANCE
WHICH MUST BE
EXPERIENCED

Belles 150A Hot Rod Version

VISIT US AT CES 2001
ALEXIS PARK #1659
& "THE SHOW"
ST TROPEZ HOTEL
#1609

125 watts per channel into &ohms

available in 2or 3channel versions

Power Modules Inc.
GERSHMAN ACOUSTICS
TEL: (905) 669-5994 FAX: (905) 669-1941
www.gershmanacoustics.com

479 East Street, Pittsford, NY 14534

ii,_

Tel: 716-586-0740 Fax: 716-586-4206
www.powermodules.com

t
j-(,./4/40-(_viticif,•0

Immediately, you know.

ANALOG HEAVEN
THE TWO SPEED, BELT DRIVEN MUSIC HALL MMF-5
TURNTABLE COMES COMPLETE WITH A GOLDRING
G1012 CARTRIDGE. ONLY $499.00 RETAIL

It sounded warm, sweet, open, and coherent..."
Michael Fremer, Stereophile, July 2000
"...LPs sound rich and clean."
Herb Reichert, Listener, Sept/Oct. 2000
"You get so much music for the money that it is downright
ridiculous." Greg Weaver, Soundstage.com, Sept.2000

MUSIC HALL

TEL: 5 I6-487-3663
FA X
516-773-3891
www.r,
sic hallaud io.corn

222

VTPH-1 Vacuum Tube Phono Preamplifier
VTSP-1A Vacuum Tube Stereo Linestage Preamplifier
M150 Solid State Monaural Power Amplifier

CES (THE. Show)
Room 1106-1108

Herron Audio
phone 314.434.5416
email keith@herronaudio.com
http://www.herronaudio.com
Division of Herron Engineering, Inc., St. Louis, Missouri
Owner's manuals and reviews are available on our web site

Stereophile,
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Visit Us at T.H.E. Show -Las Vegas
St. Trouez -Suite 1506
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28 Sizes and Mead Combinations
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www.audiopoints.com
1-877-668-4332

Audio Pointer

Dramatically Increases Sound & Visual Performance

liJAEL1BIU)MIEJAlribIMITIM3

"The Montana's $8000/pair pricetag makes it
not merely agood deal, but afreaking bargain."
-Barry Wall's. Slereophde Vol. 22/No. It Nov. 1999. page 127

The Montana EPL_i
'sr, 5; 7,1
,15

The Montana KAS
nr
xp
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LOUDSPEAKERS

Acoustic Energy • Alun • Belfoggette • Beyer • Cambric»
Audio • Celestion • Denon • Dreamvision • Dynamic • Elit
Video • Faroudja • Fujitsu • hallo Acoustics • molida •
Lexicon •Lnevve •Luxman •McCormack •McIntosh •Miller
& Kreisel •Mission •Montana •Niles •Ortufon •Panamax •
Paradigm • Paradigm Reference • Parasound • Platinui
Audio • Pioneer Plasma Monitors • Premier • Sennheiser •
Sierra • Soundolier • Spendnr • Stewart • Synergistii
Research • Tedc •Tweak •Thorens •Toshiba Cinema Series
HDTV •Tribt itaries •Virlikron •Xanterh •Zenith HDTV

AUDIO•VIDEO SALON
PERFORMANCE,

RELIABILITY

& COST

EFFECTIVENESS

212-249-4104
1553 Second Avenue, New York, NY

10028

Established 1969 • www.aysalon.com

AUDIO NEXUS
AUDIO RESEARCH Let's just say that Audio Research has been around
practically forever and has been one of the major creative forces in the
never ending search for sonic perfection. They have acomplete line of
vacuum tube products as well as aselection of solid state units. We are very
proud to have become Audio Research dealers and would love to show you
what these classics can do for your system.
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY In record time, their tube and
solid state designs have established BAT as aleader in high end electronic
design. Now their marvelous amps, preamps, and CD player have been
joined by two brand new models, the VK-SOSE preamp and the VK-DSSE
CD player. Both use the incredible, new 6H30 tube that brings
unprecedented excitement and clarity to the music.
BRYSTON Want great. yet affordable electronics? They offer afull line of
power amps. preamps. and integrated amps. including their newest, the
9BST 5-channel amp and the SP-1 theater processor. Many are criticallyacclaimed, and all have an unmatched. 20-year warranty.
JM LAB Audiophile performance from small decor conscious enclosures?
Absolutely! Only JM Lab delivers the full sound of much larger designs.

STEREO COMPONENTS
THAT HONOR MUSIC
CONRAD JOHNSON Beautifully-built and gorgeous sounding. the
electronics from this company have always emphasized the highest
performance for your audio dollar. Give us acall to arrange for an audition
of one of their amps or preamps, and you'll soon understand what the term
"musical" really means.
KIMBER 'CABLE Always known for great sounding cables at affordable prices,
now they have the best cables in the world at any price. Come hear the new
Kimber Select series, and prepare to be stunned!
MEADOWLARK Music flows from these sleek, attractive speakers just as
it does from abeautiful songbird. The Kestrel, Shearwater, and Heron have
now been joined by acenter channel, small monitor, and the no-holdsbarred Nightingale. Starting at $995 per pair, the Meadowlark speakers sing
sweetly and clearly.
VANDERSTEEN Legendary speakers with arich tonal balance that
presents music with stunning beauty. Now the long-awaited Model 5engulfs
you in abreathtaking musical experience. Doing home theater? The VCC- I
center channel and VSM-1 surrounds bring true quality to surround sound.

ARUM •Arcici •Audioquest •Audio Research •Audio Physic • Balanced Audio Technology •Basis •Benz •Black Diamond •Bryston •CAL
Celeste •Chang Lightspeed •Conrad Johnson •EAU •Eminent Technology •Fanfare •Graham •Grado Headphones
Jamo •JM Lab •Jolida •Kimber Kable •Lehman •Lyra •Magnum •Magnum-Dynalab •McCormack •Meadowlark •NAD • Nitly Gritty •Odyssey
PSB •Richard Gray's Power Co. •Rotel •Runco •Salamander •SME •Stewart Screens •Tannoy •Target •Vandersteen •VPI

* Trade-ins Accepted * Consultations *
No dealer near you? Call for sales and expert advice!
http://www.audionexus.com

33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 0790I—We Ship Anywhere 908-277-0333
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Sony DSD
Editor:
It has recently come to our attention that
some questions have been raised about
the viability of the Direct Stream Digital
(DSD) encoding process, particularly in
comparison with multi-bit PCM.
This subject was covered in a
November 2000 Stereophile article by
David Rich, as well as in apaper presented by Stanley Lipshitz and John
Vanderkooy at the 109th AES Convention
in Los Angeles [see "As We See lt," December
2000 —Ed.]. Both Sony and Philips will
also present some papers on this subject at
the spring 2001 AES Convention in
Amsterdam. In addition, James Angus,
formerly of the University of York, is
preparing apresentation that responds to
many of the points raised by the Lipshitz
paper, asummary of which follows.
Specifically, Angus asks how triangularly dithered PCM can be "perfect," since
any form of quantization will degrade the
signal, whether it be linear PCM or an
oversampled
noiseshaping encoder.
Moreover, any form of requantization will
produce additional noise, which will occur
if there is rounding or truncation during
subsequent signal processing.
Clearly, triangularly dithered PCM is
no more perfect than aone-bit sigmadelta modulation system like DSD is
when operated at an infinite sample rate.
Angus also addresses how asignal is
affected via digital decimation when
providing amulti-bit, linear PCM output at the desired sample rate. This is
because direct conversion to and from
PCM requires components with tolerances at least equal to the least significant
bit. This implies aminimum tolerance of
0.0015% for 16-bit and 0.000006% for
24-bit (high-resolution) audio. However,
one-bit DSD sigma-delta conversion is
guaranteed to be monotonic, since it has
only one quantization threshold and
thus is very linear.
Finally, Angus stun that when linear
PCM is used directly in arecording system,
the analog signal will have passed through a
minimum of two steps of decimation and
interpolation before it arrives at the listener's ears. In practice, even more of these
steps occur due to the widespread use of
mixers and sampling-rate converters.
Stereophile, January 2001
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than dot-corn, IPO-wealthy audiophiles.
Is the price out of reach for "the working
people" or "folks of retirement age"? You
know the senior citizens who have more
money than the dot-commoners. If Ihear
another politician spout off about working-class people or senior citizens, Ithink
I'll puke. Maybe in JA's lab. Icalculate that
Ihave earned about 25 cents an hour on
this design. The CAD-1610-SE project
started in 1994: six years in prototype
form. At that rate, the 25 cents/hour
equivalent must put me in the "silly" buying class of consumers.
The CAD-1610-SE amplifiers spent
close to three years on the road before
actual production. The first showing was
in Los Angeles at the Stereophile show.
Cary CAD-1610-SE amplifier
Next, two separate trips to CE shows in
January of each year. When the 1610s
Editor:
were close to production, Istarted an
Sounds like Jonathan Scull and his bride,
Kathleen, had abig time with the Cary
audition tour with dealers. Iwill never
forget the disappointment Ifelt when
CAD-1610-SE
amplifiers
in
the
Andy Singer, of Sound by Singer, played
December issue. Ibet the cha-cha-cha was
the prototype units in his store on the
not the only dance this musically inclined
couple enjoyed while listening to the JMlab Utopias. Andy likes his music loud.
The prototype CAD-1610s did not
'1610s. Ican just imagine Kathleen followrespond the way Andy or I felt they
ing J-10's galactic moves. Fortunately, this
couple was not demoralized by John
should. Mr. Singer arranged for apair of
the JMIab speakers to be delivered to Cary
Adcinson's spectrum analyzer. Now that
would have been silly!
Audio. Back to the drawing board —I
In case you are wondering what the
redesigned the power drive and pre-gain
drive circuitry.
silly stuff is, go no further than the final
Ithen was off to Audio Connection to
parting shots by John Atkinson on his
view of one of my designs. Yes, Stereophile
audition the CAD-1610s with the gentlereaders, Cary Audio does in fact take
man from Verona, Mr. John Rutan. "They
some hits from time to time. Fortunately,
better drive Vandersteens and Magnepans,"
John Atkinson concedes the fact of how
were John's opening comments. Now the
glorious the CAD-1610s sound. It's a CAD-1610s were being married to some
shame that his pals, Mr. Hewlett and
well-seasoned, real-world speakers. Home
companion Mr. Packard, who reside in his
run! Back to Sound by Singer. Home run!
lab, can't hear.
Finally, after six years, the CAD-1610s were
Icertainly need to count my blessings.
to be areality. Iknew apair was destined
The last uppercut punch JA gave me was
for Jonathan Scull's listening loft in short
his parting comment that the CAD-300order. Ialso was very much aware that JA
SEI single-ended integrated amplifier
would have the opportunity to run the
was nothing more than atone control!
technical test. Ialso knew he would discovThe blessing, you ask? The CAD-300er less than stellar test results. My passion
SEI has become aclassic high-end prodfor the musical presentation of these twouct with worldwide sales beyond my
story, 138-lb amplifiers outweighed the
fondest dreams. You learn in Jonathan's
thought of criticism.
writing that he listens to that very same
Ineed to remove my tongue from my
CAD-300-SEI when writing audio
cheek and seriously respond to JA's findreviews. Thanks again, JA. [You're welcome,
ings. The units under test were not malDennis. — Ed.]
functioning —JA's test reflects the same
The CAD-1610s are designed for other
basic measurements as in my lab. Iwas

In contrast, since both interpolation
and decimation can be eliminated with
the DSD sigma-delta format, this signalprocessing does not suffer degradations
caused by rounding, aliasing, and frequency/time-domain errors.
In summary, such noted researchers as
James Angus —as well as leading converter designers like Ed Meitner of EMM
Labs and Mike Story of dCS — have confirmed the overall advantages of the
Direct Stream Digital process vs PCM,
especially as it relates to "real-world"
music reproduction.
David Kawakami
Direaor, SACD Business Center
Sony USA
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tempted to add feedback control on the
CAD-1610s so that the test measurements
would be better. But... the sonic presentation is so degraded with feedback that I
chose to leave it behind. With feedback
applied, the 1610s measure in at about 3%
THD at 55W RMS, with the second harmonic prevalent. The musical presentation with feedback reveals itself with small
instrument size, and the soundstage
shrinks to an unrealistic presentation.
To JA, Isay, please endure my jabs. [No
problem, Dennis. Consider them endured. —
Ed.] Ispeak with humor and aprofound
respect for your talents and gatekeeper
abilities. The strength and growth of
Stereophile magazine is much accredited to
your efforts. Ialso speak with passion
about one of my designs.
Jonathan and Kathleen, thank you for
spending the time to critique my form
of hi-fi.
Dennis J. Had
President, Cary Audio Design
Perpetual Technologies P-1A & P-3A
Editor:
On behalf of everyone at Perpetual
Technologies, I'd like to thank Stereophile
and Bob Deutsch for this incisive and positively well-done review. We realize that
the P-1A (particularly) and the P-3A present several reviewing challenges, and we
really feel that the products were well
understood and reviewed. Of course, this
is only the opening act, as it were. My
comments will be mostly nontechnical in
nature, but directly after my few words
from the grandstand, Peter Madnick and
Keith Allsop will weigh in with some
important technical comments.
When we decided to forgo the early
architecture we had designed originally,
we knew it would lead to afair bit of
delay. The fact that remains unchanged
was that, after careful analysis of the
prototype we presented at HI-FI '99, we
knew we would need the additional computational horsepower (and then some)
that the Analog Devices SHARCTM chip
provides us. This 32-bit Floating Point
solution was the only answer to doing it
"right" from the beginning. We're glad
we decided to do this, terrible delays
notwithstanding.
The important next steps are what most
are waiting for, and Perpetual Technologies is ready. As Ipen this reply from
Taipei, Taiwan, I have just finished
demonstrating 24-bit/96kHz full-band
speaker correction (what we refer to as
SOCS, "Speaker Only Correction
Software") to rapt audiences in Hong
Kong and China. The results were outstanding. All persons could clearly hear
226

and appreciate the results of the speaker
architecture we are building through our
corrections. It was fun and exciting for me,
sister company, AV123.com.
as well as for everyone in attendance.
Again, we'd like to express our thanks
By the time this reply is published we
for apositive "first installment." We look
will have delivered SOCS to hundreds of forward to participating with the magawaiting audiophiles all over the world.
zine in developing the rest of the story. I'm
This program will be ongoing, as we are in
sure it will be one that everyone will find
the process of working with some of the
ahappy ending to.
leading speaker companies from around
Mark L Schifter
the world to archive their speakers' data.
President &Founder
No simple task... Readers should call us,
Perpetual Teduzologies
or visit our ever-changing website at
www.perpetualtechnologies.com, to find
Perpetual Technologies P-1A & P-3A
lduo!.
out when we expect to have SOCS for
your loudspeakers.
We'd like to thank Stereophile and Bob
For the audiophile using loudspeakers
Deutsch for his excellent and highly
either out of production, of aDIY nature
complimentary review of the Perpetual
to begin with, or whose original maker
Technologies P-1A/P-3A products. As
does not have the data sets we require to
Mark Schifter mentioned in his letter
build correction files from, we have an
from Asia, we'd like to offer a bit of
elegant solution. Enter our Mobile
explanation regarding the interesting
Measurement Kit (MMK). The MMK
measurements that John Atkinson got for
includes acomputer, acalibrated microthe P-IA. Obviously, the excellent P-3A
phone, and detailed instructions, and is a measurements speak for themselves.
simple-to-operate data-collection system
The P-1A was designed to be ageneralthat will allow us to build really great corpurpose audio digital signal processor.
rection sets for aparticular loudspeaker/ The Analog Devices SHARC DSP chip
room scenario. We envision the cost to
was selected for its 32-bit block floatingrent this system to be around $250, plus
point math and 60-megaflop operation
the $399 needed for the SOCS. This is an
speed. All of this power is required
economical and elegant solution to abig
because the Resolution Enhancement
problem. Iwant to emphasize that this is
process, which can be described as a
not our planned Room Correction System
dynamic "adaptive-predictive" algorithm,
upgrade. That comes later, and will
executes alarge number of multiplicainclude measurement hardware and the
tion/addition operations per sample. The
use of the Internet for data transmission
algorithm is dynamic; that is, it is
and filter downloads.
designed to operate differently on input
The P-IA represents the first step in a signals that change in both amplitude and
series of revolutionary technologies. Many
frequency with respect to time. The algohave taken to calling it the Sony
rithm has been optimized, over these last
PlaystationTM of the audio industry. You
five years since the introduction of the
think it's one thing, when in fact it is
Audio Alchemy DTI-Pro 32, to work at
many. With the P-IA and its USB intermaximum performance with real music
face we can do so many things for the
and not steady-state test tones.
audio- or videophile. Soon, we'll have
Unfortunately, there are no simple
plug-in software-driven enhancements
real-world measurement techniques to
that will make the
P-IA a must-have
for everyone. Just
be patient with us.
When you couple the technological
advancement(s) of the P1A/P-3A, made
affordable through
our
"Internet
Direct" distribution system, you
get one formidable combination.
We are
really
proud of these
Fig.1 Difference between the summation of the non-fundamental
products, as well as
components of 16 different burst sinewaves, before and after
of the distribution
Resolution Enhancement by aPerpetual P-1A. (3dErivertical div.)
Stereophile, January 2001
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distortion amplifier based on Motorola,
Sanken, or National Semi solid-state
engineering application notes.
In fact, the power of the average home
computer equipped with the proper software will allow even anovice amplifier
designer to lay out aprinted circuit board
based on the engineering application
notes offered by the various component
manufacturers. Just load in the schematic,
the specified part sizes, and out comes the
board layout. Send off the Gerber photo
CAD files to the local PC board house
and voilà, you have an amplifier design
ready to put behind a thick-machined
front panel with a big powerful transformer. Add the trick caps and audiosalon-approved power cord and you have
the latest in high-end.
Best of all, when you test the new
Cary CAD-805C amplifier
creation with the assistance of Mr.
Editor:
Hewlett and his pal Mr. Packard, you
Ihave recently had the opportunity to
discover just how much of agenius you
read Sam Tellig's review of the Cary
are. Almost 0% distortion! Oh, man;
Audio CAD-805C. Ihave come to the
look at the low output impedance. The
conclusion that Sam should have the
bass is sure going to be fast with this
honor of being known as "The Audio
design. High frequencies extending up
Gourmet." Ifind his writings delicious.
to Radio Moscow frequencies at 7M Hz.
Of course, the recipe is far more appetizThis will be the best amplifier to hit the
ing with aCary product served as the
high-end market! Another new audio
main dish.
company is born, only to cause pain and
As I reflect on the words of the
suffering until they go out of business in
Audio Gourmet, I struggle with the
desire to communicate my thoughts on just afew years. Some don't even make
it the few years.
audiophile suffering. My fear is that the
You may ask, Is Dennis Had fired up?
reader will view my words as arrogant
You bet! The boring- or, even worse,
and self-serving. Please be assured that
dreadful-sounding audio equipment
this is not my intent. Of course, John
being designed and produced by techniAtkinson (see above) might find my
cally inclined but musically illiterate peoramblings "silly."
ple is astounding. To make matters worse,
"The audiophile is meant to suffer, not
many of these dreadful pieces are finding
to enjoy," to quote Sam Tellig in his
their way into the High End. It is not only
review of the Cary Audio CAD-805C
relegated to electronics.
amplifier. If Imay, Iwould like to speak
The other day Iwas visiting with my
of the pain and suffering many of my felfriend Richard Vandersteen. We were dislow audiophile enthusiasts are enduring.
cussing our favorite topics: amplifiers,
Sam Tellig has spoke of this phenomenon on numerous occasions. I loudspeakers, and high-end dealers who
pay their bills on time. The conversation
believe it is time to call into
turned comical as we discussed loudquestion the basic parameters
speakers in the high-end audio market.
of how
audio-amplifying
The laughter came as we discussed how
equipment is designed and
easy it is to become aloudspeaker builder.
manufactured.
The distinct advantage of Just visit the local Sears store and purchase a table saw. Next stop is Home
purchasing high-end audio
Depot for some plywood. Build abox
equipment is that the buyer
and ultimate user desires a and order up some off-brand on-the-shelf
drivers and you are in business.
closer and more intimate relaOne must go astep further to build a
tionship with the musical perhigh-end loudspeaker. Instead of plyformance. High-end gear
wood, Home Depot now offers many
should be set apart — extremes
grades of MDF. That's it ... thick MDF!
apart from the average mid-fi
Now you're in the high-end speaker
gear from the electronics
business. Oh, throw in afew name-brand
super-chains. It takes absolutedrivers and a ribbon tweeter. Another
ly no talent whatsoever to
Waveform of a 5kHz sinewave before and after
high-end company is born, another
replicate a 0.00000001%Resolution Enhancement by a Perpetual P-1A.

show the performance improvements a
P-1A can give. We rely on mathematical
simulations of the enhancement algorithm using complex dynamic test signals
and, of course, listening tests. The
attached graphs are two of the simulations
we work with.
Fig.1 shows adifference of the summation of the non-fundamental components
of 16 different burst sinewaves, before
and after Resolution Enhancement and
then assembled on one plot. From front
to back, each curve represents a6dB level
reduction (therefore running from OdB in
front to 96dB in back); the X axis is frequency, with DC at the left and
22.05kHz on the right. The Y axis is the
dB level, and the Z axis (height) is
Resolution Enhancement in +3dB steps
from 0to +15dB. What one can discern
from these graphs is that, as frequency
increases and level decreases, the algorithm does the greatest amount of
enhancement. Starting between 10kHz
and 11kHz, depending on dynamic conditions, the real power is applied, with up
to 15dB of enhancement to a 22kHz,
-96dB signal.
Fig2 illustrates three cycles of a5kHz
sinewave graph showing the waveform
before and after Resolution Enhancement.
In this case, this is aspecial P-IA code that
does not add dither, and therefore more
clearly shows the operation of the
enhancement. As expected from the first
graph, the algorithm is most effective on
higher frequencies. The Stereophile result
in fig.11 from the review is actually very
good in comparison to fig.5, and would
have been even better if the masking
effects of dither had been removed, as we
have donc here.
With respect to the jitter measurements, again we rely on mathematics,
showing sub-50ps jitter figures. We don't
use Mr. Miller's technique of in-band jitter

Fig.2
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measurement on the P-1A because we arc
not confident that the dynamic in-band
algorithms in the P-IA are not contaminating the measurements. We have had,
however, excellent results with his system
measuring DACs.
In conclusion, we appreciate the opportunity to give you some insight into what
the P-IA can do from amathematical perspective. Our listening tests (and those of
Stereophile) have shown us to have been
very successful. Certainly the correlation
of these different measurement systems
with listening tests needs further research;
we urge your readers to see for themselves
how we've done.
Peter Madnick, Keith AlLsop
Perpetual Technologies
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Trade-in
your old cables toward
Sonic Horizon.
Call for details

Sonic
Honzo n t%Joe co
ti sole,

Handcrafted Audio Cables

Skyline Power Cord

Skyline Interconnect Cables
We are currently acceptingyour
old cables as trade-ins toward
any Sonic Horizon ,Product.
Sonic Horizon Most all brands will be accepted.
Agreat way to discover the
$17 9:-Y5 Imeter pm
superb Sonic Horizon cables!
Skyline is unquestionably the highest value interconnect in the
line, with somcs and features normally found in far mo re
expensive cables. It features HSO EGC silver/coppe r
conductors, Teflon/Air dielectric, MSC conductor technology, the
proprietary STATCORE technology, and genuine WBT
precision machined locking RCA plugs. Call us today and find
out how easy it is to upgrade. More info at www.sonichorizon.com

Hurricane Interconnect Cables
It was named for areason...
Hurricane interconnect cable
literally blows away the
Sonic Horizon competition! And once you hear
Hurricane, you'll be blown away
$99. 95 Iincur pair
as well. Features include HSOEGC silver/copper conductors, Teflon/Air dielectric, proprietary
Z-STAT treatment, and genuine WBT precision machined
locking RCA lugs. More info at www.sonichorizon.com

The new version 3.0 Skyline power cord is an inc redibl e va l
ue !
It ma k
es ot h
er
$300 power cords look like.., well, you know what we mean .I
tf
eatures
HSO-EGC conductors, dual independent ground isolated shi eldsw i
t
h
multiple RFI-Zero noise suppressors, Teflon dielectric, and the proprietary ZStat treatment. And then there are the plugs, the part that some cord
manufacturers really try to avoid talking about. Skyline is fitted with the state
of-the-art Audio Grade WATTaGATE 330 AC plug and 350 IEC plug. You
simply can't get better plugs than the WATTaGATE. Purchased as parts, the
plugs alone retail for $176, and they arc worth it! For more information on
Skyline V3.0 power cord, please visit www.sonichorizon.com

Daybreak Power Cord

Hurricane Speaker Cable

$299.95 8pair
Sonic Horizon

•True Shotgun Design
•Silver/Copper HSO-EGC Conductors
•Teflon & Air Dielectric
•MSC -MuM Spectrum Technology
•Proprietary STAT-CORE Technology
•WBT Precision Machined Banana Plugs

Speaker Stand CLOSEOUT

Ile Sonic Horizon Daybreak is by far our best selling power cord of all time.
And with good reason. The Daybreak power cord is an amazing value. It
compares easily with other brands of cord selling for as much as $200. Its
features include noise canceling geometry, EGC conductors, dual
independent ground isolated shields, dual RFI-Zero noise suppressors, and
the proprietary Z-Stat treatment. It's fitted with the excellent Hubbell 5266
AC plug and Schurter IEC plug. It's an extremely flexible cable with amere
8mm diameter. And with its I3AWG aggregate size and massive shielding,
it's ideal for everything from power amps to CD players.

When it comes to speaker stands, Atacama Audio
is one the most respected names in Europe. They
are known for their excellent engineering, sturdy
construction, elegant design, and uncommonly
affordable prices. Despite their relatively low retail
Learn more about the superb line of Sonic Horizon
price, the '
SE" series is considered by many to be
handcrafted cables at: www.sonichorizon.com
one of the best performing speaker stands
available. At our current sale prices, the "SE"
interconnects •Speaker Cable •Power Cords
stands are simply aphenomenal value. Sand and/
or shot filling is required with these stands as it is
Power Strips •Video/Digital Cable, all with 30 day trial.
actually part of the design rather than just an
Honest cables at an honest price, the first time around!
afterthought. For more information visit the
"Links" page at our web site (hcmaudio.com).
Atacama Audio SE 24" Stands $109.95pr (List $210) MIT Z-SERIES POWERLINE PRODUCTS
Atacama Audio SE 28" Stands $139.95pr (List $230) Huge say ings on factory B-Stock units • Call Now!

•Atacama Audio •
Now it's easy to find all of our Closeout. Demo, and Used
cables. Just go to:

www.cablecloseouts.com

How
Audio

emir

Call today for prices on avery
limited stock of these fine units.
Sale includes Z-Stabilizer MK-II
Z-Iso Strip, Z-Iso Duo, Z-Iso HC

Get the rest of the deals on the web at: www.hcmaudio.com
Toll Free 877-234-3465 • 530-891-8326 • Fax 530-345-7269

e-mail: sales@hcmaudio.com

We ship
anywhere in
the world!
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company to inflict pain and suffering on
the audiophile community.
Iam of the opinion that designing
and, in turn, manufacturing high-end
gear are every bit as much art forms as
they are sciences. The sonic presentation
of the product should provoke the emotion and brilliance of the musical performance. As Sam Tellig continues, "The
main thing was the pleasure Igot from
listening.... "The high-end home audio
system should provide pleasure, with the
entire family thriving and feasting on the
splendor of the harmonious, room-filling music. But more often than it
should, the gear becomes an annoyance
and an aggravation, another home appliance — an appliance that may exhibit
extraordinary test figures on oscilloscopes and spectrum analyzers, but that

has not undergone years of listening and
designing critiques.
You may ask once again, What in the
world is Dennis saying? Iam simply stating that stress, more than any other factor,
will make you sick and shorten your life.
Nothing reduces stress like listening to
good music. The experience should be
fulfilling and evoke pleasure in your heart
and soul. Ibelieve if you follow afew simple principles you will experience pleasure
and delight in the home musical experience. Choose equipment from seasoned
visible companies. Purchase high-end
products from dealers that offer home
auditions. Deal only with dealers and
manufacturers that offer money-back
guarantees if you are not delighted with
your equipment. Remember, your home
is the environment the product needs to
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16.

Publication of Statement of Ownership
X. Publication required Will be printed in the January 2001 issue of this publication,

17.

Title of editor, publisher, business manager, or owner

22,466

Publication not required.

John Baillie. Vice President and Chief Financial Officer. 10 ,312000
Icertify that all information furnished on this form is true and complete Iunderstand that anyone who furnishes false or
misleading information on this form or who omits material or information requested on the form may be subject to criminal
sanctions (including fines and imprisonment) and or civil sanctions (including multiple damages and civil penalties)
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Comments

perform us. Please also remember to share
your musical experience with family and
friends. Bring as many people into our
hobby as possible.
Thank you, Sam Tellig; thank you,
Jonathan Scull; and, yes, thank you, John
Atkinson (you silly boy) for the opportunity to inflict some of my thoughts and
rambling on your readers.
Dennis]. Had
President, Cary Audio Design
Magnum Dynalab MD 208 receiver
Editor:
Magnum Dynalab wishes to thank Chip
Stern for an insightful, thorough, and discerning review of the MD 208. Our
major design criteria for the MD 208
were great sonic performance, competitive pricing, and aone-box, viable audio
solution. Magnum Dynalab, having a
long history of building no-compromise
products, had to address these issues with
extreme care, and the concept of the MD
208 evolved due to our careful market
analysis. Today's consumer is faced with
many confining choices of mismatched
components and cable synergies. This
typically costly and frustrating experience
prompted us to build the MD 208 receiver as the quintessential alternative.
We greatly appreciate Chip's wellrewarded patience regarding the lengthy
burn-in of the MD 208. The preamplifier section requires the most extensive
burn-in; this is the result of using largerthan-average copper tracings, and is further magnified by the amplifier section's
no-overall-feedback design. The Tefloninsulated wiring used exclusively here is
actually one of the easier of these components to burn in. The amplifier section
takes three to five days to fully warm up
after power-up, which is why the MD
208 includes aStandby mode for maintaining awarmed-up audio section for
consistent sonic performance. It is
extremely important for consumers to
understand the time needed to achieve
the MD 208's optimum performance.
Much like fine wine, the MD 208 takes
time to come to fruition.
The slight noises that Chip experienced when switching inputs merit a
simple explanation: The purist design
approach of the MD 208 preamp section
(featuring an 11"-long signal path) utilizes no filter caps. Therefore, the varying
DC output levels of connected source
components will cause avery slight noise
upon switching.
Regarding the amplifier-section measurements, our thoughts have always
been that THD (total harmonic distortion) is not as damaging to music as IMD
229
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The first Cary Audio
dealer to have the
new, codling CAD-280
"V12" Class Astereo
amplifier.
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615 Bloomfield Ave.
Verona, NJ 07044
9731 239-1799
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WEARE SERIOUS ABOUT MUSIC
TO PROVE OUR POINT -WE HAVE MORE NEW
HIGH END AUDIO EQUIPMENT ON DISPLAY
THAN ANY OTHER DEALER IN THE COUNTRY
•ACCUPHASE

•CARY

•KOETSU

•PASS LABS

•STAX

•ACOUSTIC ENERGY

•CAL

•LYRA

•PLINIUS

•SYNERGISITC

•AIR TIGHT

•DYNAVECTOR

• MAGNUM DYNALAB

•PROAC

•THULE

•AMAZON

•FANFARE FM

•MONITOR AUDIO

•PROJECT

•TRANSFIGURATION

•ARCAM

•GRADO

•MONTANA

•PSB

•VAC

•ART AUDIO

•GRAHAM

•MORCH

•QUICKSILVER

•VAN DEN HUL

•AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS

•HERRON

•NAD

• REL

•VANS EVERS

•AUDIO PHYSIC

•HOVLAND

•NAGRA

• REGA RESEARCH

•VELODYNE

•AUDIO REFINEMENT

•JM LAB

• NITTY GRITTY

•SIERRA AUDIO

•VOLKSAMP

• BASIS

• KIMBER KABLE

• NORDOST

•SME

•VPI

•BENZ-MICRO

•KLYNE

•ORACLE

•SPENDOR

•YBA

David Lewis Audio LTD
8010 Bustleton Avenue •Philadelphia, PA 19152-2802

(215) 725-4080 •Fax: (215) 725-4495
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Manufacturers'
(intermodulation distortion). The THD
level is marginally higher because of the
no-overall-feedback design. However, we
strongly feel that utilizing acircuit design
that yields virtually unmeasurable levels
of IMD contributes greatly to the MD
208's sonic signature.
A wholehearted thank you to Chip
Stern and to Sttreophile for confirming
what both we and many satisfied MD 208
customers already know. We eagerly await
your resident "FM guru," Larry
Greenhill's, impression of the MD-208.
Jim Richards
VP Operations, Magnum Dynalab
Lionel Coot/AM
VP Marketing &Media Relations
SimAudio Ltd.
Audio Research VTM200 amplifier
Editor:
Upon reading Michael Frerner's review of
our VTM200, we were alarmed when
Michael first "had to juggle at least two
additional variables so Icould listen..."
As he had never run his Ayre preamp
from its balanced outputs, and his only
balanced cable was "so old it was growing
hair... Pd never used it," we had the feeling our VTM200s were starting the
review facing uphill.

And we were right. Since Michael was
working under atight deadline, it would
have helped everyone if he had asked us
for acable recommendation or two, since
we arc more familiar with our amplifiers
than anyone else.
It has often been our own experience
that when anew component of higher
resolution is inserted into an existing
audio chain, the "cleaner window" is itself
blamed for pre-existing limitations the
new component is in fact revealing. (Thus
Mr. Fremer's sidetrack into interconnect
and cable synergies. We also question
whether Michael had sufficient time to
fully break in the new cables, which could
explain some of his findings.)
Dealers, consumers, and even other
audio manufacturers testify that the
VTM200s are the most open, dynamic,
and "unelectronic" power amplifiers they
have heard —but they require attention to
removing limitations upstream. Regrettably, Michael didn't have sufficient
time to fully bring forth the transparent
musical balance residing in these remarkable amplifiers. Thanks, nonetheless, for
getting most of it right.
Terry Dom
VP Markethig &Sales
Audio Research

Comments

Harmonic Technology cables
Editor:
Harmonic Technology would like to
thank Stereophile, and specifically Michael
Freiner, for taking alisten with both our
Pro-Silway Mk.I1 interconnect and our
new Magic Loudspeaker cable. As head of
the design team, it is most rewarding to
read of the significant changes these products made for Michael toward more musical involvement and greater communication of the message. We have gone to
great lengths to achieve these results, and
are quite gratified to find so veteran alistener was amply impressed by them. We
have seemingly done our job. As arelative
newcomer to the high-end cable game,
we would like to express our appreciation
for your taking time to examine and share
with your readers the sonic and musical
merits of our products.
Gng Weaver
Design Team Leader
Harmonic Technoloff

The Critics Agree!
Ihe elide sound
The Figh Erxt Journal of Audio & Music'

GOLDEN EAR AWARD 1999

to tea lord

Stereophile Recommended Component 1998, 1999, 2000 SU Vol.21 No. 4
"This little wall-wart squelches AC-borne noise right at the outlet, audibly lowering your system's
noise floor. One of the most dramatic and cost effective audio improvements money can bu)'
Barry Willis
Bound For Sound 2a94.
(excerpt front the review) "At first. Iwasn't
sure Iheard anything. So,
after a few months of
use. Iwent around and
pulled them all out. That
was dramatic. Icouldn't
put them back in fast
enough."
Martin De Wulf

41e"111,

QUIET-LINE MK II

WideScreen Review Volume 8, Number 5, Issue 34 (Excerpt front the review)
"Four Quiet-line produced the best noise suppression and the most improvement in sound for the
lowest cost of any of the PLC products that were
tested. The easy-to-use Quiet-Lines are simple and
effective. Going to eight Quiet-Line filters is definitely worth the additional S95 cost. The noise floor
seems to he roughly twice as quiet as with four
Quiet-Lines with another step up in detail."
Doug Blackburn

.Audio Ideas Guide (Canada) Winter 97 Issue, (excerpt from the review) "Even if you already use
another noise-supression system, you'll hear an improvement when you install Quiet-Line."
Andrew Marshall

fludioPrisnn
High Fidelity Products

TEL (425) 869-8482
FAX (425) 869-1873
www.audioprism.com

Isn't it about time that you experienced Quiet-Lines?
Stereophrie, January 2001
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ÍCLEAR

IS BETTER

I
FYOU WON'T SUBJECT YOUR BODY TO UNREFINED,
MUDDY WATER, THEN WHY WOULD YOU SUBJECT
YOUR EARS TO UNREFINED, MUDDY SPEAKERS?
COME AND EXPERIENCE FOR THE FIRST TIME WHAT
CLEAR AND REFINED SOUNDS LIKE. EXPERIENCE THE
CLARITY THAT IS VON SCHWEIKERT AUDIO.

Nistrime
ALL CLEAR,

W EOFFER A FULL LINE OF UNCOMPROMISING
LOUDSPEAKERS, FOR MUSIC AND FILM.

ALL REFINED,
ALL

ERESHING.

Visit us in Las Vegas:

'Von Schweíkert Audio
World Class Reference Speaker Systems For Music and Film

CES.:

Alexis Park room # 1751 with Enlightened
Audio Designs.

T.H.E. Show:

204 Greenfield Drive, Unit F, El Cajon, CA 92020
www.vonschweikert.com phone: 619-444-7136

St. Tropez Hotel room #1003 with Hovlan(
St. Tropez Hotel room #1310.
St. Tropez Hotel room Monte Carlo Q.

WE AT DIGITAL DOMAIN TAKE GREAT JOY IN WELCOMING BACK VON SCHWEIKERT AUDIO AND ARE PLEASED
TO BE LOS ANGELES'S EXCLUSIVE DEALER FOR VON ScHwEIKER -r's NEW LINE OF HIGH-END AUDIO AND
VIDEO SPEAKERS. FOR A PERSONAL DEMONSTRATION OR APPOINTMENT PLEASE CALL 626-676-1687 AND
EXPERIENCE TRUE CLARITY!

‘

Digital Domain 2010 Stratford Ave, South Pasadena, CA 91030 phone: 626-676-1687
We are also pleased to offer the following fine products :
Enlightened Audio Designs, EAR, TagMcClaren, Dunlavy Audio, Diapason, Tice,
Townshend Audio, Analysis Plus, Synergistic Research and many more products.

Ulc; WIcuT I3®
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ROKSAN
THE VERY BEST AMPLIFIER would be at once heavy
and unobtrusive, offering both raw power and delightful
finesse. That describes the Roksan Caspian, available as
either integrated or power amplifier.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW:"You'll never forget that
you're getting more than your money's worth."

111
;11
CASTLE
loudspeakers

BRITAIN'S VERY BEST
SPEAKER is—and always was—
Castle.The fine woodwork says
"tradition." The advanced drivers
and unique loading configurations
ay "leading edge technology."
HI-FI WORLD: "Pte Harlechs take
top honours—they're bold, balanced
and utterly enthralling, no matter
what your musical poison may be."

2 2

HI-FI WORLD: "It looks like Roksan have produced something
rather special."
WHAT HI-FI?: "The Caspian's big, warm sound, real-world
ability with tricky speakers and attractive styling should see it do
very well."
ULTRA HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE: "Even if this atnpler
cost afew hundred dollars more, it would be long on the shopping
list of numerous audiophiles looking for musical satisfaction. At
its current price, it is an unqualified bargain."

www.mayaudio.com
for Roksan, Enigma, Harmonix-Enacom,
Target, Gutwire, Van den Hul, BBC cones,
Focus Audio speakers!
Buy audiophile recordings on-line
from The Software Store.
2150 Liberty Drive, Unit 7, NIAGARA FALLS, NY 14304-3780
Tel.: (800)554-4517 (716)283-4434 Fax: (716)283-6264
E-mail: info@mayaudio.com
In Canada: (905)780-0079
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Where

to

Buy

Stereophile

(618) 277-9500

US dealers interested in selling Stereophile
should call (800) 446-3563; outside the US,
call (802) 388-1280. Or fax (802) 388-1290.
Napa
Napa Valley Home Theater
(707) 258-9900

ALABAMA
Birmingham
Sound Decisions
(205) 945-9400

Oakland
Pro Home Systems
(510) 654-6630

Decatur
Southern Sound
(256) 350-1582

Pasadena
GNP Audio
(626) 577-7767

ALASKA
Anchorage
Shimeks Audio
(907) 276-2525

ARIZONA
Phoenix
Speakers Etc
(602) 272-6696
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
(602) 946-8128
Tempe
Arizona Hi -Fi
(480) 921-9961
Tucson
Eveilson Audio Ltd.
(520) 745-0441
CALIFORNIA
Agoura Hills
Evolution Audio and Video
(818) 879-1312
Bel Air
Ambrosia Audio
(310) 440-5522
Berkeley
San Francisco Stereo
(510) 559-3797
Burlingame
Future Sound
(650) 342-1476

Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
(916) 334-7000
Costa Mesa
Atlantic Stereo
(714) 646-8895
Culver City
Armadillo &Company
(323) 937-7674
Encino
Sound Factor West
(818) 501-3548
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
(310) 517-1700
Goleta
Custom Hi -Fi and Video
(805) 683-2162
Hollywood
World Book and News
(213) 465-4352
Los Angeles
Brentwood Communications
(310) 476-6363

Listen Up
(303) 778-1729
Durango
Northstar Leading The Way
(970) 259-6722
Westminster
Westminster Newsland
(303) 428-0823
CONNECTICUT

Chicago
Music Direct
(312) 433-0200

Chicago Heights
Music In Motion
(708) 754-3770

Ellicott City
Gramophone Ltd.
(410) 465-5500

Crestwood
MUSIC In Motion
(708) 396-2000

Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
(310) 371-0019

New Haven
Take 5Audio Group
(203) 787-9127

Glenwood
Little Guys (The)
(708) 754-8844

San Bernardino
Videomart
(909) 885-3191

New London
Roberts Audio Video
(860) 442-5314

San Diego
Audio Video Excellence
(619) 689-1311

Ridgefield
Lights Camera Action
(203) 438-7000

Hoffman Estates
Simply Stereo of Hoffman
Estates
(847) 882-2885

Stereo Design
(619) 573-0060

DELAWARE
Wilmington
High Fiddly House
(302) 478-3575

San Jose
Bay Area Audio
(408) 255-0735

Overture LLC
(302) 478-6050

Santa Barbara
Advanced Audio
(805) 687-3338
Mission Audio
(805) 682-7575
Scotts Valley
Home Theater Connection
(831) 438-5112

Thousand Oaks
Hi-Q Audio/Video Systems
(805) 374-2771
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
(310) 373-6796
Tustin
Digital Ear (the)
(714) 544-7903
Van Nuys
Audio Den
(818) 781-4700
Westminster
Audio Video Today
(714) 891-7575
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
(818) 716-8500
Yorba Linda
Laser D Entertainment/RI
(714) 693-2882

COLORADO
Boulder
Listen Up
(303) 444-0479
Recycled Audio
(303) 449-0153

Monterey
Home Theater Xcellence
(831) 655-8000

Colorado Springs
Electronic Essentials
(719) 548-9500

Monterey Stereo
(408) 649-6303

Listen Up
(719) 633-2600
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FLORIDA

MARYLAND
Baltimore
Soundscape
(410) 889-1134
Bethesda
JS Audio
(301) 656-7020

Franklin Park
Sound Unlimited
(847) 455-6166

Stereo Unlimited
(619) 223-8151

Summit Sound
(207) 947-4434

Superior Audio Systems
(312) 226-4848

Bristol
Sound Unlimited
(860) 584-0131

Monrovia
Brooks Berdan Ltd.
(626) 359-9131

Stereophile,

Denver
Cheery Creek Audio
(303) 758-4434

Champaign
Champagne Audio
(217) 355-8828

Rancho Mirage
David Rutledge Audio &Video
(760) 776-1616

South San Francisco
Laser City
(415) 241-9664

Carmel
Carmel Audio
(831) 626-1331

Sound Shop
(719) 636-1684

Morton Grove
Abt Electronics
(847) 967-8830
Orland Park
Sound and Vision
(708) 403-2500

Woodridge

Holm Audio
(630) 663-1298

INDIANA

Kensington
Soundworks
(301) 929-8600
Laurel
Audio Video Solutions
(301) 953-7242
Timonium
Gramophone Ltd.
(410) 821-5600
Towson
Silver Screen 8Sound
(410) 296-0202

MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Cameras Stereo &Video
(781) 648-8111

Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
(507) 286-1328
MONTANA
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
(406) 586-8578
Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
(406) 761-8683
Kalispell
Sound Decision
(406) 755-7800

NEBRASKA
Lincoln
Sound Environment (The)
(402) 423-0363

NEVADA
Las Vegas
Premier Home Entertainment
(702) 877-0222

NEW

HAMPSHIRE

Hanover
Dartmouth Bookstore
(603) 643-1233

NEW JERSEY

Brookline
Audio Studio
(617) 277-0111

Franklin Park
Sound System
(908) 821-7822

Cambridge
Audio Lab
(617) 864-1144

Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(732) 866-9500

Coral Gables
Sound Components
(305) 665-4299

Angola
Premier Sound
(219) 665-7370

North Attleboro
Audio Concepts
(508) 699-8819

Mercenrille
Home Theater Expenence
(609) 587-5555

Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
(954) 921-1408

Indianapolis
Audio Solution of Broad Ripple
(317) 255-4342

Upper Montclair
CSA Audio
(973) 744-0600

Jacksonville
House of Stereo
(904) 642-6677

Synergistic Sounds
(317) 726-0243

Norwood
Megaplex Home Theater
Concepts
(617) 769-6400

Saint Petersburg
Sounds Terrific
(727) 521-3011

GEORGIA
Alpharetta

Laser Video Limited
(770) 640-1399
Dunwoody
Audio Solutions
(770) 804-8977
LiIburri
Audio Alternative
(770) 931-0606
Marietta
Bertek Systems
(770) 951-8834
Martinez
Stereo Shop (The)
(706) 863-9143
Rossville
Chattanooga Valley Audio
(706) 861-0282
Roswell
Ac Home Theatre Store
(770) 640-1120

HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
(808) 941-6550

ILLINOIS
Belleville
Audio By Us

Lafayette
Sound Lab
(765) 449-4211

IOWA
Coralville
Hawkeye Audio
(319) 337-4878
Davenport
Planet Audio
(319) 344-8833
Fort Dodge
Archer TV
(515) 573-5737

Iowa City

Audio Odyssey
(319) 338-9505
Urbandale
Audio Video Logic
(515) 727-2279
KANSAS
Shawnee Mission
Audioport Ltd
(913) 341-2222

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
(225) 926-0244
Metairie
Wilson Audio
(504) 888-8851

MAINE
Bangor

Westport
Sound Images
(508) 636-3400

MICHIGAN
Allen Park
Babbage 8Sons
(313) 386-3909
Dearborn
Almas Hi -Fi Stereo
(313) 584-1860
Ferndale
Imagery
(248) 544-8370
Flint
Front Row Audio Video
(810) 732-2220
Kalamazoo
Home Entertainment Store
(616) 385-9888
OlcemoS
Quantum Leap
(517) 881-4115
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
(248) 549-7320
Audio Video Alternatives
(248) 549-3100
West Bloomfield
Ensemble
(248) 668-1400
Supehor Sight &Sound
(248) 626-2780

MINNESOTA

Verona
Audio Connection
(973) 239-1799
Westfield
Soundstage
(908) 233-6155
Woodbridge
Woodbndge Stereo Center
(732) 636-7750

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978
Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626
Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188
Santa Fe
ASound Look
(505) 983-5509
Candyman (The)
(505) 988-8933
NEW YORK
Binghamton
19G Audio Video
(607) 722-3551
Brooklyn
Audio House LK
(718) 745-2834
Ubiquity Distributors
(718) 875-5491
Flushing
Ultra Hi-Fi
(718) 461-4848
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AUDIO/VIDEO
CABLES

It

erence

AucVi‘J.acp

(800) 947-4434

&
MORE
DON'T PAY

aCCONSULTING 6
SALES
Martinez, California
(925) 229-2484

Components
that define
the present

www.jcaudio.com

Systems that
anticipate
the future

MUSICALITY OF TUBES!

EXORBITANT PRICES

SOLID STATE WITH THE

Courteous Service and Expert Advice

!FOR TOP QUALITY!

Authorized dealer tor the finest audio & video brands:

L A T International Inc has years of
experience in wire manufacturing and
has equaled the high priced brands
Sonic equivalents of the high priced

ADA
Ah I

Grado
Haller

Allard. Technology

Hates Design

MSS
Nues
Nutty Gritty

Audible Illusions

Group

Nordost Ratline

Audio Control

Harman Cardon

Pioneer Pide

Audio Power

Harmonic

Audioguest

Technology

Rega

Bag End

Infinity

Sharp

ProAc

brands at afraction of their price LA T

Balanced Audio

Jamo

demystifyies wire technology Ask for

Bright Star

JBL Synthesis

Sony

Bryston

Jolida

Spectron

Cal Audio Labs

REF

Straightwire

explanation literature
& MORE

L
COMPONENTS

1

CD players - solid state and tube
Pre-amplifiers - solid state and tube
Amplifiers solid - state and tube

13.01 AMPLIFIER WITH
INDUCTIVE POWER SUPPLY

Sonance

Celeshon

Kimber Cable

Target

Cinepro
Citation

Magnum Dynalab
MAI(

Thorens
Tice

Creek

Meridian

Toshiba

Denon
Epos

M IT
Mission

Townshend
VPI

Fanfare

Mitsubishi

XL0

and mere

18214 Dalton Ave., Dept. SP
Gardena, CA 90248
rav@reference-ov.com
www.reference•ay.com
so cal. 310.517.1700 •fox 310.517.1732

Also representing:
Aliante Pininfarina, Art
Audio, Audiomeca, Audio Magic,
First Sound, Green Mountain,
Nordost, Silverline and more...
•

integrated amplifiers
Line conditioners
Phono Cartridges
Speakers
8 MORE

D2D-1 SAMPLE RATE
CONVERTER

HOME THEATER

RSSEMBLOGE

Video & Audio wire and cable
Speakers -free standing

D2D-1 Sample
Rate Converter
and SAVE $100
on the purchase
of either our

Speakers -in wall
Line conditioners
Component stands
& MORE

• Up-samples -from as low as 32 kHz to 96 kHz,

ACCESSORIES
Send for a free complete catalog of all
our

Auchcpvideo

products that

also

includes wire and cable demystifying
literature, or Phone 800 321 2108 24
hours per day Fax 856 428 1832

AUDIO/VIDEO CABLES AND MORE
IS A SUBSIDIARY OF

LATINTERNATIONAL ENTERPRISES, INC
31/ PRoviNCL TOWN ROAD CHI liNY till t NJ 00034

www.latinternationalcom
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.
.'SPECIAL!
Buy our

fISSEMBIJIGE
DAC-2.7 or
DAC-3.1

• Interpolates -Word Lengths from 16-bit to 24-bit,
• State-of-the-Art litter Attenuator -Begins at 10 Hz with
Intrinsic Jitter less than 2ps (pico -seconds),
• Digital Transmission Format Converter -5Digital
Inputs (4-S/PDIF ; 1-AES/EBU) into 5concurrent Digital
Outputs (2-S/PDIF; AES/EBU; I
.
S(Audio Alchemy type); and

ORDER
NOW!

1
2 S-enhanced
For more information on these tine products, please vistt our web site at www.partsconnection.on.ca

THE
PARTS
CONNECTION'

41011

wri

o

http.//www.partsconnection.on.ca
2790 Brighton Road. Oakville, Ontario, Canada L6H 5T4
829 5858 Facsunle 19051 829-5388
Toll Free Ordcr Line I800 769 0747 IUS & Canada only)
t.a0
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Ithaca
Hi-Way Hi -Fi
(607) 272-7155
Kingston
Burt sElectronics
(914) 331-5011
Lake Grove
Audio Den
(516) 585-5600
New York
Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381
Dina Magazines
(212) 674-6595
Lyric Hi -Fi
(212) 535-5710
Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101
Sound By Singer
(212) 924-8600
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111
Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 598-0618

Syracuse

(315) 446-7020
Vestal
Audio Classics
(607) 766-3501
West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355
White Plains
Toys From The Attic
(914) 421-0069
NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880
Charlotte
Cannon Associates
(704) 375-8246
Premier Audio Video
(704) 554-8300
Raleigh
Audio Advice
(9191881-2005
OHIO
Canton
Belden Audio
(330) 493-7727
Cleveland
Bank News
1216) 281-8777
Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565
Dublin
Audio Encounters
(614) 766-4434
Gahanna
Genesis Audio Ltd.
(614) 939-0802
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
(216) 228-7330
Mayfield Heights
Hoffman's Audio Video
(440) 461-3707
Toledo
lamieson's Stereo
(419) 882-2571
Paragon Sound
(419) 882-1010
OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville
Sound Station (The)
(918) 336-2240

Essex Junction
Butternut Audio
(802) 879-3900

Eugene
Bradford's Hi Fidelity
(541) 344-9117
Ronny's Stereo
(541) 344-2454

VIRGINIA

Portland
Echo Audio
(503) 223-2292

Abingdon
Alpine Audio
(540) 628-3177

Fred's Sound of Music
(503) 234-5341

Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818-8000

Salem
Hear No Evil Home & Car
(503) 363-3633
PENNSYLVANIA
Ardmore
Danby's Sound 8. Vision
(610) 649-7002
Erie
Custom Audio
(814) 833-8383
Hatfield
World Wide Stereo
(215) 368-8343
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
(215) 125-4080
Pittsburgh
Listening Post
(412) 681-8433
Northern Audio Exchange
(412) 931-5850
Selinsgrove
Village
Stereo Shop
(717) 374-9220

ry &

Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-7373
Willow Grove
Sourdes
(215) 659-8815
TENNESSEE
Franklin
Audio Video Environments
(615) 771-1141
Jackson
New Wave Electronics
(901) 668-6711
Johnson City
Soundroom (The)
(423) 928-9233
Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312
TEXAS
Austin
Audio By Design
(512) 458-1667
Bedford
Classic Home Audio
(817) 267-6502
Conroe
lobe Systems
(409) 441-1112
Dallas
Images
(972) 980-2560

Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
(703) 534-1733
Moneta
Hi Fi Farm
(540) 721-4434
Roanoke
Sound Decision
(540) 343-6993
Virginia Beach
Audio Video Installation
(757) 363-7139
Digital Sound
(757) 424-5850
WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Bell Tek Intergrated Systems
(425) 882-3200
Definitive Audio
(425) 746-3188
Kennewick
Quick Silver Audio
(509) 783-7047
Kirkland
Acoustical Magic
(425) 825-8806
Olympia
Desco Audio &Video
(360) 941-1393

OREGON
Beaverton
Art of Audio (The)
(503) 643-5754
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UTAH
Salt Lake City
Audition Audio
(801) 467-5918

Toronto
Brack Electronics
(416) 364-5002
Windsor
Live Wire Audio Ltd.
(519) 979-7740

University Bookstore
(206) 545-4387
WEST VIRGINIA
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
(304) 768-7874
WISCONSIN
Appleton
Suess Electronics
(920) 733-6464
Glendale
Sound Investments
(414) 438-1818
Greenfield
Greenfield News and Hobby
(414) 281-1800
Madison
University Audio
(608) 284-0001
PUERTO RICO

San Juan
Nova Electronics
(787) 781-3870

Calgary
K&W Audio
(403) 244-8111
Edmonton
Audio 51
(780) 432-3232
Audio Plus
(780) 439-0011

Aloia
Aliante
Brick and
Audio Note
mortar
Acoustic Energy
store
Audio Tekne
now in its
Audiomeca
Arcam
20th year.

Audio Magic
B&K
Bedini
Cardas

COSTA RICA

Creek

Curridiabat
Parlatek
506 225 8231
FINLAND
Turku
Hit' Mesta Dy
358 22504 888
HONG KONG
Central
YK Audio Ltd
852 2849 7339
NETHERLANDS
National Distributor

De Hifiwinkel
31 0246842091
Durob Audio BV (Dept DC Publ)
31 0735112555
Hifishop (The)
31 0135443444
PORTUGAL
Amadora
Alasom
351 214748709
RUSSIA
San Rafael
KST OK
7095 007 2865474
SINGAPORE

New & Used
Equipment,

DH Labs
DCS
Copulare

800-752-4018
Joule Electra
Dodson
Dunlavy
Halcro
Quad
Roksan
Spendor
Eggleston
Grado
Genesis
Lyra MIT
Mango
Montana
Magnum Dynalab

Singapore
Ata Electronics Pte Ltd.
65 3379883
Music By Design
65 3343981
SOUTH AFRICA
Craighall
Scottsonix
2711 788 387/

Virtual store
now in its
7th year.

Oracle
Revox
Sierra
VAC
VP'
Wolcott

SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sane Audio Elite
34 96 3510798

CANADA
ALBERTA

Hi Fi FARM

AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Queensland
Caxton Street Audio
61 73368 3566

De Hifivnnkel
31 0402113388

Houston
Acoustic Design
(713) 630-0707

Tulsa
Phonograph
(918) 252-5300

Rexdale
Audio Empire
(416) 745-6866

Seattle
Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609

Rio Piedras Heights
Speaker Warehouse
(809) 274-0927

San Angelo
Sound Box Audio Video
(915) 944-4546

Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
(613) 722-6902

Benelux
De Hifistudio
31 0591611111

Caguas
Video Laser
(787) 745-7805

Montgomery
Advanced Audio Design
(936) 582-7777

London
London Audio
(5)9) 673-1780

Puyallup
Premier Audio 8Home Theater
(253) 445-5414

El Paso
Soundquest
(9)5) 779-5421

NTT Audio Video
(713) 523-3388

ONTARIO
Brampton
Canadian Sound
(905) 453-0444

TRINIDAD
Curepe
Sanch Electronix
868 633 1384
UNITED KINGDOM
Nottingham
Wollaton Audio—UK
44 115 928 4147

hififarm
400 Scruggs Rd
Suite 200
Moneta VA 24121

VERMONT
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BLUE Call.
C)1
Simplicity Artistry Music

DUNLAVY
NO LOCAL DEALER?

DROP SHIPMENTS FROM
LARGEST U.S. DEALER
•Audio Research •Bills Bags
•CAL •Definitive Technologs
•Dunlass •Grad() •Krell. Lesion
•Marlin Logan •MIT •Monster Cain(
•NHT •Nordosl •Pass Labs
•Pioneer Elite •ProAc •Rega •Run('
•Sanus •Thiel •%elodsiVe *‘PI
•Wilson Audio •Wadia •Zoelhecu ,
•Z-Systems

See and hear these new

Sell Your Gear FREE on our
Internet Site .. plus
Trade-ins &Specials
www.audiovideologic.com
515-727-2279

Blue Circle products at
CES2001
Alexis Park, Room 1659
The BC8 monoblocks
ieThe BC25 remote controlled
preamplifier
eThe BC27 remotecontrolled
integrated amplifier

4

(a1

Fine Music &
Home Theater Systems
Electronics &Surround Processors
Krell. Audio Research •Pass •Pass-x •Theta
Wadia •Audible Illusions •Aragon •Acurus •Rega
Adcom •Johda •Ayre •Sony ES •Pioneer Elite
Fanfare •Magnum Dynalab
Speakers
Thiel •Wilson Audio •Magnepan •Marlin Logan
Definitive Technology •Vienna Acoustics •Celeshon
Tannoy •ADS •Parasound •Audio Physics
Turntables & Carlene
Basis •Rega •Immedia •Project •Benz
Grado •Sumiko •Shure
Subwoolers
Tel •Velodyne •Definitive Technology •Audio Physics

VIM

Ampro •Vidikron •Pioneer Elite •Sony
Proton •Sony DSS
Harmonic Technology •Synergistic Research
Tributaries •Ocos •Audioquest •Niles •Sound Anchors
Sennheiser •Audio Points •Panamax •Sumiko •Tice

Ewen

:oethecus •Contemporary Product Design •Billy Bags
Salamander Designs •Sanus •Lovan •Plateau
We Otter Financing, Custom Design 8 Installation

Audio-Video

Digital Ear

L•Ce•G•loe
Local Passion ... National Reputation
Des

to 25

ait

17602 East 17th Street, Ste. 106, Tustin, CA 92780

(714) 544-7903

100th st.

Moines, IA 50322

e-mail hiti@cligltalear.com
www.digitalearcom

A Happy New Year all star package from KOCH Jazz!!!

sketches
Blue Circle products can
be auditioned at:

°James

10 giants from Jazz. Latin. NAC and Brazilian music
salute master singer/songwriter James Taylor!

Playhouse Audio

--nmerige,

Atlanta, GA 30307

Tower of Power -Steamroller

404-524--7354

New York Voices -Long Ago And Far Away

variety@mindspring.com

Les McCann

Alternative Audio
Mitchel Forman

Dundas, Ontario
905-627-0899

You Make It Easy

Oscar (astro Neves
Poncho Sanchez

Ventura County

Shirley Horn

S. California
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Only ADream In Rio

Robben Ford

Hello HiFi

Brian@hellohifi.com

Something In The Way She Moves

Flora Purim and Auto Norma

altaudio@bigwave.ca

805-527-9739

Nobody But You

Gerald Albright Your Smiling Face

re

New Tune

Fire And Rain
Secret Of Life

Engineered by the legendary Roger Nichols!
KOC.CD-8580
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GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA — Franchised dealer for Nains, Pink Triangle,
Quad, Spendor, Roksan, Creek, Rega, Epos, ReVosc,
JPW, Dynaco, OC-9, Goldring, Meadowlark, Target,
Sound Organisation, and more. Always lots of used
gear. Established way back in 1979! (805) 658-8311,
witiv,ttetiersibiriaudionsm.
ATTENTION SPENI)OR and QUAD OWNERS!
Factory-authorized sales, service, and upgrades available. The authorized service agent for the New
Chapter Audio, www.ehapteraudio.cont. QS&I) Audio
Furniture information and sales. Contact Mike or Randy,
QS&D, (540) 372-3711, fax (540) 372-3713, e-mail
eandd@aolcom. 144 ,
b: wunitqsanddxotn.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! 1)on't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello. Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West LA. Call Supena- Products, Inc,
(310) 826-3686, fax (310) 826-857Z Sennie.
SOUNI) LAB NOT IN YOUR AREA? Free stay in
New Orleans B&B, audition at your kismet Showcasing
Millennium series. Travel reimbursement with purchase. Also Anna-Sphere, Thor, Wolcott, Inner Sound
amps, JoLida, Walker Audio, Magnan. Furutech,
Shunyata Research, Analysis Plus. Private auditions.
AudioKinesis, (504) 866-1730, wunvaudiokinesis.com
GREATEST FM ANTENNA —Fanfare's FM-2G is
the only Scamp/tile-recommended (October 2000) vertical dipole antenna. Built to outperform and outlast all
others. Shipped free within continental US. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Call toll-free (800) 268-863Z other locales
inquire (716) 683-5451, Jar (716) 683-5421. Now available for purchase direct off the Web at irunitAtieirr.cotri.
The Fanfare FM tuner is state-of-the-art.., soon to
include AM.
WWW.AUD1OWEB.COM —The largest high-end
audio site on the Web. Best, safest, free, classified ads,
and auctions. Internet's only audio shopping mall.
Access equipment reviews from the entire Web. Great
discussion groups. Most comprehensive company and
product directory.

AUDIO UNLIMITED OFFERS Accuphase, Acoustic Energy, Acrotec, Aesthetix, Air Tight, Anthem.
ASC, Audio Note, Audio Refinement, Avalon
Acoustics, Basis, Benz-Micro, Boulder, Cabane, Cary,
Chang, Conrad-Johnson, EAR, Electrocompaniet,
Fanfare, Graaf, Graham, Hovland, JPS, Koetsu, Kuzma,
Lehman, Magnum Dynalab, Music Metre, Musical
lksign, Muse, Nagea, Pathos. Regs, Samadhi Acoustics,
Soliloquy, Spendor, Tannoy, TARA Labs, Totem,
Transfiguration, XLO, YBA, Zoethecus, and more.
Call John Bane at (303) 691-3407,Jax (303) 922-0522,
2341 W Yale Ave, Englewood, CO 80110.
OREGON'S UNIQUE HI-FI STORE: Quicksilver,
BEL, Audio Physic, EAI), Immedia, Audio Refinement
Vibrapods, Lyra, Wireworld, PSE, VansEvers, BenzMicro, Klyne, Sound Anchors, RPM, ART, Power
Snakes, Acoustic Energy, Richard Gray's Power Co.,
Audio-Technitu, Harmonic Technology, YBA, Sanus,
LAST, Bybee Technologies, VPI, Needle Nectar,
Herron Audio, Nitty Gritty. Analysis Plus. Michael Yee
Audio, Arcam, and more. Used and demos available.
Trade-ins welcome. Comer Audio, (503) 643-7512, e-mail
fueber@conteratidio.cont, 11 11 11!COrneralldiO.COM.
,

,

MUSICAL CONCEPTS—highly regarded modifications since 1979. Awesome Platinum series with
exotic Platinum resistors. Ultra-natural Signature
Mods with Hyperfast diodes, Blackgatc caps, more.
Add Hyperfasts, Blackgates, Platinums to any component! Specialized mods for Adcom, Audio Alchemy,
B&K, Dyna tubes, and Haller! Single-ended PA-3
front-end boards for Haller amps —comparable to
today's best! 24/96k DVD players with 24/96k digital
output from $795. Musical Conctrs, 49 Jason Court, St.
Charles, MO 63304, (636) 447-0040, latest newsletter at
WWW.1111lSiCak011arS.COM.

WE CAN HELP YOU choose excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer
friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience,
free delivery. We carry: Mirage, NA1), Nakamichi,
KEF, Parasound, Salamander, more. Read Brothers, 591
King Sr., Charleston, SC 29403. (843) 723-7276,
tbs@charleston.net

WHAT YOU DON'T KNOW does hurt you! Free
paper on RFI. Noise-fighting accessories, $0.50 up;
power-line conditioners, $85 up. Alternative to the
Shakti Stone, $30. Free catalog! Virtual Mock 1Old
Coram Road, Shelton, CT 06484. (203) 929-0876,
timievinnedecom, vinualmode@woddnet.attmet.
PLACETTE AUDIO: Ultra-high-fidelity active and
passive line stages. Our volume controls use only
Vishay S-102 resistors in a unique 125-step design.
Remote-controlled. The most distortion-free and
transparent components available today at any price.
We guarantee it! Spectacular with SACD. From $1000.
No-risk 30-day in-system trial. Toll-free, (888) 7653330, more details at wuneplacateaudio.corn.
AU1)10 ART, EST. 1976 — Edge-of-the-art audio
components dedicated to serving music. Avalon,
Cardas, MartinLogan, Vandersteen, Jeff Rowland,
Classé, Theta, Basis-Benz, Aerial. Richmond, VA.
Voice/Jax (804) 358-5300, e-mail AudioArtUSA@aol.com.
HEAVING BREASTS AND LONG LEGS can make
you smile. So can these: Alón, AMC, Anthem, Antique
Sound Lab, Audion, Audio Note, Audio Refinement,
Audio Research, CAL, Cary, JA Michell, Manley,
Nordost, ProAc, Soliloquy, QuickSilver, Wavac,
Wireworld, more! Arizona Hi-Fi, (480) 921-9961,
www.tubeaudio.cotn.
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McCOFtMACK EQUIPMENT upgrades available
from SMc Audio. Developed by Steve McCormack
(the original designer), these outstanding upgrades are
available for all DNA amplifiers, TLC and ALD preamplifiers, and Micro series. For details, call (760) 7320352 or see unmvSMcAudiecont.
SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA! St. Cecilia Sound
Gallery specializes in the finest tube electronics and
loudspeakers designed for them. Featuring: Alón, Art
Audio, ASL, Atlantis, Audion, Audio Note, Audio
Refinement, Basis, BDR, Benz Micro, Cary, Chang,
Citation, Clearaudio, Gocrtz, Graham, Harmonic
Technology, Kóchcl, Loth X, Magnum Dynalab,
Marchand, Oracle, QS&D, Reference 3A, Silverline,
Soliloquy, Stax, Thor, Transfiguration, Wavac, YBA,
and more! (510) 732-1204, wwwscsoundgalletycom.
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We buy used cables. We sell used cables. Good Advice.
COUNTERPOINT
UPGRADES.
24/96-192
upgrade for DA-10. Sounds better than UltraAnalog!
Shipping now! Zero-feedback 6SN7 triode upgrades
for SA12/100/20/220 amps! Counterpoint's designer
Michael Elliott services, upgrades Counterpoint. (760)
945-0356. See wwwahatismaudio.com.
WE OFFER PERFECT CONDMON with warranty:
Audio Physic, B&W, Canary, CAT, Clcaraudio,
Egg lc ston Works, Gershman, Krell, Levinson, nib!, MIT
NBS, Sonic Runners, Tnuisparent, Wadia, Wilson. and
nuis)' more high-end audio and video components. Call for
inventory lie or visit our showrooms at 35-62 166 Sim%
Ilishine NY 1135a (718)961-884ZJáv (718)886-953Q e-mail
wesound@aoLcom, High End Audio.
SOTA TURNTABLE availability includes new and
refurbished turntables, trade-in options, upgrades,
modifications, parts, and accessories. Tonearm and cartridge setups. Call SOTA Sales &Service, (708)246-9815,
fax (708)246-9778, e-mail sotatunstahles@kwont.cont or visit
uninvsotatunuablmwm.
VACUUM-TUBE
vacutrace.com.

RATES:
Private,
$1.60 per
word;
Commercial, $5.10 per word, $205 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is
defined as one or more characters with a
space, dash, or slash on either side.)
PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with order, either by check or credit
card: MasterCard or Visa. MAIL TO:
Stereophile Classified Ad Department,
Stephen Mcjias, etnap usa, 110 Fifth Avenue,
5th Floor, New York. NY 10011. FAX:
(212) 886-2809. ONLINE: classifieds@
stereophile.com. DEADLINE: Ads are
duc on the first working day of the month,
two months in advance of the issue in which
your ad will appear. For example, if you
want your ad to run in the March 2001
Stereophile, you must submit it by January 2,
2001. Please Note: Phone-in ads are not
accepted. Please plan on faxing or mailing in
your ads on the form provided at the end of
the section. No refunds.
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PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS! Excellent selection of
audiophile-grade parts at fair prices! InfiniCaps,
Hovland, Rd-Cap, SCR, Black Gate, Fina, Nichicon,
Vishay, C.addock, Holco, Mills, Kiwame, etc. capacitors,
resistors. All types of connectors, wires, Alps, Noble,
TKI), Hexfred diodes, copper-foil inductors, tubes,
vibration damping sheets, isolators, Defiles panels,
hospital-grade connectors, tools, accessories. Free catalog online or by post Michael Petty, Box 526, Inverness,
CA 94937, (415) 669-7181, fax (415) 669-7558,
mperty@svnmet, www.bainhndge.net/percyaudio.
TNT 3.5 with JMW 12" and flywheel, no pulleys/speed
control, eight months old, mint. $3800. (732) 679-5241.
MANUFACTURERS AND TECHNICIANS:
Supercharge any component or loudspeaker. Bybee
Quantum Purifiers dramatically improve performance
of AC, analog, and digital circuits: inner detail, bass,
dynamics, space, "air," video sharpness, and color.
Physicist Jack Bybee is offering these rare-earth metal
ceramics for internal installation by manufacturers and
qualified technicians. Already adopted by several
OEMs and technicians. lite irtionnatim: wrinvirybeetech£orn.
Inquiries: Bybeelhineadwm.
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Music Systems & Home Theatre.

/MERIDIAN
New on display!
DSP-8000 Reference Speaker Sysytem
Meridian 568 Surround
Processor
508.24 CD Player in stock
special purchase!
On display!
Meridian Digital Theatre
System featuring New 861
Reference Processor and
New 800 Reference DVD/CD
New
DSP-6000's, 24/96
DSP-5500's 24/96
DSP-5500HC 24/96

manir

evinson'

VAORILAI .010

l•804•70.1S

ell!l
"
l

Featuring...
DUNLAVY AUDIO
LABS -SC1-SCVI
Loudspeakers.
KRELL FPB Series
Amplifiers.
Tailors cutting edge
for the high end
'enthusiast.

e

New on display!
N"383 Integrated Amplifier
N°360S Digital Processor
N'39 CD Processor/Transport
N°380S Remote Control Preamplifier
W32 Reference Remote Control Preamplifier
W33 Reference Monoaural Amplifiers
N°336, 335, 334 Dual Monoaural Amplifier

JEFF ROVVLAND

Sonus faber
Mr.MLUŒ.W.

New Yoik's Best High-End
Dealer... in New Jersey!

On Display:

Amati Homage

SC P. A

11011E THE ti E •111 111400M •110111 11 Tell %THIN

(CUPOS •ADA •ALCHEANST •PION • AMC •MARRO •ARAGON •ARCM"
AUDIO RESEARCH •BALANCED AUDIO •8&K•BASIS •BENZANCRO .001 •CSL
DUNLAVY •DYNAUDIO •ELGAR •ENERGY •EAD •FAROUDJ •GRAM •GRADO
KEF •KRELL •MARANTZ •11ARTIN.LOGAN •lIcCORMACX •elcINTOSN •MD
NEW •PROCEED •PROTON •RAI •SILTEC •STRAIGNTWIRE •SUN« •VANTAGE
VTL •WE LUTE UPE RE D•WIREWORLD •000 LIMITED •XL0

CM ADO
193 BELLE VUE AVE, UPPER MONTCLAIR NJ 07043

973-744-0600

www.OSA AUDIO.com

AUDIOPHILE TUBES
N.O.S.
5AR4
5U4G8
5R4
811J8
8F1)7
GSUGT
8SN7GT

MATCHED SETS
6550A
SELECTED •AGED nssowc
LAB TESTED
—"

NTH
134L
El34
GCA1
6805
BLOWN
616GC
211
845
3008 T
3008 WE
5881
G.E.
PHILIPS

12A17
12AU7
12AX7A
128H7A
5751
8922
1199
WORLD WIDE SHIPPING
RUSSIAN 100,000 TUBES IN STOCKSYLVANIA
GERMAN
VISA/MC CARD
TESLA
CHINA
SVERANA
WI.
MULLAH
TUNG-SOL
AMPEREX

TEL: 818-997-6279
FAX: 818-997-6158
EMAIL:4423@worldnetattnet
7110 De Cells PI. Van Nuys, CA 91406

REVEL THIEL.
rj

NAUDIO

_j

=ram

Subwoofers

LJUJLL

www.jsaudio.com

%Oar -e le •Pioneer Elite asma
REVEL •Sonus Faber •SME •Sony »Rs
Sony DVD •Sony Multisc.an Projectors
Sony Plasma Monitors
Stewart Filmscreens •Thiel •Target •VPI
One year 100% trade up policy •Select preowned products available
Equipment trade-ins accepted

Js
AUDIO

4919 Saint Elmo Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20814

301.656.7020

fax: 301.656.7741
e-mail: jsaudio@jsaudio.com
Visa
Mastercard
American Express
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100 million locations.
24 hours.
7days aweek.

One second away.

www Au DioGoN com
Introducing AudioGon. You'll find us wherever there's acomputer. Hege, you con see the greatest brands
in audio. Find unbelievable prices. Put your own equipment up for bid. And it's all just aclick away.
HIGH

END

AUDIO

MALL
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ARAGON 8008B13, $1350, under warranty. Call
Lloyd, (212) 499-6779.
PSIS GOLD STRATUS i, very good condition,
51500. Music Reference RM-9 tube amplifier, recently overhauled, 5900. Special offer for both. (718)
884-7062 anytime.
AUDIOVIDEOMARKETPLACE.COM is a 100%
free A/V classified site featuring an amazing selection
of high-end used and detno gear from Wilson,
Levinson, Krell, Cello, Sonic, MartinLogan, Meridian,
Proceed, Wadia, etc. Dealers and private parties are
welcome. All ads arc free.
ARAGON D2A2, $350. Counterpoint DA 11.5A
transport, $300. Classé CAP-150 integrated amp,
$1050. Call (718) 816-7612.
1 PAIR B&W 801 Series 3 speakers with Sound
Anchor stands, 53500; 2pairs B&W SCM-8 surround
speakers, $750/pair, 1 B&W HTM center-channel
speaker. $375; Lexicon CP-3 plus processor, 51200;
Acurus A150 amplifier. $400; Denon 1)P-61F turntable
with AudioQuest cartridge/stylus, never used. $350;
Pioneer Elite PDF-109 CD changer, 100-disc capacity,
$350. All equipment in pristine, like-new condition.
Original boxes, packing material, and manuals
included. (561) 3354502 mashes.
McCORMACK DNA-1 I)ELUXE, $1450; niel
CS3.6, $1650; Muse Model 2, $950; Sonic Frontiers
SFL-1 Signature, $750; Soundstyle X105 stand, $350;
Transparent cables, inquire.fue/ at (845) 688-9952,
zenjas@yahoo.com.
VON SCHWE1KERT AUDIO is proud to offer afactory upgrade program on all VR-4 models (VR-4, VR4.5, VR-4 G II) and the VIL-6. The upgrade program is
acomplete speaker rebuild including all new drivers,
crossovers, wiring, and binding posts. For more information, please visit our website at WWW1 ,01L,ChliketTECOM
or roll (619) 444-7136.

hear more
of the
music
•Accuphase
•Air Tight
•Art Audio
•Atma-Sphere
•Audio Refinement
•Audiocratt
•Basis
•Benz Micro
•conrad-johnson
•Custom Power Cord
Company
•Disc Doctor
•E.A.R.
•Gallo Acoustics
•Graaf
•Grado
•JA. Michell

•Koetsu
•McComack
•Meadowlark Audio
•Nordost Flatline
•Odeon
•Pass Labs
•PIPEDREAMS
•Rega
•SME
•Silverline
•Sonus faber
•Sound Images
Cables
•Sound Lab
•Spectron
•Transfiguration
•Verity Audio

Pre-Owned Equipment Available
Trade-Ins Considered

1100 Main Road
Westport, MA 02790
Tel. 508.636.3400
FAX 508.636.3738
www.Noundimagesinc.com
soundimagesim @worHnet.att.net
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EXPRESSIMO AUI )10 for TURNTABLE GOODIES.
Got Rega? Rep Tune/Ups. Got vinyl? The LIFT
L1FTcr — the heavyweight for Rep, AQ, VPI.
Thinnest Rep VTA — Rega toneann cabling kit.
Avanti custom-built granite turntables. Big rebate offer.
from $5 to $2000! See www.capressinachiniugautit.
ACCUPHASE 280L PREAMP with phono MM-MC
loading, balanced, mint, manual, (511,750) 56800
0110. Accuphasc P102 stereo 70W amp, meters, gain
controls, balanced, mint, manual, box, ($5000) $2600
0130. (707) 725-7808, sal@Ireynet.
LAMM M2.1 MONOBLOCK 200W hybrid amps,
original owner, wooden crates, serious only, no trades,
$7200 OBO. prinarrhor@aotrom, (414) 257-3933, Tom.
MOD SQUAD LINE DRIVE I)ELUXE, $300.
Dynaco Stereo 80 amp, like new, $400. Sony TCD1)3
portable 1)AT with remote-control 10 adapter, $250.
Audio Alchemy DAC-in-the-liox with 1)T1+ interface, $125. Bob, (570) 421-2884 days.
THIEL CS23, bird's-eye, $3150; Krell 300i, $1525;
Tice 416A speaker cables, 8, $150. (801)561-5527
JMLAB GRANDE UTOPIA loudspeakers, Srereophile
Class A, "Unrestricted Low Frequency" (Vol.19
Absolutely mint. Full warranty. Retail $70,000, selling
for $29,995! (760) 438-1299. Check out our other
specials at audiovideohannotty.com.
SONOGRAPHE SA-250 amplifier, $650. Rep ELA
floorstanders, $450. PSB 1000i floorstanders, $450.
AR M-5 floorstanders, $450. Shipping extra. (501)
846-2706.

WARNING !!!

VON SCHWE1KERT AUDIO is proud to offer afactory upgrade program on all VR-4 models (VR-4, VR4.5, VR-4 G II) and the VR-6. The upgrade program is
acomplete speaker rebuild including all new drivers,
crossovers, wiring, and binding posts. For more information, please visit our website at www.voeurhuyikertrom
or roll (619) 444-7136.
ATSI AUDIOPHILE-GRADE VACUUM TUBES!!
NOS and current production types, thousands in stock.
Tremendous improvement over original parts with our
stringent selection process! Major credit cards accepted,
worldwide shipping, secure online ordering. "Our
tubes are matched, but our quality is notr ATSI
Advantage Tube Services, (954) 724-0443, ION (954) 7242886, e-mail abil@mindspingeom, untieru.beman.rom.
ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME CHANCE: Wilson X-1
Grand SLAMM Mk2, used, ($75,000) $29,999/pair.
Audio Video Logic, www.audiovidrylookrom, (515)727-2279.
ART AUDIO I)IAVOLO amplifier, less than 1year,
mint, $3100. Kin (312) 454-4261, kmorgart@rhubbeom.
QUAI) ESL-63 US monitor with Arcici stands, like
new, $2100. (919) 773-8700, NC
CARY: USE1) 3005E-LX20, $3600; 805C, latest,
$6400; 2A3SE; Volksamp Aleph 30, Aleph 60M; custom
vertical-array 98(113 speakers, $5800. (801)226-1018.
LÀ1-vIti-M L-1 MONOS, 511,800. Avalon Radian HC,
curly maple, $8900. ARC Reference 600, $15,800.
Audio Note: Sow, ($3500) $1680; P-Zero, $600. Jadis
SE-30013. ($13,500) 55800. Mirage M 1si, 52200.
C.E.C. TL IX, new, $2990. Threshold SA-6e monos,
($8000) $3300. NBS Master-II, 2m, XLR, ($2750)
5990. (909) 627-3869.
AUDIO ARTISTRY BEETHOVEN speakers with
factory-option double stacked subwoofers. 1998

Be careful with mail-order dealer:
who insist on cash/personal check,
or who offer alarge discount on the same basis.
Be secure —pay by credit card.

"brit4 Civtewu gtome

Mart

Stereophik Joust Loudspeaker of the Year. Full-range,
20Hz-23kHz. Rosewood, original owner, mint with
boxes, ($33,000) $11,550. (309) 682-1233.

ti

Krix has been designing and building pro
fessional cinema speakers for over 25 years
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you can enjoy the fruits of their labor ri
your own home. Introducing the
Kr& Digital Xperience
Home Theater Series (KDX).
YO

U
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IK /MIX
LOUDSPEAKER
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S

at:

The RACKIT' System
Modular, stackable oak furniture
for your home, office and studio
holds all a/v formats, equipment
and more
Free mail orcler brochure
(please mention Stereoplii10

1881 S. Broadway •Denver, CO 80210

Per Madsen Design
(800) 821-4883 •PO Box 882464
San Francisco, CA 94188

303.777.4449

www.rackium.com

011

(111(C4,,,

www.krix.com.au
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PASS LABS
CALL FOR DEMO SPECIALS
AND IN HOME AUDITIONS
•Audio Research •Bills Bags •CAL
•Definilite Technologs •Dunlass •Grado •Krell •Lesion
•Marlin Logan •MIT •Monster Cable •NHT •Nordost
•Pass Labs •Pioneer flile •ProAt •Rega •Runco
•Santis •Thiel •Velodsne •VPI
•Wadia •Wilson Audio •Zoethecus •Z•Systems

Sell Your Gear FREE on our
Internet Site .. plus
Trade-ins & Specials
www.audiovideologic.com
515-727-2279

Audio-Video
L•0•G•lee

KRELL KRC-HR, $3295; KRC-3, $1895; KRC-2,
$1395; KST-10CI, $1295. Sonic Frontiers Processor 3,
$2495. Classé DAC-1, $1395; CA-150, $1295. Theta
Data Basic II, $800. Sonus Faber Concerto with stands,
51495. Transparent Reference balanced interconnect,
10', $1795. NBS Statement power cords, $1395.
Monster Cable HTS2000 Power Centers, new, $149.
Offers, trades, credit cards. (914)216-1497
ANALOG SUPERSTORE! Amazon, EuroKit, and
Orca, amazing turntables from Germany. New toncams: Golden Gate, awesome! New phono stage:
PhonoMax in EarMax dress. HRS, lots of analog accessories! Richard Gray's Power Company, Symposium,
TopHats. Audio Advancements LLC, Box 2090,
Braruhville, nu 07826. (973) 875-8705. (888) 596-8745,
audadv@earthlink.net, www.audioadvancententewm.
WW W.K ATL I. CO M — WWW.KATL I.0 OM —
Katli Audio, since 1988, Southern California.
Accuphase and German Physiks: top US dealer, 1999.
PS Audio, Graaf, TacT Audio, Cardas, Mapleshadc,
Nordost cables, Levan, Brightstar, Stax, Dream Vision.
etc. Used and demo equipment: C.E.C. TI. IX, Denon
DP-S1, Accuphase DC-91 and A-50, Jadis JPL, JPS-2,
JA-200, and many more. Call for prices. Visa, MC.
(909) 465-0222.
NEW DEALS ON NEW DEMO! Call (888) 4278124: Dynaudio, Pass, dCS, Rowland, B&W, Bryston,
Audiophysic, Classé, Gamut, Krell, Oracle, Meridian,
Bel Canto, Legend, '(BA. Metronome, &cam. Cardas,
MIT, Harmonic Technology, Nordost, Siltech, JMIab,
Gershman, Totem, Dunlavy, ProAc ... dozens more!
bestofdeal@aoleom.

MAGNUM DYNALAB Fr 101 tuner, mint, $350.
Asusa model A-2 amp kit, new in box. Harrison, (513)
561-6677.

CDs, LPs, Tapes
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs and CDs.
Will *Tavel. Only collections of 1000+. Call Lawrence
OTook P.O. Box 138, Bearsvillç NY 12409. Tel./fax: (914)
688-7163.
VISIT WWWAUDIOPHILE-LP-CD.DE collection.

Wanted
CASH PAID FOR USED AUDIO/VIDEO EQUIPMENT. Buy, sell, and trade by phone. Dealer kir
AudioQuest, !Umber Kable, Lexicon, Maranta,
Monitor Audio, Panasonic, Paradigm, Paradigm
Reference, Phase Technology, Sherboume, SunFire,
Toshiba. Stereo Trading Outlet (Since 1984), 320 Old York
Road, Jenkintown, PA 19046. Call (215) 886-1650, fax
(215) 886-2171. Website catale www.tsto.com. E-mail:
tswestacom.
TUBE HI-FI, commercial tube and horn speakers,
some current "high-end" Altec, JBL, Jensen, Western
Electric, McIntosh, Marantz. EV, Quad, Leak, Fisher,
Eico, etc. Also old guitars and amps. Sonny, (405) 7373312, fax (405)737-3355, e-mail SonnySound@aolcom.
BANG & OLUFSEN
frank@fiartlefind.corn.

TVs,

VCRs,

speakers.

Local Passion ... National Reputation
3025

Des

100th

St.

Moines, IA

Audio Mart Order Form

101122

RECOMMENDED
COMPONENTS
Top-Rated DH
Labs and

NEW RATES: Private, $1.60 per word; Commercial, $5.10 per word; $205 minimum on all
commercial ads. A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.
(Telephone and fax numbers, e-mail and WWV/ addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads
must be prepaid with order. Visa/MC or checks are accepted. MAIL TO: Starophile Classified Ad
Department, Stephen Mejias, emap usa, 110 Fifth Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10011, or FAX (212)
886-2809, or SUBMIT ONLINE: classifieds@stereophile.com (Faxed and e-mailed ads are credit-card
only.) DEADLINE: Ads arc duc on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the
issue in which your ad will appear. For example, if you want your ad to run in the March 2001 Stereophile,
you must submit it with payment byfanuary 2, 2001. Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear
in the next available issue. No refunds. If you have questions, call (212) 229-4896.

Harmonic Tech
interconnects
and speaker
cables. Custom
lengths available.
PS Audio P-600
Top-Rated 600 watt
power plant.
$1995 delivered!

CI Enclosed is payment in the amount of $
for
Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to Stereophile.

words.

Iprefer to pay by Ji Visa 71 MasterCard
My card * is

Exp. date

Signature
Please run my ad in the following months:
Category heading:

J General

-I CDs/LPs/Tapes

J Wanted

Employment

Copy (Please type or print; attach separate sheet if necessary):

NOW available with
Multiwave $2245
Elevators -Top Rated
Porcelain Insulators
Now with rubbers,
practice safe sound!
reg: $109.95 (set of 8)
members: S89.95

le u
AudioNut.com

Name

State
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Company

Street

City
Zip
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Accost'« Sounds
.4.1 Acoustics

234

Revel

legacy Audio

158

Richard Clays Poway Company

146

legend Aide Design
(Ann

144
43

Rogue Audio
Rotel

106
77

Magnum Uynalab

146

46
221
220
34

Santis Systems

180

22

Shunyata Research

149

CUSIORI House

221

Mark Levinson (Aladngal)

li

SiBech

144

Dasnd Lewis Rod.

230

Manintogan

116
232

Ambrosia Audio

241

0.4.141 Domaon

232

MOL

Meal Ear

236

And 1,, Plc,

134

Dordavy Audro Labs

ARS

238

DUO International
Echo Busters
Elusive Dose

211,230

13

Marad,

May Aucho

162.168.187

63

238

241

Audio Advisor

REL Acoustics

CIA Audio

Delve Audio

Audio Connection

al
176
220
170 198

Audio Henn

224

Energy Loudspeakers

Audro Outlet

201

Gallo Acoustics

ISO

18

McCarnadt.

47
136

Saver Anode

Sonos Faber

Mirage

66

Sony

86

Sound by Singet

79
45
4-5.51
172-173

Sound City

212

30

Sound Images

239

Muni Direst

218

Sound Oaten

Mordatien Shoo

239

194

74

Genhrnan Mambo

222

Music Hall

222

soundet

Audio Plus t'SBAl

24

Gold Sky

124

Musical Surrounding,

114

Star Sound Ted91010gies

132

Goodanris Hrgh End

196

NAD

Audio Video Salon

224

Gutvore

223

Nairn Audro

Aude-Video loge

236.240

Harmonic Technology

130

Needle Doctor

69
94
186-187

uchogon torn

218

HCM Audio

228

Nirvana

126

Audiontil corn

240

HeadRoorn

206

Hordes,

38

222

Overture

235

Paradogm

Audiophde SYstents

Herron Audio

58

Auditditisni

231

111.31 farm

tisliopuest

244

Hi,' corn

AuclioWaves

171

Hovland

Avaingarde

Impact Technology

72-73

35-37
148
156

40

Sonic Frontiers

92

Mondo. Audio

142

Soliloree Loodgmakees

Meridian

Mheidatire Imports

156

s.rn Audio

Audio Plu, (Allah)
Rucho Rs-search

234

LOT Internatanal

140

lectronics

. 82-83

103

Alpha Core
Analog Shop

Red Rose Music
Reference Audio Vldeo

Cams logic

Conrad-101mM

40

12
216

Krell

Coincident Loodemkets

202

Koch la"

171

Clayton Audio

«..Luds, ukase yenta- topha B. Gooday. amp am, Me,
110 Fifth Avenue. Stk E400r. New York, NY 14811.

'timber (able

Chang lightspeed.
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124
14,80

Index

Parasound

193
/4 27
20

Pah Avenue Aude

210

Pans Connection

190
221, 223

Surniko

45.63

Symposium Acoustics

223

Synergistic Research

47

Tact Audio

136

Talon Audio

122

TARA tabs

56. Ill

Thiel

60

fice Audio

156

Totem Acoustic

142
216

234

Toys From the Ano

Pans Express

241

Transparent Midas

100

B4W loudspeakers

29

InnerSound

162

Pass laboratories

140

Tube Store

149

Balanced Audio Technology

48

Innovative Aucho

215

Per Madsen Desegn

239

Upscale Audio

188

vre Acoustic,

Induction Dynamos

126

84

Bel Canto

130

Integra

243

Perpetual Technologies

Blue Circle Aucho

236

IC Audio

234

PipeDrearns

Bona USA

160

Jolt Rowland Design

174

Polk And.

unnester Audio
Cable Company
Canton tleitronics

98

Joseph Audio

65

/PS Labs

81

204

/5 Arad.

238

90

REF

161

54

52
221
88

Velodyne

96

Venty Audio

106

Wadia

118

Power Modules

222

Wamer Music***

PS ALA.°

104

WEITOSA

118

Wereworld

161

Yarna's EMerprises

223

PSB
Quad

/
70

135

FREE CATALOG
If you like
to "do-ityourself"
then the
Parts
Express
catalog is
for you!
It is packed
full of products like
raw loudspeaker
drivers from Audax, Aura, Morel.
Dynaudio. Vifa. and more. We stock
premium crossover parts, speaker
kits, cabinets, accessories, wire/
cable, and everything you need to
create your own high end speakers.
Build your own and save big!

ELECTRONICS

8

MORE

CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-338-0531
SOURCE CODE

SPM

725 Pleasant Valley Dr.,
Springboro. OH 45066-1158
Phone: 513/743-3000 • FAX: 513/743-1677
E-mail: sales 4,parts-express.com
Web Site: www.parts-express.com
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We Make Coming Home
Better Than Going Out
.e.s.LcE. • CEDIA MEMBER•
4761892

S PEAKERS
Talon Audio •Soliloquy •JM Reynaud
Coincident •Legend Audio
E LECTRONICS
Viva •Ortho Spectrum AR-2000
Electrocompaniet •Myryad •Muse
MS8 •JA Michell •Legend Audio
First Sound •Aloia •Audiomeca
A CCESSORIES
Analysis Plus •Walker Audio
pARTicular •Nitty Gritty •TG Audio Lab
Luminous Audio Technology •Nekken
Vistek, Inc. •Pure Magic •Acoustic Zen
V IDEO
Dream Vision •DVDO •Draper
Leather Center Home Theater Seating
Seleco •Onkyo •Myryad

On Display in Caldwell, NJ

9 7 3. El 12. 6 7 17
WWW.DELVEALIDIO.COM

Ji
LA's Leading Audio &
Home Theater Specialist

• AERIAL ACOUSTICS • A/D/S • ARCAM • ARCICI
•ATLANTIS •BASIS •B&K •BENZ MICRO •BILLY
RAGS •BOW •CLASSÉ •CLEARAUDIO •CRESTRON •
DRAPER. BUNLAVY •REVEL •ELAN •ECLUIrTECH •ESP
•FANFAREIM •FAROUOJA •GRADO •GRAHAM •JEFF
ROWLAND •KIMBER SELECT •LEVINSON •MARANTZ
• MERIDIAN • MYRYAO • PHILIPS •PIONEER ELITE
•POLY CRYSTA. •PROCEED. PSB •REL •REGA•SONANCE
•SONIC FRONTIERS •STEWART •SUMIKO •THETA
DIGITAL •TRANSPARENT •VIBRAPLANE •VIDIKRON
•WHEATON TRIPLANAR •Z-SYSTEMS •AND MORE

310 440 5522 Fax 310-440-5526
Ika-Frt 10 -7 Sat 10 -5:30
2337 Ream Rd. Ste. 5. Bel Air, CA 90077

VISIT OUR WEBSITE: www.ambrosia.com
information & large select/on of pre-owned electromcs
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Fine

Tunes

Jonathan

Scull

I

just love hearing about cheap
tweaks sent in by our readers. Here's
a corker from Tony (Storybook
Weaver@aol.com):
"Greetings Jonathan! Iown amusic
store and audio is my hobby. Irepair and
mod all kinds of tube stuff. Anyway, I'll
pass this tweak on to you now, like I
should have done 10 years ago! There's a
product Iand other music stores stock
called Moongel, which is used on drumheads to tweak out the overtones. It
works great when placed toward the rim
of the head. It filters out the harmonics
and leaves the fundamental. It's acurious
substance that sticks to awide variety of
materials all by itself, yet it's very soft,
not adhesive, and measures about 1
/"by
2
I" by 2". Iuse asmall portion of it on my
Rega RB300 headshell and on the subchassis of my Pink Triangle turntable.
This company also has a Moongel
Drumpad for practicing that measures
about 7" by 1
/" thick, and that sits
2
beneath my phono stage! The pads are
fairly cheap —a container of four costs
$5, while the drumpad is alittle more
expensive at around $30. But the material can be cut with an Exacto blade into
smaller sections. Next time you're walking by amusic shop (the other kind!),
stop in and see if they have any!"
You know Iwill, Tony!
In past episodes of "Fine Tunes"! I've
su I
t
lested all kinds of cheap alternatives
to expensive audiophile equipment
footers. So Iwas intrigued when Ispotted a thread on Tweakees Asylum
(www.AudioAsylum.com/audio/
tweaks/bbs.html) entitled "Ludicrously
Cheap Speaker Spikes." Someone identified as "E" explained that he'd been
using discs of cedar wood under his
bookshelf speakers, and had found
them inferior to metal spikes he'd borrowed and used with alittle dab o' BluTack. Econtinued:
1Available in dw newly reorganized Archives section
of wwwstereophile.com.

"I bumped into some golf-equipment
store and found some tips for holding
the golf ball for driving. Some are very
high (2-3"), while another kind are like
abig thumb nail with the cap reversed.
That's the one to use."
Ecautioned that some brands of golf
tees are mechanically weak, but others
are more than strong enough to use as
footers under lightweight bookshelf
speakers. And they're dirt cheap —as E
pointed out, adozen for the price of a
can and ahalf of soda! He reported that
the tees, when used with dabs of BluTack, worked well under his bookshelf
speakers and were very close in sound
to the metal spikes he'd tried, especially
when the tees were placed on top of
bricks. Cheap enough and worth atry,
don't you agree? "Think twice before
using them for large speakers!" warned
E. Correctomundo, my tweako friend.
Another post on Tweakees Asylum
that caught my eye was from inveterate
tweaker Jeff Starr:
"I've tried various pucks and brass
cones under my power amp and found
it to sound better on its original feet.
The amp sits on 1"-thick pressboard
covered with Formica and has brass
cones between board and floor. Iwas at
American Science and Surplus and
bought four #5 rubber stoppers. I
placed these under the amp, and while
not making aworld of difference, it still
had apositive effect. Total cost was $2
for the four stoppers. Ithink the various
sizes would work just as well as some of
the pucks that are available. Heck, for
less than $10 you could put these under
all of your components. I'm sure they're
better than most stock feet."
Oh, stop it, Jeff! [badaBINGI
Then I stumbled across another
beauty on Tweakees, this one posted
by "Jeff':
"I have an Ah! Tjoeb CD player, the
chassis is very flimsy and cheap. I've put
two Ziploc baggies full of sand on top of
the unit and it's improved the sound! The

bottom end is more solid, and it's
reduced some boominess on certain
recordings. It seems to have made everything slightly more 'stable' and coherent."
Well-known audio-tweaker-abouttown Jon Risch replied:
"Yes, vibration control works wonders on almost any audio component.
You could also try placing Ziploc bags 2/3
full (with the air burped out) under
each foot on the CD player, and unload
the bags you have on top (the sand
needs to be able to shift and move for
maximum results) down to 2/3 full, and
see if that works even better."
For more Jon Risch tweaks, check
out http://members.nbci.com/Jon_
Risch/index.htm.
The next tweak was posted on the
www.audioasylum.com General Forum
by John Marks ofJMR Music (jmrcds@
jmrcds.com). As Marks described it, this
zero-cost, trivial-effort tweak might
improve your system's sound:
"If you have any power outlets — in
your entire home — that are equipped
with GFIDs (ground-fault interruption
devices), and there's nothing plugged
into them (which is often the case),
press the Test button but do not press the
Reset button. GFIDs are electromechanical spring-loaded `deadman' devices.
You are supposed to test and reset them
every 30 days, believe it or not. As the
GFID ages, the tension of the spring
can create asympathetic modulation; in
some cases, you can even hear aGFID
hum or buzz, although there's nothing
plugged into it!"
Good one, John, and just esoteric
enough for "Fine Tunes"! John also
publishes an excellent newsletter, John
Marks Recomnords, the archives of which
are available at www.topica.com/
lists/jmrcds/read. Or try www.
jmrdcs.com for alook at his fine classical and jazz music offerings on CD.
Hey, at these prices, it's easy to
experiment with tweaks. Try it —
you'll like it!
1111
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NIELL GENT:

REVEALING OR REFLECTING GOOD JUDGEMENT OR SOUND THOUGHT.
Music and Movies have aprofound ability to enrich our lives. But only the most advanced audio-video systems
can bring great performances to life. Introducing Integra: acollection of exquisite components whose sound

and image quality, intuitive operation and upgradeable architecture establish the future of home entertainment.

Integra / 200 Williams Drive Ramsey. N.J. 07446 / www.integrahometheater.com

I

Integra
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Pulse
POUNDING!

The electronic lifeblood coursing through AQ cables
back here will let your pulse respond
to the performance out there.

Sidewinder

Copperhead

audioquest

Diamondback

Viper

Python

8710 Research Drive Irvine, CA 92618 USA Tel: 949.585.0111

Anaconda

Amazon

Fax: 949.585.0333 www.audioquest.com

